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Foreword 

F
rom its inception as a brief journal article in 1929, the Publication Manual of 
the American Psychological Association has been designed ro advance scholar
ship by setting sound and rigorous standards for scientific communication. The 

creators of the 1929 manuscript included psychologists, anthropologists, and business 
managers who convened under the sponsorship of the National Research Council. 
They sought to establish a simple set of procedures, or style rules, that would codify 
the many components of scientific writing to increase the ease of reading comprehen
sion. This goal wa subsequently embraced not only by psychologists but also by schol
an. 10 other social and behavioral sciences who wi hed to enhance the dissemination 
of knowledge in their respective fields. 

Uniform style helps us to cull articles quickly for key points and findings. Rules of 
style 10 c1entific writing encourage full disclosure of essential information and allow 
us to dispen e with minor distractions. Style helps us express the key elements of quan
titative re ults, choose the graphic form that will best suit our analyses, report critical 
derails of our research protocol, and describe individuals with accuracy and respect. It 
removes the distraction of puzzling over the correct punctuation for a reference or the 
proper form for numbers in text. Those elements are codified in the rules we follow 
for clear communication, allowing us to focus our intellectual energy on the substance 
of our research. 

Today, APA Style sets a standard that is realized in APA journals, books, and electron
ic databases. ln my tenure as APA publisher, the APA Journals program has grown from 
one that publishes 17,700 pages a year to one that publishes 37,000 pages a year. The APA 
Books program has grown from 12 books to over 1,214 books as well as 160 psychother
apy training videos. APA electronic products have grown from one database to five dara
ba es that offer users immediate connection to abstracts, books, journals, reviews, and 
quahty gray literature. This profusion of scholarship has been supported and defmed by 
rhe guidance provided in rhe Publication Manual. Together with the APA Dictionary of 
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Psychology and Encyclopedia of Psyd1ology, it establishes a sound foundation for the 
advancement of the field. 

The Publication Mamtal is consulted not onl) by psychologists bur also by stu
dents and re earchers in educanon, soc1al work, nursing, business, and many other 
behavioral and social sciences. Its standards are available in English as well as Spanish, 
Portuguese, Korean, Chine e, and many other languages. A central focus of delibera
tion for chis edition has been the way in which web-ba ed technological innovanons 
have altered the way we conceptualize, conduce, and consume scientific research. The 
sixth edition of the Publication Manual is devoted in large part co interpreting these 
advances and incorporating them into the style lexicon. 1t is my hope that, in concert 
with our other reference produces, it will serve as a solid base for all of your scientific 
communications. 

Gary R. VandenBos, PhD 
Publisher, Amencan Psychological Assoe~atlon 



Preface 

T o berrer understand the complex changes in cientific publishing and address 
them m this edition, many experts and professional group were consulted. We 
began the revision process in 2006 by looking do ely at the fifth edition, ana

lyzing more than five years of accumulated user feedback; evaluating published criti
cism; and commission ing reviews from senior editors in psychology, education, nurs
ing, history, and business. After deliberation of and debate about these comments, the 
APA Publications and Communicarions Board set broad parameters for the revision 
and appointed a panel of experienced editors and cientists from diverse specialty areas 
to collaborate with dedicated staff on the revasion. 

The ix-member Publicatiorz Manual Revasion Task Force mer for the first time in 
February 2007. They determined that revi aon were needed in seven key areas: ethics, 
JOurnal article reporting standards, reducing bia in language, graphics, writing sryle, 
reference , and taristics. Working groups of expert were e tablished to support the 
work of the task force in each area. 

A the revision progressed, APA staff continued to solicit recommendations for 
revision from the APA Council of Edators, from Publication Manual user at the 
www.apasryle.org website, from APA member at professional meetings, and from 
APA boards and committees. Those recommendations were passed along to working 
group and task force members for consideration. 

Thu , this edition of the Publication Manual is the result of creative collaboration 
with many groups and individuals. We must first thank the members of the Publication 
Manual Revision Task Force. They devoted many hours co analyzing reviews, consid
ering the scholarly publishing climate, identifying topac in need of greater coverage, 
meeting with working group members to generate and revise text, cririquing and dis
cus mg new drafts, and poring over the final draft with a persistent commitment to 
getting it right. We are fortunate to have benefited so thoroughly from their enthusias
tiC and generous support of this project. 
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We are also grateful for the comribunons that came from the working groups of 
experts who helped shape this edition. The} dialed in faithfully to JOin Webex confer
ence calls, collaborating to ensure accurate and comprehensive coverage for the1r 
respective areas. We benefited from the welcome blend of tact, humor, and insight that 
they brought to this project. 

Early in the revision process, we solicited critiques from selected core users, that is, 
from senior editors and writers in the areas of psychology, nursing, education, and 
business. The overall recommendations gained from those individuals greatly mflu
enced the approach taken in planning this edition of the Publication Manual. For shar
ing rheir insights and suggestions, we thank Barney Beins, Geoff Cumming, Janet 
Shibley Hyde, Judy Nemes, Kathryn Riley, Henry Roediger III, Peter W. Schroth, 
Martha Storandt, and Sandra P. Thomas. On a related nore, we are indebted to Linda 
Beebe and rhe PsydNFO staff for their mvaluable guidance on how evolving technolo
gie continue to affect the reading, storage, and retrieval of scholarly work. 

To guide u m our commitment to provide ound and timely instruction on scien
tific reporting, we solicited comments from everal APA boards and committees. We are 
grateful for recommendation received from the APA Committee on Ethnic Minont} 
Affairs; the APA Board of Scientific Affatrs; the APA H1story Oversight Committee; the 
APA Committee on Disability Issues in Psychology; the American Psychological 
Association of Graduate Students; the APA Task Force on Gender Identity, Gender 
Vanance, and Intersex Conditions; and the APA Committee on Socioeconomic Status. 

Several writing instructors and coaches contacted us with suggestion for making 
APA Style more accessible for students. For taking the time to share their recommen
dations, we arc most grateful to Dec Seligman, Wendy Packman, Scott Hines, Gccta 
Patangay, Mylea Charvat, and Jeff Zuckerman. 

Last, we thank the APA Office of Publications and Databases staff for their many 
contnbutions tO this edition, includmg Paige Jackson, Susan Herman, Annie llill, 
llarriet Kaplan, Edward Porter, Shenyun Wu, Amy Pearson, Ron Teeter, Hal Warren, 
Beverly Jamison, Susan Harris, and Julia Frank-McNeil. Nora Kisch, Julianne Rove ti, 
Peter Gaviorno, and the enme ales and marketing ream have worked tirele ly ro 
inform the broad ocial science communit} about the new edition. We are particular
ly grateful to Jennifer Macomber for her skilled and meticulous care in hepherding the 
manuscript through production. Finally, we thank Anne Woodworth Gasque, who man
aged the proce s with ingenuity and grace, for her superb stewardship of this project. 

Mary Lynn Skutley 
Editorial Director. APA Books 

Gary R. VandenBos, PhD 
Publisher, American Psychologtcal Assoctation 
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Introduction 

T he Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association was first 
published in 1929 as a seven-page "standard of procedure, to which exceptions 
would doubdess be necessary, bur to which refertnce might be made in cases of 

doubt" (Bentley et al., 1929, p. 57). Eighty years later, we launch the sixth edition of 
the Publication Manual in the same spirit. Over the years, the Publication Manual has 
grown by necessity from a simple set of style rules to an authoritative ource on all 
aspects of scholarly writing, from the ethics of duplicate publication to the word choice 
that best reduce bias in language. 

The rule!> of APA Style are drawn from an extensive body of p ychologicallitera
ture, from editors and authors experienced tn s holarly wming, and from recognized 
authorines on publication practices. This edttion of rhe Publication Manual has been 
exrenstvely revtsed to reflect new standards tn publishing and new practices in infor
mation dtssemtnarion. Since the last edition of the manual was published, we have 
gone from a population that reads articles to one that "consumes content . ., New tech
nologies have made increasingly sophisticated analyse possible, just as they have 
accelerated the dissemination of those analyses in multiple forms, from blogs to per
sonal web postings to articles published in online databases. 

To provide readers with guidance on how these and other developments have 
affected scholarly publishing, we have reordered and condensed the manual signifi
candy. Our first goal was to simplify the reader's job by compiling all information on 
a roptc in a single place. We have ordered information in accordance with the publica
tion process, beginning with the idea stage and ending with the publication stage. We 
have retatned and strengthened the basic rule of APA wming style and the guidelines 
on avoiding bias in language that were first publi hed by APA more than 30 years ago. 
Most important, we have significantly expanded guidance on ethics, statistics, journal 
article reporting standards, electronic reference format , and the construction of tables 
and figures. 



4 ORGANIZATION OF THE SIXTH EDITION 

Kev to this revision is an updated and expanded web presence, which exponential
ly ancreases the information we are able to provtde. At www.apasryle.org, readers will 
find a full range of resources for learnmg APA ryle as well as additional guidance on 
writing and publishing, which will evolve with changing standards and practtce . 

Organization of the Sixth Edition 
In Chapter 1, we acquaint readers with the types of articles common in scho larly pub
lications. We also describe the role of ethics in publishing and offer guidance in follow
ing best practices for compliance. 

In Chapter 2, we define all parts of a scholarly manuscript, from title to appendix, 
emphasi:ting both function and form. Weal o summarize current reporting standards 
for JOUrnal articles. The chapter ends with sample papers that iJJustrate the rules of 
APA ryle. 

In Chapter 3, we offer basic gutdance on planning and writing the article. We 
adn e readers on how ro orgamze thetr thoughts, choose effective words, and de cnbe 
indtvtdual with accuracy and sensinvtty. 

In Chapter 4, we instruct readers on the nuts and bolts of sryle: punctuation, 
pellmg, capttalization, abbrevtauons, numbers, and statistics in text. Consistency m 

the use of the e basic aspects of style is key to clear scientific communication. 
In Chapter 5, we describe the effective use of graphic elements in text and provide 

readers with illustrations of graphic elements that are usefu l for the presentation of 
data in tables and figures. 

In Chapter 6, we provide guidance on citing sources. We discuss ground rules for 
acknowledging contributions of orhcrs and for formatting quotations. We instruct 
readers on when and how ro cite references in text and on how to construct a refer
ence li t that contains everything readers need to locate each source. 

In Chapter 7, we provide a comprehensive selection of reference example in APA 
Sryle. The examples cover a range of categone , from periodicals ro podcasts, with an 
emphast on references to electronic formats. 

ln Chapter 8, we provtde an O\'Crvic'" of the journal publi hing proce s. \Xie 
emphastze the author's responstbtline in manu cript preparation and at each ub e
quent stage of publication. 

Specific Changes in the Sixth Edition 
General Approach 

We considered rwo broad issues in planning this revision. First, given the wide use of 
the Publication Manual by readers out ide the field of psychology, to whar extenr 
should this edition focus specifically on the APA journals program? Detailed mfor
marion on APA journals is available on the web (see http://www.apa.orgfjoumals/); 
each JOurnal has its own web page, whtch mcludes pecific instructions co author . We 
dectded to remove from the Publication Manual much of the APA-specific informanon 
that is readily accessible on the web, where gutdeltne are kept current. In rhi edition 
of rhe PublicatiOn Manual, we empha<;izc general principles that researchers need ro 
know as well as principles of clear textual and visual communication. 
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econd, ro what extent shouJd the Publication Manual be prescriptive rather than 
de criprave of current practices in the field? A secnon an the foreword to the fourth eda
non is relevant: 

The Publtcatton Manual presents explicit style requirements but acknowledges 
that alternatives are sometimes necessary; authors should balance the rules of 
the Publtcat1on Manual with good Judgment Because the wntten language of 
psychology changes more slowly than psychology Itself, the Publication Manual 
does not offer solutions for all stylistiC problems. In that sense. it is a transition
al document: Its style requirements are based on the existing scientific literature 
rather than 1mposed on the literature. (American Psychological Association, 
1994, p. XXIII) 

Because of the diversity of practices in the socaal and behavioral sciences, we antici
pated that the Publicatton Manual would Jakel} pre cribe new direction for !>Orne 
subdascaplane and merely describe rhe current rare of scaenrific reporting for other 
ubdi ciplanes. 

New and Expanded Content 

Chapter 1. Becau e of the importance of ethical issues rhar affect rhe conduct of cien
nfic inquiry, we have placed ethics discussions in this opening chapter and have signif
icantly expanded coverage of several topics. New guidance is included on determining 
aurhorship and terms of collaboration, duplicate publication, plagiarism and self
plagiarism, disguising of participants, va lidity of instrumentation, and making data 
available to others for verification. 

Chapter 2. In Chapter 2, we provide comprehen ive information on specific manuscript 
parts, which were located in several chapters in the last ediraon. For each manuscript 
parr, we de cnbe purpose and core content as well as ho\'. it should appear in text. 
Thas chapter ha been significantly expanded with the addation of journal article 
repornng c;randards to help readers report emparacal research with clarity and preci
saon. We also provade an expanded discus ion of sraristacal methods, including guid
ance on reporung effect sizes. In addition, we provide a new section on the use and 
preparation of supplemental materials for the web. We close the chapter with a new 
selection of sample papers that instantiate elements of APA Style. 

Chapter 3. Jn this chapter, we offer two areas with signifacantly changed content. First , 
we have implified APA heading style to make it more conducive to electronic publi
cation. Second, we have updated guidelines for reducing bias in language to reflect cur
rent practices and preferences. A new section on presenting hastorical language that is 
anappropriare by present standards has been added, and examples of good and bad 
language choaccs have been expanded and moved ro rhe web, where they are more 
acce sable ro all and can be easily updated. 

Chapter 4. ew content in Chapter 4 include guidelanes for reporting inferential 
starasnc and a significantly revised table of starasracal abbreviations. A new discus
sion of u ang upplemeotal files containing lengthy data set and other media is al o 

included. 
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Chapter 5. Procedures for developing graphic material have changed dramatically smce 
the last edition of the Publtcatzou Mamtal wa published. This chapter contains signif
icantly expanded content on the electronic presentation of data. It will help readers 
understand the purpose of each kmd of display and choose the best match for commu
mcating the results of the inve tigation. We provide new examples for a variety of dis
plays, mcluding electrophysiolog1cal, 1maging, and other biological data. 

Chapter 6. fn this chapter, we have consolidated information on all aspect of citations, 
beginning with guidance on how much to c1tc, how to format quotations, and how 
to navigate the permission process. Basic in-text citation styles and reference compo
nents are covered in derail. The discussion of electronic sources has been greatly 
expanded, emphasizing the role of the dig1tal object identifier as a reliable way to 
locate mformation. 

Chapter 7. Chapter 7 contains a significantly expanded set of reference examples, with 
an emphasts on electronic format , for readers to U!>e in mastering the changes described 
in Chapter 6. New examples have been added for a number of online source , from data 
sets and measurement instrument to ofrware and online discussion forums. 

Chapter 8. Chapter 8 has been revi cd to focus more on the publication proce s and less 
on spec1fic APA policies and procedures. It includes an expanded discussion of the func
tion and process of peer rev1ew; a discussion of erh1cal, legal, and policy reqUirements 
in publication; and guidelines on working with the publisher while the article is in press. 

How to Use the Publication Manual 
The Publication Manual describes requirement for the preparation and submission of 
manuscript for publication. Chapters m the Publication Manual provide sub tantive
ly different kinds of information and are arranged in the sequence in which one con
siders the elements of manuscnpt preparation, from initial concept through pub!Jca
tion. Although each chapter IS autonomou , ind1viduals new to the publication process 
may benefit from reading the book from beginnmg to end to get a comprehensive 
overview. 

Organizational Aids 

We have mcluded checklist throughout rhe book to help you organize tasks and 
review your progress. These are listed below. 

Checklist name Page 

Ethical Compliance Checklist 20 

Table Checklist 150 

Figure Checklist 167 

Checklist for Manuscnpt Subm1ss1on 240 

We have also provided sample papers to Illustrate applications of APA ryle. These 
include a one-experiment paper (figure 2.1, pp. 41-53), a two-experiment paper (f1gure 
2.2, pp. 54-56), and a sample paper reporting a meta-analysis (Figure 2.3, pp. 57-59). 
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Format Aids 

Example of points of style or format that appear throughout the book are in a con
trasting typeface. Th1s typeface is intended to help you locate examples quickly. 

This is an example of the typeface used to Illustrate style points. 

The following are other formatting aids that are designed to help the reader locate 
specific information quickly: 

• A detailed table of contents lists the sections for each chapter and will help you 
locate categoric of information quickly. 

• An abbreviated table of contents appear inside the front cover for ease in locating 
broad categories of information. 

• A list of tables and figures follows the table of contenrs and will help you locate spe
Cific table and figures. 

• An abbreviated index of commonly used references appear inside the back cover. 

We hope that these format aids will as 1 t you 111 findmg the instruction you need 
in the pages that follow. • 

'You may find dur rhe appear;ma of th~ pago occa~iorully lk\ 1.110 fmm APA t)·le rules. For example, secnons 
ma\ nor be double-spaad and 1113) nor be in 12-pomr lime. Roman typeface. APA ryle rules are designed for ease 
of ;eadm~ in manuscnpr form. Pul>llshed work often rakes a dJtlerent form 10 accordance wuh professional <ks1gn 

standards. 



Writing for the Behavioral and 
Social Sciences 

R esearch is complete only when the results are shared with the scientific com
munity. Although such sharing is accomplished in various ways, both formal 
and informal, the traditional medium for communicating research results is 

the scientific journal. 
The scientific journal is the repository of the accumulated knowledge of a field. 

The findings and analyses, the successes and failures, and the perspectives of many 
investigators over many years are recorded in the literature. Familiarity with the liter
ature allows an individual investigator to avoid needlessly repeating work that has 
been done before, to build on existing work, and in turn to contribute something new. 

Just as each investigator benefits from the publication process, so the body of sci
entific literature depends for its vitality on the active participation of individual inves
tigators. Authors of scientific articles contribute most to the literature when they com
municate clearly and concisely. 

In this chapter, we discuss several considerations that authors should weigh before 
writing for publication-considerations both about their own research and about the sci
enrific publishing tradition. We begin by identifying the types of articles that appear in sci
entific journals. In the rest of the chapter, we focus on overarching ethical and legal stan
dards in publishing that must be addressed as a first step in planning an investigation. 

Types of Articles 
Journal articles are usually reports of empirical studies, literature reviews, theoretical 
articles, methodological articles, or case studies. They are prirnary or original publica
tions. Members of the scientific community generally agree that the characteristics of 
these publications are that (a) articles represent research nor previOusly published (i.e., 
first disclosure; for a discussion of duplicate publication, see section 1.09), (b) articles 
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are reviewed by peers before being accepted or rejected by a journal, and (c) articles 
are archival (i.e., retrievable for furure reference). 

1.01 Empirical Studies 
Empirical studies are reports of original research. These include secondary analyses 
that test hypotheses by presenring novel analyses of data not considered or addressed 
in previous reports. They typically consist of distinct sections that reflect the stages in 
the research process and that appear in the following sequence: 

• introduction: development of the problem under investigation, including its histori-
cal antecedents, and statement of the purpose of the investigation; 

• method: description of the procedures used to conduct the investigation; 

• results: report of the findings and analyses; and 

• discussion: summary, interpretation, and implications of the results. 

1.02 Literature Reviews 

Literature reviews, including research syntheses and meta-analyses, are critical evalu
ations of material that has already been published. In meta-analyses, authors use quan
titative procedures ro statistically combine the results of studies. By organizing, inte
grating, and evaluating previously published material, authors of literature reviews 
consider the progress of research toward clarifying a problem. In a sense, literature 
reviews are tutorials, in that authors 

• define and clarify the problem; 

• summarize previous investigations to inform the reader of the state of research; 

• identify relations, contradictions, gaps, and inconsistencies in the literature; and 

• suggest the next step or steps in solving the problem. 

The components of literature reviews can be arranged in various ways (e.g., by group
ing research based on similarity in the concepts or theories of inrerest, methodological 
similarities among the studies reviewed, or the historical development of the field). 

1.03 Theoretical Articles 

In theoretical articles, authors draw on existing research literature to advance theory. 
Literature reviews and theoretical articles are often similar in structure, but theoretical 
articles present empirical information only when it advances a theoretical issue. Authors 
of theoretical articles trace the development of theory to expand and refine theoretical 
constructs or present a new theory or analyze existing theory, pointing out flaws or 
demonstrating the advantage of one theory over another. In this type of article, authors 
customarily examine a theory's internal consistency and external validity. The sections of 
a theoretical article, like those of a literature review, can vary in order of their content. 

1.04 Methodological Articles 

Methodological articles present new methodological approaches, modifications of 
existing methods, or discussions of quantitative and data analytic approaches to the 
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community of researchers. These articles focus on methodological or data analytic 
approaches and introduce empirical data only as illustrations of the approach. 
Methodological articles are presented at a level that makes them accessible to the well
read re earcher and provide sufficient detail for researchers to assess the applicability 
of the methodology to their research problem. Further, the article allows the reader to 
compare the proposed methods with those in current use and to implement the pro
po ed methods. In methodological articles, highly technical materials (e.g., derivations, 
proofs, details of simulations) should be presented in appendices or as supplemental 
materials to improve the overall readability of the article. 

1.05 Case Studies 

Case studies are reports of case materials obtained while working with an individual, 
a group, a community, or an organization. Case studies illustrate a problem; indicate 
a means for solving a problem; and/or shed light on needed research, clinical applica
tions, or theoretical matters. In writing case studies, authors carefully consider the bal
ance berween providing important illustrative material and using confidential case 
material responsibly. (See section 1.11 for a discussion on confidentiality.) 

1.06 Other Types of Articles 

Other, less frequently published types of articles include brief reports, comments and 
replies on previously published articles, book reviews, obituaries, letters to the edi
tor, and monographs. Consult with the editor of the journal to which you are con
sidering submitting the manuscript for specific information regarding these kinds of 
articles. 

Ethical and Legal Standards in Publishing 
Much of the Publication Manual addresses scientific writing sryle. Sryle involves no 
inherent right or wrong. It is merely a conventional way of presenting information that 
is designed to ease communication. Different scholarly disciplines have different pub
lication sryles. 

In contrast, basic ethical and legal principles underlie all scholarly research and 
writing. These long-standing principles are designed to achieve three goals: 

• to ensure the accuracy of scientific knowledge, 
• to protect the rights and welfare of research participants, and 

• to protect intellectual properry rights. 

Writers in the social and behavioral sciences work to uphold these goals and fol
low the principles that have been established by their professional associations. The 
following guidance is drawn from the "Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of 
Conduct" (hereinafter referred to as the APA Ethics Code; APA, 2002; see also 
http://www.apa.org/ethics), which contains standards that address the reporting and 
publishing of scientific data. Note that the APA Ethics Code is not a static document
it may be revised and updated over time. Updates appear on the website as they 
become available. 
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Ensuring the Accuracy of Scientific Knowledge 
1.07 Ethical Reporting of Research Results 

The essence of the scientific method involves observations that can be repeated and 
verified by others. Thus, psychologists do nor fabricate or falsify data (APA Eth1cs 
Code Standard 8.10a, Reporting Research Results). Modifying results, including VISU

al images (for more discussion on visual images, see Chapter 5, section 5 .29), to sup
port a hypothesis or omitting troublesome observations from reports to present a more 
convincing story is also prohibited (APA Ethics Code Standard 5.01a, Avoidance of 
False or Deceptive Statements). 

Careful preparation of manuscripts for publication is essential, but errors can stiJJ 
occur. Authors are responsible for making such errors public if the errors are discov
ered after publication. First, inform the editor and the publisher so that a correct1on 
notice can be published. The goal of such a notice is to correct the knowledge base so 
that the error is brought to the attention of future users of the information. Each cor
rection notice is appended to the original article in an online database so that it will be 
retrieved whenever the original article is retrieved (for more details on correction 
notices, see section 8.06; APA Ethics Code Standard 8.1 Ob, Reporting Research 
Results). 

1.08 Data Retention and Sharing 

Researchers must make their data available to the editor at any time during the review 
and publication process if questions arise with respect to the accuracy of the report. 
Refusal to do so can lead to rejection of the submitted manuscript without further con
sideration. In a similar vein, once an article is published, researchers must make their 
data available to permit other qualified professionals to confirm the analyses and 
results (APA Ethics Code Standard 8.14a, Sharing Research Data for Verification). 
Authors are expected ro retain raw data for a minimum of five years after publicatlon 
of the research. Other information related to the research (e.g., instructions, treatment 
manuals, software, details of procedures, code for mathematical models reported in 
journal articles) should be kept for the same period; such information is necessary if 
others are to attempt replication and should be provided to qualified researchers on 
request (APA Ethics Code Standard 6.01, Documentation of Professional and Scientific 
Work and Maintenance of Records). 

APA encourages the open sharing of data among qualified investigators. Authors 
are expected to comply promptly and in a spirit of cooperation with requests for data 
sharing from other researchers. Before sharing data, delete any personally identifiable 
information or code that would make it possible to reestablish a link to an individual 
participant's identity. In addition to protecting the confidentiality of research partici
pants, special proprietary or other concerns of the investigator or sponsor of the 
research sometimes must be addressed as well. Generally, the costs of complying with 
the request should be borne by the requester. 

To avoid misunderstanding, it is important for the researcher requesting data and 
the researcher providing data to come to a written agreement about the conditions 
under which the data are to be shared. Such an agreement must specify the limits on 
how the shared data may be used (e.g., for verification of already published results, for 
inclusion in meta-analytic studies, for secondary analysis). The written agreement 
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should also include a formal statement about limits on the distribution of the shared 
data (e.g., it may be used only by the person requesting the data, it may be used by the 
person reque ring the data and individuals the requestor directly supervises, or there 
are no limits on the further distribution of the data). Furthermore, the agreement 
should specify limits on the dissemination (conference presentations, internal reports, 
journal articles, book chapters, etc.) of the results of analyses performed on the data 
and authorship expectations. Data-sharing arrangements must be entered into with 
proper consideration of copyright restrictions, consent provided by subjects, require
ments of funding agencies, and rules promulgated by the employer of the holder of the 
data (APA Ethics Code Standard 8.14b, Sharing Research Data for Verification). 

1.09 Duplicate and Piecemeal Publication of Data 

The scientific literature is our institutional memory. Thus, reports in the literature must 
accurately reflect the independence of separate research efforts. Both duplicate and 
piecemeal publication of data constitute threats to the e goals. Duplicate publication 
is the publication of the same data or ideas in nvo eparate sources. Piecemeal publi
cation is the unnecessary splitting of the findings from one research effort into multi
ple articles. 

Duplicate publication. Misrepresentation of data as original when they have been pub
lished previously is specifically prohibited by APA Ethics Code Standard 8.13, 
Duplicate Publication of Data. Duplicate publication distorts the knowledge base by 
making it appear that there is more information available than really exists. It also 
wastes scarce resources (journa l pages and the time and efforts of editors and review
ers). The prohibition against duplicate publication is especially critical for the cumula
tive knowledge of the field. Duplicate publication can give the erroneous impression 
that findings are more replicable than is the case or that particular conclusions are 
more strongly supported than is warranted by the cumulative evidence. Duplicate pub
lication can also lead to copyright violations; authors cannot assign the copyright for 
the same material to more than one publisher. 

Previously published research. Authors must nor ubmit to an APA journal a man
uscnpr describing work that has been published previously in whole or in substantial 
part el ewhere, whether in English or in another language. More important, authors 
should nor submit manuscripts that have been published el ewhere in substantially 
similar form or with substantially similar content. Authors in doubt about what con
stitutes prior publication should consult with the editor of the journal in question. 

This policy regarding duplicate publication does nor necessarily exclude from con
sideration manuscripts previously published in abstracted form {e.g., in the proceed
ings of an annua l meeting) or in a periodical with limited circulation or availability 
(e.g., in a report by a university department, by a government agency, or in a U.S. dis
sertation). This policy does exclude from consideration the same or overlapping mate
nat that has appeared in a publication that ha been offered for public sale, such as 
conference proceedings or a book chapter; such a publication does not meet the crite
rion of "limited circulation." Publication of a brief report in an APA journal is with 
the understanding that an extended report will not be published elsewhere because 
APA brief reports include sufficient descriptions of methodology to allow for replica
tion; the brief report is the archival record for the work. Similarly, the restraints against 
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duplicate publication do not preclude subsequent reanalysis of published data in light 
of new theories or methodologies, if the reanalysis is clearly labeled as such and pro
vides new insights into the phenomena being studied. 

Acknowledging and citing previous work. Authors sometimes want to publish what 
is essentially the same material in more than one venue to reach different audiences. 
However, such duplicate publication can rarely be justified, given the ready accessibil
iry of computerized retrieval systems for published works. If it is deemed scientifically 
necessary to re-present previously published material-for instance, in reports of new 
analyses or to frame new research that follows up on previous work from the authors' 
laboratory-the following conditions must be met: 

1. The amount of duplicated material must be small relative to the total length of the 
text. 

2. The text must clearly acknowledge in the author note and other relevant sections of 
the article (i.e., Method and/or Results sections) that the information was reported 
previously, and the citation to the previous work must be given. 

3. Any republished tables and figures must be clearly marked as reprinted or adapted, 
and the original source must be provided both in the text and in a footnote to the 
table or figure. 

4. The original publication venue must be clearly and accurately cited in the reference 
list (see also the discussion on self-plagiarism in section 1.10). 

When the original publication has multiple authors and the authorship is not iden
tical on both publications, it is important that all authors receive agreed-upon credit 
(e.g., in an author note) for their contributions in the later publication. 

Piecemeal publication. Authors are obligated to present work parsimoniously and as 
completely as possible within the space constraints of journal publications. Data that 
can be meaningfully combined within a single publication should be presented to
gether to enhance effective communication. Piecemeal, or fragmented, publication of 
re earch findings can be misleading if multiple reports appear to represent independ
ent instances of data collection or analyses; distortion of the scientific literature, espe
cially in reviews or meta-analyses, may result. Piecemeal publication of several reports 
of the results from a single srudy i therefore undesirable unless there is a clear benefit 
to scientific communication. It may be quite difficult to determine whether such a ben
efit exists when multiple dependent variables that were observed in the same sample 
and at the same time are reported in separate manuscripts. Authors who wish to divide 
the report of a study into more than one article should inform the editor and provide 
such information as the editor requests. W hether the publication of two or more 
reports based on the same or on closely related research constirures fragmented publi
cation is a matter of editorial judgment. 

Reanalysis of published data. There may be times, especially in instances of large
scale, longitudinal, or multidisciplinary projects, when it is both necessary and appro
priate to publish multiple reports. Multidisciplinary projects often address diverse top
ics, and publishing in a single journal may be inappropriate. Repeated publication 
from a longitudinal study is often appropriate because the data at different ages make 
unique scientific contributions. Further, useful knowledge should be made available to 
others as soon as possible, which is precluded if publication is withheld until all the 
studies are completed . 
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As multiple reports from large-scale or longaudinal tudies are created, authors are 
obligated to cite prior reports on the project to help the reader understand the work 
accurately. For example, in the early years of a longitudinal study, one might cite all 
previous publications from it. For a well-known or long-term longitudinal study, one 
might Cite the original publication, a more recent summary, and earlier articles that 
focused on the same or related scientific question addressed in the current report. 
Often it is not nece sary to repeat the description of the design and methods of a lon
gitudinal or large-scale project in its entirety. Authors may refer the reader to an earli
er publication for this detailed information. It is important, however, to provide suffi
cient information so that the reader can eva luate the current report. It is also important 
to make clear the degree of sample overlap in multiple reports from large studies. 
Again, authors should inform and consult with the editor prior to the submission of a 
manuscript of this type. 

Alerting the editor. Whether the publication of two or more reports based on the same 
or clo ely related research constitutes duplicate publication is a matter of editorial 
judgment, a is the determination of whether the manuscript meets other publication 
criteria. Any prior publication should be noted ( ee previous section on acknowledg
ing and citing previous work) and referenced in the manuscript, and authors must 
inform the journal editor of the existence of any similar manuscripts that have already 
been published or accepted for publication or that may be submitted for concurrent 
consideration to the same journal or elsewhere. The editor can then make an informed 
judgment as to whether the submitted manuscript includes sufficient new information 
to warrant consideration. If, during the review or production process, a manuscript is 
discovered to be in violation of duplicate publication pol icies and authors have fai led 
to inform the editor of the possible violat ion, then the manuscript can be rejected with
our further consideration. If such a violation is discovered after publication in an APA 
journal, appropriate action such as retraction by the publisher or notice of duplicate 
publication will be taken . 

Journal articles sometimes are revised for publication as book chapters. Authors 
have a responsibility to reveal to the reader that portions of the new work were previ
ously published and to cite and reference the source. If copyright is owned by a pub
!tsher or by another person, authors must acknowledge copyright and obtain permis
sion to adapt or reproduce. 

1.10 Plagiarism and Self-Plagiarism 

Plagiarism. Researchers do not claim the words and ideas of another as their own; they 
give credit where credit is d ue (APA Ethics Code Standard 8.11, Plagiarism). 
Quotation marks should be used ro indicate the exact words of another. Each tinte you 
paraphra c another author (i.e., summarize a passage or rearrange the order of a sen
tence and change some of the words), you need to credit the source in the text. The 
following paragraph is an example of how one might appropriately paraphrase some 
of the foregoing material in this section. 

As stated 1n the s1xth edition of the Publication Manual of the American 
Psychological Association (APA. 201 0). the ethical pnnc1ples of scientific publica
tion are des1gned to ensure the Integrity of sc1ent1fic knowledge and to protect 
the Intellectual property rights of others. As the PublicatiOn Manual expla1ns. 
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authors are expected to correct the record if they discover errors in their publi
cations; they are also expected to give credit to others for their prior work when 
it is quoted or paraphrased. 

The key element of this principle is that authors do not present the work of anoth
er as if it were their own work. This can extend to ideas as well as written words. If 
authors model a study after one done by someone else, the originating author should 
be given credit. If the rationale for a study was suggested in the Discussion section of 
someone else's article, that person should be given credit. Given the free exchange of 
ideas, which is very important to the health of imell.ectual discourse, authors may not 
know where an idea for a study originated. 1f authors do know, however, they should 
acknowledge the source; this includes personal communications. (For additional infor
mation on quotations and paraphrasing, see sections 6.03-6.08; for instructions on 
referencing publications and personal communications, see sections 6.11-6.20.) 

Self-plagiarism. Just as researchers do not present the work of others as their own (pla
giarism), they do not present their own previously published work as new scholarship 
(self-plagiarism). There are, however, limited circumstances (e.g., describing the details 
of an instrument or an analytic approach) under which authors may wish ro duplicate 
without attribution (citation) their previously used words, feeling that extensive self
referencing is undesirable or awkward. When the duplicated words are limited in scope, 
this approach is permissible. When duplication of one's own words is more extensive, 
citation of the duplicated words should be the norm. What constitutes the maximum 
acceptable length of duplicated material is difficult to define but must conform to legal 
notions of fair use. The general view is that the core of the new document must consti
tute an original contribution to knowledge, and only the amount of previously pub
lished material necessary to understand that contribution should be included, primarily 
in the discussion of theory and methodology. When feasible, all of the author's own 
words that are cited should be located in a single paragraph or a few paragraphs, with 
a citation at the end of each. Opening such paragraphs with a phrase like "as I have pre
viously discussed" will also alert readers to the status of the upcoming material. 

Protecting the Rights and Welfare of Research 
Participants 
1. 11 Rights and Confident iality of Research Participants 

Certification of standards. Standards 8.01-8.09 of the APA Ethics Code specify the princi
ples psychologists are to follow in conducting research with humans and animals. 
Authors, regardless of field, are required to certify that they have followed these standards 
as a precondition of publishing their articles in APA journals (see http://www.apa.org/ 
journals; see also Figure 8.2, pp. 233-234). Authors are also encouraged to include such 
certifications in the description of participants in the text of the manuscript. Failure to fol
low these standards can be grounds for rejecting a manuscript for publication or for 
retraction of a published article. 

Protecting confidentiality. When researchers use case studies to describe their research, 
they are prohibited from disclosing "confidential, personally identifiable information 
concerning their patients, individual or organizational clients, students, research par-
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ticipants, or other recipients of their services" (APA Ethics Code Standard 4.07, Use of 
Confidential Information for Didactic or Other Purposes). Confidentiality in case stud
ies is generally handled by one of two means. One option is to prepare the descriptive 
case material, present it to the subject of the case report, and obtain written consent for 
irs publication from the subject. In doing so, however, one must be careful not to exploit 
persons over whom one has supervisory, evaluative, or other authority such as clients, 
patients, supervisees, employees, or organizational clients (see APA Ethics Code 
Standard 3.08, Exploitative Relationships). The other option is to disguise some aspects 
of the case material so that neither the subject nor third parties (e.g., family members, 
employers) are identifiable. Four main strategies have emerged for achieving this: (a) 
altering specific characteristics, (b) limiting the description of specific characteristics, (c) 
obfuscating case detail by adding extraneous material, and (d) using composites. 

Such disguising of cases is a delicate issue because it is essential not to change vari
ables that would lead the reader to draw false conclusions related to the phenomena 
being described (Tuckett, 2000). For example, altering the subject's gender in a case illus
trating a promising therapy for rape trauma might compromise its educative value if the 
client-patient's gender played a significant role in the treatment. Subject derails should be 
omitted only if they are not essential to the phenomenon described. Subject privacy, how
ever, should never be sacrificed for clinical or scientific accuracy. Cases that cannot ade
quately disguise identifiable subject information should not be submitted for publication. 
For additional information on the presentation of case material, see VandenBos (2001). 

1.12 Conflict of Interest 

In all scientific disciplines, professional communications are presumed to be based on 
objective interpretations of evidence and unbiased interpretation of fact. An author's 
economic and commercial interests in products or services used or discussed in a paper 
may color such objectivity. Although such relations do not necessarily constitute a con
flict of interest, the integrity of the field requires di closure of the possibilities of such 
potentially distorting influences where they may exist. In general, the safest and most 
open cour e of action is to disclose in an author note activities and relationships that 
if known to others might be viewed as a conflict of interest, even if you do nor believe 
that any conflict or bias exists. 

Whether an interest is significant will depend on individual circumstances and can
nor be defined by a dollar amount. Holding in a company through a mutual fund are 
not ordinarily sufficient to warrant disclosure, whereas salaries, research grants, con
sulting fees, and personal stock holdings would be. Being rhe copyright holder of and/or 
recipient of royalties from a psychological test might be another example. Participation 
on a board of directors or any other relationship with an entity or person that is in some 
way part of the paper should also be carefully considered for possible disclosure. 

ln addition to disclosure of possible sources of positive bias, authors should also 
carefully consider disclosure when circumstances could suggest bias against a product, 
service, facility, or person. For example, having a copyright or royalty interest in a 
competing psychological test or assessment protocol might be seen as a possible source 
of negative bias against another rest instrument. 

The previous examples refer to possible conflicts of interest of a re earcher in the con
duct of the research. It is important to recognize that reviewers of research reports also 
have potential conflicts of interest. In general, one should not review a manuscript from a 
colleague or collaborator, a close personal friend, or a recent student. Typically, the action 
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editor will not select individuals ro be reviewers in which this obvious conflict of interest 
may exi t. However, if this mtght occur, a potential reviewer should consult with the 
action editor about whether recusal from the evaluation process would be appropriate. 

Reviewers also have an ethical obligation ro be open and fair in assessing a man
u cripr without bias. If for any reason a reviewer may find this difficult, it is appropri
ate to discuss the potential conflict of interest with the action editor as soon as this sit
uation become apparent. 

Last, reviewers have an obligation to maintain the confidentiality of a manuscript. 
This means, in general, that one does not discuss the manuscript with another individ
ual. Moreover, as noted in section 1.14, "editors and reviewers may not use the mare
rial from an unpublished manuscript to advance their own or others' work without the 
author's consent." 

Protecting Intellectual Property Rights 
1. 13 Publication Credit 

Authorship is reserved for persons who make a substantial contribution ro and who 
accept responsibility for a published work. 

Definition of authorship. Individual should only take authorship credit for work they 
have actually performed or to which they have substantially contributed (APA Ethics 
Code Standard 8.12a, Publication Credit). Authorship encompasses, therefore, not only 
those who do the actual writing but also those who have made substantial scientific con
tributions to a study. Substantial professional contributions may include formulating the 
problem or hypothesis, structuring the experimental design, organizing and conducting 
the statistical analysis, interpreting the re ults, or writing a major portion of the paper. 
Those who so contribute arc listed in the byline. Lesser contributions, which do not con
stitute authorship, may be acknowledged in a note (see section 2.03). These contributions 
may include such supportive functions as de igning or building the apparatus, ugge ring 
or advi ing about the statistical analysis, collecting or entering the data, modifying or 
structuring a computer program, and recruiting participant or obtaining animals. 
Conducting routine observations or diagnoses for use in studies docs not constitute 
authorship. Combinations of these (and other) tasks, however, may justify authorship. 

Detennining authorship. As early as practicable in a research project, the collaborators 
should decide on which tasks are necessary for the project's completion, how the work 
will be divided, which tasks or combination of tasks merits authorship credit, and on 
what level credit should be given (first author, second author, etc.). Collaborators may 
need to reassess authorship credit and order if changes in relative contribution are made 
in the course of the project (and its publication). This is especially true in faculty
student collaborations, when students may need more inrensive supervision than origi
nally anticipated, when additional analyses are required beyond the scope of a student's 
current level of training (Fisher, 2003), or when the level of the contribution of the ru
denr exceeds that originally anricipated. 

When a paper is accepted by an ediror, each person listed in the byline must verify 
in writing that he or she agrees ro serve as an author and accepts the responsibilities of 
authorship (see the section on author responsibilities at the beginning of Chapter 8). 
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Order of authorship. Authors are responsible for determining authorship and for spec
ifying the order in which two or more authors' names appear in the byline. The gen
eral rule is that the name of the principal contributor should appear first, with subse
quent names in order of decreasing contribution, but this convention can vary from 
field to field. If authors played equal roles in the research and publication of their 
study, they may wish to note this in the author note (see section 2.03 for more infor
m3tion on author notes). 

Principal authorship and the order of authorship credit should accurately reflect 
the relative contributions of persons involved (APA Ethics Code Standard 8.12b, 
Publication Credit). Relative status (i.e., department chair, junior faculty member, stu
dent) should not determine the order of authorship. Because doctoral work is expect
ed to represent an independent and original contribution devi ed by students, except 
under rare circumstances, students should be listed as the principal author of any mul
riauthored papers substantially based on their dis erration (APA Ethics Code Standard 
8.12c, Publication Credit) . Unusual exceptions to doctoral student first authorship 
might occur when the doctoral dissertation is published as part of a collection of stud
ies involving other researchers (Fisher, 2003). Whether students merit principal author
ship on master's-level or other predoctoral research will depend on their specific con
tributions to the research. When master's-level students make the primary 
contributions to a study, they should be listed a the first author. When students are 
just beginning to acquire skills neces ary ro make a primary scientific contribution, 
they may conduct master's theses that involve the opportunity to learn these skills 
through collaboration on a faculty-originated project. In such cases, authorship should 
be determined by the relative contributions of student and faculty member to the proj
ect (Fisher, 2003). 

1.14 Reviewers 

Editorial review of a manuscript requires that the editors and reviewers circulate and 
discuss the manuscript. During the review process, the manuscript is a confidential and 
privileged document. Edirors and reviewers ma}' nor, without authors' explicit permis
sion, quote from a manuscript under review or circulate copie of it for any purpose 
other than edirorial review (APA Ethics Code Standard 8.15, Reviewers; see ection 
8.01 for a detai led discussion of the peer review procc s). If reviewers for APA journals 
wish to consult with a colleague about some aspect of the manu cript, the reviewer must 
request permission from the editor prior ro approaching rhe colleague. Publishers have 
different policies on this, and reviewers should consult with the editor about this mat
ter. In addition, editors and reviewers may not use the materia l from an unpublished 
manuscript to advance their own or others' work without the aurhor's consent. 

1 . 15 Author's Copyright on an Unpublished Manuscript 

Authors are protected by federal statute against unauthorized use of their unpublished 
manuscripts. Under the Copyright Act of 1976 (ride 17 of the United States Code), an 
unpublished work is copyrighted from the moment it is fixed in tangible form-for 
example, typed on a page. Copyright protection is "an incident of the process of 
authorshtp" (U.S. Copyright Office, 1981, p. 3). Until authors formally transfer copy
right (see section 8.05), they own the copyright on an unpublished manuscript, and all 
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exclusive rights due the copyright owner of a published work are also due authors of 
an unpublished work. To ensure copyright protection, include the copyright notice on 
all published works (e.g., Copynght [year) by [name of copyright holder)). The nonce 
need not appear on unpublished works; nonetheless, it is recommended that a copy
right notice be included on all works, whether published or not. Registration of 
copyright provides a public record and is usually a prerequisite for any legal action. 

1.16 Planning for Ethical Compliance 

Regardless of the type of article involved, attention to ethical concerns begins long 
before a manuscript is submitted for publication. Authors submitting a manuscript to an 
APA journal are required to submit a form stating their compliance with ethical standards 
for publication as well as a form disclosing any conflicts of interest (see Chapter 8, 
Figures 8.2 and 8.3, pp. 233-235) once a manuscript is accepted. We encourage authors 
to consult these forms before beginning their research project and at regular intervals 
throughout the entire research process. Whether or not the work will be submitted to 
an APA journal, issues related to in titutional approval, informed consent, deception in 
research, and participant protections should be carefully considered while the research ts 
in the planning stages and may be the basis of questions for editors or reviewers (see 
Chapter 8). In particular, we urge researchers to review the following checklist. 

Ethical Compliance Checklist 

r Have you obtained permission for use of unpublished instruments, proce
dures. or data that other researchers might consider theirs (proprietary)? 

LJ Have you properly cited other published work presented in portions of your 
manuscnpt? 

C Are you prepared to answer questions about institutional rev1ew of your study 
or stud1es? 

[ Are you prepared to answer editorial quest1ons about the informed consent 
and debriefing procedures you used? 

C If your study 1nvolved ammal subjects, are you prepared to answer editonal 
quest1ons about humane care and use of an1mals in research? 

0 Have all authors reviewed the manuscript and agreed on responsibility for its 
content? 

u Have you adequately protected the confidentiality of research participants, 
clients-patients, organizations, third parties, or others who were the source of 
Information presented in this manuscript? 

C Have all authors agreed to the order of authorship? 

0 Have you obtained permiss1on for use of any copyrighted material you have 
mcluded? 
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Manuscript Structure 
and Content 

I n this chapter, we describe the structure of the manuscript, with a focus on function 
and format. For each manuscript element, we detail current expectations for the 
content. In each section, the following kinds of information are included: 

• a definition or description of the manuscript parr, 

• specific guidelines on content to be included, and 
• guidelines on how the part should appear in text.• 

In this edition of the Publication Manual, we present updated journal article 
reporting standards, and these are also discussed in this chapter. These reporting stan
dards relate to material recommended to appear in the abstract, the introduction of the 
research problem, the method section, the results, and the discussion of the results. 
Also presented are three specific modules relating to studies with manipulated condi
tions or interventions. The chapter ends with sample papers that illustrate the function 
and format of the sections described. 

Journal Article Reporting Standards 
Reporting standards provide a degree of comprehensiveness in the information that is 
routinely included in reports of empirical investigations. The motivation for the devel
opment of reporting standards has come from within the disciplines of the behavioral, 
social, educationa l, and medical sciences. Uniform reporting standards make it easier 
co generalize across fields, ro more fully understand the implications of individual stud
tes, and to allow techniques of meta-analysis to proceed more efficiently. Also, decision 
makers in policy and practice have emphasized the importance of understanding how 
re earch was conducted and what was found. A set of comprehensive reporting stan
dards facilitates this understanding. 

1'\ote that gUideltnes for the formamng and preparation of the complete manuscnpt can be found m section 8.03. 

I 
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Reporting standards are based on rhe research design and implementation of the 
study bemg reported, nor on the ropical focus of the study or the particular journal 
that might serve as the vehicle for irs publication. Reporting standards are emergent 
and have nor yet been developed for all types of studies. 

In the next section, we describe a set of reporting standards relating to the mare
rial recommended to appear in (a) the abstract; (b) the introduction of the re earch 
problem; (c) subsections of the method section describing the characteristics of the par
ticipants; ampling procedures; sample size, power, and precision; measures and covari
ates; and the general descriptor of the research design; (d) the statistical resu lts; and (e) 
the discussion of results. These standards relate to all types of research designs. Then 
we present three specific modules relating to studies with manipulated conditions or 
interventions. You can use (or a journal editor may ask you to use) these modules in 
addition to the general template if they are relevant to the research at hand. One mod
ule contains standards for describing the experimental manipulation or intervention 
itself, and the other rwo modules describe features of designs with experimental (i.e., 
random assignment) and quasi-experimental (t.e., nonrandom as ignmenr) re earch 
designs. We also provide a flow chart to help you describe how subjects moved 
through the experimental or quasi-experimental study. In the same spirit, we include 
standards for reports of meta-analyses. Before you begin to write a manuscript, con
sult the particular journal ro which you are considering submitting and see whether 
there are journal-specific guidelines regarding your research design. 

We relied heavily on previous efforts to construct reporting standards in develop
ing the standards presented here. l-or example, for the Journa l Article Reporting 
Standards, Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials {CONSORT; 2007; see 
http://www.consorr-statement.org/) and Transparent Reporting of Evaluations With 
Nonrandomized Designs (TREND; see hnp://www.cdc.gov/rrendstatement) were used. 
Four earlier efforts contributed to the meta-analysi reporting standards. A complete 
description of how the standards were developed can be found in "Reporting 
Standards for Research in Psychology: Why Do We Need Them? What Might They 
Be?" (APA Publications and Communications Board Working Group on Journal 
Article Reporting Standards, 2008). 

Four sets of guidelines, which can be found in the Appendix, have been created to 
help you decide which elements are relevant to your study. These guideline are from 
the Arnerican Psychologist article (see prev10us paragraph) and include entries beyond 
those discussed in this chapter. For information on content, refer to Table 1 of the 
Appendix, Journal Article Reporting Standards (JARS): Information Recommended 
for Inclusion in Manuscripts That Report New Data Collections Regardless of 
Research Design. The additional modules for designs involving experimental manipu
lations and interventions can be found in Table 2 of the Appendix, Module A: 
Reporting Standards for Studies With an Experimenta l Manipulation or Intervention 
(in Addition to Material Presented in Table 1) and Table 3 of the Appendix, Reporting 
Standards for Studies Using Random and Nonrandom Assignment of Participants to 

Experimental Groups. The fourth set of guidelines is titled Meta-Analysis Reporting 
Standards [MARS]: Information Recommended for Inclusion in Manuscnpts 
Reporting Meta-Analyses, which can be found in Table 4 of the Appendix. 

Nor everything in these guideline will be relevant to every article you prepare. 
Also, as descriptions of research expand, so does the space needed to report them. 
Technological changes now allow authors to supplement their articles with additional 
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online-only material to facilitate complete reporting. Most cholarly publishers, 
including the APA, now make available to authors online supplemental archives that 
can be used to store supplemental materials associated with the articles that appear in 
print. So, orne of the material in the appendices may not appear in the published arti
cle itself but rather in an online supplemental archive. We discus supplemental mate
rial more fully in section 2 .13. 

Manuscript Elements 
2.01 Title 

A ride should summarize the main idea of rhe manuscript simply and, if possible, with 
style. It should be a concise statement of the main topic and should identify rhe vari
ables or theoretical issues under investigation and the relationship between them. An 
example of a good tide is "Effect of Transformed Letters on Reading Speed." 

A tide should be fully explanatory when standing alone. Although its principal 
function is to inform readers about the study, a mle is also used as a statement of arti
cle contenr for abstracting and reference purposes in databases such as APA's PsyciNFO. 
A good tide is easily shortened to the running head u ed within the published article. 

Tides are commonly indexed and compiled in numerous reference works. Therefore, 
avoid words that serve no useful purpose; they increase length and can mislead indexers. 
For example, the words method and results do not normally appear in a title, nor should 
such term as A Study of or An Experimental Investigation of Occasionally a term such 
as a research synthesis or a meta-analysis or fMRI study of conveys important informa
tion for the potential reader and is included in the title. Avoid using abbreviations in a 
ride; spelling out all terms helps ensure accurate, complete indexing of the article. The 
recommended length for a title is no more than 12 words. 

The title should be typed in uppercase and lowercase letters, centered between the 
left and right margins, and positioned in the upper half of the page. 

2.02 Author's Name (Byline) and Institutional Affiliation 

Every manuscript includes the name of the author and the instirurional affiliation of 
rhe author when the research was conducted. 

Author's name (byline). The preferred form of an author's name is first name, middle 
inirial{s), and last name; this form reduces the likelihood of mistaken identity. To 
assist researchers as well as librarians, use the same form for publication throughout 
your career; that is, do not use initia ls on one manuscript and the full name on a later 
one. Determining whether Juanita A. Smith is the same person as ]. A. Smith, ]. 
Smith, or A. Smith can be difficult, particularly when citations span several year and 
mstitutional affiliations change. Omit all titles {e.g., Dr., Professor) and degrees (e.g., 
PhD, PsyD, EdD). 

Institutional affiliation. The affiliation identifies the location where the author or 
authors were when the research was conducted, which is usually an instirution. Include 
a dual affiliation only if two institutions contributed substantial support to the study. 
Include no more than two affiliations per author. When an author has no institutional 
affiliation, list the city and state of residence below the author's name. If the institu-
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Table 2.1. · 

Byline variation 

One author, no affiliation 

Two authors (with suffixes), 
one affrliat1on 

Three authors. one affiliation 

Two authors, two affil iations 

Example 

Mary S Haggerty 
Rochester. New York 

John a Foster II and Roy R. Davis Jr. 
Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey 

Juan1ta Fuentes. Paul Dykes, and Susan Watanabe 
University of Colorado at Boulder 

David Wolf 
University of California, Berkeley 
Amanda Blue 
Brandon University 

Three authors. two affiliations Mariah Meade and Sylvia Earleywine 
Georgetown Umvers1ty 
Jeffrey Coffee 
Dartmouth College 

tiona! affiliation has changed since the work was completed, give the current affilia
tion in the author note (see Table 2.1 ). 

The names of the authors should appear in the o rder of their contributions, cen
tered between the side margins. For names with suffixes (e.g., Jr. and lll ), separate the 
suffix from the rest of the name with a space instead of a comma. The institutional 
affiliation should be centered under the author's name, on the next line. 

John a. Foster II and Roy R Davis Jr. 
Educatronal Testing Serv1ce, Prrnceton, New Jersey 

2.03 Author Note 

An author note appears wrth each printed article to identify each author's departmen
tal affiliation, provide acknowledgments, state any di claimers or perceived conflict of 
interest, and provide a point of contact for the interested reader. (Students should note 
that an author note is usually not a requrremenr for theses and dissertations.) Notes 
should be arranged as follows. 

First paragraph: Complete departmental affiliation. Identify departmental affiliations at 
the time of the study for all authors. form:.lt as follows: name of the author as it appears 
in the byline, comma, department name, comma, university name, semicolon, next 
author name, and so on, and end With a period. If an author is not affi liated with an 
institution, provide the city and state (provide city and country for authors who e affil
iations are outside of the United State , and include province for author in Canada or 
Australia). No degrees should be given, and tate names should be spelled out. 

Second paragraph: Changes of affiliation (if any). Identify any changes in author affili
ation subsequent to the time of the study. Use the following wording: [author's name) 
rs now at [affiliatronl . The affi liation should mclude the department and institution. 
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Third paragraph. 
Acknowledgments. Identify grants or other financial support (and the source, if 

appropriate) for your study; do not precede grant numbers by No. or #. Next, 
acknowledge colleagues who assisted in conducting the study or critiquing the manu
scnpr. Do nor acknowledge the persons routinely involved in the review and accept
ance of manuscripts-peer reviewers or editors, associate editors, and consulting edi
tors of the journal in which the article is to appear. (If you would like to acknowledge 
a specific idea raised by a reviewer, do so in the text where the idea is discussed.) Tn 
this paragraph, also explain any special agreements concerning authorship, such as if 
authors contributed equally to the study. End this paragraph with thanks for personal 
assistance, such as in manuscript preparation. 

Special circumstances. If there are any special circumstances, disclose them before 
the acknowledgments in the third paragraph. For example, if the manuscript is based 
on data al o used in a previously published report (e.g., a longitudinal study) or a 
doctoral dissertation, state that information in this paragraph. Also, acknowledge the 
publication of related reports (e.g., reports on the same database). If any relationships 
may be perceived as a conflict of interest (e.g., if you own stock in a company that 
manufactures a drug used in your study), explain them here. If your employer or 
granting organization requires a disclaimer stating, for example, that the research 
reported does not reflect the views of that organization, such a statement is included 
in this paragraph. 

Fourth paragraph: Person to contact (mailing address, e-mail ). Provide a complete 
mailing address for correspondence. End this paragraph with an e-mail address and 
no period. 

Jane Doe, Department of Psychology, Umversity of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign; John Smith, Department of Educational Psychology, 
Un1vers1ty of Chicago. 

John Smrth is now at Department of Psychology, Unrversity of California, 
San Drego. 

Th1s research was supported in part by grants from the National lnstrtute on 
Agmg and from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. 

Correspondence concernmg thrs art1cle should be addressed to Jane Doe, 
Department of Psychology, Universrty of lllino1s, Champaign, IL 61820. 
E-mail : jdoe@uiuc.edu 

Place the author note on the title page, below the title, byline, and affiliation. 
Center the label Author Note. Start each paragraph of the note with an indent, and 
type separate paragraphs for the authors' names and current affiliations, changes in 
affiliations, acknowledgments, and special circumstances, if any, along with the person 
ro contact. The author note is not numbered or cited in the text. 

2 .04 Abstract 
An abstract is a brief, comprehensive summary of the contents of the article; it allows 
readers to survey the contents of an article quickly and, like a title, it enables persons inter
ested in the document to retrieve it from abstracting and indexing databases. Most schol-
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arly journals require an abstract. Consult the instructions to authors or web page of the 
journal to which you plan to submit your article for any journal-specific instructions. 

A well-prepared abstract can be the most important single paragraph in an article. 
Most people have their first contact with an article by seeing just the abstract, usual!} 
in comparison with several other abstracts, as they are doing a literature search. 
Readers frequently decide on the basis of the abstract whether to read the entire arti
cle. The abstract needs to be dense with information. By embedding key words in your 
abstract, you enhance the user's ability to find it. A good abstract is 

• accurate: Ensure that the abstract correctly reflects the purpose and content of the 
manuscript. Do not include information that does not appear in the body of the 
manuscript. If the study extends or replicates previous research, note this in the 
abstract and cite the author's last name and the year of the relevant report. 
Comparing an abstract with an outline of the manuscript's headings is a useful way 
to verify its accuracy. 

• nonevaluative: Report rather than evaluate; do not add to or comment on what is m 
the body of the manuscript. 

• coherent and readable: Write in clear and concise language. Use verbs rather than 
their noun equivalents and the active rather than the passive voice (e.g., investigated 
rather than an investigation of; The authors presented the results instead of Results 
were presented). Use the present tense to describe conclusions drawn or results with 
continuing applicability; use the past tense to describe specifi.c variables manipulat
ed or outcomes measured. 

• concise: Be brief, and make each sentence maximally informative, especially the lead 
sentence. Begin the abstract with the most important points. Do not waste space by 
repeating the title. Include in the abstract only the four or five most important con
cepts, findings, or implications. Use the specific words in your abstract that you 
think your audience will use in their electronic searches. 

An abstract of a report of an empirical study should describe 

• the problem under investigation, in one sentence if possible; 

• the participants, specifying pertinent characteristics such as age, sex, and ethmc 
and/or racial group; in animal research, specifying genus and species; 

• the essential features of study method-you have a limited number of words so restrict 
your description to essential and interesting features of the study methodology
particularly those likely to be used in electronic searches; 

• the basic findings, including effect sizes and confidence intervals and/or statistical 
significance levels; and 

• the conclusions and the implications or applications. 

An abstract for a literature review or meta-analysis should describe 

• the problem or relation(s) under investigation; 

• study eligibility criteria; 

• rype(s) of participants included in primary studies; 

• main results (including the most important effect sizes) and any important modera
tors of these effect sizes; 
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• conclusion (including limitations); and 
• implications for theory, policy, and/or practice. 

An ab tract for a theory-oriented paper should de cribe 

• how the theory or model works and/or the principles on which it is based and 
• what phenomena the theory or model accounts for and linkages to empirical resu lts. 

An abstract for a methodological paper should describe 

• the general class of methods being discussed; 
• the essentia l features of the proposed method; 

• the range of applicatjon of the proposed method; and 

• in the case of statistical procedures, some of its essential features such as robustness 
or power efficiency. 

An abstract for a case study should describe 

• the subject and relevant characteristics of the individual, group, community, or 
organization presented; 

• the nature of or solution to a problem illustrated by the case example; and 
• the questions raised for adrutional research or theory. 

Do not exceed the abstract word limit of the journal to which you are submitting 
your article. Word limits vary from journal to journal and typically range from 150 to 
250 words. For information on how abstracts are used to retrieve articles, consu lt 
Record Structure for APA Databases (Sick, 2009). 

When preparing your manuscript, begin the abstract on a new page and identify it 
with the running head or abbreviated title and the page number 2. The label Abstract 
should appear in uppercase and lowercase letters, centered, at the top of the page. Type 
the abstract itself as a single paragraph without paragraph indentation. 

2.05 Introduction 

Introduce the problem. The body of a manuscript opens with an introduction that pres
ents the specific problem under srudy and describes the research strategy. Because the 
introduction is clearly identified by its position in the manuscript, it does not carry a 
heading labeling it the introduction. 

Before writing the introduction, consider the following questions: 

• Why is this problem important? 
• How does the study relate to previous work in the area? If other aspects of this study 

have been reported previously, how does this report differ from, and build on, the 
earlier report? 

• What are the primary and secondary hypotheses and objectives of the study, and 
what, if any, are the links to theory? 

• How do the hypotheses and research design relate to one another? 
• What are the theoretical and practical implications of the study? 

A good introduction answers these questions in just a few pages and, by summa
rizing the relevant arguments and the past evidence, gives the reader a firm sense of 
what was done and why. 
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Explore importance of the problem. State why the problem deserves new research. For 
basic research, the statement about importance might involve the need to resolve any 
inconsistency in resuJts of past work and/or extend the reach of a theoretical formula
tion. For applied research, this might involve the need to solve a social problem or treat 
a psychological disorder. When research is driven by the desire to resolve controversial 
issues, all sides in the debate shouJd be represented in balanced measure in the intro
duction. Avoid animosity and ad hominem arguments in presenting the controversy. 
Conclude the statement of the problem in the introduction with a brief but formal 
statement of the purpose of the research that summarizes the material preceding it. For 
literature reviews as well as theoretical and methodological articles, also clearly state 
the reasons that the reported content is important and how the article fits into the 
cumulative understanding of the field. 

Describe relevant scholarship. Discuss the relevant related literature, but do not feel 
compelled to include an exhaustive historical account. Assume that the reader is 
knowledgeable about the basic problem and does not require a complete accounting 
of its history. A scholarly description of earlier work in the introduction provides a 
summary of the most recent directly related work and recognizes the priority of the 
work of others. Citation of and specific credit to relevant earlier works are signs of 
scientific and scholarly responsibility and are essential for the growth of a cumuJa
tive science. [n the description of relevant scholarship, also inform readers whether 
other aspects of this study have been reported on previously and how the current use 
of the evidence differs from earlier uses. At the same time, cite and reference only 
works pertinent to the specific issue and not those that are of only tangential or gen
eral significance. When summarizing earlier works, avoid nonessential details; 
instead, emphasize pertinent findings, relevant methodological issues, and major 
conclusions. Refer the reader to general surveys or research syntheses of the topic if 
they are available. 

Demonstrate the logical continuity between previous and present work. Develop 
the problem with enough breadth and clarity to make it generally understood by as 
wide a professional audience as possible. Do not let the goal of brevity lead you to 
write a statement intelligible only to the specialist. 

State hypotheses and their correspondence to research design. After you have intro
duced the problem and have developed the background material, explain your 
approach to solving the problem. In empirical studies, this usually involves stating 
your hypotheses or specific question and describing how these were derived from theo
ry or are logically connected to previous data and argumentation. Clearly develop the 
rationale for each. Also, if you have some hypotheses or questions that are central to 
your purpose and others that are secondary or exploratory, state this prioritization. 
Explain how the research design permits the inferences needed to examine the hypoth
esis or provide estimates in answer to the question. 

In preparing your manuscript, begin the introduction on a new page, identifying it 
with the running head and the page number 3. Type the title of the manuscript in 
uppercase and lowercase letters centered at the top of the page, and then type the text. 
The remaining sections of the article follow each other without a break; do not start a 
new page when a new heading occurs. Each remaining manuscript page should also 
carry the running head and a page number. 
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2.06 Method 

The Method ection describes in derail how the study was conducted, including con
ceptual and operational definitions of the variables used in the study. Different types 
of rudiec; will rely on different methodologies; however, a complete description of 
the method u ed enables the reader to evaluate the appropriateness of your meth
ods and the reliability and the validity of your results. It also permits experienced 
mvec;rigators to replicate the study. If your manuscript is an update of an ongoing or 
earlier study and the method has been published in derai l elsewhere, you may refer 
the reader ro that source and simply give a brief synopsis of the method in this sec
tion (see also section 1.10, regarding self-plagiarism) . The following is an example 
of such a synopsis: 

We present cross-sectional and 3-year longitudinal data from a study of adults 
aged 55 to 84 . . .. The memory tasks were those used 1n our prev1ous research 
(Zelinski et al., 1990; Zelinski, G1lewsk1, & Thompson, 1980). 

If you are reporting on multiple experiments, see section 2.09. 

Identify subsections. It is both conventional and expedient to divide the Method sec
tion mro labeled subsections. These usually include a section with descriptions of the 
partic1panrs or subjects and a section describing the procedures used in the study. The 
latter section often includes description of (a) any experimental manipulations or inter
ventions u ed and how they were delivered-for example, any mechanical apparatus 
used to deliver them; (b) sampling procedures and sample size and precision; (c) meas
urement approaches (including the psychometric properties of the instruments used); 
and (d) the research design. If the design of the study is complex or the stimuli require 
detailed de cription, additional subsections or subheadings to divide the subsections 
may be warranted to help readers find specific information. 

Include in these subsections the information essential to comprehend and replicate 
the study. Insufficient detail leaves the reader with questions; roo much derail burdens 
the reader with irrelevant information. Consider using appendices and/or a supplemen
tal web 1te for more detailed information (see section 2.13 ). 

Participant (subject) characteristics. Appropriate identification of research partici
pant<; is critical ro the science and practice of psychology, particularly for generalizing 
the finding , making comparisons across replications, and using the evidence in 
research syntheses and secondary data ana lyses. If humans participated in the study, 
report the eligibility and exclusion criteria, including any restrictions based on demo
graphic characteristics. 

Describe the sample adequately. Detail the sample's major demographic charac
teristics, uch as age; sex; ethnic and/or racial group; level of education; socioeco
nomic, generational, or immigrant status; disability status; sexual orientation; gen
der identity; and language preference as well as important topic-specific 
characteri tic (e.g., achievement level in studies of educational interventions) . As a 
rule, describe the groups as specifically as possible, with particular emphasis on 
ch:uacteristics that may have bearing on the interpretation of results. Often, partic
ipant characteristics can be imporranr for understanding the nature of the sample 
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and the degree to which results can be generalized. For example, the following is a 
useful characterization of a sample: 

The second group included 40 women between the ages of 20 and 30 years 
(M = 24.2, SO = 2.1). all of whom had emigrated from El Salvador; had at least 
12 years of education, had been permanent residents of the United States for at 
least 1 0 years; and lived 1n Washington, DC. 

To determine how far the data can be generalized, you may find it useful ro identify 
subgroups: 

or 

The Asian sample Included 30 Chmese and 45 Vietnamese persons. 

Among the Latino and H1span1c American men, 20 were Mexican Amencan and 
20 were Puerto R1can 

Even when a characteristic is not used in analysis of the data, reporting it may give 
readers a more complete understanding of the sample and the generalizabi liry of results 
and may prove useful in meta-analytic studies that incorporate the article's results. 

When animals are used, report the genus, species, and strain number or other spe
cific identification, such as the name and location of rhe supplier and the stock desig
nation. Give the number of animals and the animals' sex, age, weight, and physiolog
ical condition. 

Sampling procedures. Describe the procedures for selecting participants, including (a) 
the sampling method, if a systematic sampling plan was used; (b) the percentage of 
the sample approached that partictpated; and (c) the number of participants who 
selected themselves into the sample. Describe the settings and locations in which the 
data were collected as well as any agreements and payments made ro participants, 
agreements with the institutional review board, ethical standards mer, and safety 
monitoring procedures. 

Sample size, power, and precision. Along with the description of subjects, give the 
intended size of the sample and number of individuals meant to be in each condition, 
if separate conditions were used. State whether the achieved sample differed in known 
ways from the target population. Conclusions and interpretations should not go 
beyond what the sample would warrant. 

State how this intended sample size was determined (e.g., analysis of power or pre
cision). If interim analysis and stopping rules were used to modify the desired sample 
size, describe the methodology and results. 

When applying inferential statistics, take seriously the statistical power considera
tions associated with the tests of hypothe es. Such considerations relate ro the likeli
hood of correctly rejecting the tested hypotheses, given a particu lar alpha level, effect 
size, and sample size. In that regard, routinely provide evidence that the study has suf
ficient power to detect effects of substantive interest. Be similarly careful in discussing 
the role played by sample size in cases in which nor rejecting the null hypothesis is 
desirable (i.e., when one wishes to argue that there are no differences), when tesrmg 
various assumptions underlying the statistical model adopted (e.g., normality, homo
geneity of variance, homogeneity of regression), and in model fitting. 
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Alternatively, use calculations based on a chosen target precision (confidence inter
val width) ro determine sample sizes. Use the resulting confidence intervals ro justify 
conclusions concerning effect sizes (e.g., that some effect is negligibly small). 

Measures and covariates. Include in the Method section information that provides def
imrions of all primary and secondary outcome measures and covariates, including 
measures collected but nor included in this report. Describe the methods used to col
lect data (e.g., written questionnaires, interviews, observations) as well as methods 
u!>ed to enhance the quality of the measurements (e.g., the training and reliability of 
assessors or the use of multiple observations). Provide information on instruments 
used, including their psychometric and biometric properties and evidence of cultural 
validity. 

Research design. Specify the research design in the Method section. Were subjects 
placed into conditions that were manipulated, or were they observed naturalistically? 
If multiple conditions were created, how were participants assigned to conditions, 
through random assignment or some other selection mechanism? Was the study con
ducted as a between-subjects or a within-subject design? 

Different research designs have different reporting needs associated with them. 
Information that should be reported for all studies that involve experimental manip
ulations or intervemions is summarized in Table 2 of the Appendix, Module A: 
Reporting Standards for Studies With an Experimental Manipulation or Intervention 
(in Addition to Material Presented in Table 1) and Table 3 of the Appendix, 
Reporting Standards for Studies Using Random and Nonrandom Assignment of 
Participants to Experimental Groups. When reporting studies that are not of the 
manipulation o r imervention variety (e.g., observational, natural history studies), 
provide sufficient description of the study procedures to allow the reader to fully 
comprehend the complexity of the study and to be prepared to conduct a near repli
cation of the study (see APA Publications and Communications Board Working 
Group on Journal Article Reporting tandards, 2008, for a discussion of the emer
gence of these standards). 

Experimental manipulations or interventions. If intervemions or experimental manipu
lation were used in the study, describe their specific content. Include the details of the 
interventions or manipulations intended for each study condition, including control 
groups (if any), and describe how and when interventions (experimental manipula
tions) were actually administered. 

The description of manipulations or interventions should include several elements. 
Carefull y describe the content of the intervention or specific experimental manipula
tions. Often, this will involve presenting a brief summary of instructions given to par
ticipants. If rhe instructions are unusual or compose the experimental manipulation, 
you may pre em them verbatim in an appendix or in an online supplemental archive. 
If the text is brief, you may present it in the body of the paper if it does not interfere 
With the readability of the report. 

Describe the methods of manipulation and data acquisition. If a mechanical appara
tu was used to pre ent stimulus materials or collect data, include in the description of 
procedures the apparatus model number and manufacturer (when important, as in neu
roimaging studies), its key settings or parameters (e.g., pulse settings), and its resolution 
(e.g., regarding stimulus delivery, recording precision). As with the description of the 
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intervention or experimental manipulation, this material may be pre ented in the body 
of the paper, in an appendix, in an online supplemental archive, or as appropriate. 

When relevant- such as, for example, in the delivery of clinical and educanonal 
inrerventtons-the procedures should also contain a description of who delivered the 
intervention, including their level of professional training and their level of traming 
in the pecific intervention. Present the number of deliverers a long with the mean, 
standard deviation, and range of number of individuals or units treated by each 
deliverer. 

Provide information about (a) the setti ng where the intervention or manipulation was 
delivered, (b) the quantity and duration of exposure to the intervention or manipulation 
(i.e., how many sessions, episodes, or events were intended to be delivered and how long 
they were intended to last), (c) the time span taken for the delivery of the intervention or 
manipulation to each unit (e.g., would the manipulation delivery be complete in one ses
sion, or if participants returned for multiple sessions, how much time passed between the 
fir t and last session?), and (d) activities or incentives used to increase compliance. 

When an instrument is translated into a language other than the language in which 
it was developed, describe the specific method of translation (e.g., back-translation, in 
which a text is translated into another language and then back into the first to ensure 
that it is equivalent enough that results can be compared). 

Provide a description of how participants were grouped during data acquisition (i.e., 
was the manipulation or intervention administered individual by individual, in small 
groups, or in intact groupings such as classrooms?). Describe the smallest unit (e.g., indi
viduals, work groups, classes) that was analyzed to assess effects. If the unit used for sta
tistical analysis differed from the uni t used to deliver the intervention or manipulation 
(i.e., was different from the unit of randomization), describe the analytic method used to 

account for this (e.g., adjusting the standard error estimates or using multilevel analysis). 

2 .07 Results 

In the ResuJrs ection, ummarize the collected data and the analysis performed on 
tho e data relevant to the discour e that is to follow. Report the data in sufficient derail 
to jusnfy your conclusions. Mention all relevant results, including rho e that run 
counter to expectation; be sure to include small effect sizes (or statistically non ignifi
cant findings) when theory predicts large (or statistically significant) ones. Do nor hide 
uncomfortable results by omission. Do not include individual scores or raw data, wah 
the exception, for example, of single-case de igns or illustrative examples. In the ptrir 
of data sharing (encouraged by APA and other professional associations and some
times required by fund ing agencies), raw data, including study characteristics and indi
vidual effect sizes used in a meta-analysis, can be made available on supplemental 
online archives. See section 2.13 for a detailed discussion of the use of supplemental 
online archives. Discussing the implications of the results should be re erved for presen
tation in the Discussion section. 

Recruitment Provide dates defining the period of recruitment and follow-up and the 
primary sources of the potential subjects, where appropriate. If these dare differ by 
group, provide the values for each group. 

Statistics and data analysis. Analysis of data and the reporting of the result of rho e 
analyse are fundamental aspects of the conduct of research. Accurate, unbia ed, com-

MrsSchantz
Highlight
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plere, and insightful reporting of the analytic treatment of data (be it quantitative or 
qualitative) must be a component of all research reports. Researchers in the field of 
psychology use numerous approaches to the analysis of data, and no one approach is 
uniformly preferred as long as the method is appropriate to the research questions 
being asked and the nature of the data collected. The methods used must support their 
analytic burdens, including robustness to violations of the assumptions that underlie 
them, and they must provide clear, unequivocal insights into the data. 

Hi rorically, researchers in psychology have relied heavily on nuU hypothesis sta
tistical significance resting (NHST) as a starting point for many (but not all) of their ana
lyric approaches. APA stresses that NHST is but a starting point and that additional 
reporting elements such as effect sizes, confidence interva ls, and extensive description 
are needed to convey the most complete meaning of the results. The degree to which 
any journal emphasizes (or de-emphasizes) NHST is a decision of the individual edi
tor. However, complete reporting of all rested hypotheses and estimates of appropriate 
effect sizes and confidence intervals are the minimum expectations for all APA jour
nals . .! The research scientist is always responsible for the accurate and responsible 
reporting of the results of research studies. 

Assume that your reader has a professional knowledge of statistical methods. Do 
not review basic concepts and procedures or provide citations for the most commonly 
used statistical procedures. If, however, there is any question about the appropriateness 
of a particular statistical procedure, justify its use by clearly stating the evidence that 
exists for the robustness of the procedure as applied. 

Similarly, missing data can have a detrimental effect on the legitimacy of the infer
ences drawn by statistical tests. For this reason , it is critical that the frequency or per
centages of missing data be reported along with any empirical evidence and/or theoret
ical arguments for the causes of data that are missing. For example, data might be 
described as missing completely at random (as when values of the missing variable are 
nor related to the probability that they are missing or to the value of any other vari
able in the data set); missing at random (as when the probability of missing a value on 
a variable is not related to the missing value itself bur may be related to other com
pletely observed variables in the data set); or not missing at random (as when the prob
ability of observing a given value for a variable is related to the missing value itself}. It 
is also important to describe the methods for addressing missing data, if any were used 
(e.g., multiple imputation). 

When reporting the results of inferential statistical tests or when providing esti
mates of parameters or effect sizes, include sufficient information to help the reader 
fully understand the anaJy es conducted and possible alternative explanations for the 
outcomes of those ana lyses. Because each ana lytic technique depends on different 
aspect of the data and assumptions, it is impossible to specify what constitutes a "suf
ficient set of statistics" for every analysis. However, such a set usually includes at least 
rhe following: the per-cell sample sizes; the observed cell means (or frequencies of cases 
in each category for a categorical variable); and the cell standard deviations, or the 
pooled within-cell variance. In the case of mulrivariable analytic systems, such as mul-

• l!,sue~ deahng wnh the controversy O\'er the use of NHST and it~ ahemanves are complex and out,ide the scope 
of a pubhcanon manual. For those interested m this controversy, a das.:ussaon of these and related a~sue can be 
found an the artu..le by Wilkinson and theTa k Force on Statistical Inference ( 1999); Harlow, Mulaik, and Steager's 
( 1997) What If There Were No Srgmfiamce Tests?; Kline's (2004) Bry011d Srgm(ica11ce Testmg: Refonnmg Data 
Analysrs Methods 111 Behavroral Researd1; and the article by jone and Tukey (2000). 
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tivariate analyses of variance, regression analyses, structural equation modeling 
analyses, and hierarchical linear modeling, the associated means, sample sizes, and 
variance-<:ovariance (or correlation) matrix or matrices often represent a sufficient set 
of statistics. At times, the amount of information that constitutes a sufficient set of sta
tistics can be extensive; when this is the case, this information could be supplied in a 
supplementary data set or appendix (see section 2.13). For analyses based on very 
small samples {including single-case investigations), consider providing the complete 
set of raw data in a table or figure. Your work will more easily become a parr of the 
cumulative knowledge of the field if you include enough statistical information to 
allow its inclusion in future meta-analyses. 

For inferential statistical tests (e.g., t, F, and r! rests), include the obtained magni
tude or value of the test statistic, the degrees of freedom, the probability of obtaining 
a value as extreme as or more extreme than the one obtained (the exact p value), and 
the size and direction of the effect. When point estimates (e.g., sample means or regres
sion coefficients) are provided, always include an associated measure of variability 
(precision), with an indication of the specific measure used (e.g., the standard error). 

The inclusion of confidence intervals (for estimates of parameters, for functions of 
parameters such as differences in means, and for effect sizes) can be an extremely effec
tive way of reporting results. Because confidence intervals combine information on 
location and precision and can often be directly used to infer significance levels, they 
are, in general, the best reporting strategy. The use of confidence intervals is therefore 
strongly recommended. As a rule, it is best to use a single confidence level, specified on 
an a priori basis (e.g., a 95% or 99% confidence interval), throughout the manuscript. 
Wherever possible, base discussion and interpretation of results on point and interval 
estimates. 

For the reader to appreciate the magnitude or importance of a study's findings, tt 
is almost always necessary to include some measure of effect size in the Results sec
tion.3 Whenever possible, provide a confidence interval for each effect size reported to 
indicate the precision of estimation of the effect size. Effect sizes may be expressed in 
the original units (e.g., the mean number of questions answered correctly; kg/month 
for a regression slope) and are often most easily understood when reported in original 
units. It can often be valuable to report an effect size not only in original units but also 
in some standardized or units-free unit (e.g., as a Cohen's d value) or a standardized 
regression weight. Multiple degree-of-freedom effect-size indicators are often less use
ful than effect-size indicators that decompose multiple degree-of-freedom tests into 
meaningful one degree-of-freedom effects-particularly when the latter are the results 
that inform the discussion. The general principle to be followed, however, is to provide 
the reader with enough information to assess the magnitude of the observed effect. 

Ancillary analyses. Report any other analyses performed, including subgroup analyses 
and adjusted analyses, indicating those that were prespecified and those that were 
exploratory (though not necessarily in the level of detail of primary analyses). Consider 
putting the detailed results of these analyses on the supplemental online archive. 
Discuss the implications, if any, of the ancillary analyses for statistical error rates. 

Participant flow. For experimental and quasi-experimental designs, there must be a 
description of the flow of participants (human, animal, or units such as classrooms or 

1 Grissom and K1m (2005) provide a comprehensive d1scussion of effect sizes. 
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hosp1tal wards) through the study. Present the total number of units recruited into the 
study and the number of panicipants assigned to each group. Provide the number of 
participants who did nor complete the experiment or crossed over to other conditions 
and explain why. Note the number of participant used in the primary analyses. (This 
number might differ from the number who completed the study because participants 
mtght nor how up for or complete the final measurement.) The flowchart in the 
Appendix (Figure 1) provides a useful device for displaying the flow of participants 
through each stage of a study (see also Figures 5.3 and 5.4, pp. 154-155). 

Intervention or manipulation fidelity. If interventions o r experi mental manipulations 
were used , provide evidence on whether they were delivered as intended. In basic 
experimental research, this might be the results of checks on rhe manipulation. In 
applied research, this might be, for example, records and observations of intervention 
delivery sessions and attendance records. 

Baseline data. Be sure that baseline demographic and/or clinical characteristics of each 
group are provtded. 

Statistics and data analysis. In studies reporting rhe results of experimental manipula
tions or interventions, clarify whether the analysis was by intent-to-treat. That is, were 
all participants assigned to conditions included in the data analysis regardless of 
whether they actually received the intervention, or were only participants who com
pleted the intervention satisfactorily included? Give a rationale for the choice. 

Adverse events. If interventions were studied, detail all important adverse events 
(events with serious consequences) and/or side effects in each intervention group. 

2.08 Discussion 

After presenting the results, you are in a position to evaluate and interpret their impli
cations, especially with respect to your original hypotheses. Here you will examine, 
interpret, and qualify the results and draw inferences and conclusions from them. 
Emphasize any theoretical or practical consequences of the results. (When the discus-
ion is relatively brief and straightforward, some authors prefer to combine it with the 

Results ection, creating a section called Results and Discussion.) 
Open the Discussion section with a clear statement of the support or nonsupport 

for your original hypotheses, distinguished by primary and secondary hypotheses. 1f 
hypotheses were not supported, offer post hoc explanations. Similarities and differ
ences between your results and the work of others should be used to conrexrua lize, 
confirm, and clarify your conclusions. Do not simply reformulate and repeat points 
already made; each new statement should contribute to your interpretation and to the 
reader' understanding of the problem. 

Your interpretation of the results should take into account (a) sources of potential 
bias and other threats to internal validiry, (b) the imprecision of measures, (c) the over
all number of rests or overlap among rests, (d) the effect sizes observed, and (e) other 
limitations or weaknesses of the study. If an intervention is involved, discuss whether 
tt was succe ful and the mechanism by which it was intended to work (causal path
wars) and/or alternative mechanisms. Also, discuss barriers to implementing the inter
vention or manipulation as well as the fidelity with which the intervention or manip-
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ulation was implemented in the study, that is, any differences between the manipula
tion as planned and as implemented. 

Acknowledge the limitations of your research, and address alternative explana
tions of the results. Discuss the generalizabiliry, or externa l va lidity, of the findings. 
This critical analysis should take into account differences between the target popula
tion and the accessed sample. For interventions, discuss characteristics that make them 
more or less applicable to circumstances not included in the scudy, how and what our
comes were measured (relative to other measures that might have been used), the 
length of time to measurement (between the end of the intervention and the measure
ment of outcomes), incentives, compliance rates, and specific settings involved in the 
study as well as other contextual issues. 

End the Discussion section with a reasoned and justifiable commentary on the 
importance of your findings. This concluding section may be brief or extensive provid
ed that it is tightly reasoned, elf-contained, and not overstated. In this section, you 
might briefly return to a discussion of why the problem is important (as stated in the 
introduction); what larger issues, those that transcend the particulars of the subfield, 
might hinge on the findings; and what propositions are confirmed or disconfirmed by 
the extrapolation of these findings to such overarching issues. 

You may also consider the following issues: 

• What is the theoretical, clintcal, or practical significance of the outcomes, and what 
is the basis for these interpretarions? If the findings are valid and replicable, what 
real-life psychological phenomena might be explained or modeled by the results? Are 
applications warranted on the basis of this research? 

• What problems remain unresolved or arise anew because of these findings? 

The responses to these questions are the core of the contribution of your srudy and 
justify why readers both inside and outside your own specialty should attend to the 
findings. Your readers should receive clear, unambiguous, and direct answers. 

2.09 Multiple Experiments 

If you are presenting several studies in one manuscript, make the rationale, logic, and 
method of each srudy clear to the reader. If appropriate, include for each study a short 
discussion of the results, or combine the discussion with the description of results (e.g., 
Results and Discussion). Always include a comprehensive general discussion of all the 
work after the last study. Reporr only conceptually linked studies in a single paper. 

The arrangement of sections reflects the structure previously described. For exam
ple, label a series of experiments Experiment 1, Experiment 2, and so forth . They 
organize the subsections and make referring to a specific experiment convenient for the 
reader. The Method and Results sections (and the Discussion section, if a short discus
sion accompanies each study) appear under each study heading. (Refer to Figure 2.2, 
pp. 54-56, for the form of a two-experiment paper.) 

2 .10 Meta-Analyses 

The same factors that have led to proposa ls for reporting standards for manuscripts that 
report new data collections have led to similar efforts to establish standards for report
ing the methods and results of meta-analyses. Guidelines for reponing research synthe-
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ses and meta-analy e are in the Appendix (Table 4, Meta-Analysis Reporting Standards 
[~lAR J: Information Recommended for Inclusion in Manuscripts Reporting Meta
Analy!>e ). ln the guidelines, it is assumed that the research synthesis being reported u ed 
quanmative procedures to combine the results of studies. However, many of the guide
lines (e.g., regarding introductory material anJ literature searching procedures) could 
apply to a re earch synrhesis even if meta-analytic procedures were not carried our. 
Because thi type of research is more specialized, we do nor derail each item. The terms 
and i ues hou ld be familiar to researchers undertaking a meta-analysis and are 
described in numerous texts. 

Do not list studies included in a meta-analysis in a separate appendix. Instead, inte
grate the e studies alphabetically within the References section, and identify each by 
preceding it with an asterisk (see Figure 2.3, Sample Meta-Analysis, p. 59). Section 
6.26 provides detailed instruction on formatting references in articles containing meta
analytic tudie . 

2.11 References 
Reference acknowledge the work of previous scholars and provide a reliable way to 
locate tr. References are used to document statements made about the literature, just 
as data in the manuscript support interpretations and conclusions. The references cited 
in the manu cript do nor need to be exhaustive bur should be sufficient to support the 
need for your research and to ensure that readers can place it in the context of previ
ous research and theorizing. 

The standard procedures for citation ensure that references are accurate, complete, 
and u eful to investigators and readers. For derailed guidance on citing sources and 
preparing the reference list, consult Chapters 6 and 7. 

Start rhe reference list on a new page. The word References should appear in upper
case and lowercase letters, centered. Double-space all reference entries. APA publishes 
references in a hanging indent format, meaning that the first line of each reference is 
et flush left and subsequent lines are indented. 

2.12 Footnotes 
Footnote arc used to provide additional content or ro acknowledge copyright permis

sion status. 

Content footnotes. Content footnotes supplement or amplify substantive information in 
the text; they should not include complicated, irrelevant, or nonessential information. 
Becau c they can be distracting to readers, such footnotes should be included only if 
they strengthen the discussion. A content footnote should convey just one idea; if you 
find yourself creating paragraphs or displaying equations as you are writing a foornote, 
then the main text or an appendix probably would be a more suitable place to present 
your mformation. Another alternative is to indicate in a short footnote that the materi
al tS available online as supplemental material. In most cases, an author integrates an 
article best by presenting important information in the text, nor in a footnote. 

Copyright permission. Copyright permission footnotes acknowledge the source of 
lengthy quotations, scale and rest items, and figure and tables that have been reprint
ed or adapted. Authors must obtain permis ion to reproduce or adapt material from a 
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copyrighted source. (See Chapter 8 for a discussion of what authors should know 
about permissions and copyright.) 

A numbered footnote is generally used to provide source material for long quota
tions. For tables, the source material is provided in a table note (see section 5.16), and 
for figures, the source is credited at the end of the caption (see section 5.23). Use the 
wording below for copyright permission footnotes. 

Type of source Copyright permission footnote 

Journal From [or The data 1n column 1 are from] "Title of Article," 
by A. N. Author and C. 0 . Author, year, Title of Journal, 
Volume. p. xx. Copyright [year] by the Name of Copyright 
Holder. Repnnted [or adapted] with permission. 

Book From [or The data m column 1 are from] Title of Book 
(p xxx). by A. N. Author and C. 0 . Author. year. Place 
of Publication: Publisher. Copyright [year] by the Name 
of Copynght Holder. Reprinted [or adapted] w1th 
permission . 

Number all footnotes consecutively in the order in which they appear in the man
uscript with superscript Arabic numerals. Footnote numbers should be superscripted, 
like this,1 following any punctuation mark except a dash. A foornote number that 
appears with a dash-like this2-always precedes the dash. (The number falls inside a 
closing parenthesis if it applies only to maner within the parentheses, like this.3) Do 
not place footnote numbers in text headings. Subsequent references to a footnote are 
by parenthetical note: 

the same results (see Footnote 3) 

When using the footnote function in your word-processing program, place each 
content or copyright permission footnote at the bottom of the page on which it is dis
cussed. Footnotes may alternatively be placed in consecutive order on a separate page 
after the references. Be sure that the number of the footnote corresponds with the 
appropriate text discussion. 

2.13 Appendices and Supplemental Materials 

Sometimes, material that supplements article content would be d istracting or inappro
priate in the body of the manuscript. Material of this type can often be included in an 
appendix or in a supplementa l materials section-the former being an element of the 
print and electronic versions of the article, the laner being an online supplemental 
archive that the publisher of the archival source maintains. 

Appendices. In general, an appendix is appropriate for materials that are relatively 
brief and that are easily presented in print format. Some examples of material suitable 
for an appendix are (a) a list of stimulus materials (e.g., those used in psycholinguisttc 
research), (b) a detailed description of a complex piece of equipment, and (c) a detailed 
demographic description of subpopulations in the study and other detailed and/or 
complex reporting items suggested in the reporting standards section of this chapter. 
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If your manuscript has only one appendix, label it Appendix; if your manuscript 
has more than one appendix, label each one with a capital letter (Appendix A, 
Appendix B, etc.) in the order in which it is mentioned in the main text. Each appen
dtx must have a title. In the text, refer to appendices by their labels: 

produced the same results for both studies (see Appendices A and 8 for com
plete proofs) 

Like the main text, an appendix may include headings and subheadings as well as 
tables, figures, and displayed equations. Number each appendix table and figure, and 
number displayed equations if necessary for later reference; precede the number with 
the letter of the appendix in which it is included (e.g., Table A 1 ). In a sole appendix, 
which is not labeled with a letter, precede all tables, figures, and equation numbers 
with the letter A to distinguish them from those of the main text. All appendix tables 
and figures must be cited within the appendix and numbered in order of citation. 

If one table constitutes an entire appendix, the centered appendix label and title serve 
in lieu of a table number and title. Generally, treat multiple tables as separate appendices. 
If multiple tables (but no text) are combined into one appendix, number the tables. 

Begin each appendix on a separate page. Center the word Appendix and the iden
tifying capital letters (A, B, etc., in the order in which they are mentioned in text) at 
the top of the page. Center the title of the appendix, and use uppercase and lowercase 
letters. Begin the text of the appendix flush left, followed by indented paragraphs. 

Supplemental materials. Web-based, online supplemental archives tend to be more 
appropriate for material that is more usefu l when available as a direct download as 
well as materia ls that are not easily presented in standard print format. Some exam
ples of materials suitable for inclusion in online supplemental archives are (a) lengthy 
computer code, (b) details of mathematical or computational models, (c) audio or 
video clips, (d) oversized tables, (e) detailed inrervenrion protocols, (f) primary or 
supplementary data sets, (g) expanded methodology sections, and (h) color figures. 
Becau e this conrenr may be useful to the field, APA and many other publishers make 
it pos ible to provide them to a wide audience by posting them on the web, with a 
hnk to the published article. These files (like an appendix) then become part of the 
pnmary journal record and cannot be augmenred, altered, or deleted. 

Matenals for inclusion in supplemental online archives should be submitted in for
mats that will be widely accessible. The following multimedia formats are generally 
widely available to most users and are preferred: 

• Text-ASCII, Word, PDF, HTML 

• Tables-Excel, Word, HTML, XHTML, XML 

• Audio and Video-AVI, MPG, Quicktime, RM, MP3, WAY 

• Animation-GIF, JPEG, Flash/Shockwave 

• Image -GIF, JPEG, TIFF 

Le s widely used file formats, including TeX, LaTeX, any client- or server-side 
scripting (e.g., java, CGI), executable files, and software applications, are acceptable 
bur may be of less use to the reader who does nor have access to speciaJized programs. 
Many u er refuse to deal with executable files or operate from systems that refuse to 
acce s them. 
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For APA journals, the link to online supplemental archives that appears in the pub
lished article leads readers to a landing page that includes a bibliographic ctranon, a 
link to the published article, and a context statement and link for each supplemental 
material file (see an example of a sample landing page at www.apastyle.org). 
Supplemental materials should include enough information to make their content~ 
interpretable when accompanied by the published text. For more information on sup
plemental materials, see Chapter 8. 

Most journals make supplemental materials subject to peer review and require that 
they be submitted with the initial manuscript. Once accepted, the supplemental mate· 
rials will be posted with no further editing or polishing. 

Include an appendix or supplemental materials only if they help readers to under
stand, evaluate, or replicate the study or theoretical argument being made. Be sure that 
all relevant ethical standards have been followed for appendices and supplemental 
materials, including copyright protection, accurate representation of data, and prorec
tion of human subjects (e.g., content of video clips if human images). 

Sample Papers 
These sample papers illustrate three kinds of manuscripts: one-experimenc (Figure 2.1 ), 
two-experiment (Figure 2.2), and meta-analysis (Figure 2.3). The three manuscripts 
have been adapted for the Publication Manual from articles published in APA journals. 
The numbers referred co in the shaded boxes refer to numbered sections in the 
Publication Manual. 

- - - - - - - - -
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Sample One-Experiment Paper (The numbers refer to numbered 
sections in the Publication Manual.) 

Runmng head EFFECTS Or AGE ON DETEcrtON OF EMOTION 

Chn~una M l..ecle~ and Eliz:abeth A. K•n"n&er 

Boston College "'".... Formatting the author name (byltne)and 
'( ~nstJttltlonal affiliation. 2.02, Table 2.1 

I 

Elements of an author note, 2.03 Author Note 

Chn~unaM 

Boo.ton Colle&•· 

awarded to Ehlllhc 

Corre,pooo 

Depanmcnl or P>yc 

,\ >enuc Cbe,tnut t 

EFFECTS OF AGE ON DETECTION OF EMOTION 2 

r Writing the abstract, 2~ 

Age dirrerences were e.nmined In affe<:uve proce.-ing, on the ~'Ofltext of n visual search task 

Young and older adults were f11>ter to detect ho!h nrou,al imnge~ compared with low arou al and 

neuU"O.I otems. Younger aduiL• "ere faster to det<et po ott'e ht&h arousal targetS compared woth 

other categones. In corurast. older adlllb uhoboted an o'erall detection advantage for cmocoonal 

orn~es compared "''th neutrnlo~Nj~e•. Toretber. the~ findong• suggest thai older adults do not 

Oouble·spaced manuscript. 
Ttmes Roman typeface, 
!·inch margtns, 8.03 ,-

l i 

Paper adapted from " Effects of Age on Detection of EmotJonallnformatton, • by C. M Leclerc and E A Kenstnger, 
2008. Psychology and Aging, 23. pp. 209-215. Copynght 2008 by the Amencan Psychological Assoc1atton. 
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· Sample One-Experiment Paper (continued) 

~CTSOFAGEONDmmcnOSOFEMOTION 3 

.......... ,.. Frequently. people encounlenuua~aon• an thear environmcnl an "hich 11 " impossible to 

ai!COnd to all avai lable >llmuli. II "therefore of grealampon.ooce for one'> auenuonal proce'""' to 

>elect only the mosl salien1 informuion an 1he environmcnlto "'hich one ~hould uuend. Prevaou• 

re"'nrch hus sugge ·1ed that cmotaonal information ;, pnvy to oucnuonal o;eleclioo in young 

aduhs (e.g .. Ander>.on. 2005; C.thu &; WJ. 2004 Carrell•' Han<!)<! a. ~brin -Locche.. Mecado; 

Se ectlng 10 appro~~eh rewarding satuallon\ and 10 avoad threat and Wllser !Da'" cl Whalen, 2001: Dolan 
the correct 
tens 318 &.X~~kii'P.•~ .. ~3. Lana. Bradky. &Cuthbert. 1997: LeDou•. 19951. 

' ...... • ...................... _. Numbers that represent 
For eumple. Ohman. Ay~1. and Esaeve< (2001 )pmcmod J"'f\acapant5 wilh 3 x 3~si.:ll'' statiStical or mathemat1cal 

"'N,..um-!b~e-rs-, . f t ' 4 31 
llmly• With unage. repre>Cnllll.lt four Calegones ( nakes. ;padel'\. no-.CI"', mushrooms). In half unc IOns. . 

expressed ........ r -'--'-------" 
10 words, · n;.;;.;;,;;~.'~il'~i~·;.;..,es were from the wne calct!Ory. wheru• an the mnaanana halfof1he 
4.32 
.____,_____, IIT'&y<. eighl images were from one ca~esory and one amage -.a.< trom a dafrerenl calegory (e.J! .. 

Use of hyphenation for 
••&hi Oowen. and one <nake). Panacipouus were asked 10 andaca110 "'hether the matrix included a compound words, 4 13, 

d~>erepanl stimulus. Resull; andacaled !hal fe<lfo~~;a;.; ;;..~~· ~·;,;;;,;.;,:,:~~:cl.·,~·:k;;;~·~~~· Table 4 1,~-------' 

fcor-irrele 

were fcart· 
EFFECTS OP AGE ON DETECTION OF EMOTION 

Caho &: Lans. 2QO.t Carreue e1 al .. 2004. Ju1h. Lundq,iM, Karlsson.& Ohman. 200~ 

Nummcnmaaet a/ .• 2006) . 

• • ~ Fn>m th" ~h. 11 ;ecm; clear I hal younaer adult5 show dei<:Ction bene lib for 

•

•••••• , ..housang mfonnallon an lhe envaronmen1 II " le<< ckar "'hether these efTecu are l'"""'f'ed 

3CrOS> the adul1 hfe opan. The focus of the currenl research as on determanana !he exaem 10 "'hl<h 

Continuity In presentation "11'"8 anOueoce• the early. relatively aulomlllac dele.;uon of emotiotU/anformallon 
of 1deas, 3 05 

Re&al>fU of the bram thou&hl to be 1mpunan1 for emotJotUI de1ec11on rell\il.ln rebu•el) 

inlae1 v.uh •a•n& (revie-.ed by Chow cl Cummana>. 2000). Thus. it" plau.<able !hat the det .. :Uon 

of emotional anforma11on remain. relau•cly >table as adults age. However. de.paae the 

preservalion of emo11on1'rocessang regaon• wuh age (or perhapo; bccau"' of lhe conl ra\1 bcl-.een 

the prc>ervation of lhe;e regaon; and agc·rcloted decline.• in cognitivc-proce<>ing regaon•: Goc>d 
l>: 

et a/ .• 2001: I Iedden & Gabneh. 2004. Ohna>ha. Mau.uda. Tabira. Asada_ & Uno. 2001; RDI Citing one 

No capitalizatiOn in 2000; We,l, 1996). recen1 bcha\loralrc>e=h h.a! re'ealed change.• !hat occur wath aaana an 1he 

nammg theones. 4.16 • .. • • • ;.;~~i;t;;,;, '.;,;.j ~~;;3 ~;:;.not;.;,;: .&.iXOidini'iO' illt _,,«mmOonaJ ~<lecll' ity theory 

work by six 

(Car<aensen. 1m. "''lh ogang. lame 1~ pereel\ed 11.> u>causanaly luruled. and as a re'uh. emotion 

regullllaon be<'O~ a pnmary goal (C.,..aensen. l..aat.'O.,.,,I1, & Charles. 1999). Ac.-.rdm& 10 

socioemo1ional o;electavuy theory, age 1 aso;ocaaled wi1h an ancreased motJ>allon 10 denve 

emouonal mearun& from hfe and a ''mullllJICOU> decn:asang motivation to expand one'• 

lnov.led&e ba.>e. Al> • comequcnce of these moov.llonal hi lb.. emotional a.<pecu. of the 
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fi?G. ·. -· ~' ·: c ,, ' . : 
Sa P.hf Q.ne-E_>meriment Paper (continued) ~ 

" •"' .l:~ I " u I , 

H J-1 CIS 01 AGf ON DF.TECriON OF EMOTION ~ 
Usmg the colon between 

Tu maont•m ro<oiJ•e alfe..'t on the f..-e of negau•e a,e-~lotcd ch.nce tea. hmotcd tome, two grammatically 
••• •• comJ!Iete clauses, 4.05 

remaononJ. phy\Ocal and <'Ogruoo•e dec lone), older odulb may odopl new c:vJilOIOVc Wll<a."t! 0... 

'"'h 'lrJtegy, do«:u'-...1 ~enlly. is the po>illvity effect (Canten"'n & Mokel•,2fAl;;.':n whoch 

uld<r adult' 'JlCoKI proponoonntely ~ ume proces•ing po>ouve cn>?J"'bioi.~otenal and lc» 

11mr pn~et:<t'>111J ncgat1vt tmot•onal materiaJ. Stud1c~ examtnipg [~·mflut:nce or emotion on 

n><nl<>ry tCharlc•. Mwher. &. Camen...,_ 200l Kenll\:~:~;:Ulc:r, & Cat\tc:n.\On. 20041 "'"• 

fo>Und thao wmpartd ""h )Olinger adult$. olrjct -.:,j~;: recall propurtJonally"""" puoooove 

onh..-malK'fl and rroporunually les• ...,ga;,:~ mfonnaoon. Sonular mulu hove b«n found "'hen C . 1. f d 
• · • a pita •zatJOn o wor s 

eumononJ •>•·tradonJ po~terru: Oil;; aa.ii.S )001-id'.it' ~io'VC'I~ IO.ijrf ih.ioi ~ouiolef' · • • begmning a sentence after 
1 colon, 4 '-.!. 1::!.4 ____ _ 

tl....,...»"'Oll, Wadlon~. Gon:n • .t Wobon. ~- H~T\<r, thiS po61IJ\Ot) tfl'ec:t ha> OOIJOOC 

Ull<:uno .. tcd, lnme rncanilcn ho\c found c>l<ierl« IIICOn>o<t<:nt "'oth the f'OOIU'tt) effect (C J.. HypotheSIS and thetr 
correspondence to research 

Gruhn. Sm11h. & ll.tta. 2IIQI: Kcr. inger Bnerley. Medford. Gro,.don . .t Corl.on. 20021 • d s· I trod ,...; 2.05 li' e 1gn. n u .. uon, 

Ba....t o.>n thos ~·MIU>Iy do>CUSSCd =rc:h. 1~ compel on& hypolhe~ eu<ttoc•plaon 

cnK,.IOI\Jimtnrmutwn 

rmmaonal 1nfnnnttt100 n 

Usmg the semicolon to 

separate two independent 

EFFEcrS OF AGE ON DETECTION OF EMO'flON clauses not joined by 

•• a conjunction, 4.04 
rapodly detect emotoonal onformotion. We hypothe"rcd that Ofl.lho! :;i,;,l<, older adults would be .. .. 
'lov.er to detect onformatoon tlwo yoona adull' WOOj\dbCo• icon.,<tent "'olh Hahn. Carlson. Songer. 

A;.·· 
.t Gronlund. 2006; Mather .t Kno(hL 2006,1; the c:ntt<.'ll questoon was "'heth<r the two oge 

croups "'OIIId sbo"' SJmolar or dl\erarnt faulotaooon dl'cc:t.\ "olh repro! to the effects of emooon 

Using the comma between to tlotuk that the ~uuty cffc:u ""'Y be""""""" only at !....- >tagca of proccs>tng (e.g.. 

elements 10 a serres, 4 03 • ~: d~ and emouon ~culauon procnoc•l rather than 11 the carloer 5~ ol 

PunctuatiOn Wllh CitatiOnS .,.-oceosiOJ onvohcd on the rapod det<:<toon of onfonnatoon 

1n parenthetrcal materral. ., 
'' • do"'""'oo). Thus. the fmttwo hypothe\CSo that ernolo...,.lonform.>uon ll\llontaub ol> l011p0rlliDC" 

621 

C1t10g references rn text. 

InClUSIOn of year wrthtn 

paragraph, 6 II, 6.12 

acn»S the life'f>'lll or that conotoonalonformauon on aeo~eral tal.es on ~Jter importance woth 

age, seemed particularly applicable to early to&•• of emotional proce>SonJ. 

Indeed. a couple of prior studon lta>c pro•idcd c\ldence lor intiiL't cnrly procc-.iog of 

eonotoonal fac:oalCJ<~S!.ions woth "iJOJ. Mlllher and Knoaht (2006)cxamoncd yoong and older 

adults abdoues to detect hoppy. sad. onary. or neutral'"""" prc>entcd on • compte• visual array. 

'·~~ iJtr Krugbt found thi>l loke yoonaer adult-. C>klo:r adults det...-t<:d threatcnong faces mon: 

quid!) tlwo they detected ocher types of emotoonal •tomulo Surul.rly. H.tuo et al (2006Jalso 

found no 18• chtramo:<> m cfToctenc:) ofiCM\:h umc ,.hen anarr f8Ce> ,..,. prc:oalt<:d oo an 

amoy of ocuual r~. «lf111*'Cd wotll bapp)' fac:.-.. on IIOUUII (Ke do plays. When angry faces. do not require 
............................... hyphens, 

romparcd ,.'llh posoo"e and ncuual r .. -.... \Oned a.• dostnoeton on the vl>IW sear<~~ Table 4 2 

..a)'· ho,.e,cr. older adult• ,.tre more t fl t<ocnt on 'ltaldloOJ. compared "'"h y<>unJOr adults. 
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Sample One-Experiment Paper (continued) 

EFH:.CTS OF AGE ON DETEC110N OF EMOTIOS 7 

ncpu>e 'ltlmuh were 1\01 of equavalent uou~ le>el• I fearful f~tt• t)pt.'llly 1ft more aroUSing 

than ll:lppy fa.:es; Hansen & Han"'"· 1988). G~>en thut arou,.11 "thou&htto be a key factor in 

modul.111ng the auentaonal focus effect (Hon;;en & Hon..,n. 1981l l'nll<l & John, 1991. Rcamonn 

& McNally. 1995). to more clearly understood cmouonol proce1"ng an the contC'l of aging, 11 " 

ncet:><..ry to include both posill'C and n<g;iU>e ctnotlonolltems Wllh equal lc\'CIO of arou<al. 

In the current research. therefore. '"compared young and older adults' detecttoo of four 

cateJ!one' ol cmooonal infonnauon lf'O'""'" htgh tnl\1\al, pooat t.c low orou.W. ncgat~>e h~gh 

- equire hyphens 
amu~:~l. and ncgilll\·e low arou"'l) "'"h thetr detecuon of neutral tnfonnauon The pao.~uve ..,.0' ' 

_ •• • ••• Table 4.3 .,----' 
nc&au•c •umuli "''""' can:full) matched"" "'"'"al lc\cl. and the catcpn "f'.b>i!H iuJd low .. 
anl\1\11 v.crc cloody maiCbed on •aJence 10 u.wrc th.it the f1<1on u(~;..;... IJ'OI'•U•e. ncpuve) .. ·· 
and .....,>All high. low) could be tn><Wpl<d tndcpcndt)1111 -.it one .-her Paru.:tpants v.= .. .. 
pr<-"''tcd "''th a" uaJ searcll ta>l. tncludUI&.Iflll~ from the><' dtllcrcnt c•te~ I<~ . <IW.cs. ..... 
"""- tupou) For half of the muiLH •c ana)S, all of the tmagc"•·crc of the sam< 1lt'111. and for 

Using abbrevlatJOns. 4.22; ExplanatiOn 
of abbr8VI8bons, 4 23. AbbrtvtabOns 
used often rn APA JOurnals, 4 25, 

the rcmatnmg half of the""">"· a ., • .---------~---~------'Plurals of abbraVtatrons. 4.29 
··········· .... 

llc:llb "'a..~ mc1uded. Participants were 

the am.y. and their rcactjon times we 

dtffercnce, 1n rcspono;e time, (RT~ 
cutegori<>. We reasoned tbattfyoun 

•timuh for the t"o lljle groups. By 

•ere )OUngcr adults. older adults 

eiTIOIK>nal \teJru, (relatm' to~-~· 

Identifying •• 
~..-,. ____ subsectJons 

Wlthrn the 
Method 
sectiOn. 2.06 

Usmg numerals to express 
numbers representing age, 4.31 

EFILCTS Of AGf~ONor:'l"'lCTIOS OF EMOTION 

····················· 
r·Ot the orou,.ng atem• thon ohown by the young adults (resulting '" an tnteracuon between IIi• 

8 

and arou,al). Elements of the Method 
,. •••.•••••••• sectJon, 2.06; Organizing 

Mmod a manuscript with levels 
of headrng,o..;:3:;.:03;::__----l l'll'tklpa.o 

-~ 
••• •• Youn~ct adulb 114 .. omen. 10 mcn.M• = 19.5 year~. age tanJ!C 18-22 yean) "ere 

rccru1ted wllh Oye~ pooled on the lloJton College campus. Older aduhs C 15 "'""""'- 111110 ,.....,., .. 
M•• 71>.1 yean,~~ t>li 84 ~~ v.erc recnutcd tluough the Harnrd CoopcriiJ>< on : 
~ . 
: A-m& h« Tll>k I fordcolOJraplltc>Ond te>UCOr,.).1 Par\Jc:ipants ,....., compcn•ll~<lSIOper 

.-· ~ 
! hour for thetr Jlttlctpoll<lOI There "ttt 30 addiuonal piiUCipu!IS. recnuted 10 the Ymc , .. y 10 

_.· de-.cnbed i,,e, v. ho pro>tded polo11"111ng •alun: fi>e youn& and fi•e old s-n.e•JIIIIts for the 

._,.,~nt of Hem.' "'than tndl\i.lual catc~o'OilCS (i.e.. images dcpictina caul. and 10 )OUOJ and 

-~-(tbld J"'nactpanu for the • ••gnmcnt of mugu within valence and arouul catc~ All 

•

_.-/ pant<tp.ln" "ere o_lked to brm& eotrc<:Uve eyc"car tf needed. te5ulung 1n normal or corrected 

to normal v'"on for all panic1pant . Perticrpant (SUbJICtl 
characteristiCS, 

Material~ and Procedure Method, 2.06 

The \1\uai 'M'arch lll<k waudaptcd from Ohman et al. (200n There "ere IOdtffercnt 

typn oftlttnJUwuc..:h o1 fi•• Volcnce x Arousal categoneo: postll>e htgh arowal. l""''"'elo>w 

arou.al. neutral, ncgatl\e 1o>w 1li'Oil>al. ncpu•e htgh arousal). e.och coot.l•n•nJ llliiC tnd~>i.Jual 

uemplan 1h.i1 v.erc u~ to c:on>INC1 ' x 3 sumulus m:atne:es A 1u1al of 90 unap "ft'< u.ed. 

each appcannJ ti a target and as a m<mber of a dumtctmg """Y· At~ of '160 "'""""' ,...., 

prct.tnu.fto each partt<lpll11. half cont.uncd 1 Wid nem (Le .• etghtttcms of- t)p< and.-

Wid Utmofann<htt t)'p<) and halfcbd .at (Le .• all rune: IJIJI1!C'ofthc.....,., type) Wtth•a the 
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R1are2.1. 

HH CTS or: AGL; ON DETECTIOS OF E.\10TION 

an>u,al. neutral. etc ,..,._, rcpre<o<nt«<&n 36lriols Funr.c,r, "uhon each"''"" 31> tn•h for each 

emnuon catc~ory. 111nc tnal> \OOrc created for each of the combo nat tOM woth the rcmaonong fnur 

nther emut1nn c~uc:gones (e.g .. mne tnal11 wnh ctghr postti\e htgh urou~alucm' dnc.l one neutral 

•tcm) Locuttnn nf I he tarrcr w~ r-Jndomly varied ~uch that no 1arge1 wtthtn 1tn trnot •Ott category 

Y.i.h prc.:~med '"1~ 'arm loc,~~;tion 1ft "JT3Y~ of more them one otherl!mounn catC'JC)()' (t .c .• a 

an>U..al am> om~gc~ thon """" prr'>Cnt«<v.ilh neutral atny image, f. 

Tr.c, ttcm' "''thon each cat~') of gnt)scale •ma1e. 'h"'c:J t"" <arne Hrl>olt.or.c,tle.c.:"' • • •••• 
Numbers expressed an words 

mu.•hn~•m. ,n.~<t . lllkl the ttem' "'ere sck<:led from onlur d:u .. t-ok'- and plk>~<• .'!~~~ ......... • at beg•nntng of sentence, 4.32 

p.:l..a~c' !.:lk:h omarc <l<r••tc4 a pholooflhe actu.:ol ob)CCt Ten pili.~·~~;~" "'<rc •-~ed to • 

10 

ol "''ua.l ,mulu.nty amons (1hjech VrU.hin a~~ (t.c .. ho" ''m•lar tm rnu,hmom' WCI"( to one 
ween<ategories 

cxempl~ (e.g .. n >et 
\'a l~nce and urousal ratings. Valencr and arou'"' ""CJUdg«< on 7·poont ><:ale' (I • 

the rt<aoflhe 

opant> made the>e 

I domensio"' in 

the mll'hroorns 

hoch )t>Unl :ond oi.Jc:t adulb •am:<~ on tbe 'akncr and arou\al do ,,fiClltturl\, and ttmuh "'tn: 

caL' (i.e., "olhtn-group \lrnolanty ""' r.c,ld con,wnt ac""' tlr categt>ne.). Our ob)CCt sda:tion 

aho "''ured that the categorie• doOercd fn>m ""e anuthcr tv» \lffillnr d<grec (e.j! .that the 

Procedure 

Each trial began Wllh I .. hUe r ... ttUO em" pre\Cnted on • hfad. f>Cm:O for !,()()() rnS, the 

matn:t "as then p~\C:nled. anc.J 11 rcmamed on the -...:r«n unul a pan1Cipilnl r'C'-pon~ 'A as 

,r there"'"-' a target prr..ent. or a buttcJO morlcd ""or no target "&.' pn:>tlll R~pon.-e llllenc~ 
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FigaN 2.1. 

Ablireviations 

accepted as 
words, 4 24 

EFFECfS OF AGE OS Drrrt'CTIOS 0 1· E..\101'10'1 I I 

softwarr. Before 1>c1.nn.ng the ••tual w.sl. pottoCoJlilnl< prrformed 20 practi~ trial to ll»ute 

comploance "''th the l:t<k on>trutluons 

Elements of the 
Re<.uui <C· • • • ........ • ••••••• .. Results section, 2.07 

Anal y-es fc>eu' on pan ocopunos' RT, Ill the 120 trial~ on "hoch a targeo was pre<enonnd 

w"' from a doflcrem emoooonal caoegory I rum ohe ~1\lmctor (e.g .. RT< were noloncludc~ for 

arrays comaonong eo~htornogcs ul a cao llll~ onc om.ge of 1 buuerfly he.:ausc cat;, aod bunerlloe• 

· · · · · ;;e;e '/Jso from ea..-!1 pano<opant's mean (appnmmately I .S't of re<pon__)_ Medtan RT< "'""' 

then cakul••<d fror ra.:h <>f ohe li\e emotO<ltllll Wj!d cal~. collal"'tng ~Cro<.> lltnl) l)pr l<ee 

reganlles' or the oypr of amy on "'""'" ohey .,.,., t..-..cniC\1 Because our maon onoere>t ,.., in 

e•amonong the eff..:t, ol valen<r ulkl un>Us;~l ''" pano<:opanl>' l"'l;et dct<etion lllliC>, "'" creaoed 

scores for each emouonal lutj!el <Uiet~nry I hal coni rolled for ohe panrcipam's RTs to dcted 

neutrnl t.lr~cl> (e.g .. suborocflng ohc RT ll> del«:l ncutml turgcl ~ from the RT 10 detect po;uovc 

•• pvalues, 
high arou<al targcls). Thc>e doflcrcn<e scores "'•"' then examoned with a 2 x 2 x 2 CAge )young:-,.-' dacoma I 

older) x Valence )Jl""'""· nrgaoow) x Amus;~l)hogh. l()w)) analy.,, ufvarian~ !A'WV('.fh" 

ANOV A re\ealed on I) a siJnohcano maon <ffccl of amu-.a.l. F(J. 46) • 8.41.p ,. (l(~i .. II\, 

woth laq;er dofferenas beo.,ccn neutral and hoJh-amu,..lomo~s !M = 137J than bet..-ecn neutraL ••• 

and low-MOU-.a.iomagcs IM • 91; o.e .. ho&h-anousalntm< ~>edmore quockly acros> boch ·~ 

grouP' compared "'lth lu\Oo·at\ou<.alotrm'. sre h 'ure I ) Tbert "'a. no <ognofocant nwn eff<et for 
.~ 

valence. oor "'"''"'"'anomer""'""' h,c" een \lkn.e and &rOUS.ll. It " cnt.icaJ that the analy!ol< .· 
'---...,..;Numbering and doscus~ong·-....,....---~~-----~~'""'"-----' 

figures m te~ _5 __ ,--_05=---_ __, 
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effect\ on dete<:llon ume appeared >table in young and older adult~. 

The re'ull\ de.,.,rohed above suggested that there "'J' no onflue1Kc of age on the 

Influence' of emotion. To further te<tthe validoty of !hi' hypt>lhe>i<. we <ubnuucd the RT' to 1hc 

fo>c categc>roe\ or targets to a 2 X s (Age [young. oldl X Tarat! Coleaory [p<)\ilo>c hogh arou-.1. 

p<l\oll>< low anltlsal, neu~n~l. ncgati~e low ""''"al, negatove hogh an>O<al)l repeiitcd-mca'""" Spacing, alignment. 

4 44 .... _. ..... ... •· •• .. ......... .._ , and punctuation of 
ANOVA Both the age group; 1'(1 . 46l= ~n" < 001, ~ ~.~~.!~~~:~~~~~~f?!l•· mathematical COJly, 4.46 
f\-1. ls-I) M9 ,p < 001.'10'= 16.;«airi'c'ri<~is';,:~·~·~~;f,;.;~; ..... rlla,theA~Gmupx 

~ 
Taract Cate <II') onteta<tK.•. F(4, 184) ~ 3.59.p = 008. 11/ • 07. Tlu>~nttl'kllon appeared to'•, . . 

Caprtahze effects 
reflecttht fact wt for the )oungtz adulu. ""''u'c h•Jh-asuu.al lvlrt' v.cre dcte.:tcd r ..... t..- wn or variables when 

wrct. roum all otherc:.tegono.I>(23J < - 1.90.p < .001 . .. ,th norother~ calec<W'e. they appear with 
multiplicanon 

stgns, 4.20 
~----' 

and nepti\C lo~> an>Usal ~ .. 10 be detected more r'olpodly th.tn nculnll wcet,,p < .121. For 

older adult•. oil emot•on•l categoric; of target• ~>ere detected mQre rapoJiy than "'ere neutral 

target•. "(2J) > 2.56. p < 017. and RTs to the doffcrent emotoun catesoroe' oftorgrts dod not 

diflcr slgnifkanlly from one another. Thus, thc>e rc>UII\ pmvodcd ;omc evodcnce that nldcr 

adult;. may •how a broader advantage for detection of any type ol cooouonulmfonnauon. 

"'hcrea~ ytltlnJII<luh> henefit may be more narro-.ly ra.tnctcd to only crrtnon cdi<MOror. of 

"'"'~"'"•' ont(>rmauon 
Elements- -o~f t~h-e~~---, 

-4-"" .... ' ... ' 01SCUSSIOO sectton, 2.08 
Dbcussion 

cn~Ynt:rd dctccttoo or anouonal mformauon. older adult> ,-ou]d """" • ~al<r ad• illltare fur 
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emouonal detection than young aduh,, or c•ld.:r uJuh' cuuld ,.,.,., a greater facihuuion than 

~oung adul~' only for the detecl11>n uf Jl<"llo\t mlnm>Jiollll ,_, re-uh' lent "'me •upport 10 the 
~ .. 

fil'\t two ahem:uives. but no evrdcnce wn' found to 'UPI)C'" the tlurd nllcmauve. • •• Clear statement of support or 
• nonsupport of hypotheses, 

Discussion, "'2."'08..__ ___ _, 
In hne wuh the first oltemato•c. no clf~ch nf ngc "ere found "hen the 1nfluence of 

valence and arou~al on target detecuun 111ne' wu' ••am1ncd. OO!h n~c BlOOP' 'ho~<ed only an 

amt.I~JI tffecl , Thi~ ~UJt is. COn\1\.ICnt \\llh rnur 'lUdlt'' th~tt rnJrCUICd thlll,l,JOU.!tiOg information 

can be detected mp1ill) and aul<lfn•liCall) h) yc>Untt aJulh (Andei'Vfl. Chn\loff. Pamt.t. De 

ROY. & Gabneh. 2003; Ohman&: \hncl.a. llxtlt aud thlll uldtr aduh' hlc younger aduh\, 

cOCillnue to <h<ploy • thrul detec.u>n *'' antagr "hen >e.mlung for neptl\e fac121~ar&e!S 1n 

n:lotl\ e pn:.crvaiJOil o 

& Ben""tt. 2004; Jen01 

age group<. the pn:sent 

age-related enhanceme 

the li>e categoric' of e 

high·a1011"'l101ages (8! 

dd•antage for detcctinj 

'uggc-b a l>rmder infl 

It ., rnte~ung 

EFFECTS 01' Alih 0:0. I> I· I LCTIO:\ OF EMOTIOJI. 14 

pnxc'''"8· gl\cn th•t nn elle<t< ot valence ... n: oh.e"ed in older Mlult~' detecuon peed In the 

pre...,nt 11udy. older aJull' .. ~,. tqually fa.<tto detect po\iti>e and negau•e mfoonJtlon, 

cnn'"tcnt '"'h f'IIC>I """"'""h lhJIIIldlcated thJl older aduh• often anend tqually to f'O\IIIIe and 

nc~auvc Munuh (l{o,lcl cl ,11., 2!XI~). Although the pancm of n:suh• for the young adult' 1.,, 

dlllen:d ""'"" '1ud1e' '"the prc1cnt 11udy nnd 1n some past research. young adult< ha•e <ho~<n 
'!f 

facllclatcd det«lll>'.,\;,r po"U•c mfnrmJII<>n (e.g .. Andel'50n. 2005; Calvo & Lang, 2004, Carn:ue 

cl al. :!00-1, Juli\.Ct ul ~(XI~. Nummcnnw d al . :!006). when:a., on other ~u.J~. youne adulb 

h.t•< '"""" .j, ad\onto~e fc.- ncrat11e mlonnmon !e.g .. Armony & Dolan, 2002; Ho~~~,.n & 

HJmen. yjs!l, """· BrJdky,de o,.,.,, & Plllnter. 11}}7; Pr.>~to & John, 1991; Rem~ann /k 

~k:-o.a~~. IYY~ . \\llhJm<. \1•the"'· & \t•d .. co.J, 19%)-"'bal" ompon.1m1o n<>ee ''that thr 

old~· adult, de1e.1rd l>c~h 1""111\C lind neg.u>e \II mule at equ;>1 rate Th1< eqw\aknt drtc<toon 

1-..----------l~~ cipo<IU\C anJ ne~IJ>< mfui'TNio<>n pnl\ 100 c1i<blee that older adult' do•pla) 1111 adlarlt.tr<' fnr 
Use of an em dash to :' 
IndiCate an interruption. lhe drte.:Uc>n nlom<lliUndl ml<>ml311C>ndwt" llOl \alence·<peclriC. 

m the continuity of a 
sentence, 4.06; 
Description of an 

em dash, 4.13 .. 
emouonJ.I dc!lellltiO ''" u hl\l rch.lnt on early, rclauvtl)· automatic ~lag~ of proc..~''IM8. Y.:C 

found no c\ldcnce of an Rlt< related Jl<>'llmty effect. Thelack of a po;iuvity focu< 1n I he t•lder 

adult'" 1n kecpmg wuh I he prvpo,ul (e.g., \1alhcr & K01gh1. 2m that the po;lli\IIY effect 

doe' 11111ar1-e thll>U8h uutomauc attrntlonal mnuencC> Rather. "hen lh1~ effect" ob'f"ed'" 

older adult,. II " h~rly clu~ to uge n:lated change< '"emotion n:gula11on goal\ lh.>l openale 101 

l>een lll<ndeJ 111 •nd <>II<_, the: ern<~ll>n:llll.\lun: of the <Umulu. ha. been dl<cemtd 

pn~<:cuc,. then: ;arc t,.o hne, ul e"derk:e ouue-ung thJtthe con IJUct eurrunol 1n the currmt 
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Sample One-Experiment Paper (continued) ~ 
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UTECTS OF AGE OS DETECTION OF EMOTION IS 

re,e.trch e~wnanes relll~>ely 111tomauc processing. Fi~ an thetr pre•·•ou .. 011<. Ohman et al. Use of parallel construction 
with coordinating con) unctions 

C2001)compared RTs V<ith both 2 "2 and 3 "3 arrays. No •agnaficant RT daffrrence ba.~ "!'. ···· used in pairs, 3.23 
~·· --~~~------~ 

!he number of imaae' presented in the arrays were found. Second. an both Ohnwn e1 ul \ (2001) 

~ludy mnd the pre~<nl >ludy. analyses were performed to e~omine the lnOuence of 14r&CI location 

on RT Acros' both studies, and across both age groups in the cum:nl worl.. emouonoltarget• 

were detected more quackly than -. .. re neutral targets. regatdle ; of thear locauon Toaether. 

the-.c findang~ \uge<l that wk performance is dependent on re1&11\ely automatiC detecuon 

pn>ee,..., rather than on controUed ~ processes. Discussion section ending 
with comments on 

Althoo&h further .. ort,. n:quired to pin a mor"C: complete undermndan& of the~; •• • • • • • importance of findings, 2.08 
•········ 

related chan&<> an the tarly prot"C:<Slng of ~onal anformauon. our findanJ;;.":;iid.:;.""'='•;;.:;tha.:;.t;.__..'-" __ _._~--------. 

) oong and older ..Wit' 

\ludy provades fun/M:r 

of emouonal •maa•• 
(Aea~hllllln et al.,: 

•hhough there a evade 

mfurmouon (e.a .. CoD 

pre•enl results ;ugtst 

la\ks requare rekui\:ly 
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Construction of an accurate and 

RtFcrenct ~ .... complete reference Jist, 6.22, 
General description of references, 2.11 

AndertOn, A. K. (2005). Affecuve anOuence' on the anenuonal ilynamacs supponing aw~s 

Journalof~rl-nrol Psycho/oRr Genua/,/$4, 2SS-281. doi:IO 1037~ 

3445.134.2.258 

Anderson. A. K.. Christoff, K. Paniu, D .. De Rosa, E .. & Oabriell J. D. E. (2003). Neural 

correlateS of the automatic proec~~lna of threat facial saanals. Journal of Neuroscrence. 

23. 5627-5633. 

Atmony, J. L. & Dolan. R. J (2002). Modulation of paual anentaon by fear-condiuoned 

sumuli: An e~ent..-elaled f\1RI stud>· Ntoro('rrchologw.40, 817-826. 

doi: I 0.1016/S002S-3932Cf2801CJ 29001711-6 

Beck. A. T .• Epstetn, N • Brown. G_ & Steer. R. A ( 1988) An an,mtory fO< meuunng c~nacal 

anxiety: P.ychometnc properues. 101lrnal ofCoruulllllg and CI1Nca/ Psyclao/ogy.S6. 

893-897. doi: 10.103710022-006X.S6.6.893 

Calvo, M. G, & Lang. P. J. (2004). Gve pattern> -.hen lookm& at emouonal pictures: 

Motivauonally biased aucnuon. Mollmtaan wad Emotion. 28. 221-243. doi: 

10.1023/B%3AMOEM.00000401S3.261S6,ed 

Cam:uc. L .. Hioojosa, J. A., Mllltan·Loeches. M .. Mecado. F .. & Tapia, M. (2004). Automatic 

attention to emotional stimuh. Neural correlates H11tr11J11 Bram Mapping. 12. 290-299 

doi; 10.1002/hbm20037 

Carstensen. L L ( 1992). Socaal and emot•onal pattern. an adulthood: Suppon fO< socioemotional 

oelecuvaty tbcoty. P.-,chol~\ and A tint. 7. 331-338. dot:IO.I03710882· 7974.7.3.331 

CII'Sfen....,., L L Fung. H. & Charle>. S (2003) So.:iocmotaonal selecU"IY thcoty and the 

regulation of emotaon an !he~ half of hfe M<>tn11/aon and EmotiDII. 27. 103-123. 
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C&r<ten>oen. L L. & Mtkels. J. A (2005). At the tntc:I"'«IJon of emo<.oon and cogmt•on: Agrng 

and the pos1tivity effecL Curmll DlftciiOn>ln Ps)cholngoca/ Scrtnct,/4. 117-121. doJ: 

IO.I IIIIj.0963-7214.200S.00348.x 

Charles, S. T .. Mather. M .. & C4J<itcn.,.,n. L. L. (2003). Aging and ernotronal memory: The 

EFFECTS OF AGE ON D&TECTION OF EMOTION 18 

Chow, T. W.,& 
Grohn. D. Smoth. J.. & Balte<, P. B (2005~ No agmg bia.• favonng memory for f'O'IIO'e 

Aggleton 
maoenal E>~den<:e from 1 heterogeneuy-bolllO!!eneity loSt paradigm"""' emooanally 

tooed wooh. Ps)chnlt>ft'I'<UUI A~ing. 20, S19-SIS8. doi:I0.1037/0l!82·7974 204 S'N 

Hahn, S., Carlton. C. SlnJer. S . &t Grunlund. S. D. (2006). Aging and VL•Ual '<t.&tth Autom.&Uc 

EFFECTS OF AGE ON DETECTIO OF EMOTIO~ 19 

Ken.-;inger. E. A. Bnerley, B. Medfonl, N. Growdon, J . H , &t Codon. S. (2002). EffecL> of ".,...,,.--.,..,.--:1 
Dtgrtal object identifier as 

nonnalagong and Al1heomrf~ do""a"" on rmnuonal memory £nwtion. 2. IIS-134. dot: article identifier, 6 31, 
Example of reference to a 

IO. J03711S211-3542.2.2.118~"'''"""'""''''"""''"' " '"'"'""'"'"' periodrcal, 7.01 
';:----. 

Lnng. P. J .. Bradley.M M .. &Cuthben. B. N.(l997). Mlllivated aucntion: Affect, activauon, 

Leclerc. C. M .. & Hes.•. T. M (2005. Auau<l). Agt dtf!atncts ur proctSJin~ of afftcrn·tly 

pri-d infomratrc>n. Pouer "''''on presented 111 the I 13th Annual Convention of the 

American l's)chologtcal A»>eiatron. Wa<honJ!on. OC 

LeDoux. J. E. (1995). Emotion Clues from the brain Annual Rnrn. o{Pnc:hology.46. 209-

235. doi·IO.II46fanrturc• ps 46.020195.001233 

Mather,M., &: Knight. M (2005). Goakhrected memory. Tbe roleofcOJtloU\e control in older 

adults' emotJonal memory. P.rwholoJiy and Aglll/1. 20.554-510. doi:IO.I03710882· 

7974.20.4.554 

Mather,M .. & Kmght. M. R (2006). Angry face' set nO! iced qutckly: Threat detection is ftOI 

impaired among older adul~. Journttls ofGuonrology. s~nt.l B: Psychological Scitncts, 

6/ B, PS4-PS1. 

Mogg. K .. Bmdley. B. P .. de Bono . J . &t Paonter. M (1997) Tome course ofauentional btas for 

threat mformauoo on norH:hnicalan\lcty Btlkmorol R«tarch Thuopy. 35.291-303. 

Nelson. H. E. ( 1976). A modo lied Wi<eor~>on card 'Klftonate., 'CihiU>e to frontal lobe defects. 

Cona. 12.313-324. 

...... 

IJted 
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l'ummenmaa. L Hyona. J •• & Calvo, M G (2006). E)~ mo\ctnl'nl ._,~smenc of ~l«uv~ 

anenllonal capture by emo1oonal pocture•. Emotion. 6, 257-·268. doi I 0.103711 S28-

Article wcth more than I 1542.6.2.257 
seven authors, 7 01, 
Example 2 Ohman, A .. Flyk~ A .. & Esceves. F. (2001). Emocoon drive• nnenuon: Dcteccing the <nake in che 

r- . 

-._Err'ECTS OF AGE ON DETECTION OF EMQnON 21 

~ 
R<><ler. A. Ulnch. C_ Bolhno. J .• Scerur, P .. Wetdauer. S. Bemhatdt. T.. KleonJ<:hmodc. A. 

t200Sl. Eflect• or """"'"8 emotional scenes on lhe diw.buoon or "'>Uel6pa!oalactenlion· 

'irom•·n, 229. 109-116. dot 10.1016/j.JM.2004.11 .007 

Shorlc). W C (1986) Shrpln lnstirur~ofLimol Seal~ to. Angelc<.. CA: Wescem ~)ChuloJical 

......... c 

~OFAGEONDCfficnONOFEMQnON 22 Palo A leo, CA 

We<mler. D c 1987). ~ Placement and format 
C'orporucoon. 

We<h\ler, D. (1997). 7 

Ill. New Yor~. 

We-e, R L. (1996). Ar 

Pr;.<ht>lugocal 

Wolhams.J M . Machc 

\\ ''""'· B A . Akkml 

F•••cnoec' -c · · · .............. · offootnotes, 2.12 
1 Analyses of covariance w•re conducced wcch chcsc covariau:s, with no resulting 

onOuence> of these variables on the panem or ma,nocud< of che resulcJ. 

l These daca were al<o analyud woth a 2 M S ANOV A co examine lhe effect of lariCI 

cat<&OIY I' hen prcscnced onl) on arra~ contaononc noutralomage-. woth the results remaining 

qualotam<l) lhe same:. More brolldly,lhe effects of emouon on wgec d<cect0011 .,.., 1101 

qualotall\dy tmpacted by the dostractor '*"10'>'· 
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Selecting effective 

presentation, 4.41; 
Logtcal and effective • • 

..... 
tabla layout. 5.08 

recorded i 

EFFECTS OF AGE ON DE:TECfiO. OF EMOTION 

Table I 

Pamcipant Clwrocttrutin 

l::mtDK" amsu! Ql~~[~ll!IIR 
Mea~urr M SD M SD Fll . 46) 

<.&I Years ofeducmoon 13.92 1.28 16.33 2.43 18.62 
Beck Anxoely lnvcn1ory 9.39 5.34 6.25 6.06 3.54 066 
BADS-DEX 20.79 7.58 13.38 8.29 10.46 .002 
STAI- Suue 45.79 444 47.08 3.48 107 .306 
STAI- Trao1 4~64 4.50 45.58 3.1S 0.02 963 
Digll Symbol SuboiUIUioon 49.62 7,18 3158 6.56 n.52 <.001 
Genm~ll>e namong 46.95 970 47 17 12.98 .004 951 
Vocabul&r) 1300 352 35.25 3.70 4.33 on 
Olgll SpAr>-Back word 8.81 209 8.25 2.15 078 .183 
AnthrneiJC 16.14 2.15 14.96 3.11 184 .182 
Mental Control 32.32 382 23.75 5. 13 40.60 <.001 
Self~ P01nuna I 73 2.53 925 9.40 IUS .001 
\\'CST ~•en11ne errors 0.36 0.66 1.83 3.23 4 39 ().12 

No,. The Beck Aruocty ln,eruory" from lle<k <1 ol ( 1988); the BehaVlOfal A ~,>me,. of the 

DyseXCCUIJ\C S)ndrome-Dy~'CII:UU>t Que<UOMaltC (BADS-DEX) "from Wolson d II 

( 1996); the Sial>-Traot Anxoety ln\cntory (STAll measures an: from Spoelbergcr <1 II I 1970), 

end the Ol&ol Symbol Sub>Uiutoon, DoJlt Span-Backward. and Anthmellc Wechsl<r Aduh 

lntellogence Scal<--111 ond Wechsler Memory Scal~lll measures are from Wechsler ( 1997). 

Gcnendive naming Kores rcpre.cnt the 10011 number or words produced in 60 s each for leiter 

23 

F. 11. ond S. The Vocubulory measure i< rrom Shopley (1986): the Mental Control ~urc os 

from Wech<lcr ( 1987); the Self Ordered Poonuns measure was adopled rrom Petro~ and Molner 
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1·~·-....onol 
300 

I2SO 
j 200 
1,~ 
~ tOO 

~ 

0 
a.w /" y-

.-a-. .I 

Fo~ur' I Mc31l difference values (ms) represenung deoecuon •peed for each !arJet caltjlory 

subt,.,..,lcd from the mean detectoon <p<cd for n<Outral W'¥•15 'o 1 c doffercn«> were found on the 

Rgure legends 
lli'OU\III·mcdoatcd effects on detectoon speed. Soandard eoror. are repn:...,nocd on the ligure by the and ca tions S.2J 

~···············................................. p • 
error bars allachcd 10 each column. 
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INHIBITORY INA-UENCES ON ASYCIIRONY 3 

lnhibiiOI) lnnuell<OC\ on Mychrony It' 11 Cur f<•r Audll!lf'Y Segregation 

AudJtory grouping invol-., the- fonnatoon of audnory obJ«:h from the >.OUnd mixture I 

ru.:hmg the e3J"S. The cue- u\td to ontcgnur "' -.gregatc thr\t «>und; and <o form auditory 

obj«:l$ have been defined by ~\eralauth<"' (C J. Breemon. 1'1<!0. O:lnl.on. 1997~ O:lr\l.m & 

doff<rence on onset ume (C.f1 Oanntnl>ring & Breanun , I97R~ R1....:h. 19781 and harmon1c 

relauom le.J! .• 8ru11.>rrom & Robrtt-, 199~ Mc>oOT, Gla•f>trJ, & P<tCf\, 19861 In o.n example o( 

the lffiponatlCC of OfbCIIIme, I)..,... on (11Ji!4J , 1'111411) <oh..wcd that oncrea.>mg the level of 8 

hanoonoc neo.r the lirs1 formant (f. I) l""lU<rK:y by addong a 'Y"'hronol" pure to"" changes the 

pho,.,tic quality of • vo-.el llo-.e\er, "hen the added"""' he~on a few hundred millo<eeood> 

t.:fore the vov.el, it w"' e~..enually n:movcd from the vo,.cl pen:cpl )section conbnuesl. ··-General Method"("""""" " """"'" Elements of emptncal studtes, 1 01 

Overvle" 

In the experiment\ reported here, wr u-.d a pmdogon dc,eloped by Darwin to asse.s the 

pem:ptual ontegratoon of .oddouunalrn<rgy on then re~oon l>f a "'"'clthroogh 115 effect on 

phonetoc qualoty (O:Ir\l.on, 1984a. I'IK.tb, OotWtn & Sutherland. 19841 .. lsectJon contmuesl. 

UmuJJ 

lniUfer fun<:toon u\Ong cascaded formantresonal!>r\ !Klan. 191i!l). Fl valuco, uried m IG-HL 

produce a conunuum of 20 token,.. [secuon conunuesl 

Llstenus 

Paper adapted from "lnhibttory Influences on Asychrony as a Cue for Audttory Segregatoon, • by S D 
Holmes and B Roberts. 2006. Journal of Expenmental Psychology· Human Perceptton and Performance. 32. 
pp. 1231-1242. Copynght 2006 by the Amencan Psychological Assoctatton. 



MANUS C RIP T ST RU CTU RE A N D CO N TENT 

1'-iHIBITORY INFt.Ue.CES 0:-. ASYCHRONY 

l.I\ICn<n ,.en: \Oiunreen n:auired from rhe StU<lenr pupui•IIO<I or !he Unl\mHy or 

Engh'h "'ho reponed normal heanng ond had successfully complcred • M:recnong rroc<dun: 
Plural forms of nouns 

t<lcwrohed helowJ. For each exp<rimenr, rhedara for 12 1isrenen an:1ro'>cnic.l:.::liiciicioi'' · ·of forergn origin, 3.19 

contonues) 

Procedure 

-\r rh< ''"" of each -e <oon. losteners rool part on a wann-up block O<p<ndona on the 

numher Ill <Ondlloon• Ill I panocular CXp<tunenl. rhe wann-up blod t'On'"ted uf On< block of Ill 

the e•penm<nr.l .rrmuh ore\ery second or fourth Fl ~rep rn rlw blod. .. Th" II'< her,.een 85 

oo.nd I 00 randomozed tnah •• (ucaon contmues). 

The d.<UI fur each hst<n<r Cotl>rSied of !he number or Ill n:<p011~ our <>I 10 n:peuboo' 

'"' ea.h nomual Fl 'alue rn tach condition. An e umate of the Fl frequen<y at !he phon< me 

b<>Undory "'"' oblaoned by firunga probu function (Finney. 1971) ro a h>ren<r '\ odcnuficatron 

dald lor each <'tlndllron The phoneme boundary wru. defined., the mean or the prohrt fun<:tron 

uhc SO'• pornr). .[sactron conbnues[. 

Multiple Expenments. 2.09 . .. • .. ..... ~periment t 

pur<·lllllC lJf'l<>r Each INHIBITORY INFLUENCES ON ASYCIIRONY 5 

lune c.::3ptor and a cent Then: "ere mne condotiOIW lhe rh,...., <l.tndard """'''""'<I alon<. rncn:mented founh. 

contonues) 

'-let hod 

and leadong fourth) plus thn:e C&l'for condurnn1 and rheor controh A lead tome of 240 11\) 1>20 

Abbreviating unns 
u.ed for !he lidded 50V-Hz"""' lseebOO conhnuesl. 

~· · ·· ···· · · ·· · ...... ............ ..... .. .. of measurement, 
Results and DisNsslon 4.27, Table 4 4 

Figun: 4 sho\OS rbe """'" phuneme bnun.lorie. for all C<"'dJIIOII\ 1nd 1he n:>ronoon <IT CCI 

boundary shift m benz and a.. a pen:rnrage ol the doffen:n<:e on t>oundary po ouon her,.een 1he 

rncn:mcnred-founh nnd leadrng-rounh condruoru. . (nctoon contJnuesl 

This experimenr consider< the case "here rhe added 500-l llrone hegtn> ar the same rion< 

a:. !he >o,.cl bot continue> ofler 1he vo,.d end' (sec bon con!Jnuesl. 

Methnd 

Policy on metrrcatJon, 4.39: founh). •lagg10g-founh condruon !lllOIOIIou ro !he lci.Jona-founh condruon u<ed e~hen:J. 

Style tor metnc unrts, 4 40 ·;,;.; ~-~~·~;r:; ·,;,;.; ;~·.;.:.:,~·;.:iii 'u.T.e' At'2.so m• ,.iL, u>Cd ror 1he added 500-Hz 

rone [secuon conbnuesl 

Results and rn.cussron 
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1'\/HIBITORY INFLLE.I\CF.S ON A SYCHRO'IIY 6 

1984. Roberu & Holme\. 20001. Th" c<rtcnment u\C\1 a pup l>ctv.cen cap< or off<et and •o .. el 

'"'''"to ITIC<l<ure the decay tome nf tl>c captor rfl<ct .. lsecbon conbnuas) 

M•thnd 

There were 17 condiuon~: the three M.mdurtlonc' (vowel alone. mcremented fourth, and 

leadmg fourth). the captor condiuon\ and their control,, nnd four addnoonal conditions 

Cdc\Cnbe<l veparately below) A lead umc of J20 "" "'"' u..ed fur the added .500-H<tune. The 

,-apcor <"<todtttoos "ere created h) addon~ a 1.1 ·kHt pure-tone cap<nr. of •nrious duration,. to 

~h member <'f the leadtng-foonh conunuum .• lsecbon commues) 

ResuiiS _fUse of StaiistJcal term rather] 
Figure 6 ,00,._ th< .,_,~,;,:.-;,;,;,;,j:;~~r;.;~ii:~:.d;t;;,~:·;;:;~·~;.:·~~;~;; ~than symbol in text, 4 45 

<o~nolicant cffe<.'t of condlto<>ll CHI th< f'lt<•nc:t"" h>Urt<l.u') •aJuc,, Fllf>. 1761 = W.IO.p < .001 

ht<:remenung th< 1.-el nf the fourth hoann<•ntt•lcw.ered the phoneme b<>Und"') relato'e to tbe 

'""'e~alone cnndJIIon thy 5K Ht p <.!lOll, "'hoch tndt<-atc' th•t the e<tra ervergy .... , mtegrated 

mto the '""'•I percep< .. . lsecnon contmuesl 

Olscu<Sion 

between RO and 160m\ aftcrcnpt<tr nff,ct lltt< indoc.otc' that the captor effect takes quite a long 

tome tn deca) away relato•e tnthr tulle coo,tnnl\ t~pocJIIy I< lUnd lor e<ll< on the CN ""'l! 
phy'lnlogical mca<ure, (c p . Needham & Paulono. 2Cl!HI .. (sec bon conunues) . 

. ummar) and Concludln11 Oiscu~.ton 

[}an.tn and Sutherland ( l'ls.I J hN dt:llk>n\lratcd tlut "'"'~npon}tng the leadong ('011tnn 

a p<rcq>tual '""'I' l>ctv.n-n ~h., !cadi~ I'""'""~~ the captor tone. on th; ba_,,.. nlth<or comllk>ll 

the "'wei prn:cJII. lsectoon conunuesl 

!Follow the form of the ona·experoment sample paper to type references. the author note. 
footnotes, tBbles, and hgure captoons.) 

I 

,, 



MANUSCRIPT STRUCTURE AND CONTENT 

nm SLFI:.PER EI'FEC11N PERSUASION 

The Sleeper Effect in Persuas.on: 

A Meta-Analytoc Revoew 

Pe,.,.ua."'e me,'lllgel> = of1<n accompanied by infonnauon that onducc\ ;u,p~<oOn\ of 

on•·alodoty. fl>foMtancc. rccoptents of communocauon~ about a pohucal cando.UI< may do-count a 

mc''"JC eomona from a r<pre\CIIWnc of lbc opponent part)' bccau..e they dn ""'percel\e the 

\OUrcc of the mcs~ as credoble (C.f- !Anscy & Tinkham. 1999) Beau..., !he '<JUI'Ce of the 

cummunocauon O'er umc. hov.e1er. recipoenos of an od!erv.o\C onflucnual me'"'JC rna) rccall 

thalume than they were ommedoa1<ly following lhe communicauon The 1<rm •lttprr d}t 

u~ todenote•uch oAr __ .__.~------------------------~~~~----------~-L~--------------~ 

noneredoble ">Ourcc) 

Sampk or ludlcs 

THE SLEEPER EFFECf IN PERSUASION 4 

rt!trntton. auuude and deca), andf'<'rwmion Utld dtra) . Becau~e rc\CUrcher< ofoen ""'the term\ 

opmwn and belief. onstead of a1111uJ~. v.e conducled ~he' u;ong lhe-e su""utute tenm .. , 

v.ell. 

Second. ... (secaon contmuul 

Oescnption of meta-analysts, 1.02; 
Guideltnes for reporting meta-analysts. 
2.10; sea also Appandtx 

Wc used the follov.ong cnlenato \CIC\'t >ludoc. fur ondtNOII on lbc ~anal}>l>. 

I. We only included \IUdot<> lh<llon•ol•cd !he prc1Cnl.ltoon of a communicauon coownong 

pcr<uasi•e atgii!ToenlS. Thus. , .. e<cluded \ludoc, on \II hoch !he partocopant' pla)ed a role or" ere 

a;lcd lo makc a speech thai contrado•ted the or oponoon, Wc al\0 .. eluded de•clopmental •tudoe> 

'""'" ing dela)ed cffects of an early cvenl (e.g .. chold abu<.<:), whoch wmeumes are al5o referml 

co a< sleeper effects ...• (section con unuesl. 

ldentiftcation of elements in a Modenoto~ 

series wtthtn a sentence, 3.04 .. .......... • • • .. • .. • • • • • • ....... ·• . 
For descnpuve purpo<eS. -.e recorJeo tal the year nnd (bl 'ourcc (I e .. JOumal anode. 

unpul>h~ dJ~Struutons and the~~. orod>er unpubJo,he.J <l<><:umenl) of each "'pon a; -.ell"' 

f<l the 'lllltlple compo>otion (I.e .. hoah >ehnol ,14J<knl\, unl\ct~lly 'tuJcnl'. or(llherJ and (dl lhe 

counuy on "hocb the SlUd) Wa> c:onduelcd 

Wc also coded each e•pmmenton terrn' ot • JstctJon conhnuesl 

Paper adapted from "The Sleeper Effect tn Persuas1on: A Meta-Analytcc Revcew." by G. Kumkale and D 
Abarracon, 2004. Psychofog,ca/Bulletm. 130. pp. 143-172 Copyroght 2004 by the Amencan Psychologocal 
Assocoatton 



SA MPLE PAPER S 

Sa-~ pie -Meta-Anai'vs.is (continued) · . 

11fE SLEEPER EFFECT IN PERSUASION 

,.., .ausfactory (Orwin. 1994). We rewh<d dt~Jr«tll"nh by do<;cu'"on and consulta110n with 

colltllgues. Characreristtt> of the ondovoduul \tudoe< oncludcd on th" revoew rm: present«! in 

Table 1. The studies often contooned >everal ondtpendenr U.llo>el' ~uch os dofferent me;sage~ and 

dofl erenr cxperimenu.. The char.~<.reri,ucs that doMongu"h doffcrenl dnta.<el5 wothin a repon 

appear on the second column of the table. 

Dependent M~~uffii and Compullllllon or EITecl Sius 

We calculated effect "'•' for (a) J"'t•ua.\lon and (bl ~li-recogn11oon ofrhe message 

content. Ca.lculauons ,.. • .., ba\ed on the cLata ck\<;nb<d on the pnmary reporu as 11.ell os available 

rc<pon~ of the author!. to rcquc.o.s of funher onformauon ~sec11011 contonuesL 

,g.,,s. .. (section co 

To benefit from the 

conduct analyses usin 

The data analy, 

e~tima.tion of overal l e 

ample or Studies iU1 

Descnpove ch· 

THE SLEEPER FITECT IN PERSUASION ,;6;._...~~--l 
Use 11 least 

plaee o•er ume. .• lsectoon cononues) two subheadi gs 
.. ·······m 1 sec n,3.02 

In hghr of the~ I'C<jUirernent,, ,.. first exsmoned whether diseounung$~" led ro a d«ru .ve ·~ ••• ' 

agreement w11h rhe communrtntron (boornerang effecr ). f'loxC:.'.~i;;~~on conunuesl,. · ·· ···· · ....... ··· .. ··· 
Ruling nut a nunpenl,lln& boome.mng eiTK t. To dcrcnnine w~cther or not a dcla)ed .. · 

rncrcir>e on per.ua.\lon reprc>enr an abwlute sleeper effec~ OQc-rtc.;d~ oo rule our a nonper..r,llnJ .. ·· 
boomeranJeffecr. whoch rake\ pllk:e when a mes\Qge·i~i;ially backfires burlorcr I"""~ th,. 

re'c"" ellecr (>ee Panel A of FiJurc l~··ls;~~~~ connnues). 

A \U11~ ' l«pU dr«t."\;~vant ,o.u,ucs cc>m:'>pondtog to l\cntge clwls<' on 

per.,ua"'"' from the ommedoaoe ru the dcla)ed poMiesl appear on Ta~lc 4. orpnrlbl by the 

and me,,.~e-onl) conrmll. In Table 4, f'O'Il~'C effect <izes ondicare tncre&>Q in per.uaooon o'er 

ume. neaau•c elle<:t 'Ilea rndrcarc decay on persua:.ion. and uro eflcct> denote \tabrlol) on 

per>u""'"" Confidell\:e onre,..ah that do not onclude zero indicate Mgniftcant clwlgo 0'« trme. 

The fiN ro-. of Table 4 'h""'' that rccoprcnt.> of accep~ance cues agrud wllh the me\\ll~c Ia> a. 

trmc went by (hx<d-cflecrs, tl. • 0.21. random-effect.>. d.= 0.23). ln contra'' h> the decay on 

pe"ua>ton lor recipu:nl' of acccptunce cues. there wa.s a slight oncrca.;c rn persun~ron for 

nx:oprenl\ of dio,ct>unung cue' tl'<r lime (d.= 0.08). It is imponant to note that change in 

do>eounrrng< ue condotron• "&noficantly doflered from change on acceptancc<uc condrtron,, 

llixed-cflt<l\, 8 029,Sf. • 0.04l. Q.Cil = S8. 1S.p<.0001: (Q.023l • l93.8l.p< 

.OUO I (sacuon conbnues) 

Sum_, ond •GriabiliiJ tJ/IItt tJnrcll tffecL The O\etall analy..,. !dcnulial a rct..ll\c 

<kq>er efltct rn Jl<r'U•"""· bur nn ab-olute <l~per effect. The latter., .. not swpn"nJ. ~ 

the >leeper effe.:t was c•pcx;t«< to <metE< under <peeifte condtuons ... (seciJOII connnues) 
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MANUSCRIPT STRUCTURE AND CONTENT 

Sample Meta-Analysis (continued) · ·"<, 

TiiE SLL£P£:.R EFFl'CT IN PERSUASION 7 

Moderator Analyses 

Ahhough o\mll effecu have descnpuve value, the vanab1l11y'" the change ~rved '" 

d1vcounung~ue comhtinns makes 11 unlikely that the s.ame effect wa' pre~nl under all 

cond1110n•. TI>erefore. "'" tested the hypotheses that the >leeper effe<:t would be more li~ely (e.g., 

more con\lstent wnh the alxolutc pauem in Panel B 1 of Figure I ) when .. Jsecbon conbnues) 

f ormat for references mcluded I 
~'"a meta-analysis, 6 26 J 

rnE SLEEPER EFFECT IN PERSUASION 

References 

, .. 
II 

References marked with an astcri k md1catc stod..:\ mclllded 10 the meta-analy<is. 

Albarrncin, 0 . (2002). Cognit1on 1n pcrwa\IOn: An annly"s of 1nfonnation processmg in 

8 

respcmse to persuaSive commun1cauon• In M. P. Zanna (Ed.), Advonus in ~X{Nrimenrul 

I 

social psycholog)' (Vol. 34. pp. 61 130). do.: 10 1016/S006.S·2601C02)80004-I 

... [references conunuel 

Johnson, 8. T , & Eagly. A H. ( 1989). Effect of 1nvohement 10 pcr;u>SIOII: A mela-anal)M>. 

P:n'C'hologrco/Bul/~rm. 106,290-114 do1 10 101710011·2909 106.2290 

~ . . 
•JI\Itnson, H. H .. Torcr>~l. J M , & l'l>pnck, M. A ( 196111 Effect.~ of SOUitt cred1bihl) on the 

Social Psychalog_\ , 9. 179-181. doi:IO 10371h0021250 

• Jollnoon. H. H •• & W:ul.ins. T. A (1971 ). The efft<b of me""ge r<pc!IUM\ on unmc:dlale and 

delayed att1tude change P:ncht>~Wml< Scrrll('r. 12. I 0 I I OJ. 

Jon>S. K . Diehl. M .• & Bromcr. P ( 1997). Eflt<U of auillldmal ambiValence on infonnation 

processing and auitllde-intenuon conmtency. Journal of Ex~nmtnJOI Sacral 

Psychology. 33. 190-210. dm: I 0.1 0061Je>p. l996. 1317 

... )references conunue) 

[Follow the fonn of the one-expenment umpla paper to type the author note, footnotes, 
tables, 1nd figure captJons.) 
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Writing Clearly and Concisely 

hie; chapter provides some general principles of expository writing and suggests 
ways to improve writing style. We focus first on the benefits of planning and 
choosing the best organizationa l structure to develop your argument. We next 

describe some basic principles for writing with clarity and precision and for avoiding 
bias in language. Last, we demonstrate how correct grammar is the foundation of clear, 
effective, and persuasive communication. 

Organization 
Before beginning to write, consider the best length and structure for the findings you 
w1o;h to hare. Ordering your thoughts logically, both at the paragraph and at the en
renee level , will strengthen the impact of your writing. 

3.01 Length 

The optimal length of a manuscript is the number of pages needed to effectively com
municate the primary ideas of the study, review, or theoretical analysis. As a ru le "less 
is more." Discursive writing often obscures an author's main points, and condensing 
long manuscripts often improves them. If a paper is roo long, shorten it by stating 
pomrc; clearl y and directly, confining the discussion to the specific problem under inves
nganon, deleting or combining data display , eliminating repetition across c;ections, 
and wnting in the active voice. At time , a paper may need to be divided into two or 
more paper , each with a more specific focus (however, see section 1.09 on piecemeal 
puhllcation). Journals differ in average length of article published. It is generally wi e 
to he con ic;tenr with the usual practices of the journal to which you are submming 

your paper. 
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ORGANIZATION 

3.02 Organizing a Manuscript With Headings 

In scientific writing, sound organizational structure is the key to clear, precise, and log
ical communication. This includes the use of headings to effectively organize ideas 
within a study as well as seriation to highlight important items within sections. Concise 
headings help the reader anticipate key points and track the development of your argu
ment. 

Readers familiar with earlier editions of the Publication Manual will note that we 
have changed and simplified the heading styles in this edition. This change was moti
vated by the desire to make planning a less complicated process fo r the wri ter and to 
make articles more accessible for those reading them in electron ic formats. 

Levels of heading establish the hierarchy of sections via format or appearance. All 
topics of equal importance have the same level of heading thro ughout a manuscript. 
For exa mple, in a multiexperimenr paper, the headings for the Method and Results sec
tions in Experiment 1 should be the same level as the headings for the Method and 
Results sections in Experiment 2. 

Avoid having only one subsection heading and subsection within a section, just as 
you would in an outline. Use at least rwo subsection headings within any given section, 
or use none (e.g., in an outline, you could divide a section numbered I into a minimum 
of A and B sections; just an A section cou ld not stand alone). 

3.03 Levels of Heading 

The heading style recommended by APA consists of five possible formatting arrange
ments, according to the number of levels o f subordination. Each heading level is num
bered (see Table 3.1). 

Regardless of the number of levels of subheading within a section, the heading struc
ture for all sections follows the same top-down progression. Each section starts with the 

Level of heading 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Format 

Centered, Boldface, Uppercase and 
Lowercase Heading• 

Flush Left, Boldface, Uppercase and 
Lowercase Heading 

Indented, boldface, lowercase paragraph 
heading ending with a period.b 

Indented, boldface, italicized, lowercase 
paragraph heading ending with a period. 

Indented, 1talic1zed, lowercase paragraph 
heading ending w1th a period. 

•Th1s type of cap1tahzat1on is also referred to as tttle case bin a lowercase paragraph 
headmg, the f1rst letter of the f1rst word IS uppercase and the remaimng words are 
lowercase. 
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highest level of heading, even if one section may have fewer levels of subheading than 
another section. For example, the Method and Results sections of a paper may each have 
two levels of subheading, and the Discussion ection may have only one level of subhead
ing. There would then be three levels of heading for the paper overall: the section head
ings (Method, Results, and Discussion) and the two levels of subheading, as follows: 

Sample and Participant Selection 

Assessments and Measures 

Method 

Q-sort measures of inhibition and aggressiveness. 

Life History Calendar. 

Results 

Outcome of Inhibited Children at 23 Years 

Personality and self-esteem. 

Social network. 

Life history and IQ. 

Outcome of Aggressive Children at 23 Years 

Discussion 

Inhibited Children: Delayed Social Transitions During Emerging Adulthood 

Inhibited Children: Weak Evidence for Internalizing Difficulties 

Limitations of the Present Study 

Conclusions and Future Prospects 

The introduction to a manuscript does not carry a heading that labels it as the 
introduction. (The first part of a manuscript is assumed to be the introduction.) 

Do not label headings with numbers or letters. (The sections and headings in the 
Publication Manual are numbered only to permit indexing and cross-referencing.) The 
number of levels of heading needed for your article will depend on its length and com
plexity. If only one level of heading is needed, use Level 1; for a paper with two levels of 
heading, use Levels 1 and 2; if three levels are needed, use Levels 1, 2, and 3; and so forth. 

3.04 Seriation 
just as the headi ng structure alerts readers to the order of ideas within the paper, seri
ation helps the reader understand the organization of key poi nts within sections, para
graphs, and sentences. In any series, all items should be syntactically and conceptual
ly parallel (sec section 3.23). 

Separate paragraphs in a series, such as itemized conclusions or steps in a proce
dure, are identified by an Arabic numeral followed by a period but not enclosed in or 
followed by parentheses. Separate sentences in a eries are also identified by an Arabic 
numeral followed by a period; the first word ts capitalized, and the sentence ends with 
a period or correct punctuation. 

Ustng the learned helplessness theory, we pred1cted that the depressed and 
nondepressed participants would make the follow1ng JUdgments of control: 

I 



ORGANIZATION 

1. Individuals who ... [paragraph continues]. 

2. Nondepressed persons exposed to ... [paragraph continues] . 

3. Depressed persons exposed to ... [paragraph continues]. 

4. Depressed and nondepressed participants 1n the no-noise groups ... [paragraph 
continues] . 

The use of "numbered lists" may connOtl! an unwanted or unwarranted ordinal 
position (e.g., chronology, importance, priority) among the items. If you wi h to 
achieve the same effect without the implication of ordinality, items in the series should 
be identified by bullets. Symbols such as small squares, circles, and so forth, may be 
used in creating a bullered list. At the time that an article accepted for publication is 
typeset, the buller notation will be changed to the style used by that journal. 

• lnd1v1duals who .. . [paragraph continues] . 

• Nondepressed persons exposed to . . . [paragraph continues]. 

• Depressed persons exposed to .. . [paragraph continues] . 

• Depressed and nondepressed participants in the no-no1se groups ... [para
graph continues]. 

Within a paragraph or sentence, identify elements in a series by lowercase letters in 
parentheses. 

The participant's three choices were (a) working with another participant, (b) 
working with a team, and (c) working alone. 

Within a sentence, use commas to separate three or more elements that do not have 
internal commas; use semicolons to separate three or more elements that have internal 
commas. 

We tested three groups. (a) low scorers, who scored fewer than 20 points; (b) 
moderate scorers, who scored between 20 and 50 points; and (c) h1gh scorers, 
who scored more than 50 points. 

Alternatively, you may u e bu llered lists wi thin a sentence to separate three or more 
elements. In these instances, capitalize and punctuate the list as if it were a complete 
sentence. 

In accordance with th1s theory, these relations should be marked by 

• equity, social just1ce. and equal opportunity; 

• sensitiVIty to 1ndiv1dual differences and promotion of a goodness-of-fit 
between individually different people and contexts; 

• affirmative actions to correct ontogenetic or historical 1nequ1ties 1n person
context fit; 

MrsSchantz
Highlight
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• efforts to recognrze and celebrate diversity; and 

• promotion of universal participation in civ1c life. and hence democracy (Lerner, 
Balsano, Ban1k, & Naudeau, 2005, p. 45). 

Writing Style 
The prime objective of scientific reporting is clear communication. You can achieve 
this by presenting ideas in an orderly manner and by expressing yourself smoothly and 
precisely. Establishing a tone that conveys the essential points of your study in an inter
e~ting manner will engage readers and communicate your ideas more effectively. 

3.05 Continuity in Presentation of Ideas 

Readers will better understand your ideas if you aim for continuity in words, concepts, 
and thematic development from the opening statement to the conclusion. Continuity 
can be achieved in several ways. For instance, punctuation marks contribute to conti
nuity by showing relationships between ideas. They cue the reader to the pauses, inflec
rions, subordination, and pacing normally heard in speech. Use the full range of punc
tuation aids available: Neither overuse nor underuse one type of punctuation, such as 
commas or dashes. Overuse may annoy the reader; underuse may confuse. Instead, use 
punctuation to support meaning. 

Another way to achieve continuity is through the use of transitional words. These 
words help maintain the flow of thought, especially when the material is complex or 
abstract. A pronoun that refers to a noun in the preceding sentence not only serves as 
a transition but also avoids repetition. Be sure the referent is obvious. Other transition 
devices are time links (then, next, after, while, since), cause-effect links (therefore, con
sequently, as a result), addition links (in addition, moreover, furthermore, similarly), 
and contrast links (but, conversely, nevertheless, however, although). 

3.06 Smoothness of Expression 
Scientific prose and creative writing serve different purpose . Devices that are often 
found in creative writing-for example, setting up ambiguity; inserting the unexpected; 
omitting the expected; and suddenly shifting the topic, tense, or per on-can confuse 
or disturb readers of scientific prose. Therefore, try to avoid these devices and aim for 
clear and logical communication. 

Because you have been so close to your material, you may not immediately see cer
tain problems, especially contradictions the reader may infer. A reading by a colleague 
may uncover such problems. You can usually catch omissions, irrelevancies, and 
abruptness by putting the manuscript aside and rereading it later. Reading the paper 
aloud can make flaws more apparent. (See also ection 3. L 1.) 

If, on later readmg, you find that your writing is abrupt, introducing more transi
tion devices may be helpful. You may have abandoned an argument or theme prema
turely; if so, you need to amplify the di cu ion . 

Abruptness may result from sudden, unnecessary shifts in verb tense within the 
same paragraph or in adjacent paragraphs. By using verb ten es consistently, you can 
help ensure smooth expression. Past ten e (e.g., "Smith showed") or presenr perfect 
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tense (e.g., "researchers have shown") is appropriate for the literature review and the 
description of the procedure if the discussion is of past events. Stay within the chosen 
tense. Use past tense (e.g., "anxiety decreased significantly") to describe the results. 
Use the present tense (e.g., "the results of Experiment 2 indicate") to discuss implica
tions of the results and to present the conclusions. By reporting conclusions in the pres
ent tense, you allow readers to join you in deliberating the matter at hand. (See section 
3.19 for details on the use of verb tense.) 

Noun strings, meaning several nouns used one after another to modify a final 
noun, create another form of abruptness. The reader is sometimes forced to stop to 
determine how the words relate to one another. Skillful hyphenation can clarify the 
relationships between words, but often the best approach is to untangle the string. For 
example, consider the following string: 

commonly used investigative expanded issue control question technique 

This is dense prose to the reader knowledgeable about studies on lie detection
and gibberish to a reader unfamiliar with such studies. Possible ways to untangle the 
string are as follows: 

• a control-quest1on technique that 1s commonly used to expand 1ssues in 
mvestigations 

• an expanded-Issue control-questiOn technique that is commonly used 1n 

rnvestigat1ons 

• a common technique of using control questions to investigate expanded issues 

• a common investigative techn1que of using expanded issues in control 
questions 

One approach to untangling noun strings is to move the last word to the beginning 
of the string and fill in with verbs and prepositions. For example, early childhood 
thought disorder misdiagnosis might be rearranged to read misdiagnosis of thought 
dtsorders in early childhood. 

Many writers strive to achieve smooth expression by using synonyms or near-
ynonyms to avoid repeating a term. The intention is commendable, but by using 

synonyms you may unintentionally suggest a subtle difference. Therefore, choose syn
onyms with care. The discreet use of pronouns can often relieve the monotonous rep
etition of a term without introducing ambiguity. 

3.07 Tone 

Although scientific writing differs in form from literary writing, it need not lack style 
or be dull. In describing your research, present the ideas and findings directly but aim 
for an interesting and compelling style and a tone that reflects your involvemenr with 
the problem. 

Scientific writing often conrrasts the positions of different researchers. Differences 
should be presented in a professional, noncombative manner. For example, "Fong and 
Nisbett did not address . . " is acceptable, whereas "Fong and Nisbett completely 
overlooked ... " is not. 
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One effective way to achieve the right tone is to imagine a specific reader you are 
Intending ro reach and to write in a way that will educate and persuade that individual. 
Envisioning a person familiar ro you may make this technique more effective. You may 
w1sh ro write, for example, ro a researcher in a related field who is trying ro keep abreast 
of rhe literature bur is not familiar with jargon or insider perspectives. What would 
facili ta te his or her understanding of and appreciation for the importance of your work? 

3.08 Economy of Expression 

Say o nly what needs to be said. The author who is frugal with words not only writes 
a more readable manuscript bur also increases the chances that the manuscript will be 
accepted for publication. The number of printed pages a journal can publish is limited, 
and edito rs therefore often request that authors shorten submitted papers. You can 
tighten long papers by eliminating redundancy, wordiness, jargon, evasiveness, overuse 
of rhe pa sive voice, circumlocution, and clumsy prose. Weed out overly detailed 
de criptions of apparatus, participants, or procedures (beyond those called for in the 
reporting sta ndards; ee Chapter 2 ); elaboration of the obvious; and irrelevant obser
\·arions o r asides. Materia ls such as these may be placed, when appropriate, in an 
online upplemental archive (see sections 2.13 and 8.03 for further details). 

Shorr word and short sentences are easier to comprehend than are long ones. A 
long technical term, however, may be more precise than several short words, and tech
nical terms are inseparable from scientific reporting. Yet the technical terminology in 
a paper should be readily understood by individuals throughout each discipline. An 
article that depends on terminology familiar to only a few specialists does nor suffi 
ciently contribute to the literature. 

Wordiness. Wordiness can also impede the ready grasp of ideas. Change based on the 
fact that to because, at the present time to tzow, and for the purpose of to simply for 
or to. U e this study instead of the present study when the context is clear. Change 
there were several students who completed ro several students completed. 
Uncon trained wordiness lapses into embelli hment and flowery writing, which are 
clearly inappropriate in scientific sryle. 

Redundancy. Writers often use redundant language in an effort ro be emphatic. Use no 
more words than are necessary to convey your meaning. 

In the following examples, the italicized word are redundant and should be 
omirred: 

they were both alike 

a total of 68 participants 

four different groups saw 

mstruct1ons, wh1ch were exactly 
the same as those used 

absolutely essential 

has been prevtously found 

small m stze 

one and the same 

in close proximity 

completely unanimous 

just exactly 

very close to sign1f1cance 

pertod of t1me 

summarize brtefly 

the reason IS because 
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Unit length. Although writing only in short, simple sentences produces choppy and bor
ing pro e, writing exclusively in long, involved sentences results in difficult, sometimes 
incomprehensible material. Varied sentence length helps readers maintain interest and 
comprehension. When involved concepts require long sentences, the components 
should proceed logically. Direct, declarative sentences with simple, common words are 
usually best. 

Similar cautions apply to paragraph length. Single-sentence paragraphs are abrupt. 
Paragraphs that are too long are likely to lose the reader's attention. A new paragraph 
provides a pause for the reader-a chance to assimilate one step in the conceptual 
development before beginning another. If a paragraph runs longer than one double
spaced manuscript page, you may lose your readers. Look for a logica l place to break 
a long paragraph, or reorganize the material. 

3.09 Precision and Clarity 

Word choice. Make certain that every word means exactly what you intend it to mean. 
In informal style, for example, feel broadly substitutes for think or believe, but in sci
entific style such latitude is not acceptable. A similar example is rhat like is often used 
when such as is meant: 

Correct: 

Art1cles by psychologists such as Skinner and Watson .... 

Correct: 

Like Watson, Skinner believed .... 

Incorrect: 

Art1cles by psychologists like Skinner and Watson .... 

Colloquial expressions. Avoid colloquial expressions (e.g., write up foe report), which 
diffuse meaning. Approximations of q uantity (e.g., quite a large part, practically all, or 
very few) are interpreted differently by different readers or in different contexts. 
Approximations weaken statements, especially those describing empirical observations. 

Jargon. jargon is rhe continuous use of a technical vocabulary, even in places where 
that vocabulary is not relevant. Jargon is also the ubscirution of a euphemistic phrase 
for a familiar term (e.g., monetarily felt scarcity for poverty) , and you should scrupu
lously avoid using such jargon. Federal bureaucratic jargon has had the greatest pub
licity, bur scientific jargon also grates on the reader, encumbers the communication of 
informacion, and wastes space. 

Pronouns. Pronouns confu e reader unless the referent for each pronoun is obviou ; 
readers hould nor have co search previous text to determine rhe meaning of the term. 
Pronouns such as this, that, these, and those can be troublesome when they refer to 
something or someone in a previous sentence. Eliminate ambiguity by writing, for 
example, this test, that trial, these participants, and those reports (see also section 3.20). 

Comparisons. Ambiguous or illogical comparisons result from omission of key verbs 
or from nonparallel structure. Consider, for example, "Ten-year-olds were more like
ly to play with age peers rhan 8-year-olds." Does this sentence mean chat 10-year-olds 
were more likely than 8-year-olds to play with age peers? Or does it mean that 10-
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year-olds were more likely to play with age peer and less likely to play with 8-year
olds? An illogical comparison occurs when paralleli m is overlooked for the sake of 
bre"ity, a m "Her alary was lower than a convenience tore clerk." Thoughtful 
attention to good entence structure and word choice reduces the chance of this kind 
of ambiguity. 

Attribution. Inappropriately or illogically attributing action in an effort to be objective 
can be misleading. Examples of undesirable attribution include u e of the third person, 
anrhropomorphism, and use of the editorial we. 

Third person. To avoid ambiguity, use a pcrc;onal pronoun rather than the third per
)On when de cribing steps taken in your experiment. 

Correct: 

We rev1ewed the literature. 

Incorrect: 

The authors rev1ewed the literature 

Anthropomorphism. Do not attribute human characteristics to animals or to inani
mate ources. 

Correct: 

Pairs of rats (cage mates) were allowed to forage together. 

Incorrect: 

Rat couples (cage mates) were allowed to forage together. 

Correct: 

The staff for the community program was persuaded to allow five of the 
observers to become tutors. 

Incorrect: 

The commun1ty program was persuaded to allow five of the observers to 
become tutors 

An experiment cannot attempt to demonstrate, control Unt{lanted variables, or 
interpret findings, nor can tables or figures compare (all of these can, however, show 
or indicate). Use a pronoun or an appropriate noun as the subject of these verbs. 1 or 
we (meaning the author or authors) can replace the experiment. 

Editorial we. For clarity, restrict your use of we ro refer on ly to yourself and your 
coauthors (use I if you are the sole author of the paper). Broader uses of we may leave 
your readers wondering to whom you are referring; in~tead, substitute an appropriate 
noun or clarify your usage: 

Correct: 

Researchers usually classify b1rdsong on the basis of frequency and temporal 
structure of the elements. 

Incorrect: 

We usually class1fy b1rdsong on the bas1s of frequency and temporal structure of 

the elements. 
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Some alternatives to we to consider are people, humans, researchers, psychologists, 
nurses, and so on. We is an appropriate and useful referent: 

Correct: 

As behaviorists, we tend to dispute ... 

Incorrect: 

We tend to dispute . .. 

3.10 Linguistic Devices 

Devices that attract attention to words, sounds, or other embellishments instead of to 
ideas are inappropriate in scientific writing. Avoid heavy alliteration, rhyming, poetic 
expressions, and cliches. Use metaphors sparingly; although they can help simplify 
complicated ideas, metaphors can be distracting. Avoid mixed metaphors (e.g., a the
ory representing one branch of a growing body of evidence) and words with surplus 
or unintended meaning (e.g., cop for police officer), which may distract if not actual
ly mislead the reader. Use figurative expressions with restraint and colorful expressions 
with care; these expressions can sound strained or forced. 

3.11 Strategies to Improve Writing Style 

Authors use various strategies in putting their thoughts on paper. The fit between author 
and strategy is more important than the particular strategy used. Three approaches 
to achieving professional and effective communication are (a) writing from an out
line; (b) putting aside the first draft, then rereading it later; and (c) asking a colleague 
to review and critique the draft for you. 

Writing from an outline helps preserve the logic of the research itself. An outline 
identifies main ideas, defines subordinate ideas, helps you discipline your writing and 
avoid tangential excursions, and helps you notice omissions. In an outline, you can 
also identify the subheadings that will be used in the article itself. 

Rereading your own copy after setting it aside for a few days permits a fresh 
approach. Reading the paper aloud enables you not only to see faults that you overlooked 
on the previous reading but also to hear them. When these problems are corrected, give a 
polished copy to a colleague-preferably a person who has published in a related field but 
who is not familiar with your own work-for a critical review. Even better, get critiques 
from two colleagues, and you will have a trial run of a journal's review process. 

These strategies, particularly the latter, may require you to invest more time in a 
manuscript than you had anticipated. The results of these strategies, however, may be 
greater accuracy and thoroughness and clearer communication. 

Reducing Bias in Language 
Scientific writing must be free of implied or irrelevant evaluation of the group or 
groups being studied. As an organization, APA is committed both to science and to the 
fair treatment of individuals and groups, and this policy requires that authors who 
write for APA publications avoid perpetuating demeaning attitudes and biased 
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as umprions about people in their writing. Constructions that might imply bias against 
persons on the basis of gender, sexual orientation, racial or ethnic group, disability, or 
age are unacceptable. 

Long-standing cultural practice can exert a powerful influence over even the most 
conscientious author. Just as you have learned tO check what you write for spelling, 
grammar, and wordiness, practice rereading your work for bias. Another suggestion is 
to ask people from targeted groups to read and comment on your material. 

What follows is a set of guidelines and discussions of specific issues that affect par
ucular groups. These are nor rigid rules. You may find that some attempts to follow the 
guidelines result in wordiness or clumsy prose. As always, good judgment is required. 
If your writing reflects respect for your participants and your readers and if you write 
with appropriate specificity and precision, you will be contribu6ng to the goal of accu
rate, unbiased communication. Specific examples for each guideline are given in 
the Guidelines for Unbiased Language, which can be found on the APA Style website 
(www.apasryle.org). 

General Guidelines for Reducing Bias 
Guideline 1: Describe at the Appropriate Level of Specificity 

Precision is essential in scientific writing; when you refer to a person or persons, choose 
words that are accurate, clear, and free from bias. The appropriate degree of specifici
ty depends on the research question and the present state of knowledge in the field of 
study. When in doubt, be more specific rather than less, because it is easier to aggre
gate published data than to disaggregate them. For example, using man to refer to all 
human beings is simply not as accurate as the phrase women and men. To describe age 
groups, give a specific age range ("ages 65-83 years") instead of a broad category 
("over 65 years"; see Schaie, 1993). When describing racial and ethnic groups, be 
appropriately specific and sensitive to issues of labeling. For example, instead of 
describing participants as Asian American or Hispanic American, it may be helpful to 
describe them by their nation or region of origin (e.g., Chinese Americans, Mexican 
Americans). If you are discussing sexual orientation, realize that some people interpret 
gay as referring to men and women, whereas others interpret the term as referring only 
ro men (the terms gay men and lesbians currently are preferred). 

Broad clinical terms such as borderline and at risk are loaded with innuendo unless 
properly explained. Specify the diagnosis that is borderline (e.g., "people with border
line personality disorder"). Identify the risk and the people it involves (e.g., "children 
at risk for early school dropout"). 

Gender is cultural and is the term to use when referring to women and men as social 
groups. Sex is biological; use it when the biological distinction is predominant. Note 
that the word sex can be confused with sexual behavior. Gender helps keep meaning 
unambiguous, as in the fo!Jowing example: "In accounting for attitudes toward the bill, 
sexual orientation rather than gender accounted for most of the variance. Most gay men 
and lesbians were for the proposa l; most heterosexual men and women were against it." 

Part of writing without bias is recognizing that differences should be mentioned 
only when relevant. Marital status, sexual orientation, racia l and ethnic identity, or the 
fact that a person has a disability should nor be mentioned gratuitously. 
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Guideline 2: Be Sensitive to Labels 

Respect people's preferences; call people what they prefer to be called. Accept that 
preferences change with time and that individuals within groups often disagree about 
the designations they prefer. Make an effort to determine what is appropriate for your 
situation; you may need to ask your participants which designations they prefer, par
ticularly when preferred designations are being debated within groups. 

Avoid labeling people when possible. A common occurrence in scientific writing is 
that participants in a study tend to lose their individuality; they are broadly categorized as 
objects (noun forms such as the gays and the elderly) or, particularly in descriptions of 
people with disabilities, are equated with their conditions-the amnesiacs, the depressives, 
the schizophrenics, the LDs, for example. One solution is to use adjectival forms 
(e.g., "gay men," "older adults," "amnesic patients"). Another is to "put the person first," 
followed by a descriptive phrase (e.g., "people diagnosed with schizophrenia"). Note that 
the latter solution currently is preferred when describing people with disabilities. 

When you need to mention several groups in a sentence or paragraph, such as 
when reporting results, do your best to balance sensitivity, clarity, and parsimony. For 
example, it may be cumbersome to repeat phrases such as "person with . " If 
you provide operational definitions of groups early in your paper (e.g., "Participants 
scoring a minimum of X on the X scale constituted the high verba l group, and those 
scoring below X constituted the low verbal group"), it is scientifically informative and 
concise to describe participants thereafter in terms of the measures used to classify 
them (e.g., " ... the contrast for the high verbal group was statistically significant, p = 
.043"), provided the terms are inoffensive. A label should nor be used in any form that 
is perceived as pejorative; if such a perception is possible, you need ro find more neu
tral terms. For example, the demented is not repaired by changing it to demented 
group, but dementia group would be acceptable. Abbreviations or series labels for 
groups usually sacrifice clarity and may offend: LDs or LD group to describe people 
with specific learning difficulties is offensive; HVAs for "high verbal ability group" is 
difficult to decipher. Group A is nor offensive, bur it is not descriptive either. 

Recognize the difference between case, which is an occurrence of a disorder or ill
ness, and patient, which is a person affected by the disorder or illness and receiving a 
doctor's care. "Manic-depressive cases were treated" is problematic; revise to "The 
patients with bipolar disorders were treated." 

Bias may be promoted when the writer uses one group (often the writer's own 
group) as the standard against which others are judged, for example, citizens of the 
United States. In some contexts, the term culturally deprived may imply that one cul
ture is the universally accepted standard. The unparallel nouns in the phrase man and 
wife may inappropriately prompt the reader to evaluate the roles of the individual 
(i.e., the woman is defined only in terms of her relationship to the man) and the 
motives of the author. By contrast, the phrases husband and wife and man and woman 
are parallel. Usage of normal may prompt the reader to make the comparison with 
abnormal, rhus stigmatizing individua ls with difference . For example, contrasting les
bians with "the general public" or with '· normal women" portrays lesbians as margjn
al ro society. More appropriate comparison groups might be beterosexual women, het
erosexual women and men, or gay men. 

Also be aware of how order of presentation of social groups can imply that the 
first-mentioned group is the norm or standard and rhar 13rer mentioned groups are 
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deviant. Thus the phrases men and women and White Americans and racial minorities 
subtly reflect the perceived dominance of men and Whites over other groups. Similarly, 
when presenting group data, consider how placing socially dominant groups such as 
men and Whites on the left side of graphs and/or top of tables may also imply that 
these groups are the universal standard (Hegarty & Buechel, 2006). Avoid a consistent 
pattern of presenting information about socially dominant groups first. 

Guideline 3: Acknowledge Participation 

Write about the people in your study in a way that acknowledges their participation but 
is also consistent with the traditions of the field in which you are working. Thus, 
although descriptive terms such as college students, children, or respondents provide 
precise information about the individuals taking part in a research project, the more 
general terms participants and subjects are also in common usage. Indeed, for more than 
100 years the term subjects has been used within experimental psychology as a general 
starting point for describing a sample, and its use is appropriate. Subjects and sample 
are customary when discussing certain established statistical terms (e.g., withitz-subject 
and between-subjects design). Further, the passive voice suggests individuals are acted 
orr instead of being actors ("the students completed the survey" is preferable to "the stu
dents were given the survey" or "the survey was administered to the students") . "The 
subjects completed the trial" or "we collected data from the participants" is preferable 
to "the participants were run." Consider avoiding terms such as patient management 
and patient placement when appropriate. In most cases, it is the treatment, not patients, 
that is managed; some alternatives are coordination of care, supportive services, and 
assistance. Also avoid the term failed, as in "eight participants failed to complete the 
Rorschach and the MMPI," because it can imply a personal shortcoming instead of a 
research result; did not is a more neutral choice (Knatterud, 1991 ). 

As you read the rest of this chapter, consult www.apastyle.org for specific exam
ples of problematic and preferred language in the Guidelines for Unbiased Language 
as well as further resources and information about nondiscriminatory language. 

Reducing Bias by Topic 
3.12 Gender 

Remember that gender refers to role, not biological sex, and is cultural. Avoid ambi
guity in sex identity or gender role by choosing nouns, pronouns, and adjectives that 
specifically describe your participants. Sexist bias can occur when pronouns are used 
carelessly, as when the masculine pronoun he is used to refer to both sexes or when the 
masculine or feminine pronoun is used exclusively to define roles by sex (e.g., "the 
nurse . . . she" ). The use of man as a generic noun or as an ending for an occupation
al title (e.g., policeman instead of police officer) can be ambiguous and may imply 
incorrectly that all persons in the group are male. Be clear about whether you mean 
one sex or both sexes. 

There are many alternatives to the generic he (see the Guidelines for Unbiased 
Language at www.apastyle.org), including rephrasing (e.g., from "When an individual 
conducts this kind of self-appraisal, he is a much stronger person" to "When an individ-
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ual conducts this kind of self-appraisal, that person is much stronger" or "Thts kind of 
self-appraisal makes an individual much stronger"), using plural nouns or plural pro
nouns (e.g., from "A therapist who is too much like his client can lose his objectivity" 
to "Therapists who are too much like their clients can lose their objectivity"), replacing 
the pronoun with an article (e.g., from "A researcher must apply for his grant by 
September 1" to "A researcher must apply for the grant by September 1 "), and drop
ping the pronoun (e.g., from "The researcher must avoid letting his own biases and 
expectations influence the interpretation of the results" to "The researcher must avotd 
letting biases and expectations influence the interpretation of the results"). Replacing he 
with he or she or she or he should be done sparingly because the repetition can become 
tiresome. Combination forms such as he/she or (s)he are awkward and distracting. 
Alternating between he and she also may be distracting and is not ideal; doing so implies 
that he or she can in fact be generic, which is nor the case. Use of either pronoun 
unavoidably suggests that specific gender to the reader. Avoid referring to one ex as the 
opposite sex: an appropriate wording is the other sex. The term opposite sex impltes 
strong differences between the two sexes; however, in fact, there are more similarities 
than differences between the two sexes (e.g., Hyde, 2005). 

The adjective transgender refers to persons whose gender identity or gender expres
sion differ from their sex at birth; transgender should nor be used as a noun (National 
Lesbian & Gay journalist Association, 2005). The word transsexual refers co transgen
der persons who live or desire co live full time as members of the sex ocher than their ex 
at birth, many of whom wish to make their bodies as congruent as possible with their 
preferred sex through surgery and hormonal treatment (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2000; Meyer et al. , 2001 ). Transsexual can be used as a noun or as an adjec
tive. The terms female-to-male transgender person, male-to-female transgender person, 
female-to-male transsexual, and tnale-to-female transsexual represent accepted usage 
(Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, 2007). Transsexuals undergo sex reassign
ment, a term that is preferable to sex change. Cross-dresser is preferable co transvestite. 

Refer to a transgender person using words (proper nouns, pronouns, etc.) appro
priate to the person's gender identity or gender expression, regardle s of birth ex. For 
example, use the pronouns he, him, or his in reference to a female-to-male cransgen
der person. If gender identity or gender expression is ambiguous or variable, it may be 
best to avoid pronouns, as discussed earlier in this section (for more derailed informa
tion, see www.apastyle.org). 

3 . 13 Sexual Orientation 

Sexual orientation refers to an enduring pattern of attraction, behavior, emotion, identi
ty, and social contacts. The term sexual orientation shouJd be used rather than sexual 
preference. For a person having a bisexual orientation, the orientation is not cho en even 
though the sex of the partner may be a choice. For more information, see Guidelifies for 
Psychotherapy With Lesbian, Ga)~ and Bisexual Clients (APA Committee on Le bian, 
Gay, and Bisexual Concerns joint Task Force on Guidelines for Psychotherapy With 
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Clients, 2000; ee also www.apastyle.org). 

The terms lesbians, gay men, bisexual men, and bisexual won-ten are preferable to 
homosexual when one is referring to people who identify chis way. Lesbmn, gay, and 
bisexual refer primarily to idencitie and to the culture and commumties that have devel
oped among people who share those identities. As such, the terms lesbtans, gay men, 
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and b1sexual mdividuals are more accurate than homosexual. Furthermore, the term 
homosexuality has been and continues ro be associated with negative stereotypes, 
pathology, and the reduction of people's identities to their sexual behavior. Gay can be 
mrerpreted broadly, ro include men and women, or more narrowly, to include only men. 

3.14 Racial and Ethnic Identity 

Preferences for terms referring to racial and ethnic groups change often. One reason for 
this is si mply personal preference; preferred designations a re as varied as the people they 
name. Another reason is that over rime, designations can become dated and sometimes 
negative. Authors are reminded of rhe rwo basic guidelines of specificity and sensitivity. 
In keeping with Guideline 2, use commonly accepted designations (e.g., Census cate
gories) while being sensitive ro participants' preferred designation. For example, some 
North American people of African ancestry prefer Black and others prefer African 
American; both terms currendy are acceptable. On the other hand, Negro and Afro
Amencan have become dared; therefore, usage of these terms generally is inappropriate. 
In keepmg with Guideline 1, precision is important in rhe description of your sample 
(see ecrion 2.06); 111 general, use the more specific rather than the Jess specific term. 

Language rhat essentializes or reifies race is strongly discouraged and is generally con-
idered inappropriate. For example, phrases such as the Black race and the White race are 

e senrialist in nature, portray human groups monolithically, and often serve to perpetuate 
stereotypes. Authors sometimes use the word minority as a proxy for non-White racial 
and ethnic groups. This usage may be viewed pejorarively because minority is usually 
equated with being less rhan, oppressed, and deficienr in comparison with the majority 
(i.e., Whites). Usc a modjfier (such as ethnic or racial) when using the word minority. 
When possible, use the actual name of the group or groups ro which you are referring. 

Racial and ethnic groups are designated by proper nouns and are capitalized. 
Therefore, use Black and White instead of black and wh1te (the u e of colors to refer to 
other human groups currently is considered pejorative and should not be used) . 
Unparallel des1gnations (e.g., African Americans and Wbites; Asian Americans and Black 
Amencans) should be avoided because one group is de cribed by color while the other 
group i de cribed by cultural heritage. For modifiers, do not use hyphens in multiword 
names, even if the names act as unit modifiers (e.g., Asian Amer1can participants). 

Designations for some ethnic groups are described next. These groups frequently 
are included in tudies published in APA journals. These example are far from exhaus
tive bur illustrare orne of the complexitie of naming (see rhe Guidelines for Unbiased 
Language at www.apastyle.org). Depending on where a person is from, individuals may 
prefer to be called Hispanic, Latino, Chicano, or some other designation; Hispanic is 
not necessarily an all-encompassing term, and aurhors should consult with rheir partic
ipants. In general, naming a nation or region of origin is helpful (e.g., Cuban, 
Salvadoran, or Guatemalan is more specific than Central American or Hispanic). 

America~z Indian, Native American, and Native North American are all accepted 
terms for referring ro indigenous peoples of North America. When referring to groups 
mcludmg Hawaiians and Samoans, you may use rhe broader designation Native 
Amencans. The indigenous peoples of Canada may be referred to as First Nations or 
/mat people. There are close to 450 Native North American groups, and authors are 
encouraged ro name the participants' specific group , recognizing that some groups 
prefer the name for their group in their native language (e.g., Dine instead of Nava;o, 
Tohono O'odham instead of Papago). 
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The term Asian or Asian American is preferred to the older term Oriental. It is gen
erally useful to specify the name of the Asian subgroup: Chinese, Vietnamese, Korean, 
Pakistani, and o on. People of Middle Eastern descent may also be identified by nation 
of origin: Iraqi, Lebanese, and so forth. 

3.15 Disabilities 

The overall principle for "nonhandicapping" language is to maintain the integrity 
(worth) of all individuals as human beings. Avoid language that objectifies a person by 
her or his condition (e.g., autistic, neurotic), that uses pictorial metaphors (e.g., wheel
chair bound or confined to a wheelchair) , that uses excessive and negative labels (e.g., 
AIDS victim, brain damaged), or that can be regarded as a slur (e.g., cripple, invalid). 
Use people-first language, and do not focus on the individual's disabling or chronic 
condition (e.g., person with paraplegia, youth with autism). Also use people-first lan
guage to describe groups of people with disabilities. For instance, say people with intel
lectual disabilities in contrast to the retarded (University of Kansas, Research and 
Training Center on Independent Living, 2008). 

Avoid euphemisms that are condescending when describing individuals with disabil
ities (e.g., special, physically challenged, handi-capable). Some people with disabilities 
consider these terms patronizing and offensive. When writing about populations with 
disabilities or participants, emphasize both capabilities and concerns to avoid reducing 
them to a "bundle of deficiencies" (Rappaport, 1977). Do not refer to individuals with 
disabilities as patients or cases unless the context is within a hospital or clinical setting. 

3.16 Age 

Age should be reported as part of the description of participants in the Method section. 
Be specific in providing age ranges; avoid open-ended definitions such as "under 18 
years" or "over 65 years." Girl and boy are correct terms for referring to individuals 
under the age of 12 years. Young man and young woman and female adolescent and 
male adolescent may be used for individuals aged 13 to 17 years. For persons 18 years 
and older, use women and men. The terms elderly and senior are not acceptable as nouns; 
some may consider their use as adjectives pejorative. Generational descriptors such as 
boomer or baby boomer should not be used unless they are related to a study on this 
topic. The term older adults is preferred. Age groups may also be described with adjec
tives. Gerontologists may prefer to use combination terms for older age groups (young
old, old-old, very old, oldest old, and centenarians); provide the specific ages of these 
groups and use them only as adjectives. Use dementia instead of senility; specify the type 
of dementia when known (e.g., dementia of the Alzheimer's type). For more references 
relating to age, see Gttidelines for the Evaluation of Dementia and Age-Related Cognitive 
Decline (APA Presidential Task Force on the Assessment of Age-Consistent Memory 
Decline and Dementia, 1998) and "Guidelines for Psychological Practice With Older 
Adults" (APA, 2004; see also www.apasryle.org). 

3. 17 Historical and Interpretive Inaccuracies 

Authors are encouraged to avoid perpetuating demeaning attitudes and biased assump
tions about people in their writing. At the same time, authors need to avoid historical 
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and interpretive inaccuracies. Historian and scholars writing literarure reviews must 
be careful nor to misrepresent ideas of the past in an effort to avoid language bias. 
Change in nouns and pronouns may result m seriou misrepre entation of the origi
nal author's 1dea and give a false interpretation of that author's beliefs and intentions. 
In uch writing, it is best to retain the original language and to comment on it in the 
di!>cus!>ion. Quotations should not be changed to accommodate current sensibilities 
(see ections 4.08 and 6.06}. 

Contemporary authors may indicate a historical author' original term by follow
ing it with an asterisk the first time it appears and by providing historical context 
directly fo llowing the quotation. Below is an example of historically appropriate use 
of a term that is considered biased by today's standards. 

In forming the elite scientific soc1ety called the Experimentalists, litchener 
"wanted above all to have free, mformal mterchange between older and 
younger men* m the area of experimental psychology, w1th the goal of socializ
Ing the next generation into the profess1on" (Furumoto, 1988, p. 1 05). 

*In this example, the rerm men seems to convey Titchener's intention to exclude 
women from the society. Substituting a more gender-neutral or inclusive term may be 
historically maccurate. 

Grammar and Usage 
Incorrect grammar and careless construction of sentence distract the reader, introduce 
ambiguity, and generally obstruct communication. The examples in this section repre
sent problems of grammar and usage that occur frequently in manuscripts received by 
journal editors. 

3.18 Verbs 

Verbs are vigorous, direct communicators. Use the active rather than the passive voice, 
and select tense or mood carefully. 

Prefer the active voice. 

Preferred: 

We conducted the survey in a controlled setting. 

Nonpreferred: 

The survey was conducted in a controlled settmg. 

The passive vo1ce is acceptable in expo!>itory wrinng and when you want to focus 
on the object or rec1pient of the action rather than on rhe actor. For example, "The 
speakers were attached to either side of the cha1r" emphasizes the placement of speak
ers, not who placed them-the more appropriate focus in the Method section. "The 
President was hot" emphasizes the importance of the person shot. 
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Select tense carefully. Use the past tense to express an action or a condition that 
occurred at a specific, definite time in the past, as when discussing another re earcher's 
work and when reporting your results. 

Correct: 

Sanchez (2000) presented s1m1lar results. 

Incorrect: 

Sanchez (2000) presents similar results. 

Use the present perfect tense ro express a past action or condition rhar did not 
occur at a specific, definite time or to describe an action beginning in the past and con
tinuing ro the present. 

Correct: 

Since that time, several 1nvest1gators have used this method. 

Incorrect: 

Since that time, several investigators used this method. 

Select the appropriate mood. Use the subjunctive only to describe conditions that are 
contrary to fact or improbable; do not use the subjunctive to describe simple condi
tions or contingencies. 

Correct: 

If the expenment were not des1gned this way, the results could not be inter
preted properly. 

Incorrect: 

If the experiment was not des1gned this way, the results could not be inter
preted properly. 

Use would with care. Would can correctly be used to mean habitually, as "The 
child would walk about the classroom," or to express a conditional action, as "We 
would sign the letter if we could." Do not use would to hedge; for example, change it 
would appear that to it appears that. 

3.19 Agreement of Subject and Verb 

A verb must agree in number {i.e., singular or plural) with irs subject, regardless of 
intervening phrases that begin with such words as together with, including, plus, and 
as well as. 

Correct: 

The percentage of correct responses as well as the speed of the responses 
increases with practice. 
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Incorrect: 

The percentage of correct responses as well as the speed of the responses 
mcrease with practice. 

The plural form of some nouns of foreign origin, particularly those that end in the 
lener a, may appear to be singular and can cause authors to select a verb that does not 
agree in number with the noun. 

Correct: 

The data indicate that Terrence was correct. 

Incorrect: 

The data ind1cates that Terrence was correct. 

Correct: 

The phenomena occur every 1 00 years. 

Incorrect: 

The phenomena occurs every 1 00 years. 

Consult a dictionary (APA prefers Merriam- Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 2005) 
when in doubt about the plural form of nouns of foreign origin. For examples of 
agreement of subject and verb with collective nouns, see the APA Style website 
(www.apastyle.org). 

3 .20 Pronouns 

Pronouns replace nouns. Each pronoun should refer clearly to its antecedent and 
should agree with the antecedent in number and gender. 

A pronoun must agree in number (i.e., singular or plural) with the noun it replaces. 

Correct: 

Neither the highest scorer nor the lowest scorer 1n the group had any doubt 
about h1s or her competence. 

Incorrect: 

Neither the highest scorer nor the lowest scorer in the group had any doubt 
about their competence. 

A pronoun must agree in gender (i.e., masculine, feminine, or neuter) with the 
noun it replaces. This rule extends to relative pronouns (pronouns that link subordi
nate clauses to nouns). Use who for human beings; use that or which for nonhuman 
animals and for things. 

Correct: 

The students who completed the task successfully were rewarded. 

Correct: 

The 1nstruct1ons that were included in the experiment were complex. 
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Incorrect: 

The students that completed the task successfully were rewarded. 

Use neuter pronouns to refer to animals (e.g., "the dog ... it") unless the animals 
have been named: 

The chimps were tested daily .... Sheba was tested unrestrained in an open 
testing area, wh1ch was her usual context for traming and testing . 

Pronouns can be subjects or objects of verbs or prepositions. Use who as the subject of 
a verb and whom as the object of a verb or a preposition. You can determine whether 
a relative pronoun is the subject or object of a verb by turning the subordinate clause 
around and substituting a personal pronoun. If you can substitute he or she, who is 
correct; if you can substitute hun or her, whom is correct. 

Correct: 

Name the part1c1pant who you found ach1eved scores above the med1an. [You 
found he or she achieved scores above the median.] 

Incorrect: 

Name the part1c1pant whom you found achieved scores above the med1an . [You 
found him or her achieved scores above the median.] 

Correct: 

The participant whom I 1dent1f1ed as the youngest dropped out. [I identified him 
or her as the youngest.] 

Tncorrect: 

The participant who I 1dent1fied as the youngest dropped out. [I identified he or 
she as the youngest.] 

In a phrase consisting of a pronoun or noun plus a present participle (e.g., running, 
flying) that is used as an object of a preposition, the participle can be either a noun or 
a modifier of a noun, depending on the intended meaning. When you use a participle 
as a noun, make the other pronoun or noun possessive. 

Correct: 

We had nothing to do w1th their be1ng the winners. 

Incorrect: 

We had nothmg to do w1th them bemg the winners. 

Correct: 

The result is questionable because of one participant's performmg at very h1gh 
speed. IThe re ult is que tionable becau e of the performance, not because of 
the pa rticipant.) 

Incorrect: 

The result 1s questionable because of one part1c1pant perform1ng at very h1gh speed 
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3.21 Misplaced and Dangling Modifiers and Use of Adverbs 

An adjective or an adverb, whether a single word or a phrase, must clearly refer ro the 
word it modifies. 

Misplaced modifiers. Because of their placement in a sentence, misplaced modifiers 
ambiguously or illogically modify a word. You can eliminate misplaced modifiers by 
placing an adjective or an adverb as close as possible to the word it modifies. 

Correct: 

Using this procedure, the investigator tested the participants. 

Correct: 

The investigator tested the participants who were using the procedure . 

Incorrect: 

The investigator tested the participants usmg this procedure. [The sentence 
is unclear about whether the investigator or the participants used this 
procedure.) 

Correct: 

On the basis of this assumption, we developed a model. ... 

Correct: 

Based on this assumption, the model. ... 

Incorrect: 

Based on this assumption, we developed a model. . . . [This construction says, 
"we are based on an assumption."] 

Many writers have trouble with the word only. Place only next to the word or 
phrase it modifies. 

Correct: 

These data provide only a partial answer. 

Incorrect: 

These data only provide a partial answer. 

Dangling modifiers. Dangling modifiers have no referent in the sentence. Many of these 
result from the use of the passive voice. By writing in the active voice, you can avoid 
many dangling modifiers. 

Correct: 
Usmg this procedure, I tested the partiCipants [I, not the participants, used the 
procedure.] 

Incorrect: 

The participants were tested using this procedure. 

I 
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Correct: 

Mulholland and Williams (2000) found that th1s group performed better, a result 
that 1s congruent with those of other studies. [The result, not Mulholland and 
Williams, is congruent.] 

Incorrect: 

Congruent with other studies, Mulholland and Williams (2000) found that th1s 
group performed better. 

Adverbs. Adverbs can be used as introductory or transitional words. Adverbs modify 
verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs and express manner or quality. Some adverbs, 
however-such as fortunately, similarly, certainly, consequently, conversely, and regret
tably-can also be used as introductory or transitional words as long as the ense is 
confined to, for example, "it is fortunate that" or " in a similar manner." Use adverbs 
judiciously as introductory or transitional words. Ask yourself whether the introduc
tion or transition is needed and whether the adverb is being used correctly. 

Some of the more common introductory adverbial phrases are importantly, more 
importantly, interestingly, and firstly. Although irnportantly is used widely, whether its 
adverbial usage is proper is debatable. Both importantly and interestingly can often be 
recast to enhance the message of a sentence or simply be omitted without a loss of 
meaning. 

Correct: 

More important, the total amount of available long-term memory activation, 
and not the rate of spreading activation, drives the rate and probability of 
retrieval. 

Correct: 

Expressive behavior and autonomic nervous system activity also have f1gured 
importantly ... 

Incorrect: 

More importantly, the total amount of ava1lable long-term memory act1vat1on, 
and not the rate of spreading activation, drives the rate and probability of 
retrieval. 

Correct: 

We were surprised to learn that the total. ... 

We find it interesting that the total. ... 

An Interesting finding was that. .. 

Incorrect: 

Interestingly, the total amount of available long-term memory activation, and not 
the rate of spreading activation, dnves the rate and probability of retneval. 

Correct: 

First, we hypothesized that the quality of the therapeutic alliance would be rated 
h1gher .... 
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Incorrect: 

F1rstly, we hypothesized that the quality of the therapeutiC alliance would be 
rated h1gher .... 

Another adverb often misused as an introductory or tran itional word is hopefully. 
Hopefully means "in a hopeful manner" or "full of hope"; hopefully should not be 
used to mean "J hope" or "it is hoped." 

Correct: 

I hope this is not the case. 

Incorrect: 

Hopefully, th1s is not the case. 

3 .22 Relative Pronouns and Subordinate Conjunctions 

Relative pronouns (who, whom, that, which) and subordinate conjunctions {e.g., since, 
whtle, although) introduce an element that is subordinate to the main clause of the sen
renee and reflect the relationship of the subordinate element to the main clause. 
Therefore, elect these pronouns and conjunctions with care; interchanging them may 
reduce the precision of your meaning. 

Relative pronouns. 
That versus which. That clauses {called restrictive) a re essential to the meaning of 

the sentence: 

The matenals that worked well in the first expenment were used in the second 
expenment. 

Which clauses can merely add further information (nonrestrictive) or can be essen
ual ro the meaning (restrictive) of the sentence. APA prefer to reserve which for non
restrictive clauses and use that in restrictive clauses. 

Restrictive: 

The cards that worked well in the first experiment were not useful in the sec
ond experiment. [Only those cards that worked well in the first experiment 
were not useful in the second; prefer that.] 

Nonrestrictive: 

The cards, which worked well 1n the f1rst expenment, were not useful in the sec
ond experiment. [The second experiment was not appropriate for the cards.] 

ConSIStent use of that for restrictive clauses and which for nonrestrictive clauses, 
wh1ch are set off with commas, will help make your writing clear and precise. 

Subordinate conjunctions. 
While and since. ome style authorities accept the use of while and since when they 

do nor refer strictly to time; however, words like the e, with more than one meaning, 
can cause confusion. Because precision and clarity are the standards in scientific writ-
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ing, restricting your use of while and since to their temporal meanings is helpful. The 
following examples illustrate the temporal meanings of these terms: 

Bragg (1965) found that participants performed well while listening to mus1c 

Several versions of the test have been developed since the test was first Introduced 

While versus although, and, or but Use while to link events occurring simultaneous
ly; otherwise, use although, and, or but in place of while. 

Precise: 

Although these findings are unusual, they are not unique. 

Imprecise: 

While these findings are unusual, they are not unique. 

Precise: 

The argument is purely ph1losoph1cal, but the conclus1on can also yield an empir
Ical hypothesis, amenable to emp1rical investigation. 

Imprecise: 

While the argument is purely philosophical, the conclusion can also yield an 
empirical hypothesis, amenable to empirical investigation. 

Since versus because. Since is more precise when it is used to refer only to time (to 
mean "after that"); otherwise, replace it with because. 

Precise: 

Data for two participants were incomplete because these part1c1pants did not 
report for follow-up testing. 

Imprecise: 

Data for two participants were mcomplete s1nce these participants d1d not 
report for follow-up testing. 

3.23 Parallel Construction 

To enhance the reader's understanding, present parallel ideas in parallel or coordinate 
form. Make certain that all elements of the parallelism are present before and after the 
coordinating conjunction (i.e., and, but, or, nor). 

Correct: 

The results show that such changes could be made without affecting error rate 
and that latencies continued to decrease over t1me. 

bzcorrect: 

The results show that such changes could be made w ithout affectmg error rate 
and latencies continued to decrease over t1me. 
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With coordinating conjunctions used in pair (between . .. and, both . .. and, neither 
... nor, either .. . or, not only .. . but also), place the fir t conjunction immediately 
before the fir t part of the parallelism. 

Between and and. 

Correct: 

We recorded the difference between the performance of subjects who complet
ed the first task and the performance of those who completed the second task. 
fThe difference is between the subjects' performances, not between the per
formance and the task.] 

Incorrect: 

We recorded the difference between the performance of subjects who com
pleted the f1rst task and the second task. 

Correct: 

between 2.5 and 4.0 years of age 

Incorrect: 

between 2.5-4.0 years of age 

Both and and. 

Correct: 

The names were difficult both to pronounce and to spell. 

Incorrect: 

The names were both difficult to pronounce and spell. 

~ever use both with as well as: The resulting con truction i redundant. 

Correct: 

The names were diff1cult to pronounce as well as to spell. 

I ucorrect: 

The names were difficult both to pronounce as well as to spell. 

Neither and nor; either and or. 

Correct: 

Ne1ther the responses to the auditory st1muli nor the responses to the tact1le 

stimuli were repeated. 

Incorrect: 

Neither the responses to the auditory st1muh nor to the tact1le st1muli were 

repeated. 

I 

I 
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Correct: 

The respondents either gave the worst answer or gave the best answer. 

or 

The respondents gave e1ther the worst answer or the best answer. 

Incorrect: 

The respondents either gave the worst answer or the best answer. 

Not only and but also. 

Correct: 

It is surprising not only that pencil-and-paper scores predicted this result but 
also that all other predictors were less accurate. 

Incorrect: 

It is not only surprising that pencil-and-paper scores predicted this result but 
also that all other predictors were less accurate. 

Elements in a series should also be parallel in form. 

Correct: 

The participants were told to make themselves comfortable, to read the instruc
tions, and to ask about anything they did not understand. 

Incorrect: 

The participants were told to make themselves comfortable, to read the Instruc
tions. and that they should ask about anything they did not understand. 

Take care to use parallel structure in lists and in table stubs (see sections 3.04 
and 5.13). 



The Mechanics of Style 

When editors refer to style, they mean the ruJes or guidelines a publisher observes 
to ensure clear, consistent presentation in scholarly articles. Authors writing for 
a publication must follow the style rules established by rhe publisher to avoid 

inconsistencies among journal articles or book chapters. For example, without rules of 
ryle, three different manuscripts might use sub-test, subtest, and Subtest in one issue of a 

journal or in one book. Although the meaning of the word is the same and the choice of 
one style over the other may seem arbitrary (in this case, subtest is APA Style), such vari
.mons in style may di tract or confuse the reader. 

This chapter describes the style for APA journals regarding the most basic tools for 
com·eying meaning-punctuation, spelling, capitalization, italics, abbreviations, num
bers, metrication, and statistics. It omits general rules explained in widely available 
St}le manuals and examples of usage with little relevance to APA journals. Style man
uals agree more often than they disagree; where they disagree, the Publication Manual 
rakes precedence for APA publications. 

Punctuation 
Punctuation establishes the cadence of a sentence, te lli ng the reader where to pause 
(comma, semicolon, and colon), stop (period and question mark), or take a detour 
(dash, parentheses, and brackets). Punctuation of a sentence usually denotes a pause in 
thought; different kinds of punctuation indicate different kinds and lengths of pauses. 

4 .01 Spacing After Punctuation Marks 

In err one space after 

• commas, colons, and semicolons; 

• periods that separate parts of a reference citation; and 

I 
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• penods following tbe initials m personal name (e.g., J . R Zhang). 

Exception: Do not insert a space after mternal period in abbreviations (e .g., a.m .. i.e., 
U.S.), including identity-concealing labels for study participants (F.I M.), or around 
colons in ratios. Spacing twice after punctuation marks at the end of a sentence aids 
readers of draft manuscripts. 

4.02 Period 

Use a period to end a complete sentence. Periods are used with abbreviations as fo llows: 

Use periods with 

• initials of names (J. R. Smith). 

• abbreviation for United States when it is used as an adjective (U.S. Navy). 

• identity-concealing label for rudy participants (F I M.). ( ee section 4.01 on spacing.) 

• Latin abbreviations (a .m., ct .. 1.e ., vs.). 

• reference abbreviations (Vol. 1, 2nd ed., p 6, F. Supp.). 

Do not use periods with 

• abbreviations of state names (NY; OH; Washington, DC) in reference List entries or in 
vendor locations (e.g., for drugs and apparatus described in the Method section) . 

• capital letter abbreviations and acronyms (APA, NDA, NIMH. 10). 

• abbreviations for routes of administration (icv, im. ip, iv, sc). 

• web addresses in text or in the reference list (http.//www.apa.org). In text, include 
these in parentheses when possible or revise the sentence to avoid ending a sentence 
with a URL and no punctuation. 

• metric and nonmetric measurement abbreviations (cd, em, ft. hr. kg, lb, min, ml, s). 

Exception: The abbreviation for mch (ln.) rakes a period because Without the period It 
could be misread. 

4.03 Comma 

Use a comma 

• between elements (including before and and or) in a series of three or more items. 

Correct: 

the height, w1dth, or depth 

1n a study by Stacy, Newcomb, and Bentler (1991) 

Incorrect: 

1n a study by Stacy, Newcomb and Bentler (1991) 

• to set off a nonessential or nonrestrictive clause, that is, a clause that embelli he a 
sentence but if removed would leave the grammatical structure and meaning of the 
sentence intact. 

Switch A, which was on a panel. controlled the recording device. 
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Statistically s1gn1f1cant differences were found for both rat1ngs of controllability 
by self, F(3, 132) = 19.58, p < .001, est 112 = .31, 95o/o Cl I 17, .431. and ratings 
of controllability by others, F(3, 96) = 3.21 , p = .026, est 112 = .09, [.00, .20]. 

• to separate two independent clauses joined by a conjunction. 

Cedar shavings covered the floor, and paper was available for shredding and 
nest building. 

• to set off the year in exact dates. 

April 18, 1992, was the correct date. 

but 

April 1992 was the correct month. 

• ro set off the year in parenthetical reference citations. 

(Patrick, 1993) 

(Kelsey, 1993, discovered .. .) 

• to separate groups of three digits in most numbers of 1,000 or more (see section 4.37 
for exceptions). 

Do not use a comma 

• before an essential or restrictive clause, that is, a clause that limits or defines the 
material it modifies. Removal of such a clause from the sentence would alter the 
intended meaning. 

The switch that stops the recording dev1ce also controls the light. 

• ben.veen the two parts of a compound predicate. 

Correct: 

All subjects completed the first phase of the experiment and returned the fol
lowing week for Phase 2. 

Incorrect: 

All subjects completed the first phase of the experiment, and returned the fol
lowing week for Phase 2. 

• to separate parts of measurement. 

8 years 2 months 3 min 40 s 

4.04 Semicolon 

Use a semicolon 

• ro separate two independent clauses that are not joined by a conjunction. 

I 
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The participants in the first study were paid; those in the second were unpaid. 

• to separate elements in a series that already contain commas. (See section 3.04 for 
the use of semicolons in numbered or lettered series.) 

The color order was red, yellow, blue; blue, yellow, red; or yellow, red, blue. 

(Davis & Hueter, 1994; Pettigrew, 1993) 

age, M = 34.5 years, 95% Cl [29.4, 39.61; years of education, M = 10.4 [8.7, 
12.11; and weekly income, M = 612 [522, 7021; 

4.05 Colon 

Use a colon 

• between a grammatically complete introductory clause (one that could stand as a 
sentence) and a final phrase or clause that illustrates, extends, or amplifies the pre
ceding thought. If the clause following the colon is a complete sentence, it begins 
with a capital letter. 

For example. Freud (1930/1961) wrote of two urges: an urge toward umon with 
others and an egoistic urge toward happiness. 

They have agreed on the outcome: Informed participants perform better than do 
uninformed participants. 

• in ratios and proportions. 

The proportion (saltwater) was 1 :8. 

• in references between place of publication and publisher. 

New York, NY: Wiley. St. Louis, MO: Mosby. 

Do not use a colon 

• after an introduction that is not an independent clause or complete sentence. 

The formula is r, =a + e. 

The instructions for the task were 

Your group's task is to rank the 15 items in terms of their importance for the 
crew's survival. 

4.06 Dash 

Use a dash to indicate only a sudden interruption in the continuity of a sentence. Over
use weakens the flow of material. (See also section 4.15 for capitalization following 
dashes in titles.) 

These two participants-one from the first group and one from the second
were tested separately. 
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4.07 Quotation Marks 

Observe the following guidelines for uses of double quotation marks other than in 
material quoted directly from a source. 

Use double quotation marks 

• to introduce a word or phrase used as an ironic comment, as slang, or as an invented 
or coined expression. Use quotation marks the first time the word or phrase is used; 
thereafter, do not use quotation marks. 

Correct: 

considered "normal" behavior 

the "good-outcome" variable ... the good-outcome variable [no quotation 
marks after the initial usage] 

Incorrect: 

considered 'normal' behavior 

the "good-outcome" variable ... the "good-outcome" variable 

• to set off the title of an article or chapter in a periodical or book when the title is 
mentioned in text. 

Riger's (1992) article. "Epistemological Debates. Feminist Voices: Science. 
Social Values. and the Study of Women" 

• to reproduce material from a test item or verbatim instructions to participants. 

The first fill-in item was "could be expected to __ _ 

If instructions are long, set them off from text in a block format without quotation 
marks. {See sections 4.08 and 6.03 for discussion of block format.) 

Do not use double quotation marks 

• to identify the anchors of a scale. Instead, italicize them. 

We ranked the items on a scale ranging from 1 (a// of the time) to 
5 (never) . 

• to cite a letter, word, phrase, or sentence as a linguistic example. Instead, italicize the 
term. 

He clarified the distinction between farther and further. 

• to introduce a technical or key term. Instead, italicize the term. 

The term zero-base budgeting appeared frequently 1n the speech. 

She compared 1t with meta-analysis, wh1ch IS described in the next section. 
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• to hedge. Do not use any punctuation with such expressions. 

Correct: 

The teacher rewarded the class with tokens. 

Incorrect: 

The teacher "rewarded" the class w1th tokens. 

4.08 Double or Single Quotation Marks 

In text. Use double quotation marks to enclose quotations in text. Use single quotation 
marks within double quotation marks to set off material that in the original source was 
enclosed in double quotation marks. 

Correct: 

Miele (1993) found that "the 'placebo effect.' which had been venfied m previ
ous studies, disappeared when [only the first group's) behav1ors were studied 1n 

this manner" (p. 276). 

Incorrect: 

Miele (1993) found that "the "placebo effect," which had been verified 1n previ
ous studies, disappeared when [only the first group's) behaviors were studied in 
this manner" (p. 276). 

In block quotations (any quotations of 40 or more words). Do not use quotation marks 
to enclose block quotations. Do use double quotation marks to enclose any quoted 
material within a block quotation. 

Correct: 

Miele (1993) found the following: 

The "placebo effect," which had been verified in previous studies, 
disappeared when behaviors were studied m this manner. 
Furthermore, the behaviors were never exhibited again [emphasis 
added). even when reel [SIC) drugs were administered. Earlier stud1es 
(e.g., Abdullah, 1984; Fox. 1979) were clearly premature 1n attributing 
the results to a placebo effect. (p. 276) 

Incorrect: 

Miele (1993) found the following : 

"The 'placebo effect.' which had been verified in previous studies, 
disappeared when behaviors were studied in this manner. 
Furthermore, the behav1ors were never exhibited again [emphasis 
added). even when reel [sic) drugs were administered. Earlier studies 
(e.g., Abdullah, 1984; Fox, 1979) were clearly premature in attnbuting 
the results to a placebo effect (p. 276)." 

With other punctuation. Place periods and commas within closing single or double quo
tation marks. Place other punctuation marks inside quotation marks only when they 
are part of the quoted material. 
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4 .09 Parentheses 

Use parentheses 

• to set off strucrurally independent elements. 

The patterns were statistically significant (see Figure 5). 

(When a complete sentence is enclosed in parentheses. place punctuation in 
the sentence inside the parentheses. like this.) If only part of a sentence is 
enclosed in parentheses (like this). place punctuation outside the parentheses 
(like this). 

• to set off reference citations in text (see sections 6.09-6.19 and Appendix 7.1 for fur
ther discussion of reference citations in text). 

Dumas and Dore (1991) reported 

IS fully described elsewhere (Hong & O'Neil, 1992) 1n the Diagnostic and 
Stat1st1cal Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed .. text rev.; DSM-IV-TR; Amencan 

Psychiatric Association. 2000) 

• to introduce an abbreviation. 

effect on the galvanic skin response (GSR) 

• to set off letters that identify items in a series within a sentence or paragraph (see 
also section 3.04 on seriation). 

The subject areas included (a) synonyms associated with cultural interactions. 
(b) descriptors for ethnic group membership, and (c) psychological symptoms 

and outcomes associated with bicultural adaptation. 

• to group mathematical expressions ( ee also sections 4.10 and 4.47). 

(k-1)/(g- 2) 

• to enclose the citation or page number of a direct quotation (see also section 6.03). 

The author stated, "The effect disappeared within minutes" (Lopez, 1993, p. 

311 ). but she did not say which effect. 

Lopez (1993) found that "the effect disappeared within minutes" (p. 311). but 

she did not say wh1ch effect. 

• to enclose numbers that identify displayed formulas and equations. 

M = a.M, , + f + g ... g 

• to enclose stati tical values. 

was statistically Significant (p = .031) 

(1) 

I 
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• to enclose degrees of freedom. 

t{75)=2 .19 

R2,116l=3.71 

Do not use parentheses 

• to enclose material within other parentheses. 

(the Beck Depression Inventory [BDI]) [Use brackets to avoid nested parentheses.] 

were statistically different, F(4, 132) = 13.62, p < .001. [Use a comma before the 
statistics to avoid nested parentheses.] 

• back to back. 

Correct: 

(e.g., defensive pessimtsm; Norem & Cantor, 1986) 

Incorrect: 

(e.g., defensive pessimism) (Norem & Cantor. 1986) 

4. 1 0 Brackets 

Use brackets 

• to enclose the values that are the limits of a confidence interval. 

95% Cis [-7.2, 4.3). [9.2, 12.41. and [- 1.2, -0.5) 

• to enclose material inserted in a quotation by some person other than the original 
writer. 

"when [his own and others') behaviors were studied" (Hanisch, 1992, p. 24) 

• to enclose parenthetical material that is already within parentheses. 

(The results for the control group [n = 81 are also presented in Figure 2.) 

Exception 1: Do not use brackets if the material can be set off easily with commas 
without confounding meaning. 

(as lmai, 1990, later concluded) 

not 

(as lmai [1990)1ater concluded) 

Exception 2: In mathematical material, the placement of brackets and parentheses is 
reversed; that is, parentheses appear within brackets. (See section 4.47 for further dis
cussion of brackets in equations.) 
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Do not use brackets 

• to set off statistics that already include parentheses. 

Correct: 

was statistically significant, F{1, 32) = 4.37, p = .045. 

Incorrect: 

was statistically significant (F[1, 321 = 4.37, p = .045). 

Incorrect: 

was statistically significant [F(1, 32) = 4.37, p = .045) . 

4.11 Slash 

Use a slash (also called a virgt~le, solidus, or shill) 

• to clarify a relationship in which a hyphenated compound is used. 

the classification/similarity-judgment condition 

hits/false-alarms comparison 

• to separate numerator from denominator. 

X/Y 

• to indicate per to separate units of measurement accompanied by a numerical value 
(see section 4.27). 

0.5 deg/s 

but 

7.4 mg/kg 

lum1nance 1s measured in candelas per square meter 

• to set off English phonemes. 

/o/ 

• to cite a republished work in text. 

Freud (1923/1961) 

Do not use a slash 

• when a phrase would be clearer. 

Each ch1ld handed the ball to her mother or guardian. 

not 

Each ch1ld handed the ball to her mother/guardian. 

I 
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• for simple comparisons. Use a hyphen or short dash (en dash) instead. 

test-retest reliability 

not 

test/retest reliability 

• more than once to express compound units. Use centered dots and parentheses as 
needed to prevent ambiguity. 

nmol • hr-1 • mg- 1 

not 

nmol/hr/mg 

Spelling 
4. 12 Preferred Spelling 

Spelling should conform to standard American English as exemplified in Merriam
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (2005), the standard spelling reference for APA journals 
and books; spelJing of psychological terms should conform to the APA Dictionary of 
Psychology (VandenBos, 2007). If a word is not in Webster's Collegiate, consult the 
more comprehensive Webster's Third New international Dictionary (2002). If the dic
tionary gives a choice, use the first spelling listed; for example, use aging and canceled 
rather than ageing and cancelled. 

Plural forms of some words of Latin or Greek origin can be troublesome; a list of 
preferred spellings of some of the more common ones follows. Authors are reminded 
that plural nouns take plural verbs. 

Singular Plural 

appendix appendices 

cannula cannulas 

datum data 

phenomenon phenomena 

fn general, the possessive of a singular name is formed by adding an apostrophe and 
an s, even when a name ends ins; the possessive of a plural name is formed by adding 
an apostrophe. A list of examples follows as well as some exceptions. 

Singular Plural 

Freud's the Freuds' 

James's the Jameses' 

Watson's the Watsons' 

Skinner's the Skmners' 
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Exceptions: Use an apostrophe only with the ingular form of names ending in unpro
nounced s (e.g., Descartes'). It is preferable to include of when referring to the plural 
form of names ending in unpronounced s (e.g., the home of the De cartes). 

4. 13 Hyphenation 

Compound words take many forms; that is, two words may be written as (a) two sep
arate words; (b) a hyphenated word; or (c) one unbroken, "solid" word. Choosing 
the proper form is sometimes frustrating. For example, is follow up, follow-up, or 
fol/owup the form to be used? The dictionary is an excellent guide for such decisions, 
especially for nonscientific words (the term is follow-up when functioning as a noun 
or adjective but follow up when functioning as a verb). When a compound can be 
found in the dictionary, its usage is established and it is known as a permanent com
pound (e.g., high school, caregiver, and self-esteem). Dictionaries do not always agree 
on rhe way a compound should be written (open, solid, or hyphenated); APA follows 
Webster's Collegiate in most cases. Compound terms are often introduced into the lan
guage as separate or hyphenated words, and as they become more commonplace, they 
rend to fuse into a solid word. For example, the hyphen was dropped from life-style in 
the ll th edition of Webster's Collegiate, and data base is now database. 

There is another kind of compound-the temporary compound-which is made 
up of rwo or more words that occur together, perhaps only in a particular paper, to 
express a thought. Because language is constantly expanding, especially in science, 
temporary compounds develop that are not yet listed in the dictionary. If a temporary 
compound modifies another word, it may or may nor be hyphenated, depending on (a) 
irs position in the sentence and (b) whether the pairing of a compound with another 
word can cause the reader to misinterpret meaning. The main rule to remember is that 
if a temporary compound precedes what it modifies, it may need to be hyphenated, and 
if it follows what it modifies, it usually does not. If a compound is not in the diction
ary, follow the general principles of hyphenation given here and in Table 4.1. If you 
are still in doubt, use hyphens for clarity rather than omitting them. (See also Tables 
4.2 and 4.3 for treatment of prefixes and suffixes.) 

Hyphens, dashes, and minus signs are each typed differently. 

• hyphen: Usc no space before or after (e.g., rrial-by-trial analysis). 

• em dash: An em dash is longer than a hyphen or an en dash and is used to set off an 
element added to amplify or to digress from the main clause (e.g., Studies-published 
and unpublished-are included). Use no space before or after an em dash. If an em 
dash is nor available on your keyboard, use two hyphens with no space before or 
after. 

• en dash: An en dash is longer and thinner than a hyphen yet shorter than an em dash 
and is u ed between words of equal weight in a compound adjective (e.g., Chicago
London flight). Type as an en dash or, if the en dash is not available on your keyboard, 
as a single hyphen. [n either case, use no space before or after. 

• minus sign: A typeset minus sign is the same length as an en dash, bur it is 
slightly thicker and slightly higher. If a minus sign is not available in your word
proce sing program, use a hyphen with a space on both ides (e.g., a - b). For a 
negative value, use a hyphen rather than a minus sign, with a space before but no 
space after (e.g., -5.25). 

I 
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Guide to Hyphenating Terms 

Rule 

Hyphenate 
1. A compound with a participle when 

it precedes the term it modifies 

2. A phrase used as an adjective when 
it precedes the term it modifies 

3 An adjective-and-noun compound 
when it precedes the term 1t 
modifies 

4. A compound with a number as the 
first element when the compound 
precedes the term it modifies 

5. A fraction used as an adjective 

Do not hyphenate 
1. A compound including an adverb 

ending in ly 

Example 

• role-playing technique 
• anx1ety-arousing condition 
• water-deprived animals 

• trial-by-trial analysis 
• to-be-recalled items 
• ali-or-none questionnaire 

• high-anxiety group 
• middle-class families 
• low-frequency words 

• two-way analysis of variance 
• s1x-tnal problem 
• 12th-grade students 
• 16-s interval 

• two-thirds majority 

• widely used text 
• relatively homogeneous sample 
• randomly assigned participants 

2. A compound including a comparative • better written paper 
or superlative adjective • less informed interviewers 

3 Chemical terms 

4 Fore1gn phrases used as adjectives 
or adverbs 

5. A modifier including a letter or 
numeral as the second element 

6. Common fractions used as nouns 

General Principle 1 

• higher scoring students 
• higher order learning 

• sod1um chlonde solution 
• ammo acid compound 

• a posteriori test 
• post hoc comparisons 
• fed ad lib !but hyphenate the adjectival form: 

ad-lib feeding; see Webster 's Collegiate) 

• Group B participants 
• Type II error 
• Trial 1 performance 

• one third of the participants 

If a compound adjective can be misread, use a hyphen. 

General Principle 2 

ln a temporary compound that is used as an adjective before a noun, use a hyphen if the 
term can be misread or if the term expresses a single thought (i.e., all words together 
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Prefixes and Suffixes That Do Not Require Hyphens 

Prefix or suffix Example Prefix or suffix Example 

able retrievable mini mtnisession 

after aftereffect multi multi phase 

anti antisocial non nonsignificant 

bi bilingual over overaggressive 

cede intercede phobia agoraphobia 

co coworker post posttest 

counter counterbalance pre preexperimental 

equi equimax pro prowar 

extra extracurricular pseudo pseudoscience 

gram cardiogram quasi quasiperiodic 

infra infrared re reevaluate 

inter interst1mulus semi semidarkness 

intra intraspecific socio socioeconomic 

like wavelike sub subtest 

macro macrocosm super superordinate 

mega megawatt supra supraliminal 

meta metacognitive ultra ultrahigh 

meter micrometer un unbiased 

micro microcosm under underdeveloped 

mid midterm 

Excepuons.· Use a hyphen 1n meta-analysis and quasHJxpenmenta/. 

modify the noun). For example, are different word lists (a) word lists that are different 
from other word lists (if so, different modifies word lists; rhus, write different word lists ) 
or (b) lists that present different words (if so, the first word modifies the second, and 
rogerher they modify lists, thus, different-word lists). Likewise, "the adolescents resided 
in two parent homes" means that two homes served as residences, whereas if the adoles
cents resided in "two-parent homes," they each would live in a household headed by two 
parents. A properly p laced hyphen helps the reader understand the intended meaning. 

General Principle 3 

Most compound adjective rules are applicable only when the compound adjective pre
cedes the term it modifies. If a compound adjective follows the term, do not use a 
hyphen, because relationships are sufficiently clear without one. The following exam
ple are all correctly hyphenated: 

client-centered counseling 

I 
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Occurrence 

Compounds in wh1ch the base 
word is capitalized 

a number 
an abbreviation 
more than one word 

2. All self- compounds, w hether 
they are adjectives or nouns• 

3. Words that could be 
misunderstood 

4. Words in which the pref1x ends 
and the base word begins w1th 
the same vowelb 

Example 

• pro-Freudian 
• post-1970 
• pre-UCS trial 
• non-achievement-oriented students 

• self-report technique 
• the test was self-paced 
• self-esteem 

• re-pair [pair again) 
• re-form [form again! 
• un-ionized 

• meta-analysis 
• anti-intellectual 

• co-occur 

•But self psychology. bPre and re compounds are usually set solid to base words beginning 
with e. 

but 

the counseling was client centered 

t-test results 

but 

results from t tests 

same-sex children 

but 

children of the same sex 

General Principle 4 

Write most words formed with prefixes as one word (see Table 4.2 ). Table 4 .3 contains 
some exceptions. 

General Principle 5 

When rwo or more compound modifiers have a common base, that ba e is ometimes 
omitted in a ll except the last modifier, but the hyphens are retained. 

long- and short-term memory 

2-. 3-, and 1 0-min trials 

--



Capitalization 
U e an uppercase letter for the first letter of a word according to the guidelines in the 
following sections. 

4 .14 Words Beginning a Sentence 

Capitalize 

• the first word in a complete sentence. 

Note: If a name that begins with a lowercase letter begins a sentence, then it should be 
capitalized. Do not begin a sentence with a statistical term (e.g., t test or p value; see 
section 4.30 for abbreviations beginning a sentence). 

Correct: 

De Waal (1994) concluded the follow1ng 

Incorrect: 

de Waal (1994) concluded the follow1ng 

• the first word after a colon that begins a complete entence. 

The author made one main point: No explanatiOn that has been suggested so 
far answers all questions. 

4.15 Major Words in Titles and Headings 

Capitalize 

• major words in rides of books and articles within the body of the paper. Conjunctions, 
articles, and short prepositions are not considered major words; however, capitalize all 
words of four letters or more. Capitalize aU verbs (including linking verbs), nouns, adjec
tive , adverbs, and pronouns. When a capitalized word is a hyphenated compound, cap
Italize both words. Also, capitalize the fir r word after a colon or a dash in a title. 

In her book, Htstory of Pathology 

The crit1c1sm of the article, "Anitudes Toward Mental Health Workers" 

"Ultrasonic Vocalizations Are Elicited From Rat Pups" 

"Memory in Heanng-lmpaired Children: Implications for Vocabulary Development" 

Exception: In titles of books and articles in reference lists, capitalize only the first word, 
the first word after a colon or em dash, and proper nouns. Do not capitalize the second 
word of a hyphenated compound. (See Chapter 6 for further discussion of reference style.) 

L1u, D., Wellman, H M., Tardif, T., & Sabbagh, M. A. (2008). Theory of mind de
velopment 1n Ch1nese children A meta-analys1s of false-belief understanding 
across cultures and languages. Developmental Psychology, 44, 523-531 . 
dor10 1037/0012-1649.44.2.523 

Cantor, A. B. (1996). Sample-size calculations for Cohen's kappa. Psychological 
Methods, 1, 150-153. doi: 10.1037/1 082-989X.1.2.150 

I 
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• major words in artide headings and ubheadings. 

Exception: In indented paragraph (Levels 3, 4, and 5) headings, capitalize only rhe first 
word and proper nouns (see section 3.03). 

• major words in table titles and figure legends. In table headings and figure captions, 
capitalize only the first word and proper nouns (see sections 5.13 for table headings 
and 5.23 for figure captions). 

• references to tides of sections within rhe same article. 

as explained in the Method section 

which is discussed in the Data Analyses subsection 

4 .16 Proper Nouns and Trade Names 

Capitalize 

• proper nouns and adjectives and words used as proper nouns. Proper adjectives that 
have acquired a common meaning are not capitalized; consult Merriam- Webster's 
Collegiate Dictionary (2005) for guidance. 

Freudian slip 

Wilks's lambda 

Greco-Latin square 

but 

eustachian tube 

cesarean section 

• names of universiry departments if they refer to a specific department within a specific 
universiry and complete names of academic courses if they refer to a specific cour e. 

Department of Sociology, Umvers1ty of Washington 

Psychology 101 

Developmental Psychopathology 

but 

a sociology department 

an introductory psychology course 

• trade and brand names of drugs, equipment, and food . 

Elav1l [but amitriptyline hydrochlonde) 

Hunter Klockounter 

Plex1glas 

Punna Monkey Chow 

Xerox 

Do nor capitalize names of laws, theorie , models, statistical procedures, or hypotheses. 



the emp1rical law of effect 

parallel d1stnbuted processing model 

associative learn1ng model 

a tw()-9roup t test 

but 

Gregory's theory of illusions [Retain uppercase in personal names.] 

F1sher's r to Z transformation 

4.17 Nouns Followed by Numerals or Letters 

Capitalize nouns followed by numerals or letters that denote a specific place in a num
bered series. 

On Day 2 of Experiment 4 

dunng Tnal 5, the no-delay group performed 

as shown 1n Table 2, F1gure 38, and Chapter 4 

Grant AG02726 from the National Institute on Aging 

Exception: Do nor capitalize nouns that denote common parts of books or tables fol
lowed by numerals or letters. 

page iv 

row 3 

column 5 

Do nor capita lize nouns that precede a variable. 

tnal n and 1tem x 

but 

Tnal 3 and Item b [The number and letter are not variables.] 

4.18 Titles of Tests 

Capitalize exact, complete titles of published and unpublished tests. Words such as test 
or scale are not capitalized if they refer to subscales of rests. 

Advanced Vocabulary Test 

Mmnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 

Stroop Color-Word Interference Test 

the authors' Mood Adjective Checklist 

but 

MMPI DepreSSIOn scale 

Do nor capitalize shortened, inexact, or generic tides of rests. 

a vocabulary test Stroop color test 
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4 .19 Names of Condit ions or Groups in an Experiment 

Do not capitalize names of conditions or groups in an experiment. 

experimental and control groups 

participants were ass1gned to mformat1on and no-information conditions 

but 

Conditions A and B [See section 4.17.] 

4.20 Names of Factors, Variables, and Effects 

Capitalize names of derived variable within a factor or principal components analy
sis. The words factor and component are not capitalized unless followed by a number 
(see section 4.17). 

Mealtime Behav1or (Factor 4) 

Factors 6 and 7 

Component 1 

Big F1ve personality factors 

Do not capitalize effects or variables unless they appear with multiplication signs. 
(Take care that you do not use the term factor when you mean effect or variable, for 
example, in an interaction or analysis of variance.) 

a small age effect 

the sex, age, and weight variables 

but 

the Sex x Age x Weight interaction 

a 3 x 3 x 2 (Groups x Trials x Responses) design 

a 2 (methods) x 2 (item types) 

Italics 
4.21 Use of Italics 

For specific use of italics in APA journals, see rhe guidelines listed below. In general, 
use italics infrequently. 

Use italics for 

• titles of books, periodical , film , videos, TV shows, and microfilm publications. 

The Elements of Style 

American Psychologist 

Exception: Words within the title of a book in text that would normally be italicized 
should be set in Roman type (this is referred to as reverse italicization). 
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A StereotaxiC Atlas of the Monkey Bram (Macaca Mulatta) 

Dreammg by the Book: Freud's The Interpretation of Dreams and the History of 
the Psychoanalytic Movement 

• genera, specie , and varieties. 

Macaca mulatta 

I introduction of a new, technical, or key term or label (after a term has been used 
once, do not italicize it). 

The term backward masking 

box labeled empty 

• a letter, word, or phrase cited as a linguistic example. 

words such as big and little 

the letter a 
the mean1ng of to fit tightly together 

a row of Xs 

• words that could be misread. 

the small group [meaning a designation, nor group size] 

I letters used as statistical symbols or algebraic variables. 

Cohen 's d = 0.084 

alb= c/d 
SEM 

I some test cores and cales. 

Rorschach scores: F+ o/o , Z 
MMPI scales: Hs, Pd 

• periodical volume numbers in reference lists. 

American Psychologist, 26, 46-67 

I anchors of a scale. 

health ratings ranged from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) 

Do nor use italics for 

I foreign phrase and abbreviations common in English (i.e., phrases found as main 
entries in Merriam- Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 2005). 

a postenon et al. 
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a pnori 

ad hb 

• chemical terms. 

NaCI, LSD 

perse 

vis-a-vis 

• trigonometric terms. 

sin, tan, log 

• nonstatistical subscripts to statistical symbols or mathematical expressions. 

• Greek letters. 

• mere emphasis. (Italics are acceptable if emphasis might otherwise be lost; in general, 
however, use syntax to provide emphasis.) 

Incorrect: 

it is important to bear in mind that this process is not proposed as a stage theory 
of developments. 

• letters used as abbreviations. 

intertrial interval UTI) 

Abbreviations 
4.22 Use of Abbreviations 

To maximize clarity, use abbreviations sparingly. Although abbreviations are sometimes 
useful for long, technical terms in scientific writing, communication is usually garbled 
rather than clarified if, for example, an abbreviation is unfamiliar to the reader. 

Overuse. Consider whether the space saved by abbreviations in the following sentence 
justifies the rime necessary to master the meaning: 

The advantage of the LH was clear from the RT data, which reflected h1gh FP 
and FN rates for the RH. 

Without abbreviations the passage reads as follows: 

The advantage of the left hand was clear from the reaction time data. wh1ch 
reflected high false-positive and false-negative rates for the nght hand. 



Underuse. Abbreviations introduced on first menrion of a term and used fewer than three 
nmes thereafter, particularly in a long paper, may be difficult for a reader to remember, and 
you probably serve the reader best if you write them our each rime. ln the following exam
ple, however, a standard abbreviation for a long, familiar term eases the reader's task: 

Pat1ents at seven hospitals completed the MMPI-2. 

Deciding whether to abbreviate. In all circumstances or her than in the reference list (see 
section 6.22) and in the abstract, you must decide whether (a) ro spell out a given 
expression every time it is used in an article or (b) to spell it out initially and abbrevi
ate it thereafter. For example, the abbreviations L for large and S for small in a paper 
discussing different sequences of reward (LLSS or LSLS) would be an effective and 
readily under rood shortcut. In another paper, however, writing about the L reward 
and the S reward would be both unnecessary and confusing. In most instances, abbre
\lating experimental group names is ineffective because the abbreviations are not ade
quately mformative or easily recognizable and may even be more cumbersome than the 
full name. ln general, use an abbreviation only (a) 1f it is conventional and if the reader 
is more familiar with the abbreviation than with rhe complete form or (b) if consider
able space can be aved and cumbersome repetition avo1ded. In short, use only those 
abbreviations that will help you communicate with your readers. Remember, they have 
nor had the same experience with your abbreviations a you have. 

4.23 Explanation of Abbreviations 

Because the abbreviations that psychologists u e in their daily writing may nor be famil
iar to students or to readers in other disciplines or other counrrie , a term to be abbrevi
ated must, on irs first appearance, be written our completely and followed immediately by 
irs abbrevianon in parentheses. Thereafter, u e the abbreviation m text without further 
explanation {do not switch between the abbreviated and written-our forms of a term). 

The results of stud1es of simple reaction t1me (RT) to a v1sual target have shown 
a strong negat1ve relation between RT and luminance. 

Explain abbreviations rhar appear in a figure m the caption or legend. Explain 
those that appear in a table either in the table title {if it includes words that are abbre
viated in the table body; see section 5.12) or in the cable note (see section 5.16). 
Explain an abbreviation that is used in several figures or tables in each figure or table 
in which the abbreviation is used. Avoid introducing ahbrcviarions into figure captions 
or table notes if they do not appear in the figure or table. Standard abbreviations for 
umrs of measurement do not need to be written our on first use (see section 4.27). 

4 .24 Abbreviations Accepted as Words 

APA Style permits the use of abbreviations that appear as word entries (i.e., that are 
nor labeled abbr) in Merriam-Webster,s Co/leg1ate D1ct1onary {2005). Such abbrevia
nons do nor need explanation in text. 

10 REM ESP AIDS HIV NADP ACTH 
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4.25 Abbreviations Used Often in APA Journals 

Some abbreviations may not be in the dictionary but appear frequently in the journal 
for which you are writing. Although probably well understood by many readers, these 
abbreviations should still be explained when first used. 

Minnesota Multrphasrc Personality Inventory (MMPI) 

conditional stimulus (CS) 

intertrial interval (ITI) 

consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) 

short-term memory (STMl 

reaction time (RD 

Do not use the abbreviations S, E, or 0 for subject, experimenter, and observer. 

4.26 Latin Abbreviations 

Use the following standard Lann abbreviations only in parenthetical material; in non
parenthetical material, use the English translation of the Latin terms; in both cases, 
include the correct punctuation that accompanies the term: 

cf. compare 

e.g., for example, 

. etc. , and so forth 

r.e ., that is, 

viz., namely, 

vs . versus, against 

Exception: Use the abbreviation v. (for versus) in references and text citations to court 
cases, whether parenthetical or not (see Appendix 7.1, section A7.03, Examples 1-8). 

Exception: In text, use the Larin abbreviation et al., which means and others, in non
parenthetical as well as parenthetical material. 

4 .27 Scientific Abbreviations 

Units of measurement. Use abbreviations and symbols for metric and nonmetric units 
of measurement that are accompanied by numeric values (e.g., 4 em, 30 s, 12 mrn, 
18 hr. 45 °). (See Table 4.4 for a list of some common abbreviations used for units of 
measurement.) 

Do not repeat abbreviated units of measure when expressing multiple amounts: 

16-30kHz 0.3, 1.5, and 3.0 mg/dl 

Write out abbreviations for units that are not accompanied by numeric values (e.g., 
measured in centimeters, several kilograms). 

Units of time. To prevent misreading, do nor abbreviate the following units of time, 
even when they are accompanied by numeric values: 

day week month year 
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Abbreviation Unit of measurement 

A ampere 

A angstrom 

AC alternating current 

a.m. ante meridiem 

oc degree Celsius 

Ct curie 

em centimeter 

cps cycles per second 

dB decibel (specify scale) 

DC direct current 

deg/s degrees per second 

dl deciliter 

OF degree Fahrenheit 

9 gram 

9 gravity 

Hz hertz 

in. inch (include metric 
equivalent in 
parentheses) 

10 intelligence quottent 

IU international unit 

kg ktlogram 

km kilometer 

km/h kilometers per hour 

kW kilowatt 

L liter 

Abbreviate the following units of time: 

hr. hour 

mm. mmute 

ms, millisecond 

ns, nanosecond 

s, second 

Abbreviation Unit of measurement 

m meter 

Jlm micrometer 

mA milliampere 

mEq milliequivalent 

meV million electron volts 

mg milligram 

ml milliliter 

mm millimeter 

mM mtllimolar 

mmHg mtllimeters of mercury 

mmol millimole 

molwt molecular weight 

mph mtles per hour (include 
metric equivalent in 

I parentheses) 

Mn megohm 

N newton 

p.m. post meridiem 

ppm parts per million 

ps1 pounds per square 
mch (include metric 
equivalent in 

I 
parentheses) 

rpm revoluttons per mmute 

s siemens 

v volt 

w watt 
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Chemical compounds. Chemical compounds may be expressed by common name or by 
chem1cal name. If you prefer to use the common name, provide the chemical name in 
parentheses on first mention in the Method section. Avoid expressing compounds with 
chemical formulas, as the e are usually less informative to the reader and have a high 
likelihood of being typed or typeset incorrectly (e.g., aspinn or salicylic ac1d, not 
C9H80 4 }. If names of compounds include Greek letters, retain the letters as symbols and 
do not write them out (e.g., ~carotene, not beta carotene). 

Long names of organic compounds are often abbreviated; if the abbreviation is 
listed as a word entry in Merriam- Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (2005; e.g., NADP 
for nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate), you may use it freely, without writ
ing it out on first use. 

Concentrations. If you express a solution as a percentage concentration instead of as a 
molar concentration, be sure to specify the percentage as a weight-per-volume ratio 
(wtlvol), a volume ratio (voVvol), or a weight ratio (wt/wt) of solute to solvent. The 
higher the concentration is, the more ambiguous the expression as a percentage. 
Specifying the ratio is especially nece ary for concentrations of alcohol, gluco e, and 
sucro e. Specifying the salt form is also essential for precise reporting: d-amphetamine 
HCI or d-amphetamine SO~ (note that expression of chemical name in combination 
with a formula is acceptable in this ca e). 

12% (vol/vol) ethyl alcohol solution 

1 % (wt/vol) sacchann solution 

Routes of administration. You may abbreviate a route of administration when it is paired 
with a number-and-unit combination. Preferred style for APA is no periods: icv =intra
cerebral ventricular, irn = inrramu cular, ip =intraperitoneal, iv = inrravenous, sc =sub
cutaneous, and so on. 

anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (90 mg/kg ip) 

but 

the first of two subcutaneous InJectiOns (not sc injections) 

4.28 Other Abbreviations 

Use abbreviations for statistics as described in section 4.45. For information on the 
International System of Units (SI), go to the APA Style website (www.apastyle.org). 

4.29 Plurals of Abbreviations 

To form the plural of most abbreviations and statistical symbols, add s alone, but not 
italicized and without an apostrophe. 

lOs Eds . vols. Ms ps ns 

Except1on: Do not add an s to make abbreviations of units of measurement plural (e.g., 
12 em; see section 4.40). 
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Exception: To form the plural of the reference abbreviation p. (page), write pp.; do not 
add an s. 

4.30 Abbreviations Beginning a Sentence 

Never begin a sentence with a lowercase abbreviation (e.g., lb) or a symbol that stands 
alone (e.g., ex). Begin a sentence w ith a capitalized abbreviation or acronym (e.g., U.S. 
or APA) or with a symbol connected to a word (e.g., ~-Endorphins) only when neces
sary to avoid indirect and awkward writing. In the case of chemical compounds, cap
italize the first letter of the word to which the symbol is connected; keep the locant, 
descriptor, or positional prefix (i.e., Greek, small capital, and italic letters and numer
als) intact. 

In running text: At beginnmg of sentence: 

L-methronrne 

N, N -drmethylurea 

y-hydroxy-1}-amrnobutyric acid 

L-Methronrne 

N,N-Drmethylurea 

y-Hydroxy-13-aminobutyric acid 

Numbers 
The general rule governing APA Style on the use of numbers is to use numerals to 
express numbers J 0 and above and words to express numbers below 10. Sections 
4.31-4.34 expand on this rule and state exceptions and special usages. 

4.31 Numbers Expressed in Numerals 

Use numerals to express 

a. number 10 and above. (Exceptions: See sections 4.33-4.34.) 

12 em wrde 
the remarnrng 10% 
25 years old 
1Oth-grade students 

the 15th trral 
13 lists 
105 stimulus words 

b. numbers in the abstract of a paper or in a graphical display within a paper. 
c. number that immediately precede a unit of measurement. 

a 5-mg dose 
wrth 10.54 em of 

d. number that represent statistical or mathematical functions, fractional or decimal 
quantities, percentages, ratios, and percentiles and quartile . 

multiplied by 5 

3 trmes as many [proportion] 

I 
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0.33 of the 

more than 5% of the sample 

a rat1o of 16:1 

the 5th percentile 

e. numbers that represent time, dares, ages, scores and points on a scale, exact sums 
of money, and numerals as numerals. 

1 hr 34 min 

at 12:30 a.m. 

2-year-olds 

scored 4 on a 7-point scale 

Exception: Use words for approximations of numbers of days, months, and years 
(e.g., about three months ago). 

f. numbers that denote a specific place in a numbered series, parts of books and 
tables, and each number in a li t of four or more numbers. 

Grade 8 [but the e1ghth grade; see section 4.34) 

Table 3 

row 5 

4.32 Numbers Expressed in Words 

Use words to express 

a. any number that begins a sentence, ntle, or text heading. (Whenever po sible, 
reword the sentence to avoid beginning with a number.) 

Forty-eight percent of the sample showed an increase; 2% showed no change. 

Twelve students improved, and 12 students did not improve. 

b. common fractions. 

one fifth of the class 

two-thirds majority 

c. universally accepted usage. 

the Twelve Apostles 

Five Pillars of Islam 

4.33 Combining Numerals and Words to Express Numbers 

Use a combination of numerals and words ro express back-to-back modifiers. 



2 two-way interactions 

ten 7-point scales 

A combination of numerals and words in the e ituations increases the clarity and 
readability of the construction. In some situations, however, readability may suffer; in 
such a case, spell out both numbers. 

Correct: 

first two items 

Incorrect: 

1 st two items 

first 2 items 

4 .34 Ordinal Numbers 

Treat ordinal numbers as you would cardinal numbers (see sections 4.31-4.33). 

Ordinal 

second-order factor 

the fourth graders 

the first item of the 75th trial 

the first and third groups 

4 .35 Decimal Fractions 

Cardinal base 

two orders 

four grades 

one item, 75 trials 

one group, three groups 

Use a zero before the decimal point with numbers that are less than 1 when the statis
uc can exceed 1. 

0.23 em 

Cohen's d= 0.70 

0.48 s 

Do not use a zero before a decimal fraction when the statistic cannot be greater than 
1 (e.g., correlations, proportions, and levels of statistical significance). 

r124) = -.43, p = .028 

The number of decimal places to use in reporting the results of experiments and 
data analytic manipulations of the data should be governed by the fo!Jowing general 
pnnciple: Round as much as possible while keeping prospective use and statistical pre
CISion in mind. As a general rule, fewer decimal digits are ea ier to comprehend than 
more digits; therefore, in general, it is better to round to two decimal places or to 
rescale the measurement (in which case effect sizes should be presented in the same 
metric). For instance, a difference in distances that must be carried to four decimals to 
be seen when scaled in meters can be more effectively illustrated in millimeters, which 
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would require only a few decimal digits to illustrate the same difference. As a rule, 
when properly scaled, most data can be effectively presented with two decimal digits 
of accuracy. Report correlations, proportions, and inferential statistics such as t, F, and 
x_l to two decimals. 

When reponing p values, report exact p values (e.g., p = .031 ) to two or three dec
imal places. However, report p values less than .001 as p < .001. The tradition of 
reporting p values in the form p < .10, p < .05, p < .01, and so forth, was appropriate 
in a time when only limited tables of critical values were available. However, in tables 
the "p <"notation may be necessary for clarity (see section 5.16). 

4.36 Roman Numerals 

If Roman numerals are pan of an established terminology, do not change to Arabic 
numerals; for example, use Type II error. Use Arabic, not Roman, numerals for routine 
seriation (e.g., Step 1 ). 

4.37 Commas in Numbers 

Use commas between groups of three digits in most figures of 1,000 or more. 

Exceptions: 

page numbers 

binary digits 

serial numbers 

degrees of temperature 

acoustic frequency designations 

degrees of freedom 

4.38 Plurals of Numbers 

page 1029 

00110010 

290466960 

3071 °F 

2000Hz 

F(24. 1000) 

To form the plurals of numbers, whether expressed as figures or as word , add s or es 
alone, without an apostrophe. 

fours and sixes 1950s 10s and 20s 

Metrication 
4.39 Policy on Metrication 

APA uses the metric system in its journals. All references to physical measurements, 
where feasible, should be expressed in metric units. The metric system outlined in 
this section is based, with some exceptions, on the International System of Units (SI), 
which is an extension and refinement of the traditional metric system and is support
ed by the national standardizing bodies in many countries, including the United 
States. 

In preparing manuscripts, u e metric units if possible. If you use instruments that 
record measurements in nonmetric units, you may repon the nonmetric units but also 



report the established 51 equivalents in parentheses immediately after the nonmetric 
umts. 

The rods were spaced 19 mm apart. [Measurement was made in metric units.] 
The rod was 3 ft (0.91 m) long. [Measurement was made in nonmetric units 
and converted to the rounded SI equivalent.] 

4.40 Style for Metric Units 

Abbreviation. Use the metric symbol (see International System [SI] Base and 
Supplementary Units and other resources on metrication at www.apasryle.org) to express 
a metric unit when it appears with a numeric value (e.g., 4 m). When a metric unit does 
nor appear with a numeric value, spell out the unit in text (e.g., measured in meters) and 
use the metric symbol in column and headings of tables to conserve space (e.g., lag in ms). 

Capitalization. Use lowercase letters when writing out full names of units (e.g., meter, 
nanometer), unless the name appears in capitalized material or at the beginning of a 
sentence. 

For the most part, use lowercase letters for symbols (e.g., cd), even in capitalized 
material. Symbols derived from the name of a person usually include uppercase letters 
(e.g., Gy), as do symbols for some prefixes that represent powers of 10: exa (E), peta 
(P), tera (T), giga (G), and mega (M). (See Table 4.4 for more examples.) 

Use the symbol L for liter when it stands alone (e.g., 5 L, 0.3 mg/L) because a low
ercase I may be misread as the numeral one (use lowercase I for fractions of a liter: 
5 mi. 9 ng/dl ). 

Plurals. M ake full names of units plural when appropriate. 

meters 

Do not make symbols or abbreviations of units plural. 

3 em, not 3 ems 

Periods. Do not use a period after a symbol, except at the end of a sentence. 

Spacing. Use a space between a symbol and the number to which it refers, except for 
measures of angles (e.g., degrees, minutes, and seconds). 

4.5 m, 12 °C, but 45° angle 

Compound units. Use a centered dot between the symbols of a compound term formed 
by the multiplication of units. 

Pa • s 

Use a space between full names of unjts of a compound unit formed by the multiplica
non of units; do not use a centered dot. 

pasca l s econd 

I 
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Statistical and Mathematical Copy 
APA Sryle for presenting statistical and mathematical copy reflects (a) standards of con
tent and form agreed on in the field and (b) the requjrements of clear communicatio n. 

4.41 Selecting Effective Presentation 

Statistical and mathematical copy can be presented in text, in tables, and in figures. 
Detailed discussions of principles for the generation of tables, figures, and graphs can 
be found in Chapter 5. In deciding which approach to take, a general rule that might 
prove useful is 

• if you need to present three or fewer numbers, first try using a sentence; 

• if you need to present four to 20 numbers, first consider using a well-prepared table; 
and 

• if you have more than 20 numbers, a graph is often more useful than a table. 

Select the mode of presentation that optirruzes understanding of the data by the 
reader. Detailed displays that allow fine-grained understanding of a data set may be 
more appropriate to include in online supplemental archives (see section 2.13) than in 
the print version of an article. Tables, figures, charts, and other graphics should be pre
pared with the understanding that if the manuscript is accepted, they are to be pub
Lished at the editor's discretion. Tn any case, be prepared to submit tables and figures 
of complex statistical and mathematical material if an editor requests them. 

4 .42 References for Statistics 

Do not give a reference for statistics in common use; this convention applies to most 
statistics used in journal articles. Do give a reference when (a) less common statistics 
are used, especially those that have appeared so recently that they can be found only 
in journals; (b) a statistic is used in an unconventional or a controversial way; or (c) 
the statistic itself is the focus of the article. 

4 .43 Formulas 

Do not give a formula for a statistic in common use; do give a formula when the sta
tistic or mathematical expression is new, rare, or essemial to the manuscript. 
Presentation of equations is described in sections 4.47-4.48. 

4.44 Statistics in Text 

When reporting inferential statistics (e.g., t tests, F tests, x2 tests, and associated effect 
sizes and confidence intervals), include sufficient information to allow the reader to fully 
understand the analyses conducted. The data supplied, preferably in the text but possjbJy 
in an online supplemental archive depending on the magmtude of such data arrays, should 
allow the reader to confirm the basic reported analyses (e.g., cell means, standard devia
tions, sample sizes, and correlations) and should enable the interested reader to construct 
some effect-size estimates and confidence intervals beyond those supplied in the paper per 
se. In the case of multilevel data, present summary statistics for each level of aggregation. 
What constitutes sufficient information depends on the analytic approach reported. 



For immediate recognition, the omnibus test of the mam effect of sentence for
mat was statistically significant, F{2, 177) = 6.30, p = .002, est ro2 = .07. The one
degree-of-freedom contrast of primary interest (the mean difference between 
Conditions 1 and 2) was also statistically s ignificant at the specified .05 level, 
t(177) = 3.51 , p < .001, d = 0.65. 95% Cl 10.35, 0.95]. 

High-school GPA statistically predicted college mathematiCS performance, R2 = 
.12, F(1, 148) = 20.18, p < .001, 95% Cl [.02, .22]. The four-subtest battery 
added to this prediction, R2 = .21, tlR2 = .09, F(4, 144) = 3 .56, p = .004, 95% Cl 
1.1 0, .32]. Most important, when the two preceding variables were statistically 
accounted for. the college mathematics placement examination also explained 
un1que variance 1n students' college mathematics performance, R 2 = .25, tlR2 = 
.04, F{1, 143) = 7.63, P= .006, 95% Cl [.13, .37]. 

If you present descriptive statistics in a table or figure, you do not need to repeat 
them in text, although you should (a) mention the table in which the statistics can be 
found and (b) emphasize particular data in the narrative when they help in interpreta
tion of the findings. 

When enumerating a series of similar stati tics, be certain that the relation between 
the statistics and their referents is dear. Words such as respectively and in order can 
clanfy this relat ionship. 

Means (with standard deviations in parentheses) for Trials 1 through 4 were 
2.43 (0.50), 2.59 (1 .21 ), 2.68 (0 .39). and 2.86 (0.12), respectively. 

When reporting confidence intervals, use the format 95% Cl ILL, ULJ, where LL is 
the lower limit of the confidence interval and UL is the upper limit. 

When a sequence of confidence intervals is repeated in a cries or within the same 
paragraph and the level of confidence (e.g., 95%) has remained unchanged, and the 
meaning is clear, you do nor need to repeat the 95% Cl. Every report of a confidence 
Interval must clearly state the level of confidence. A sentence might then read, in parr, 

95% Cis 15.62, 8.31]. 1-2.43, 4.31]. and l-4.29, -3.11 I. respect1vely 

When a confidence interval follows reporting of a point estimate, the units of 
measurement should nor be repeated: 

M = 30.5 em, 99% Cl 118.0, 43.0) 

4.45 Statistical Symbols 

When using a statistical term in the narrative, use the term, nor the symbol. For exam
ple, u e 

The means were 

not 

The Ms were 

I 
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Symbols for population versus sample statistics. Population parameters are usually rep
re ented by Greek letters. Most estimators are represented by italicized Larin letters. 
For example, the population correlation would be represented as p, and the estimator 
would be represented as r. [Est(p) and pare also acceptable]. Some test statistics are 
represented by italicized Latin letters (e.g., t and F), and a few are represented by Greek 
letters (e.g., r). 

Symbols for number of subjects. Use an uppercase, italicized N to designate the num
ber of members in the total sample (e.g., N = 135) and a lowercase, italicized n to des
ignate the number of members in a limited portion of the total sample (e.g., n = 30). 

Symbol for percentage. Use the symbol for percent only when it is preceded by a 
numeral. Use the word percentage when a number is not given. 

found that 18o/o of the rats 

determined the percentage of rats 

Exception: In table headings and figure legends, use the symbol o/o to conserve space. 

Standard, boldface, and italic type. Statistical symbols and mathematical copy in man
uscripts are prepared with three different typefaces: standard, boldface, and italic. The 
same typeface is used in text, tables, and figures. 

Greek letters, subscripts, and superscripts that function as identifiers (i.e., are not 
variables) and abbreviations that are not variables (e.g., log, GLM, WLS) are set in stan
dard typeface. 

Symbols for vectors and matrices are set in boldface. 

V,"'£ 

AU ocher statistical symbols are set in italic type. 

N, M x. df, SSE, MSE, t, F 

On occasion, an element may serve as both an abbreviation and a symbol (e.g., SO); 
in those cases, use the typeface that reflects the function of the element (see Table 4.5 ). 

Identifying letters and symbols. As with all aspects of manuscript preparation, rake care 
to ensure that there are no ambiguities that could lead to errors in the final production 
steps, particularly with mathematical and statistical symbols, non-English character , 
and complex a lignments (e.g., subscripts and superscripts). Avoid misunderstanding 
and corrections by preparing mathematical copy carefully. 

4.46 Spacing, Alignment, and Punctuation 

Space mathematical copy as you would space words: a+b=c is as difficult to read as 
wordswithoutspacing. Instead, type a + b = c. 

Align signs and symbols carefully. Use the subscript and superscript features in 
your word-processing software. ln most cases, type subscripts first and then super-
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Abbreviation/symbol Definition 

English character set 

a 

AIC 

ANCOVA 

A NOVA 

b, b, 

BIC 

CAT 

CDF 

CFA 

Cl 

d 

d' 

df 

DIF 

EFA 

EM 

ES 

f 

FIML 

g 

GLM 

In item response theory, the slope 
parameter 

Akaike information critenon 

Analysis of covariance 

Analysis of variance 

In regression and multiple regress1on analyses, estimated 
values of raw (unstandard1zed) regression coefficients; in 
1tem response theory, the d1ff1culty-severity parameter 

Est1mated values of standardized regress1on coefficients m 
regression and multiple regress1on analyses 

Bayesian information cnterion 

Computerized adaptive test1ng 

Cumulative distribution funct1on 

Confirmatory factor analysis 

Confidence interval 

Cohen's measure of sample effect size for comparing two 
sample means 

Discriminability, a measure of sens1t1vity m signal detection 
theory 

Degrees of freedom 

Differential item funct1on1ng 

Exploratory factor analysis 

Expectation maxim1zat1on 

Effect size 

Frequency 

Expected frequency 

Observed frequency 

F distribution, Fisher's F ratio 

F with v1 and v2 degrees of freedom 

Critical value for statistical s1gnif1cance m an F test 

Hartley's test of homogeneity of vanance 

Full information maximum likelihood 

Hedges's measure of effect size 

Generalized linear model 
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Abbreviation/symbol Definition 

GLS 

Ho 

H1 (or Hal 

HLM 

HSD 

IRT 

k 

k2 

KR20 

LGC 

LL 
LR 

LSD 

M(orX) 

MAN OVA 

MANCOVA 

MCMC 

Mdn 

MLE 

MS 

MSE 

n 

N 

ns 

OLS 

OR 

p 

p,e(> 

PDF 

q 

Q 

r 

Generalized least squares 

Null hypotheSIS, hypothesis under test 

Alternative hypothesis 

Hierarchical linear model(ing) 

Tukey's honestly significant difference 

Item response theory 

Coefficient of alienatiOn; number of stud1es 1n a meta-analys1s; 
number of levels 1n an experimental design or ind1v1dual 

study 

Coeffic1ent of nondetermination 

Kuder-Richardson reliability index 

Latent growth curve 

Lower limit (as of a Cl) 

Likelihood ratiO 

Least significant difference 

Sample mean. arithmetic average 

Multivariate analysis of variance 

Multivanate analysis of covariance 

Markov cham Monte Carlo 

Med1an 

Maximum likelihood est1mator, maximum likelihood est1mate 

Mean square 

Mean square error 

Number of cases (generally in a subsample) 

Total number of cases 

Not statistically Significant 

Ordinary least squares 

Odds rat1o 

Probability, probability of a success in a b1nary tnal 

The probability a replication would g1ve a result w1th the 
same s1gn as the ongmal result 

Probability dens1ty function 

Probability of a fa1lure in a b1nary trial, 1 - p 

Test of homogeneity of effect sizes 

Est1mate of the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient 



Abbreviation/symbol Definition 

rlbc 

r. 
R 

R2 

RMSEA 

s 

s 
S2 

so 
SE 

SEM 

SEM 

ss 

r. 
p 

u 
UL 

v 

w,. 

w 
WLS 

z 

The partial correlation of a and b w1th the effect of c removed 

The part (or semipartial) correlation of a and b with the effect 
of c removed from b 

Coefficient of determination; measure of strength of relation
ship; estimate of the Pearson product-moment correlation 
squared 

Biserial correlation 

Point biserial correlation 

Spearman rank order correlat1on 

Multiple correlation 

Multiple correlation squared; measure of strength of association 

Root mean square error of approximation 

Sample standard deviation (denominator Jn-1) 

Sample variance-covariance matrix 

Sample variance (biased estimator) - denominator n 

Sample variance (unbiased) - denominator n - 1 

Standard deviation 

Standard error 

Standard error of measurement; standard error of the mean 

Structural equation modeling 

Sum of squares 

Student's t distribution, a stat1st1cal test based on the 
Student t distribution; the sample value of the t-test statistic 

Generic effect size est1mate 

Hotelling's multivariate test for the equality of the mean 
vector in two multivariate populations 

The Mann-Whitney test statistic 

Upper limit (as of a Cl) 

Pillai-Bartlett multivariate trace criterion; Cramer's measure 
of association in contingency tables 

Fixed effects weights 

Random effects weights 

Kendall's coefficient of concordance and 1ts est1mate 

We1ghted least squares 

A standardized score; the value of a statistic div1ded by its 

standard error 

I 
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Statistical Abbreviations and Symbols (continued) 

Abbreviation/symbol Definition 

Greek character set 

v 

p 

In statistical hypothesis testing, the probability of mak1ng a 
Type I error; Cronbach's index of internal consistency (a 
form of reliability) 

In statistical hypothesis testing, the probability of making a 
Type II error (1 - ~ denotes statistical power); population 
values of regression coefficients (with appropriate sub
scripts as needed) 

Goodman-Kruskal's index of relationship 

Population value of Cohen's effect size; noncentrality 
parameter in hypothesis testing and noncentral distributions 

Measure of strength of relationship in analys1s of variance 

Increment of change 

Measure of strength of relationship (eta squared) 

Generic effect size in meta analysis 

Roy's multivariate test criterion 

Cohen's measure of agreement corrected for chance agreement 

Element of a factor loading matrix 

Goodman-Kruskal measure of predictability 

Wilks's multivariate test criterion 

Population mean; expected value 

Degrees of freedom 

Population product-moment correlation 

Population intraclass correlation 

Populat1on standard deviation 

Population variance 

Population variance-covariance matrix 

Kendall's rank-order correlation coefficient; Hotelling's multi
variate trace criterion 

Standard normal probability density function 

Measure of association in contingency tables; standard 
normal cumulative distribution function 

The chi-square distribution; a statistical test based on the 
chi-square distribution; the sample value of the ch1-square 
test statistiC 

In statistical hypothesis testing, a statistical contrast 



Abbreviation/symbol Definition 

ul Strength of a statistical relationship 

Mathematical symbols 

lal Absolute value of a 

I Summation 

Note. Some forms are used as both abbreviations and symbols. Use the abbreviation form when referring to 
the concept and the symbol form when specifying a numenc value. As a rule. the symbol form will be 91!her 
a non-English letter or an Italicized version of the Engltsh letter form. Most abbrevtations can be turned mto 
symbols (for use when reporttng numencal esttmates) by stmply ttaltctztng the abbrevtatton. In addition, tt ts 
acceptable to use the form est(9) or 9 to tndicate an esttmator or esumate of the parameter 9. 

scnprs (xl). However, place a superscript such as the symbol for prime right next to 
irs letter or symbol (x'.). Because APA prefers to align sub cripts and superscripts one 
under the other (stacking) for ease of reading instead of setting one to the right of the 
other (staggering), that is how they are normally typeset. If subscripts and superscripts 
should not be stacked, so indicate in a cover letter or on the manuscript. 

Equations 
Punctuate all equations, whether they are in the line of text or displayed (i.e., typed on 
a new line), to conform to their place in the syntax of the sentence (see the period fol 
lowing Equation 3 in section 4.48). If an equation exceeds the column width of a type
set page (approximately 55 characters, including spaces, will fit on one line in most 
APA journals), the typesetter will break it. For long equations, indicate on the final ver
sion of the accepted manuscript where breaks would be acceptable. 

4.47 Equations in Text 
Place short and simple equations, such as a= [(1 + b)/x)112, in the line of text. Equations 
m the line of text should not project above or below the line; for example, the equa
tion above would be difficult to set in the line of text if it were in this form: 

To present fractions in the line of text, use a slanted line (I) and appropriate paren
theses, brackets, and braces: Use ( ) first, then [( )], and finally {[( )]}. Use parentheses 
and brackets to avoid ambiguity: Does alb+ c mean (a/b) + cor a/(b + c)? 

4.48 Displayed Equations 
D1splay si mple equations if they must be numbered for later reference. Display all com
plex equations. Number aiJ displayed equations consecutively, with the number in 
parentheses near the right margin of the page: 
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(3) 

When referring to numbered equations, write out the reference; for example, write 
Equation 3 (do not abbreviate as Eq. 3), or write the third equat1on. 

4 .49 Preparing Statistical and Mathematical Copy 

If possible, type all signs and symbols in mathematical copy. Supply as camera-ready 
copy any special symbols that cannot be produced by a word-processing program. 
Type fences (i.e., parentheses, brackets, and braces), uppercase and lowercase letters, 
punctuation, subscripts and superscripts, and all other elements exactly as you want 
them to appear in the published article. Follow the conventions for the use of symbols, 
equations, and reporting results presented in the earlier sections of this chapter. 



Displaying Results 

Since the last edition of the Publication Manual, few areas have been affected by tech
nological developments more dramatically than the methods available for the dis
play of results of experimentation and inquiry-tables, graphs, charts, maps, draw

ing!>, and photographs. Almost all displays are now the results of electronic manipulation 
of basic data-be it with word-processing programs, spreadsheet programs, statistical 
packages, or highly specialized software for creating digital images. These changes have 
greatly mcreased the flexibility that authors have for effectively displaying result . 

Tables and figures enable authors to present a large amount of information efficient
h and to make their data more comprehensible. Table usually show numerical values or 
textual mformation (e.g., lists of stimulus words) arranged in an orderly display of 
columns and rows. A figure may be a chart, a graph, a photograph, a drawing, or any 
other illustration or nontextual depiction. At rimes the boundary between tables and fig
ures may be unclear; however, tables are almost always characterized by a row-column 
~rrucrure. Any type of illustration other than a table i referred to as a figure. 

In this chapter, we discuss the purposes that data displays can serve and provide 
gutdance on designing and preparing data displays so rhat they communicate most 
f'ffccrively. We provide specific guidance on formatting and constructing tables and fig
ures, along with a number of illustrative examples. 

General Guidance on Tables and Figures 
5.01 Purposes of Data Displays 

Data dtsplays can serve several purposes: 

• exploration: the data contain a message, and you would like to learn what it tS 
(exploratory data analysis and data mining technique are examples of displays that 
are principally exploratory); 

I 
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• communication: you have discovered the meaning contained in the data and want to 
tell others about it (this is the traditional purpose of most data displays in SCientific 
documents); 

• calculation: the display allows you to estimate some statistic or function of the data 
(nomographs are the archetype of this); 

• storage: you can srore data in a display for retrieval later, including the results of a 
study for later use in a meta-analy is (historically, thjs role has been fulfilled by 
tables, but figures sometimes serve this purpose more efficiently); and 

• decoration: data displays attract attention, and you may choose to use them to make 
your manuscript more visually appealing (as in newspapers and other media reports). 

In scientific publication, the communication function of graphical displays dominates; 
however, ocher features (e.g., srorage) may be u eful in a graphical representation. 

5 .02 Design and Preparation of a Data Display 

The first step in preparing a display for submission is ro determine the purpose of the 
display and the relative importance of those purposes. For example, the derail required 
for a stOrage display may conflict with the clarity required for a communicative one. 
Once you have decided on a display's hierarchy of purposes, choose the template best 
designed for its primary purpo e-the canonical form of a display. Such a display (e.g., 
a scatterplot) has shown itself to be flexible (it works for many kinds of data), robust 
(it works reasonably well even when ic is not exactly suitable), and adaptive (it shows 
a capacity for adaptation to make it suitable). Further, the use of ca nonical forms sim
plifies the task of readers trying to make sense of a display because they can rely on 
past experience with the form. 

The preparation of graphic material requires careful attention to organization and 
content. Graphical elements need ro be edited with the same care as the textual ele
ments of a manuscript. Change in text often demand changes in graphical elements, 
and failure ro edit graphical materials and ro sharpen the focus of the display is a major 
hortcoming in much scientific writing. 

Design your graphical display with the reader in mjnd; that is, remember the com
municative function of the display. 

• Place items that are to be compared next to each ocher. 

• Place labels so that they clearly abut the elements they are labeling. 

• Use fonts that are large enough to be read without the use of magnification. 

• Include all of the information needed to understand it within the graphical image
avoid novel abbreviations, use table notes, and label graphical elements. 

• Keep graphical displays free of extraneous materials, no matter how decorative 
those materials may make the graph1c look. 

Communication is the primary purpo e of the graphic. This does not mean, however, 
that well-designed, aesthetically pleasing graphics are not important. An attractive 
graphical display makes a scientific article a more effective communication device. 

5 .03 Graphical Versus Textual Presentation 

Be selective in choosing how many graphical elements ro include in your paper. Fir t, 
a reader may have difficulty sorting through a large number of tables and figures and 
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may lose track of your message. Second, a disproportionately large number of tables 
and figures compared with a small amount of text can cause problems with the layour 
of typeset pages; text thar is constantly broken up with tables will be hard for the read
er to follow. Third, graphical presentations are not always optimal for effective com
munication. For example, the results of many standard statistical significance tests can 
often be effectively presented in text: 

The one-way ANOVA. F(1. 136) = 4.86, MSE = 3.97, p = .029, 112 = .03, demon
strated statistically significant differences between the two groups, as theory 
would dictate. 

Information that used to be routinely presented in tables (e.g., analysis of variance 
[ANOVA] tables) is now routinely presented in text. 

5.04 Formatting Tables and Figures 

Most manuscripts are now submitted electronically; therefore, all the elements of the 
manuscript must be in electronic format. These elements may be produced in many 
different file formats (e.g., .doc, .jpg, .pps, .pdf), and any publisher may limit the for
mars it accepts. Most tables are constructed with the tables feature of the word-pro
cessing program used to generate the manuscript text. However, tables are sometimes 
cur and pasted from computer outputs (rarely recommended) or may be PDF images 
created from scans of tables prepared in other ways. When tables are prepared with 
standard word-processing programs, the text can be converted directly into typo
graphic files, thereby lowering the probability of typesetting errors. Figures are gen
erally submitted in a variety of formats, as is necessitated by the multiple ways in 
which they are produced. Often, figures such as graphs and charts are initially pro
duced with presentation software such as Microsoft PowerPoint. Photographic ele
ments are generally limited to specific image formats that allow for clear resolution 
of the image in irs printed application. As a rule, figures are reproduced in the print 
version of articles as they are received from the author (following any editorial 
changes approved by the editor). 

For publishers that offer online supplemental archives, carefully delineate the 
matenals that will appear with the article from those that will be placed in the online 
supplemental archive (see section 2.13). Because of the relatively high cost of color 
reproduction, include it only when the color representation adds significantly to the 
understanding of the material. 1f color representation is not crucial for immediate 
understanding, you may consider placing it online as supplemental material. 

5.05 Table and Figure Numbers 

Number all tables and figures wirh Arabic numerals in the order in which they are first 
menuoned in text, regardless of whether a more derailed discussion of the table or fig
ure occurs later in the paper. Do nor use suffix letters to number tables and figures; 
that is, label them as Table 5, Table 6, and Table 7 or Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7 
instead of 5, Sa, and 5b. If the manuscript includes an appendix with rabies or figures, 
1denrify those elements of the appendix with capital letters and Arabic numerals (e.g., 
Table Al is the first table of Appendix A or of a sole appendix rhar is not labeled with 
a letter; Figure C2 is the second figure of Appendix C). 

I 
I 
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5.06 Permission to Reproduce Data Displays 

If you reproduced or adapted a table, figure, questionnaire, or test item from a copy
righted source, you must obtain written permission for print and electronic reuse 
from the copyright holder and give credit in the table or figure caption to the origi
nal author and copyright holder. A number of commercial instruments-for example, 
intelligence tests and projective measures-are highly protected. Permission is 
required, and may be denied, to republish even one item from such instruments. Any 
reproduced table (or figure) or part thereof must be accompanied by a note at the bot
rom of the reprinted table (or in the figure caption) giving credit to the original author 
and to the copyright holder (see section 2.12 for the correct wording of copyright per
mission footnotes). For detailed information on copyright and permissions, see sec
tion 6.10. 

Tables 
When planning tables for inclusion in a manuscript, determine (a) the data readers will 
need to understand the discussion and (b) the data necessary to provide the "sufficient 
set of statistics" (see section 4.44) to support the use of the inferential methods used. 

5.07 Conciseness in Tables 

Limit the content of your tables to essential materials. Tables with surplus elements 
are less effective than lean tables. The principle of conciseness is relevant nor only for 
text tables bur also for tables to be placed in online supplemental archives. Although 
supplemental tables may be longer and more detailed than text tables, they must be 
directly and clearly related to the content of the article (see section 2.13). Tables 
should be integral to the text but should be designed so that they can be understood 
in isolation. 

5.08 Table Layout 

The basic components of a prototypical table are shown in Table 5.1, including the 
technical term, location, and definition of each element. 

Table layout should be logical and easily grasped by the reader. Table entries that 
are to be compared should be next to one another. Following this principle, in gener
al, different indices (e.g., means, standard deviations, sample sizes) should be segregat
ed into different parts or lines of tables. Position variable and condition labels in close 
proximity to the values of the variable to facilitate comparison. Table 5.2 illustrates 
these principles. 

All tables are meant to show something specific; for example, tables that com
municate quantitative data are effective only when the data are arranged so that 
their meaning is obvious at a glance (Wainer, 1997). Often, the same data can be 
arranged in different ways to emphasize different features of the data. In Table 5.3, 
the same factor loading data are displayed in two different ways. The first example 
emphasizes the factor structure of the two test batteries by keeping the subscales of 
the batteries adjacent to each other. The second arrangement of the same data 
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Table 5.1. Basic Components of a Table 

Idle .....e.r ····.,..Table X 

tdletide•· ···,. Numbers of Children With and Without Proof of llec:lled-..: 
Parental Citizenship c--. spener. headmg headmg that is 

I that 1dent1f1es the entnes u stack.ed, often to 
10 two or mora columns 1n avoid repetition of 

---------~the body of the tabla words in column 
/ •• / head1ngs 

Girls ~ Boys ~ .: _,:;__ _ ____J 

still lind: head1ng that 
Identifies the entries in 
leftmost column 

··~ ~· column IIHds: 
___::G::..:r.=.a.=.d.:::.e _....:.W..:..:.!.ith:..:.._---=W...!..!.!it:...:.ho:::.u:::.t~-.:!W.!.i~the!__!W...!!!It!.!ho~u~t~): headrng that table IP'•ntr: 

treading !hat covers •• •• identifies the 

the entne Width of • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • · • .. • • • · • • • • • • • · .,.. Wave 1 entnes m JUst 
one column in 
the body of the 

the body of the table. 
aUowing for further 
d!VI$005 

aullorsblllcol....: 
leftmost column of the 
table, usually hsts the 
majOr mdependent or 
predictor variables 

table lOCI: three 
types of notes can 
be placed below 
the table, which 

: .. ..... ... 

can el mmate •••• •• ,.. 
repetJtJon from the 
bocly of the table 

3 280 240 281 232 <(· • • • • ••• table L.;.;..;;_;_ __ .....J 

4 297 251 

5 301 260 

Total 878 751 

Wave 2 

290 264 

306 221 

877 717 

""'· .. table apanftlf 

cell: point of 
intersection 
between a row 
and a column 

3 201 189 210 199 <( ...... : 

4 214 194 236 210 
table body: rows 

216 239 213 of cells containing 
primary data of 5 221 
the table 

Total 1636 599 685 622 , oC· · = 

Note. General notes to a table appear here. rnclud1ng 
definitions of abbrev1at1ons (see sectton 5 16) 

"A spec1fic note appears on a separate hne below any general 
notes; subsequent spec1f1c notes are run 1n (see sect1on 5.16). 

• A probability note (p value) appears on a separate hne below 
any spec1fic notes; subsequent probability notes are run 1n (see 
sect1on 5.16 for more details on content). 

emphasizes t he nat ure of the factors by grouping the subsca les of the rest batteries 
according to t he pattern of the factor loadings. W hich arra ngement is better 
depends on yo ur p urpose. 

5.09 Standard Forms 

Some data ta bles have certain standard (canonical) forms. T he advantage of using the 
canonical form is that the reader genera lly knows where to look in the table for cer
tam kinds of information. In some situations, one may want to use a format other than 

I 
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Table 5.2. Sample of Effective Table Layout 

Table X 

Proportton of Errors m Younger and Older Groups 

Younger Older 

Level of difficulty n M($0) 95% Cl n M(SO) 95% Cl 

Low 12 .05 (.08) 1.02, .11 I 18 .14 (.15) 1.08 .. 221 

Moderate 15 .05 (.07) 1.02, .1 OJ 12 .17 (.15) 1.08, .28) 

H1gh 16 .11 (.1 0) 1.07, .17) 14 .26 (.21) [.15, .39) 

Note. Cl =confidence mterval. 

the canonical table form to make a specific point or to stress certain relationships. The 
JUdicious use of nonstandard forms can be effective but must always be motivated by 
the special circumstances of the data array. When using nonstandard forms, make cer
tain that labeling is extremely clear because most readers will assume that the canoni
cal form is being used. Section 5.18 includes examples of standard tables for presem
ing several types of data. 

5. 10 Relation of Tables and Text 

Discussing tables in text. An informative table supplements-rather than dupli
cates-the text. In the text, refer to every table and tell the reader what to look for. 
Discuss only the table's highlights; if you find yourself discussing every item of the 
table in the text, the table is unnecessary. Similarly, if additional tables are to be 
included in online supplemental archive , mention their existence only briefly in the 
print version of the article. Tables designated as supplemental materials must be 
accompanied by enough information to be completely understood on their own (see 
section 2.13). 

Citing tables. In the text, refer to tables by their number: 

as shown in Table 8, the responses were provided by children with pretrain1ng . 

Do nor write "the table above" (or below) or "the table on page 32," because the posi
tion and page number of a table cannot be determined until the pages are typeset. 

5 .1 1 Relation Between Tables 

Consider combining tables that repeat data. Ordinarily, identical columns or rows of 
data should not appear in two or more tables. Be consistent in the presentations of all 
tables within a manuscript to facilitate comparisons. Use similar formats, tides, and 
headings, and use the same terminology throughout (e.g., response time or react1on 
time, not both). 



• Table 5.3. Sample Factor Loadings Table (With Rotation Method Specified) 
The following table is formatted to emphasize the structure of the test batteries. 

Table X 

Factor Loadings for Exploratory Factor Analysis With Varimax Rotation of Personality 
Pathology Scales 

Emotional 

Scale Introversion Dysregulation Peculiarity 

SPO Constricted Affect .77 .33 .21 

Excess1ve Social Anxiety .43 .52 .29 

Ideas of Reference - .08 .17 .67 

No Fnends .84 .19 .13 

Odd Beliefs -.03 .13 .50 

Odd Behavior .23 .19 .56 

Odd Speech .15 .34 .56 

Unusual Perceptions .09 .14 .76 

DAPP Submissiveness .24 .70 .11 

Cognitive Distortion .26 .70 .36 

Identity Problems .52 .58 .16 

Affective Lability .11 .73 .34 

Restricted Expression .69 .31 .02 

Passive Oppositionality .25 .70 .12 

lnt 1macy Problems .63 .18 .03 

Anx1ousness .24 .83 .18 

Conduct Problems .27 .10 .24 

Suspiciousness .39 .36 .23 

Soc1al Avoidance .59 .67 .10 

Insecure Attachment .04 .58 .26 

Self-Harm .30 .38 .28 

Chapman Mag1cal ldeat1on .12 .17 .72 

Soc1al Anhedonia .78 .04 .26 

Perceptual Aberrations .12 .25 .49 

Physical Anhedonia .61 .05 -.15 

Note. Factor load1ngs > .40 are in boldface. SPQ = Schizotypal Personality Quest•onna•re, DAPP = D•mens10nal 
Assessment of Personality Pathology-Basic Questionnaire 

(continued) 



Table 5.3. Sample Factor Loadings Table (continued) 
The follow1ng table is formatted to emphas1ze the structure of the factors. 
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5.12 Table Titles 

Give every table a brief but clear and explanatory ride. The basic content of the table 
should be easily inferred from the ririe. 

Too general: 

Table 1 

Relatton Between College Majors and Performance [It is unclear what data are 
presented in the table.] 

Too detailed: 

Table 1 

Mean Performance Scores on Test A, Test 8, and Test C of Students With 
Psychology, Physics, English, and Engmeermg Majors [This duplicates informa
tion in the headings of the table.J 

Good title: 

Mean Performance Scores of Students With Different College Majors 

Abbreviation that appear in the headings or the body of a table sometimes can be 
parenthetically explained in the table ride. 

Hit and False-Alarm (FA) Proportions in Experiment 2 

Explain abbreviations that require longer explanations or that do not relate to the 
table ride in a general note to the table (see section 5.16 and Table 5.2). Do not use a 
specific footnote to clarify an element of the ririe. 

5.13 Table Headings 

A table classifies related items and enables the reader to compare them. Data form the 
body of rhe table. Headings establish your organization of the data and identify the 
columns of data beneath them. Like a table title, a heading should be brief and should 
nor be many more characters in length than the widest entry. 

Poor: Better: 

Grade level Grade 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

You may use standard abbreviations and ymbols for nontechnical terms (e.g., no. 
for number, % for percent) and for statistics (e.g., M, SD, x.2, or any other abbrevia
tion in Table 4.4) in table headings without explanation. Abbreviations of technical 
terms, group names, and the like must be explained in the table title or in a note to the 

I 
I 
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table (see section 5.12). Abbreviations may also be explained parenthericaUy following 
entries in the stub column. 

Each column of a table must have a heading, including the stub column or stub, 
which is the leftmost column of the table (see Table 5.1 for illustration of technical 
terms). Subordination within the stub is easier to comprehend if you indent the stub 
items rather than create an additional column (e.g., Tables 5.4 and 5.5). The stub usu
ally lists the major independent or predictor variables. In Table 5.1, for instance, the 
stub lists the grades. Number elemenrs only when they appear in a correlation matrix 
(see Table 5.6) or if they are referred to by number in text. 

All headings identify items below them, not across from them. The headings just 
above the body of the table (called column heads and column spanners) identify the 
entries in the vertical columns in the body of the table. A column head covers just one 
column; a column spanner covers two or more columns, each with its own column 

Table 5.4. Sample Table With Detailed Specifications of Complex 
Experimental Designs 

Table X 

Summary of Experimental Designs 

Group 

Expenment 1 
Block 

Unblock intensity 

Unblock number 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 3 

Experiment 4a 

Expenment 4b 

Experiment 5 

Stage I 

A+ 

A+ 

A+ 

A+ 
C+ 
A+ 
B+ 
C+ 
D++ 
A+ 
C+ 
A+ 
C+ 
A+ 
C+ 

Stage II 

AB+ 
CD+ 
AB+ 
CD+ 
AB++ 
CD++ 
AB+ 

AB+ 

AB++ 

AB+ 
CD++ 

Test 

B vs. D 

AD vs. BC 

AD vs. BC 
A. B. C. D 

AD VS. BC 

AD vs. BC 

AD vs. BC 
A. B. C, D 

Note A, B. C, and D were four cond1t1oned Stimuli a c cker, tone. light, and flashmg hght, respectively 
(counterbalanced) + denotes a 0.4-mA shock unconditioned stimulus: ++ denotes two 0.4-mA shocks, + 
denotes a 08-mA uncond1t1oned st1mulus Adapted from "Unblocking '" Pavlovian Fear Cond1t1onmg," by 
L. Bradfield and G P McNally, 2008, Journal of Experimental Psychology: Animal Behav1or Processes, 34, 
p 259. Copyright 2008 by the American Psycholog1cal Assoc1at1on. 
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• Table 5.5. Sample Table Display of a Sample's Characteristics 

Table X 

IndiVIdual and Family Characteristics as a Percentage of the Sample (Census Data in 
Parentheses) 

Mother Father Child 
Characteristic (n == 750) (n == 466) (n = 750) 

Self-Identity 
Mex1can 77.2 71.0 41.0 
Mexican American 22.8 29.0 59.0 

Nat1vitya 
Mex1co 74.2 (38.2) 80.0 (44.2) 29.7 
United States 25.8 (61.8) 20.0 (55.8) 70.3 

Language preferenceb 
English 30.2 (52.7) 23.2 (52.7) 82.5 (70.0) 
Spamsh 69.8 (48.3) 76.8 (483) 17.5 (30.0) 

Education level completed• 
8th grade or less 29.2 (30.7) 30.2 (33.4) 
Some high school 19.5 (20.9) 22.4 (22.6) 
12th grade 23.1 (22.5) 20.9 (20.7) 
Some college/vocat ional 22.0 (19.2) 20.2 (17.1) 

traimng 
Bachelor's or higher 6.2 (6.8) 6.2 (6.2) 

Employment statusc 
Employed 63.6 (46.6) 96.6 (97.1) 
Unemployed 11.2 (3.5) 3.5 (2.9) 
Housewife 25.2 

Note. Adapted from "Sampling and Recruitment 1n Stud1es of Cultural Influences on Adjustment: A Case 
Study W1th Mex1can Amencans, · by M. W . Roosa. F F Liu. M . Torres. N A Gonzales, G P. Kn1ght, and 
0 Saenz. 2008. Journal of Family Psychology, 22. p. 300. Copynght 2008 by the Amencan Psychological 
Assoc1at1on. 
'Census data are for all women or men and are not lim1ted to parents or adults 1n our age group. bThe most 
comparable census data for mothers and fathers are for all adults 18 and older and for children are for 
15- to 17-year-olds. <Census data are for all women, not just mothers. whereas the male data are lim1ted to 
husbands. 

head. Headings stacked in th is way are called decked heads. Often decked heads can 
be used to avoid repetition of words in column heads (see Table 5.1). If possible, do 
not use more than rwo levels of decked heads. 

Incorrect: Wordy: Correct: 

Temporal Left Right Temporal lobe 

lobe: Left Right temporal temporal 
lobe lobe Left Right 

I 
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• Table 5.6. Sample Table of Correlations in Which the Values for Two 
Samples Are Presented 

Table X 

Summary of /ntercorrelat!Ons, Means, and Standard Deviations for Scores on the BSS, 
80/, SAFE, and MEIM as a Functton of Race 

Measure 2 3 4 M so 

1. BSS .54* .29* - .23* 1.31 4.32 

2. BDI .54* .34* - .14* 8.33 7.76 

3. SAFE .19* .30* - .074 47.18 13.24 

4. MEIM -.09 - .11 - .08 47.1 9 6.26 

M 1.50 9.13 39.07 37.78 

so 3.84 7.25 13.17 7.29 

Note. lntercorrelat1ons for Afncan Amencan part1c1pants (n = 2961 are presented above the diagonal. and 
intercorrelat1ons for European Amencan partiCipants (n = 163) are presented below the diagonal Means and 
standard dev1at1ons for Afncan American students are presented 10 the vert•cal columns. and means and 
standard dev1at1ons for European Americans are presented 1n the horizontal rows. For all scales, h1gher 
scores are mdicatlve of more extreme respondmg 10 the d1rect1on of the construct assessed. BSS = Beck 
Su1c1de Scale; BDI = Beck Depress1on Inventory; SAFE = Soc•etal. Attitudinal, Fam1hal, and Environmental 
Acculturat1ve Stress Scale; MEIM = Mult1group Ethn1c Identity Measure. Adapted from "An Empirical 
Investigation of Acculturat1ve Stress and Ethn1c ldent1ty as Moderators for Depression and Su•c•dalldeat1on 
m College Students," by R. L. Walker, L. R. Wingate, E. M. Obas1, and T. E. Jomer, 2008. Cultural Dtverstty 
and Ethmc Mmomy Psychology, 14, p. 78 Copynght 2008 by the American Psychological Association 
•p < .01 

A few tables may require table spanners in the body of the table. These table span
ners cover the entire width of the body of the table, allowing for further divisions with
in the table (see Tables 5.1 and 5.15). Also, table spanners can be used to combine two 
tables provided they have identical column heads. 

Any item within a column should be syntactically as well as conceptually comparable 
with the other items in that column, and all items should be described by the column head: 

N onpara lief: 

Condition 

Functional psychotic 

Drinks to excess 

Character disorder 

Parallel: 

Condition 

Functional psychosis 

Alcoholism 

Character disorder 

Stub heads, column heads, and column spanners should be singular unless they 
refer to groups (e.g., Children), but table spanners may be plural. Capitalize only the 
first letter of the first word of all headings (column heads, column spanners, stub 



• Table 5.7. Sample Table of Results of Fitting Mathematical Models 

Table X 

Estimates [and 95% Confidence Intervals) for the Parameters of the Simplified 
ConJoint Recognition Model for Experiment 5 

List condition 

Parameter Target-first Target-last Control ~Gtdr- 21 

a .43 .28 .24 4.26 
[.30, .57) [.16, .40) [.10, .38) 

b .26 .27 .19 4.68 
[.19, .32) [.21 , .33) [.13, .24) 

G, .29 .38 .28 0.39 
[.00, .63) [.14, .63) [.03, .53) 

G, .43 .70 .72 4.86 
[.19, .67) [.55, .84) [.56, .88) 

v. .89 .81 .86 3.20 
[.83, .94) [.75, .87) [.80, .91 ) 

v; .728 .05b .23b 20.89 
(61, .82) [.00, .42) [.00, .621 

p 

.12 

.10 

.82 

.09 

.20 

<.01 

Note Parameter estimates in each row that share subscnpts do not d1Her SJgnJfJcantly a = probability of 
guessmg "target"; b =probability of guess1ng that an Item 1s e1ther a target or a related probe; G, = probabil
Ity of retnevmg a target's gist trace given a target probe; G, = probability of retnev•ng a target's g1st trace 
g•ven a related probe; V, = probability of retriev1ng a target's verbatim trace g1ven a target probe; V, = proba
b •IY of retnev1ng a target's verbatim trace given a related probe. Adapted from "A Simplified Conjoint 
AecognotJon Paradigm for the Measurement of Gist and Verbatim Memory, " by C. Stahl and K. C. Klauer, 
2008, Journal of Expenmental Psychology: Learnmg, Memory, and Cognition, 34, p. 579. Copyright 2008 by 
tne Amencan Psychological Assoc1at•on. 

heads, and table spanners) and word entries. AI o, capitalize the first letter of each 
word of all proper nouns and the first word following a colon or em dash. 

5.14 Table Body 

Decimal values. The table body contains the data. Express numerical values to the 
number of decimal places that the precision of measurement justifies (see section 4.35), 
and if possible, carry all comparable values to the same number of decimal places. 

Empty cells. If the point of intersection between a row and a column (called a cell) can
nor be filled because data are not applicable, leave the cell blank. If a cell cannot be 
filled because data were not obtained or are not reported, insert a dash in that cell and 
explain che use of the dash in the general noce to rhe table. By convention, a dash in 

I 

I 
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the main diagonal position of a correlation matrix (see Table 5.6) indicates the corre
lation of an item with itself, which must be 1.00, and is simply replaced by the dash. 
If you need to explain that an element of a table is unavailable or inapplicable, u e a 
specific note rather than a dash (see section 5.16). 

Conciseness. Be selective in your presentation. Do not include columns of data that 
can be calculated easily from other columns: 

Not concise: 

No. responses 

First Second 

Participant trial trial Total M 

5 7 12 6 

The example could be improved by giving either the number of responses per trial 
or the total number of responses, whichever is more important to the discussion, and 
by not including the column with the mean because its calculation is simple. 

5. 15 Confidence Intervals in Tables 

When a table includes point estimates, for example, means, correlations, or regression 
slopes, it should also, where possible, include confidence intervals. You may report 
confidence intervals in tables either by using brackets, as in text (see section 4.1 0) and 
in Table 5.8, or by giving lower and upper limits in separate columns, as in Table 5.9. 
In every table that includes confidence intervals, state the confidence level, for exam
ple, 95%. It is usually best to use the same confidence level throughout a paper. 

5.16 Table Notes 

Tables may have three kinds of notes placed below the body of the table: general notes, 
specific notes, and probability notes. 

A general note qualifies, explains, or provides information relating to the table as 
a whole and ends with an explanation of any abbreviations, symbols, and the like. 
Included within general notes would be any acknowledgments that a table is repro
duced from another source. General notes are designated by the word Note (italicized) 
followed by a period. (See Tables 5.1 and 5.4, among others.) 

Note. Factor loadings greater than .45 are shown in boldface. M =match process, 
N = nonmatch process. 

A specific note refers to a particular column, row, or cell. Specific notes are indi
cated by superscript lowercase letters (e.g., •· b. c). Within the headings and table body, 
order the superscripts from left to right and from top to bottom, starting at the top left. 

Table notes, general or specific, apply only to that specific table and not to any other 
table. Begin each table's first footnote with a superscript lowercase a (see Table 5.5). 

•n = 25. bThis participant d1d not complete the trials. 
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• Table 5.8. Sample Table Including Confidence Intervals With Brackets 

Table X 

We1ght Status, Body Dissatisfaction, and Weight Control Behaviors at Time 7 and 
Swcldalldeation at Time 2 

Adjusted for 
demographic 

Unadjusted• variablesb 

Variable OR 95% Cl OR 95% Cl 

Wetght status 
Young men 0.97 [0.78, 1.21 ] 0.94 [0.75, 1.19) 
Young women 1.06 [0.88, 1.26] 1.02 [0.85, 1.231 

Body dtssattsfaction 
Young men 0.88 [0.50, 1.54] 0.99 [0.56, 1.75] 
Young women 1.06 [0. 77, 1.46] 1.02 [0.74, 1.42] 

UWCB 
Young men 0.81 [0.54, 1.24] 0.77 [0.50, 1.19] 

Young women 0.89 [0.65, 1.21] 0.93 [0.68, 1 .271 
EWCB 

Young men 1.36 [0.55, 3.36) 1.73 [0.69, 4.37) 

Young women 1.98 [1 .34, 2.93] 2.00 [1 .34, 2.99] 

Note. OR= odds ratio; Cl = confidence interval; UWCB = unhealthy we1ght control behav1ors; EWCB = 
extreme we1ght control behav1ors. Adapted from "Are Body Dissatisfaction. Eating Disturbance. and Body 
Mass Index Predictors of Suicidal Behavior 1n Adolescents? A Long1tudmal Study," by S Crow, M. E. 
E1senberg. M. Story, and D Neumark-Sztainer, 2008, Journal of Consu/tmg and Climcal Psychology, 76, 
P 890. Copynght 2008 by the Amencan Psychological Assoc1at1on. 
•Four wetght·related variables entered simultaneously •Adjusted for race, SOCIOeconomiC status, and age 
group. 

A probability note indicates how asterisks and other symbols are used in a table to 

mdicate p values and thus the results of rests of statistical hypothesis testing. For results 
of statistical significance testing in text and tables, report the exact probabilities to two 
or three decimal places (e.g., p = .023 as opposed ro p <.OS; see Table 5.7 and section 
4.35). When displaying the result in graphical modes (including certain tables such as 
tables of correlation matrices), it may be difficult to follow this recommendation with
our making the graphic unruly. Therefore, when displaying results graphically, revert 
to reporting in the "p <" style if using exact probabilities would make it difficult to 
comprehend the graphic. When discussing the results in the text, use exact probabili
ties regardless of the display mode. Include a probability note only when relevant to 
specific data within the table. 

If the "p <" style is required, asterisks indicate ranges of p values. Assign the same 
number of asterisks from table to table within your paper, such as •p < .05, • •p < .01, 
and ... p < .001. Do not use any value smaller than • • •p < .001. 

I 
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• Table 5.9. Sample Table Including Confidence Intervals With Upper 
and Lower Limits 

Table X 

Est1mated Distance (em) for Letter and Digit Stimuli 

Letters 

Digits 

Condit ion M (SD) 

14.5 (28.6) 

31 .8 (33.2) 

Note. Cl = confidence interval; LL = lower lim1t, UL = upper limit. 

LL 

5.4 

21.2 

95% Cl 

UL 

23 6 

42.4 

If you need to distinguish between one-tailed and two-tailed tests in the same table, 
use an asterisk for the two-tailed p values and an alternate symbol (e.g., dagger) for 
the one-tailed p values. 

* p < .05, two-tailed. ** p < .01 , two-tailed. 1 p < .05, one-tailed. 
11p < .01, one-tailed. 

To indicate statistically significant differences between two or more table entries
for example, means that a re compared with procedures such as a Tukey rest- use low
ercase subscripts (see Table 5.7). Explain the use of the subscripts in the table note (see 
the following sample table notes). 

Note. Means sharing a common subscript are not statistically different at a = 
.01 according to the Tukey HSD procedure. 

Order the notes to a table in the following sequence: general note, specific note, 
probability note (see Table 5.1) . 

Note. The part1c1pants ... responses. 

•n = 25. bn = 42. 

*p < .05. **p < .01 . 

Each type of note begins flush left (i.e., no paragraph indentatio n) on a new line 
below the table. The first specific note begins flush left on a new line under the gener
al note; subsequent specific notes are run in (lengthy specific notes may be set on sep
arate line when typeset) . The fi rst probability note begins flush left on a new line; sub
sequent probability notes are run in. 

Notes can be useful for elimina ting repetition from the body of a table. Certain 
types of information may be appropriate either in the table or in a note. To determine 
the placement of such material, remember that clearly and efficiently organ ized data 
enable the reader to focus on the data. Thus, if probability value or subsample sizes are 
numerous, use a column rather than many notes. Conversely, if a row or column con
rains few entries (or the same entry), eliminate the column by adding a note to the table: 
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Poor: Better: 

Group n Group• 

Anx1ous 15 Anxious 

Depressed 15 Depressed 

Control 15 Control 

•n = 15 

5.17 Ruling of Tables 

Limit the use of rules (i.e., lines) in a table to those that are necessary for clarity. 
Appropriately positioned white space can be an effective substitute for rules; for exam
ple, long, uninterrupted columns of numbers or words are more readable if a horizontal 
lme of space is inserted after every fourth or fifth entry. In the manuscript, use spacing 
berween columns and rows and strict alignment to clarify relationships within a table. 

Tables may be submined either single- or double-spaced. Consider the readability 
of the table during the review process in making your decision. 

5.18 Presenting Data in Specific Types of Tables 

Complex experimental designs can be summarized in compact tables, making the 
entire structure of the experiment clear without the need for lengthy textual descrip
tions (see Table 5.4). 

Important characteristics of a sample can be concisely summarized in a well-organ
ized table. Providing comparable census data can help the reader understand the gen
eralizabiliry of the results (see Table 5.5). 

Key psychometric properties of the major variables can be easily summarized in a 
table (see Table 5.1 0) . Clearly state the index of reliability (or other psychometric 
property) being used and the sample on which the reliability was based (if different 
from the study sample). 

Table 5.11 shows one-degree-of-freedom within-subject contrasts within a larger 
~et of effects, including both confidence intervals and effect sizes. In Table 5.6, note the 
compact, yet information-packed, form in which the intercorrelations among the vari
ables for two different groups are presented in the same table-one group below the 
mam diagonal, the other above the main diagonal. Means and standard deviations for 
the two groups are similarly positioned, with the Group 1 means and standard devia
nons given in the last two data columns and those for Group 2 in the last two data 
rows. Construction of a correlation matrix of this rype nor only is concise in terms of 
the amount of page space used but also makes the visual comparison of correlationa l 
elements much easier. 

Clearly label the type of regression (e.g., hierarchical) and type of regression coef
ficients (raw or standardized) being reported (see Tables 5.12 and 5.13). For hierarchi
cal and orher equenrial regressions, be sure ro provide the increments of change (see 
\ection 4.44 ). 

In model-comparison tables, ensure that the competing models are clearly identi
fied and that the comparisons are clearly specified. Comparative fir indices can be use
ful for rhe reader ( ee Tables 5.14 and 5.15). 

I 
I 
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Table 5.10. Sample Table Display of Psychometric Properties of Key 
Outcome Variables 

Table X 

Psychometric Properties of the Major Study Variables 

Range 

Variable n M so Potential Actual Skew 

Dtspos1t1onal 

affectiVIty 

Pos1tive 560 3.27 0.77 .91 1-5 1.0-5.0 --Q.36 

Negative 563 2.26 0 79 .91 1-5 1.0-4.7 063 

Social support 

Mother 160 4.17 1.08 .92 1-5 1.0-5.0 -1 54 

Partner 474 4.03 1.19 .94 1-5 1.0-5.0 -1 26 

Friend 396 4 37 0.89 .90 1-5 1.0-5.0 -1 94 

Soc1al conflict 

Mother 159 1.22 0.47 .81 1-5 1.0-3.6 307 

Partner 471 1.40 0.79 .90 1-5 1.0-5.0 2.63 

Friend 381 1.15 0.45 .79 1-5 1.0-5.0 5 27 

Postabortion 

adjustment 

Distress 609 0.59 0.63 .90 Q--4 0.0-3.0 1 56 

Well-being 606 4 60 0.69 .85 1-6 2.3-6 0 -0 .53 

Note. The vanat1on 1n sample siZe IS due to the vanat10n 1n the number of women who told a part1cular source 
about the abort1on. Adapted from " Mtxed Messages Implications of Social Conflict and Socaal Support With1n 
Close Relat1onships for Adjustment to a Stressful L1fe Event.· by B. Major, J. M. Zubek. M. L Cooper. 
C. Cozzarelh, and C. Rtchards. 1997, Journal of Personality and Soc,al Psychology. 76, p. 1355. Copyright 1997 
by the Amencan Psychological Association. 

The two illustrative samples in Table 5.3 demonstrate how table formatting can be 
varied depending on the emphasis desired. Tables may contain entries other than just 
numerals (e.g., text; see Table 5 .16) as long as the basic row by column structure is 
maintained. 
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• Table 5.11. Sample Table of One-Degree-of-Freedom Statistical 
Contrasts 

Table X 

Contrast of Time 1 With Time 2 For Exhaustion-Only Group That Changed Toward 
Burnout 

Time1 Time2 95% Cl 
Cohen's 

Vanable M so M so t(34) p LL UL d 

Workload 2.79 0.89 2.61 0.66 1.61 .12 -0.06 0.42 0.72 

Control 3.60 0.83 3.13 1.18 1.91 .06 -0.05 0.98 0.85 

Reward 3.58 0.82 3.26 0.62 1.68 10 -0.08 0.70 0.75 

Community 3.75 0.79 3.21 1.01 2.96 .006 0.16 0.92 1.32 

Fa1rness 2.77 0.65 2.32 0.97 2.33 .03 0.05 0.85 1.04 

Values 3.25 0.78 2.65 0.93 3.70 <.001 0.26 0.94 1.65 

Exhaustion 3.16 0.96 3.62 0.95 -2.08 .05 -0.92 0.00 -0.93 

Cymc1sm 0.92 0.38 3.30 1.05 -8.71 <.001 -2.95 -1.81 -3.89 

Eff1cacy 4.54 1.08 4.38 1.25 0.51 .61 -0.49 0.80 0.23 

Note Cl = conf1dence interval; LL = lower limit: UL = upper lim1t. Adapted from "Early Predictors of Job 
Burnout and Engagement." by C Maslach and M. Le1ter. 2008, Journal of Applied Psychology, 93, p. 509. 
Copynght 2008 by the Amencan Psychological Association. 

I 
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• Table 5.12. Sample Regression Table 

Table X 

Predictors of Self-Reported Moral Behav1or 

Constant 

Gender 

Age 

Variable 

Social des1rability b1as 

Model1 8 

3.192*" 

0.18* 

-0.06 

-o 08** 

-0.17** 

0.07* 

Self-reported moral behav1or 

8 

2.99** 

0.17 

-0.05 

-0.08 * 

-0.16** 

0.06 

0.07* 

Model2 

95o/o Cl 

[2.37, 3 62) 

[-0.00, 0.331 

[-0.14, 0 03) 

[-0.1 0, -0.05) 

[-0.26, -0 06) 

[-0.01, 0.12) 

[0.00, 0.13) 

- 0.01 [-0.08, 0 06) 

Moral identity internalization 

Moral identity symbolization 

Perceptual moral attentiveness 

Reflective moral attentiveness 

R2 .29 .31 

F 

tlR2 

tlF 

19.07** 14.46** 

.01 

2.39 

Note. N = 242 Cl = conf1dence Interval. Adapted from "Moral Attentiveness. Who Pays Attent1on to the 
Moral Aspects of Ufe?" by S J . Reynolds. 2008. Journal of Apphed Psychology. 93. p. 1035. Copynght 2008 
by the Amencan Psychologocal Assoc1at1on 
• p < .05 .•• p < .01 . 
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• Table 5.13. Sample Hierarchical Multiple Regression Table 

Table X 

Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analyses Predictmg Postabortlon Positive Weii-Bemg 
From Preabortion Soc1al Support and Preabortion Social Conflict With Mother. Partner. 
and Fnend 

Source of socral support and social conflict 

Mother Partner Friend 

Predictor !lR2 ~ !lR2 ~ !lR2 ~ 

Step 1 .13* .10*** .10*** 
Control variablesa 

Step 2 .16*** .19*** .22*** 
Positive affect .31 *** .32*** .35*** 
Negatrve affect - .25*** -.27*** -.30*** 

Step 3 .02 .05*** .01 * 
Sacral support .17* .17*** .081 

Sacral conflict .09 -.08 -.06 

Step 4 .01 .00 .00 

Social Support x 
Social Conflict - .14 -.00 -.07 

Total R2 .32*** .33*** .34*** 

n 153 455 373 

Note Adapted from "M1xed Messages. lmphcat1ons of Soc1al Conflict and Soc1al Support Within Close 
Re at,onshlps for AdJustment to a Stressful Life Event," by B. Major, J M. Zubek, M . L. Cooper, C. Cozzarelli. 
and C A1chards. 1997, Journal of Personality and Soc1al Psychology. 72, p. 1359 Copyright 1997 by the 
Amencan Psychological Assoc1at1on 
'Control vanables 1ncluded age, race, educat1on. manta! status, rehg1on. abort1on history, depression h1story. 
and pr•or mental health counseling. 
·o < 10. •p < 05 • • •p < .001 

I 



• Table 5.14. Sample Model Comparison Table 

Table X 

Fit lnd1ces for Nested Sequence of Cross-Sectional Models 

I 
Model X} NFI PFI X2

d,ff NFI 

1. Mobley's (1977) 
measurement model 443.18* .92 .67 

2. Quit & search intentions 529.80* .89 .69 
Difference between 

Model 2 and Model 1 86.61 * 03 

3. Search intentions & 
thoughts of quitting 519.75* .90 .69 
Difference between 

Model 3 and Model 1 76.57* .02 

4. Intentions to quit & 
thoughts of quitting 546.97* .89 .69 
Difference between 

Model 4 and Model 1 103.78* .03 

5. One withdrawal cognition 616.97* .87 .70 
Difference between 

Model 5 and Model 1 173.79* 05 

6. Hom, Griffeth, & Sallaro's 
(1984) structural model 754.37* .84 .71 
Difference between 

Model 6 and Model 5 137.39* 03 

7. Structural null model 2,741.49* .23 .27 
Difference between 

Model 7 and Model 6 1,987.13* .61 

8. Null model 3,849.07* 

Note NFI = normed f1t mdex; PFI = pars1momous f1t 1ndex Adapted from "Structural Equations Modehng 
Test of a Turnover Theory: Cross-Sectional and Long1tud1nal Analyses," by P. W. Hom and R. W Gnffeth, 
1991. Journal of Applied Psychology, 76, p 356. Copynght 1991 by the American Psychological Association 
•p < .05. 



• Table 5.15. Sample Multilevel Model Table 

Table X 

Ftxed Effects Estimates (Top) and Variance-Covariance Estimates (Bottom) for Models 
of the Predictors of Pos1tive Parenting 

Parameter Modell Model2 Model3 Model4 Model5 

Fixed effects 

Intercept 12.51 (0.04) 12.23 (0.07) 12.23 (0.07) 12.23 (0.07) 12.64 (0.11) 

Level 1 

(Child-specific) 

Age -0.49* (0.02) -0.48* (0.02) -0.48* (0.02) -0.48* (0.02) 

Age2 0.06* (0.01) 0.06* (0.01) 0.06* (0.01) 0 .06* (0.01) 

Negative -0.56* (0.08) -0.53* (0 08) -0.57* (0.09) -0.57* (0.09) 

affect1v1ty 

Gir' 0.05 (005) 0 .05 (0.05) 0.04 (0.05) 0.07 (0.05) 

Not b10. -0.34 (0.26) -0.28 (0.26) -0.28 (0.26) -0.30 (0.28) 

mother 

Not b1o. father -0.34 * (0.1 0) -0.31* (0.10) -0.30* (0.10) -0.29 (0.15) 

Oldest sibling 0.38* (0.07) 0.37* (0.07) 0.37" (0.07) 0.36* (0.07) 

Middle sibling -0.36* (0.06) -0.34. (0.06) -0.35* (0.06) -0.28* (0 06) 

Level 2 (family) 

SES 0.18* (0.06) 

Manta I -0.43* (0.14) 

d1Ssat1sfact1on 

Fam1ly s1ze -0.41* (0.08) 

Single parent 0.09 (0.19) 

AIJ.g~rl sibsh1p -0.20 (0.13) 

Mlxed~ender -0.25* (0.10) 

SibShip 

Random parameters 

Level2 

Intercept/ 5.13* (0.17) 4 .87* (0.15) 4.92 * (0. 15) 4.86* (0.15) 4.79* (0.14) 

1ntercept 

(cr~ 

Age/age (cr~,l 0.09* (0.01) 0 .09* (0.01) 0.09* (0.01) 

(continued) 

I 
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Table 5.15. Sample Multilevel Model Table (continued) 

Parameter Modell Model2 Model3 Mode14 Model 5 

Age/intercept -0.04 (0.03) -0.05 (003) -0.05 (0.031 

I 
(a~,ol 

Neg. affecVneg. 1.51 * (0.46) 1.51* (0 46) 

affect (a~) 

Neg. affecV -0.03 (0.20) -0.02 (0 201 

intercept 

Ia~ 

Neg. affecV 0.00 (0.05) -0.00 (0 05) 

age (a~,l 

Level 1 

lntercepV 3.80* (0.08) 2 74* (0.06) 2.30* (0.07) 2.19* (007) 2.18* (0071 

intercept 

(woJ 

-2*1og 38,369.7 37,001.9 36,919.6 36,899.8 36,849.4 

likelihood 

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses. Not b1o mother = not living w1th the b1olog1cal mother; Not b10 
father = not living w1th the biological father; SES = socioeconomic status; Neg. affect = negatiVe affectiVIty 
Adapted from "The Role of the Shared Family Context 1n Differential Parenting," by J. M. Jenkins, 
J. Rasbash, and T. G. O'Connor, 2003, Developmental Psychology. 39, p. 104. Copyright 2003 by the 
American Psychological Associat1on. 
•p < .05. 
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Table 5.16. Sample Word Table 

Table X 

Inductively Developed Thematic Categories 

Category 
Thematic 
category Key terms 
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Characteristic 
Level 3 responses 

01 . How "should" husbands wives, and children act? What is the "right way" to act? 
What are certain family members supposed to do? 

Fam1ty traditionalism 

Fl Macho Man. woman, say, The husband is the one who 
privilege house OR mother g1ves "orders." The w1fe 

never says what she feels. 
The children should "obey," 
no matter what. 

F2 Family trust Respect OR Always share everything 
and respect trust OR work equally and there should be 

OR help respect among everyone/ 
between couples and children. 

F3 Fam1ly unity Fam1ly OR unity Above all, there should be 
family unity. 

F4 Values Trad1t1on OR If she is a true believer. she 
traditions continue OR should always participate in 

important the traditions. 

02 Many "traditional" people like Maria bel1eve that life in a small rural town 
1s better than life 1n a big c1ty. Please tell me some of these beliefs. 

Rural lifestyle 

Rl Small town Small town OR Because there is so much 
life is better everybody knows v1olence 1n the big c1ty 

each other You know your town and peo-
pie and you trust each other 
like fam1ly 

R2 B1g city op- Live OR believe Better to live m a b1g c1ty 
portunitles OR big CitieS because there are more JObs 

OR better and educational opportunities. 

R3 Rural Life OR less stress I agree that life in a small town 
tranquility OR rural IS better because in a small 

town life IS more peaceful. 

There IS less gang activity and 
overall life IS more peaceful. 

R4 It depends It depends OR more Sometimes 1t IS true that rural 
opportunities life IS better However, it's also 
OR the City true that a b1g c1ty can help 

you or can destroy you; that 
depends on you. 

101e Adapted from " TraditiOns and Alcohol Use A M1xed-Methods Analys1s," by F G Castro and K Coe, 
2007, Cultural D1vers1ty and Ethmc Mmonty Psychology. 13, p. 276. Copyright 2007 by the Amencan 
Psycholog1cal Assoc1at1on 

I 
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5.19 Table Checklist 

The following checklist may help ensure that the data in your table are effectively pre
sented and conform ro the style rules presented in this chapter. 

Table Checklist 

[, Is the table necessary? 

0 Does it belong in the print and electronic versions of the article, or can it go 1n 
an online supplemental file? 

Are all comparable tables in the manuscript consistent in presentation? 

0 Is the title brief but explanatory? 

L Does every column have a column head? 

Are all abbreviations explamed, as well as special use of italics. parentheses. 
dashes, boldface, and special symbols? 

Are the notes in the follow1ng order: general note, specific note, probab1llty 
note? 

0 Are all vertical rules eliminated? 

l J Are confidence intervals reported for all major point estimates? Is the confi
dence level-for example, 95%-stated, and is the same level of confidence 
used for all tables and throughout the paper? 

0 If statistical significance testing is used. are all probability level values correct
ly identified? Are astensks attached to the appropriate table entries only 
when needed (as opposed to stating exact probabilities)? When used, 1s a 
probability level assigned the same number of asterisks in all tables in the 
same paper? 

L If all or part of a copynghted table 1s reproduced or adapted, do the table 
notes give full credit to the copyright owner? Have you received wntten per
mission for reuse (in pnnt and electromc form) from the copynght holder and 
sent a copy of that written permission to the journal editor w1th the fina l ver
SIOn of your paper? 

0 Is the table referred to in text? 

Figures 
5.20 Principles of Figure Use and Construction 

There are many different types of figures; however, certain principles are the same for 
all figure types. The first consideration is the information value of the figure in the con
text of the paper in which it is to appear. If the figure does not add sub tantively to the 
understanding of the paper or duplicate other elements of the paper, it should not be 



mcluded. A second consideration is whether a figure is the best way to communicate 
the mformarion. In some cases (particularly when quanmative information is being 
com·eyed), a table may offer more precision than, say, a graph. A third consideration 
ts the degree to which the figure can be produced in a way that captures the essential 
mformarion features desired without visually distracting derail. When considering 
mclusion of a figure, always remember that the information value of the figure must 
dommare other decisions. If you focus on the principle of information value, other 
questions-for example, use of color, use of photographic images, or magnitude of 
cropping of a picture-should be relatively easy to resolve. 

As with other elements of a manuscript, you may wish to consider placing some 
figures in online supplemental materials archives when those are available. Figures 
placed in online supplemental materials archives are rho e char would enrich the 
understanding of the material presented in the print version of the article but are not 
e sential to the basic understanding of the material. You might wanr also to include 
materials that cannot be displayed in print format, such as video clips. As with other 
online supplemental materials, figures must be able ro be understood on their own (see 
section 2.13). Therefore label them dearly and use derailed legends. 

5.21 Types of Figures 

.\!any types of figures can be used to present data to the reader. Sometimes the choice 
of which type to use will be obvious; at other times it will nor. The more common types 
of figures used are described next. 

• Graphs typica lly display the relationship between two quantitative indices or 
between a continuous quantitative variable (usually displayed as the y-axis) and 
groups of subjects displayed along the x-axis. 

• Charts generally display nonquanritative information such as the flow of subjects 
through a process, for example, flow charts. 

• Maps genera ll y display spatial information. 

• Drawings show information pictorially. 

• Photographs contain direct visual representations of information. 

Although the e are general prototypes, there are many variations and versions of each, 
and the distinctions among many of them are not clear. Computer-generated images 
can be made to eem as if they are life-reflecting photographs, and photographs can be 
engtneered to look more like drawings. Whenever photographic images are changed in 
a way that their basic information is modified, you must disclose the manipulation (see 
section 5.29). 

Figures can be effectively used to illustrate complex theoretical formulations (see 
Figure 5.1) or to represent a theory graphically through a set of path models (see 
Figure 5.2). They can also show the sampling and flow of subjects through a random
ized clinical trial or other experiment (see Figure 5.3) or the flow of participants in a 
survey study (see Figure 5.4). Figures can be used to illustrate the results of a one-way 
destgn with error bars representing precision of the resulting estimates (see Figure 5.5) 
or emptrical results from a complex multivariate model (see Figure 5.6). They can also 
show derails concerning the kinds of responses being gathered and scoring methods 
(see Figure 5.7) as well as details of an experimental laboratory set-up (see Figure 5.8) 
and an experimental procedure (see Figure 5.9). 

I 
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• Figure 5.1. Complex Theoretical Formulations 

Figure X. Processing tree model for the Simplified conjoint recognition paradigm. 
Rectangles on the left denote probe type, rectangles on the right denote responses. 
They are connected by branches of the processing tree that represent the combina
tion of cognitive processes postulated by the model. ~ = probability of retrievmg a 
target's verbatim trace g1ven a target probe; ~ = probability of retriev1ng a target's 
verbatim trace given a related probe, G, = probability of retrieving a target's g1st trace 
g1ven a target probe, G. = probability of retrieving a target's gist trace g1ven a related 
probe; b = probability of guess1ng that an item 1s either a target or a related probe; a 
=probability of guess1ng " target" Adapted from "'A Simplified Conjo1nt Recogn1t1on 
Parad1gm for the Measurement of G1st and Verbatim Memory," by C. Stahl and K C 
Klauer, 2008, Journal of Expenmental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cogmtlon, 
34, p. 573. Copyright 2008 by the American Psychological Association. 

5.22 Standards for Figures 

The standards for good figure are simplicity, clarity, continuity, and {of course) infor
mation value. 

A good figure 

• augments rather than duplicates the text, 
• conveys only essemial fact , 

• omits visually distracting detail, 

• i easy to read-its elements {type, lines, labels, symbols, etc.) are large enough to be 
read with ease, 
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• Figure 5.2. Theory Through a Set of Path Models 

Home Literac) 
Em ironment 
(Predictor<;) 

a) Direct Pathway 

c Language and 
Literacy Skill 
(Criterion) 

I Home Literacy 
Environment 
!Predictor<;) 

c' Language and 
,... _________________________ ,. Literacy Skill 

a 

Mediator. (Phonological 
Awareness, Preschool Letter 
Identification, Vocabulary) 

b) Jndirect or Mediated Pathway 

(Criterion) 

b 

Figure X Generic mediation model bemg tested (on the basis of Baron & Kenny, 
1986). Adapted from "Preschool Home Literacy Pract1ces and Children's Literacy 
Development· A Longitudinal Analys1s," by M Hood, E Conlon, and G. Andrews, 
2008, Journal of EducatiOnal Psychology. 100, p. 259. Copynght 2008 by the 
Amencan Psychological Association. 

I is eas} to understand-its purpose is readily apparent, 
I is consistent with and in the same style as similar figures in the same article, and 

• is carefully planned and prepared. 

Be certain in figures of all types that 

I lines are smooth and sharp, 
I typeface is simple (sans serif) and legible, 

I units of measure are provided, 

• axes are clearly labeled, and 
I elements Wlthm the figure are labeled or explained. 

Be certam, for instance, to distinguish between error bars and confidence intervals. 
When usmg confidence intervals, clearly specify the s1ze of the interval (e.g., 95%); 

I 



• Figure 5.3. Sampling and Flow of Subjects Through a Randomized 
Clinical Trial or Other Experiment 
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Figure X. Participant flow chart following Consolidated Standards of Reporting 
Trials guidelines. ANCOVA = analysis of covariance. Adapted from "Evaluating a 
Brief Prevention Program for Improving Marital Conflict in Community Families." 
by E. M . Cummings, W. B. Faircloth, P. M. M itchell. J. S. Cummings, and A. C. 
Schermerhorn. 2008, Journal of Family Psychology, 22, p. 196. Copyright 2008 by 
the American Psychological Association. 



• Figure 5.4. Flow of Participants in a Survey Study 

155 surplus not called 

270 refused 

172 refused after screerung 

74 refused after scheduling 

17 soft refusals; multlple 
unexcused cancellations 

7 refused during Interview 

2,137 eligible to be 
contacted 

86. 1% classroom 
response rate 

I 61 surplus 4 partial 
mtervtew 
dropped 

750 Interviews completed 
73.2% response rate 
of nonsurplus eligible 

families 

12 unreachable 

56 no longer attending 
partiC1pabng school 

99 no biological mother 
In the home 

298 biological mother not 
of Mexican origin 

1 06 biological father not 
of MexJCan orig•n 

243 noobiologiC8l father 
in the home 

16 With severe 
leam1ng d1sab1hbes 

3 non-Span1sh or 
non·Enghsh speakers 

9 participating in 
another PAC project 

Figure X. Response rate throughout the recruitment and interviewing processes. 
PRC = Prevention Research Center. Adapted from "Sampling and Recruitment m 
Studies of Cultural Influences on Adjustment: A Case Study With Mexican 
Americans." by M . W. Roosa, F. F. Liu, M . Torres, N. A. Gonzales, G. P. Knight, 
and D. Saenz. 2008, Journal of Family Psychology. 22, p. 299. Copynght 2008 by 
the American Psychological Association. 
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Figure 5.5. Results of One-Way Design Using Error Bars to 
Represent Precision of the Resulting Estimates 
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Test 1, Day 1 Test 2, Day 1 

Test 

Final test, 
1 week later 

Figure X. Accuracy in Experiment 1 for each type of feedback and for each test. 
Error bars represent standard errors. Points are offset horizontally so that error 
bars are visible. Adapted from "When Does Feedback Facilitate Learning of 
Words?" by H. Pashler, N. J. Cepeda, J. T. Wixted, and D. Rohrer, 2005, Journal 
of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory. and Cognition, 31, p. 5. 
Copynght 2005 by the American Psychological Association. 

when using error bars, provide the label for the error (e.g., standard error of the mean). 
In addition, be sure in all figures that 

• sufficient information is given in the legend to make the figure understandable on its OY.n , 

• symbols are easy to differentiate, and 
• the graphic is large enough for its elements to be discernible. 

In general, high-quality graphics software handles the technical aspects of con
structing figures. However, do examine the resulting images to ensure that figure 
guidelines have been followed and make any adjustments that might be needed. 



• Figure 5.6. Empirical Results From a Complex Multivariate Model 

045 

F1gure X Multltrait-multimethod confirmatory factor analysis model of two corre
lated tra1ts and two correlated methods across two measurement waves. 
Completely standardized robust maximum likelihood parameter estimates. The 
residual variance components (error variances) ind1cate the amount of unex
plained variance. Thus. for each observed variable, R2 = (1 -error variance). GPA 
=grade po1nt average; IRT =item response theory; L2 = English. Adapted from 
" Nat1ve Language Proficiency, English Literacy, AcademiC Achievement, and 
Occupational Atta1nment 1n Limited-English-Proficient Students. A Latent Growth 
Modeling Perspective," by R. S. Guglielmi, 2008, Journal of Educational Psychology, 
100, p 329. Copyright 2008 by the Amencan Psychological Association. 

*p< 05. **p< .01 . ***p<.001. 
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• Figure 5.7. Kinds of Responses Being Gathered and Scoring Methods 
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Figure X. Drawing copy task w1th elephant by smaller deletion cases (Cases 1, 2, 
and 3) and age and 10-matched full delet1on Williams syndrome cases. From 
"Williams Syndrome Deficits in Visual Spatial Processing Linked to GTF21RD1 
and GTF21 on Chromosome 7q11.23," by H. Hirota, R. Matsuoka, X.-N. Chen, 
L. S. Salandanan, A. Lincoln, F. E. Rose, ... J . R. Korenberg, 2003, Genetics in 
Medicine, 5, p. 318. Copyright 2003 by American College of Medical Genetics. 
Reprinted with permission. 

5.23 Figure Legends and Captions 

A legend explains the symbol used in the figure; it is placed within the figure. A cap
tion is a concise explanation of the figure that is placed directly below the figure and 
erves as the title of the figure. 
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• Figure 5.8. Details of an Experimental Laboratory Set-Up 
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Figure X Schematic drawings of a bird's eye v1ew of the table (a) and the test phase 
of the choice task (b). Numbers represent the dimensions in centimeters. Adapted 
from "Visual Experience Enhances Infants' Use of Task-Relevant Information in an 
Act1on Task," by S.-h. Wang and L. Kohne, 2007, Developmental Psychology, 43, 
p 1515. Copynght 2003 by the Amencan Psychological Association. 

Legends. The legend is an integral part of the figure; therefore, it should have the same 
kind and proportion of lettering that appear in the rest of the figure. Capitalize major 
words in the legend. 

Captions. The caption serves both as an explanation of the figure and as a figure title; 
therefore, the figure itself should not include a ride. The caption should be a brief but 
descriptive phrase. Compare the following captions. 

Too brief: 

F1gure 3. Fixat1on duration. 

I 
I 
I 
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Figure 5.9. Details of Experimental Procedure 

Study Phase Picture Test 

pumpkin 

Hye ,. 

F1gure X. Schematic of the criteria! recollection task. At study, each black word was 
followed by the same word 1n red letters {depicted in italics) or by a colored picture. 
Black words were used at test as retneval cues. under various retrieval instructions 
{picture test shown, with correct responses in quotes). Adapted from "Retrieval 
Monitoring and Anosognosia in Alzheimer's Disease," by D. A. Gallo, J. M. Chen, 
A. L. Wiseman. D. L. Schacter, and A. E. Budson, 2007, Neuropsychology, 21, 
p. 560. Copyright 2007 by the American Psychological Association. 

Sufficiently descriptive: 

Figure 3. Fixation durat1on as a function of the delay between the beg1nning of 
eye fixation and the onset of the stimulus in Experiment 1 . 

After the descriptive phrase, add any information needed to clarify the figure: A 
reader should not have to refer to the text to decipher the figure's message. Always 
explain units of measurement, symbols, and abbreviations that are nor included in the 
legend. If your graph includes error bars, explain whether they represent standard 
deviations, standard errors, confidence limits, or ranges; it is also helpful to display 
ample sizes. If statistically significant values are marked in the figure, explain the 

probability in the caption (follow the same system used for table notes; see section 
5.16). Include within the caption any acknowledgment that a figure is reproduced 
from another source (see section 2.12). 

Make certain that the symbols, abbreviations, and terminology in the caption and 
legend agree with the symbols, abbreviations, and terminology in the figure, in other 
figures in the article, and in the text. 
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5.24 Planning Figures 

When plannmg a figure, consider the following guidelines: 

• Parallel figures or figures of equal importance should be of equal size and scale. 

• Like figure should be combined ro facilirate compansons between them. For exam
ple, rwo figure can be placed one above the other and treated as one figure. Two line 
graphs with identical axes might be combined horizontally and treated as one figure. 

• A figure legend should be positioned within the borders of the figure (see Figure 5.5). 
Place labels for parts of a figure as close as possible to the components being identified. 

5.25 Preparation of Figures 

Figures intended for publication in scholarly journals hould be computer generated 
usmg professional-level graphic software. Alway check the file type requirements of 
rhe publisher to which you intend ro submit your paper. Figures should be prepared at 
a resolution sufficient to produce high-quality images; appropriate resolution depends 
on figure type. Photographs (see section 5.29), for example, can be reproduced clear
ly at lower resolution than that needed for line art. 

Image dimensions should be such that files can be easily transferred electronically. 
Av01d the use of three-dimensional and other effect (including color), except in rare 
mstances in which they demonstrably enhance the pre entation of your data. 
Individual publishers have stated policies with regard to color printing. 

Size and proportion of elements. Each element must be large enough and sharp enough 
to be legible. Use a simple typeface (such as Aria!, Furura, or Helvetica) with enough 
space berween letters to avoid crowding. Letters should be clear, sharp, and uniformly 
dark and hould be sized consistently throughout the figure. Type style affects legibili
ty. For example, boldface type tends to thicken and become less readable. The size of 
lettenng hould be no maller than 8 points and no larger than 14 points. As a general 
gmdehne, plot ymbols should be about the size of a lowercase letter of an average label 
'' nhm the figure. Also consider the wetght (i.e., si7e, den iry) of each element in a fig
ure tn relation to that of every other element, making the most important elements the 
most prominent. For example, curves on line graphs and outlines of bars on bar graphs 
should be bolder than axis labels, which should be bolder than the axes and rick marks. 

Shading. Limit the number of different shadings used in a single graphic. If different 
)hadmgs are used to distinguish bars or segments of a graph, choose shadings that are 
distinct (e.g., rhe best option to distinguish two sets of bars is no shading [open] and 
black !solid]). If more than three shadings are required, a table may be a better pres
entation of the data. Use computer-generated art in uch a way as to maximize the clar
Ity of the resulting graphic. And as always, keep it imple and clean looking. 

Presenting Electrophysiological, Radiological, and 
Other Biological Data 
The presentation of electrophysiological and radiolog1cal data presents special chal
lenge) becau e of both the complexity of the data and the lack of existence of a 

I 
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single convention for presentation of these types of data. The lack of a single, well
established standard for presentation requires that labeling of all aspects of the 
presentation be done clearly and completely (readers are referred to Devlin & 
Poldrack, 2007; Mildenberger, Eichenberg, & Martin , 2002; Picton et al., 2000). 
Do not assume that readers will know the convention that you are following. In 
addition, most graph ical and image-based representations of the basic data are 
highly processed, edited, and enhanced. The high level of processing of these forms 
of data makes it essential tha t the processing methods are clearly identified and that 
enhanced data (and the ensuing representation of such enhanced data) are clea rly 
and openly identified. 

In selecting data elements to present in the print version of the document, focus 
first on principles of clarity of representation, necessity for understanding, and coher
ence among representations. With the availability of online supplemental archives, 
carefu lly consider the readability of the text when deciding whether to include com
plex graphs and images in the text proper. When materials are better viewed in non
print media or when images and graphics contain more information than can easily be 
comprehended in the usual print formats-for example, those that are gready 
en hanced through the use of color or instances in which numerous images are needed 
to communica te the essential features of the study-consider the use of online supple
mental archives for the presentation of the bulk of this information. 

Many procedures used for the display of biologically related data use color, 
motion, or other display features not best rendered in black-and-white printing. In par
ticular, fMRI images are typically coded in color, where color differences indicate acti
vation differences. In the genetics area, gene staining results are often presented in 
color. Dynamical spread of brain activation can be displayed through color video clips. 
[n the material tha t follows, we present print examples that are appropriate for black
and-white printing bur also point to a number of examples (particularly those using 
color) that are included on the APA Style website (www.apastyle.org). 

5.26 Electrophysiological Data 

When presenting electrophysiologicaJ data, clear labeling is essential; for example, in 
the presentation of event-related brain potential data, it is essential that the direction 
of negativity (i.e., negative up or down) be indicated as well as the scale of the 
response. Information that is necessary for proper interpretation of the graphic, such 
as number or placement of electrodes, should accompany the graphic display. The 
graphic image and the points made in the text should be closely allied. Eliminate extra
neous materials from graphic presentation (see Figure 5.10). 

5.27 Radiological (Imaging) Data 

When presenting brain images, clearly label each image. When axial or coronal sec
tions are being displayed, clearly label which hemisphere is the left and which the right. 
When saggital slices are displayed, clearly indicate whether each slice is of the right or 
the left hemisphere. When slices are shown, show also an image that indicates where 
rhe slices were taken ro help orient the reader. Specify the coordinate space in which 
the images have been normalized (e.g., Talairach, MNI). 
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• Figure 5.10. Event-Related Brain Potential Data 
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Ftgure X. Event-related brain potential waveforms elicited by alcoholic and nonal
coholic beverage cues as a function of sensitivity group. Waveforms elicited by 
frequent neutral (nontarget) images are presented for midline locations to illustrate 
the oddball effect in these data. Stimulus onset occurred at 0 ms. Electrodes are 
arrayed from most anterior (top) to most posterior (bottom) and from left to right 
as they were positioned on the scalp. HS = high alcohol sensitivity group; LS = low 
alcohol sens1tiv1ty group. Adapted from "Effects of Alcohol Sensitivity on P3 
Event-Related Potential Reactivity to Alcohol Cues," by B. D. Bartholow, 
E. A. Henry, and S. A. Lust, 2007, Psychology of Addictive Behaviors, 21, p. 560. 
Copyright 2007 by the American Psychological Association. 
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• Figure 5.11. Neuroimaging Data With Details of Processing 
Information 

F1gure X Lesion maps for the two right hem1sphere patients plotted onto a normal 
template brain us1ng MRicro software (Rorden & Brett, 2000). Affected reg1ons 
(translucent white) are plotted onto axial slices, w1th numbers above each slice 
indicating Z coordinates 1n Tala1rach space. Adapted from "Central Perceptual Load 
Does Not Reduce lpsiles1onal Flanker Interference 1n Parretal Extinction," by J C 
Snow and J. B. Mattingley, 2008, Neuropsychology, 22, p. 375. Copyright 2008 by 
the Amerrcan Psychological Association . 
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Cutaway vtews of the brain that show acttvations tntenor to it can be useful if the 
cutaway clearly depict the tissue that has been exci ed. When activations are super
impo ed on a urface-rendered image of a brain, include a clear explanation of what 
activations are being shown, particularly with regard to the depth of the activation 
that has been brought to the surface; the use of flattened urface images may help 
make the data clearer. When using color, u e it consistently in all representations 
within the document and clearly specify the color-scale mapptng (see example at 
www.apasryle.org). 

Neuroimaging data almost always require extensive postacquisirion processing. 
Details of the processing methods should accompany their display (see Figure 5.11). 

Photomicrographs are often used in cell-staining and other types of imaging stud
ies. When preparing photomicrographs, include a scale bar and staining materials 
mformation in the figure caption. 

5.28 Genetic Data 
As with other displays of biological material, clear labeling enhances the display of 
genetic mformation such as deletion pattern -be they of the physical map variety 
(see Figure 5.12} or the photographic stain variety (see example at www.apasryle.org). 
Present mformation concerning locations, distance , markers, and identification 
methods with the figure. Genetic data displays often contain much information; care
ful editing of the image, and of its legend, can improve the communicative value of 
the figure. 

5.29 Photographs 
Photographic images are almost always submitted a digital files embedded in or 
attached to the electronic version of the manu cript. It 1 essential that these images be 
submtrted at appropriate levels of resolution. 

Because reproduction softens contrast and detailm photograph , starting with rich 
contrast and harp prints witJ improve the final print version of the image. The cam
era vtew and the lighting should highlight the subject and provide high contrast; a light 
or dark background can provide even more contrast. 

Photographs must be of professional quality and should be pre ented as black-and
white images, unle s they include color-specific information relevant to the study (e.g., 
dtfferently colored stimuli). Submit the image as a file type appropriate to the needs of 
rhe publication to which you are submitting. Do not submit color image files for fig
ures intended for black-and-white printing; the transition from color to black and 
white for reproduction is unpredictable and can result in misleading images. It is the 
author's respon ibility to ensure that the final representation is accurate. If color pha
ros are necessary, consult your publication's instrucnons to authors for guidelines 
regarding color images. 

Photograph usually benefit from cropping (i.e., eliminating what is not to be 
reproduced), just as careful editing of words can produce a more comprehensible text. 
Cropping recomposes the photo, eliminates extraneous detail, and centers the image. 
Before cropping, ensure that the image is straight (e.g., that vertical lines are truly ver
tical); use your software application to align the image if necessary. When used appro
priarely, rhese alterations can enhance and clarify the image and make ir more useful 
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• Figure 5.12. Display of Genetic Material-Physical Map 
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Figure X. Physical map of the common Williams syndrome deletion. Genes map
ping in this region are represented by black boxes (names reading vertically). 
Bacterial artificial chromosomes. P1-derived artificial chromosomes. and cosmid 
clones spanning this region are indicated below the genes and are described in 
the Method section. The black horizontal lines depict the approximate size and 
extent of deletions in the three cases with atypical deletions and in typical sub
jects with Williams syndrome. From "Williams Syndrome Deficits in Visual 
Spatial Processing Linked to GTF21RD1 and GTF21 on Chromosome 7q11.23," by 
H. Hirota, R. Matsuoka, X.-N. Chen, L. S. Salandanan, A. Lincoln, F. E. Rose, .. . 
J. R. Korenberg, 2003, Genetics in Medicine, 5, p. 315. Copyright 2003 by 
Amencan College of Medical Genetics. Reprinted with permission. 

as a means of scientific communication; they also help to protect the identity of indi
viduals. However, the same technology can be used to deceive. Ethical principles of 
publication forbid any intentional misrepresentation of images in exactly the same way 
that fraudulent data manipulation is forb idden. When an image that might reasonabl) 
be thought to be a photographic image (as opposed to an image that is clearly a con
structed image-a table, chart, cartoon, etc.) has been a ltered in a manner beyond sim
ple cropping, clearly indicate in a note that accompanies the image that it has been 
altered. 

If you photograph a person, obtain a signed release from that person co use rhe 
photograph. If you use a photograph from another source, try to obtain the originaJ 
photograph because photographs of photographs do not print clearly. Obtain written 
permission for reuse (in both print and electronic form) from the copyright holder, and 
acknowledge the author and the copyright holder in the figure caption (see section 
5.06; see also section 2.12). You may need ro obtain permission from the pho togra
pher as well because professional photographs do nor meet all the criteria of work for 
hire and are usually the property of the photographer. 

... 





Crediting Sources 

c1ennfic knowledge represents the accomplishments of many researchers over 
nme. A critical part of the writing process is helping readers place your contribu
non in context by citing the researchers who influenced you. In this chapter, we 

provide the ground rules for acknowledging how others contributed to your work. We 
Degin by describing the appropriate level of citation and offer a brief review of plagia
m m and elf-plagiarism. Next, we offer guidelines on formatting quoted material in 
text and tnformation on seeking permission to reprint or adapt previously published 
mJtenal. This is followed by instruction on citing sources in text and a description of 
ke\ elements of the reference list. 

When to Cite 
O re the work of those individuals whose ideas, theories, or research have directly 
in tluenced your work. They may provide key background information, support or dis
pute your thesis, or offer critical definitions and data. Citation of an article implies that 
vou have per ona lly read the cited work. In addition to crediting the ideas of others 
that you used to build your thesis, provide documentation for all facts and figures that 
an~ nor common knowledge. Figure 6.1 provides an example of the appropriate level 
ot Citation, adapted from an article in an APA journal. 

The number of sources you cite in your work will vary by the intent of the arricle. 
for most articles, aim to cite one or two of the most representative sources for each 
kev pomt. However, because the intent of a review article is to acquaint readers with 
a .. that has been written on a topic, authors of literature reviews typically include a 
more exhaustive list of citations. 

I 
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~=.,..._...: Example of Appropriate Citation Level 

Left-handers make up 8% to 13% of most human populations. w1th left-handedness more 
common in men than in women (Gilbert & Wysocki, 1992; McManus, 1991). Secondary 
school and university students engaged 1n "interactive" sports such as tenn1s and basket
ball are significantly more likely to be left-handed than those engaged m "nonmteract1ve" 
sports such as sw1mmmg or rowing, or than those m the general population (GrOUIOS, 
Tsorbatzoudis, Alexandris. & Barkoukis, 2000; Raymond et al. , 1996). One possible 
explanation for th1s handedness bias IS that left-handers are better than nght-handers at 
some visuomotor tasks, as has been invoked to explain the left-handed bias among elite 
tennis players (Holtzen. 2000). 

Note. Adapted from "Frequency-Dependent Performance and Handedness in Profess1onal 
Baseball Players (Homo sap1ens)," by E. D. Clotfelter, 2008, Journal of Comparative 
Psychology, 122. p. 68. Copynght 2008 by the Amencan Psychological Assoc1at1on 1: 

l:: 

6.01 Plagiarism 

As stated in Chapter 1, "Authors do not present the work of another as if it were their 
own work" (p. 16). Whether paraphrasing, quoting an author directly, or describing 
an idea that influenced your work, you must credit the source. To avoid charges of pla
giarism, take careful notes as you research to keep track of your sources and eire those 
sources according to the guidelines presented in this chapter (see also section L.lO). 

6 .02 Self-Plagiarism 

Whereas plagiarism refers to rhe practice of claiming credit for the words, ideas, and con
cepts of others, self-plagiarism refers to the practice of presenting one's own previous!} 
published work as though it were new. As noted in Chapter 1, "The core of the new doc
ument must constitute an original contribution to knowledge, and only the amount of 
previously published material necessary to understand that contribution should be 
included, primarily in the discussion of theory and methodology" (p. 16). Avoid charges 
of self-plagiarism by familiarizing yourself with the ethical standards regarding duplicate 
publication and the legal standards of faii use (see also section 1.10). 

Quoting and Paraphrasing 
6.03 Direct Quotation of Sources 

Reproduce word for word material directly quoted from another author's work or 
from your own previously published work, material replicated from a test item, and 
verbatim instructions to participants. When quoting, always provide the author, year, 
and specific page citation or paragraph number for nonpaginated material (see sec
tion 6.05) in the text and include a complete reference in the reference list (see Citing 
References in Text, p. 174, for exceptions to this rule). 

If the quotation comprises fewer than 40 words, incorporate it into text and 
enclose the quotation with double quotation marks. If the quotation appears in mid-
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sentence, end the passage with quotation marks, cite the source in parentheses imme
diately after the quotation marks, and continue the sentence. Use no other punctuation 
unless the meaning of the sentence requires such punctuation. 

Interpreting these results, Robbins et al. (2003) suggested that the "therapists 
in dropout cases may have inadvertently validated parental negativ1ty about the 
adolescent without adequately responding to the adolescent's needs or con
cerns" (p. 541 ), contributing to an overall climate of negativity. 

U the quotation appears at the end of a sentence, close the quoted passage with quo
tation marks, eire the source in parentheses immediately after the quotation marks, 
and end with a period or other punctuation outside the final parenthesis. 

Confusing this issue is the overlapping nature of roles in palliative care, whereby 
"medical needs are met by those in the medical disciplines; nonmedical needs 
may be addressed by anyone on the team" (Cs1ka1 & Chaitin, 2006, p. 112). 

If the quotation comprises 40 or more words, display it in a freestanding block of text 
and omit the quotation marks. Starr such a block quotation on a new line and indent 
the block about a half inch from the left margin (in the same position as a new para
graph). If there are additional paragraphs within the quotation, indent the first line of 
each an additiona l half inch. Double-space the entire quotation. At the end of a block 
quotation, eire the quoted source and the page or paragraph number in parentheses 
after the final punctuation mark. 

Others have contradicted this view: 

Co-presence does not ensure tnt1mate interaction among all group mem
bers. Consider large-scale social gathenngs 1n which hundreds or thousands 
of people gather in a location to perform a ntual or celebrate an event. 

In these instances. participants are able to see the visible manifestation 
of the group, the physical gathering, yet the1r ability to make d1rect, tntimate 
connections w1th those around them is limited by the sheer magnitude of 
the assembly. (Purcell, 1997, pp. 111-112) 

Alternatively, if the quoted source is cited in the sentence introducing the block quote 
(e.g., "In 1997, Purcell contradicted this view ... "), only the page or paragraph num
ber is needed ar the end of the quotation. 

6.04 Paraphrasing Material 
When paraph rasing or referring roan idea contained in another work, you are encour
aged to provide a page or paragraph number, especially when it would help an inter
ested reader locate the relevant passage in a long or complex text. 

6.05 Direct Quotations of Online Material Without Pagination 

Credit direct quotations of online material by giving the author, year, and page 
number in parentheses. Many electronic so urces do nor provide page numbers. If 

I 
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paragraph numbers are visible, use them m place of page numbers. Use the abbre
viation para. 

Basu and Jones (2007) went so far as to suggest the need for a new "intellectual 
framework in whrch to consrder the nature and form of regulatron rn cyberspace" 
(para. 4). 

If the document includes headings and neither paragraph nor page numbers are 
visible, cite the heading and the number of the paragraph following it to direct the 
reader to the location of the quoted material. 

In their study, Verbunt, Pernot, and Smeets (2008) found that "the level of perceived 
disability in patients with fibromyalgia seemed best explained by their mental health 
condition and less by their physrcal condition" (Discussion section, para. 1). 

In some cases in which no page or paragraph numbers are visible, headings may be too 
unwieldy to cite in full. Instead, use a short title enclosed in quotation marks for the 
parenthetical citation: 

"Empirical studies have found mrxed results on the efficacy of labels rn educat
ing consumers and changing consumption behavior" (Golan, Kuchler, & Krrssof, 
2007, "Mandatory Labeling Has Targeted," para. 4) . 

(The heading was "Mandatory Labeling Has Targeted Information Gaps and Social 
Objectives.") 

6.06 Accuracy of Quotations 

Direct quotations must be accurate. Except as noted here and in ecrion 6.07 and 
6.08, the quotation must follow the wording, pelling, and interior punctuation of the 
original source, even if the source i mcorrect. 

If any incorrect spelling, punctuation, or grammar in the source might confu e read
er , insert the word sic, italicized and bracketed, immediately after the error in the quo
tation. (See sections 4.08 and 4.10 regarding the use of brackets in quotations.) Alway 
check the manuscript copy against the source to ensure that there are nodi crepanc1es. 

6.07 Changes From the Source Requiring No Explanation 

The first letter of the first word in a quotation may be changed to an uppercase or a 
lowercase letter. The punctuation mark at the end of a sentence may be changed to fit 
the syntax. Single quotation marks may be changed to double quotation marks and 
vice versa. Any other change (e.g., italicizing words for emphasis or omitting words; 
see section 6.08) must be explicirly indicated. 

6 .08 Changes From the Source Requiring Explanation 

Omitting material. Use three spaced ellipsi points ( ... ) within a sentence to indicate 
that you have omitted material from the original source. Use four points to indicate 
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any omission between two sentences. The first point ind1cates the period at the end of 
the first entence quoted, and the three spaced ellip is pomt foliO\\, Do not use ellip
SIS pomts at the beginning or end of any quotation unle s, to prevent misinterpretation, 
you need to emphasize that the quotation begins or ends m mtdsemence. 

Inserting material. Use brackets, nor parentheses, to enclose material such as an addi
non or explanation inserted in a quotation by orne person other than the original 
author (see also the second example in section 4.10). 

"They are studying, from an evolutionary perspective. to what extent [children's) 
play IS a luxury that can be dispensed w1th when there are too many other com
peting claims on the growing brain ... " (Henig, 2008, p. 40). 

Adding emphasis. If you want to emphasize a word or words in a quotation, italicize 
the word or words. Immediately after the italicized words, insert within brackets the 
words emphasis added, that is, [emphasis added) ( ee ecuon 4.08, second example). 

6.09 Citations Within Quotations 

Do not omit citations embedded within the origmal matenal you are quoting. The 
works cited need not be included in the list of references (unless you happen to cite 
them as primary sources elsewhere in your paper). 

"In the United States, the American Cancer Society (2007) estimated that about 
1 million cases of NMSC and 59.940 cases of melanoma would be diagnosed in 
2007, w1th melanoma resulting in 8,110 deaths" (Miller et al., 2009, p. 209). 

6. 1 0 Permission to Quote, Reprint, or Adapt 

You may need written permission from the owner of copyrighted work if you include 
lengthy quotations or if you include repnnted or adapted table or figures. Reprinting 
indicates that the material is reproduced exact!) as 1t appeared originally, without mod
lficanons, in the way in which it was intended. Adaptatwn refers to the modification of 
material so that it is suitable for a new purpose (e.g., paraphrasmg or presenting an 
original theory or idea discussed in a long passage in a published article in a new way 
that suits your study; using part of a table or figure in a new table or figure in your man
uscript). Requi rements for obtaining permission to quote copyrighted material vary 
from one copyright owner to another; for example, APA policy permits authors rouse, 
with some exceptions, a maximum of three figures or rabies from a journal article or 
book chapter, si ngle text extracts of fewer than 400 words, or a series of text extracts 
that total fewer tha n 800 words without requesting formal permission from APA. It is 
important to check with the publisher or copyright owner regarding specific require
ments for permission to quote from or adapt copynghted material. 

It IS the author's responsibility to find out whether perm1s ion is required from the 
coprright owner and to obtain it for both print and electronic reu e. APA cannot pub
lish previou ly copyrighted material that exceeds the copynght holder's determination 
of ~fatr use" without permission. 

If you must obtain written permission from the copynght owner, append a foot
note to the quoted material with a superscript number, and in the footnote acknowl-

I 
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edge permission from the owner of the copyright. Format the footnote as shown in 
Chapter 2, section 2.12. 

Citing References in Text 
References in APA publications are cited in text with an author-dare citation system 
and are listed alphabetically in the reference list. This style of citation briefly identifies 
the source for readers and enables them to locate the source of information in the 
alphabetical reference list at the end of the article. Each reference cited in text must 
appear in the reference list, and each entry in the reference list must be cited in text. 
Make certain that each source referenced appears in both places and that the text cita
tion and reference list entry are identical in spelling of author names and year. 

However, two kinds of material are cited only in the text: references to classical 
works such as the Bible and the Qur'an, whose sections are standardized across edi
tions, and references to personal communications (see sections 6.18 and 6.20). 
References in a meta-analysis are not cited in text unless they are also mentioned in the 
text (see section 6.26). 

6 . 11 One Work by One Author 

The author-date method of citation requires that the surname of the author (do not 
include suffixes such as Jr. ) and the year of publication be inserted in the text at the 
appropriate point: 

Kessler (2003) found that among epidemiological samples 

Early onset results in a more persistent and severe course (Kessler, 2003). 

If the name of the author appears as part of the narrative, as in the first example, 
cite only the year of publication in parentheses. Otherwise, place both the name and 
the year, separated by a comma, in parentheses (as in the second example). Even if the 
reference includes month and year, include only the year in the text citation. In the rare 
case in which both the year and the author are given as part of the textual discussion. 
do not add parenthetical information: 

In 2003, Kessler's study of epidemiological samples showed that 

Within a paragraph, when the name of the author is part of the narrative (as in the 
first example above), you need not include the year in subsequent nonparenrhetical ref
erences to a study as long as the study cannot be confused with other studies cited in 
the article. Do include the year in all parenthetical citations: 

Among epidemiological samples, Kessler (2003) found that early onset social 
anxiety disorder results in a more potent and severe course. Kessler also 
found . . .. The study also showed that there was a high rate of comorbidity 
with alcohol abuse or dependence and major depression (Kessler, 2003). 

However, when both the name and the year are in parentheses (as in the second 
example above), include the year in subsequent citations within the paragraph: 

MrsSchantz
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MrsSchantz
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Highlight
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Early onset results 1n a more persistent and severe course (Kessler, 2003). 
Kessler (2003) also found .... 

6 .12 One Work by Multiple Authors 

When a work has two authors, ci te both names every time the reference occurs in text. 
When a work has three, four, or five authors, cite all authors the first time the refer
ence occurs; in subsequent ci tations, include only the surname of the first author fol
lowed by eta/. (not ita licized and with a period after a/) and the year if it is the first 
ci tation of the reference within a paragraph. 

K1sangau, Lyaruu, Hosea, and Joseph (2007) found [Use as first citation in text.] 

K1sangau et al. (2007) found [Use as subsequent first citation per paragraph 
thereafter. J 
Kisangau et al. found [Omit year from subsequent citations after first nonpar
enrhetical citation within a paragraph. Include the year in subsequent citations 
if first citation within a paragraph is parenthetical. ee section 6.11.] 

Exceptro11: If two references of more than three surname with the same year shorten 
co the same form (e.g., both lreys, Chernoff, DeVer, & Kim, 2001, and lreys, Chernoff, 
Stem, DeVer, & Silver, 2001, shorten to lreys et al., 2001 ), cite the surnames of the first 
authors and of as many of the subsequent authors as necessary to distinguish the two 
references, followed by a comma and eta/. 

lreys, Chernoff, De Vet, and Kim (2001) and lreys, Chernoff, Stein, et al. (2001) 

Precede the fina l name in a multiple-author citation in running text by the word 
Jnd. In parenthetical material, in tables and captions, and in the reference list, join the 
names by an ampersand (&): 

as Kurtmes and Szapocznik (2003) demonstrated 

as has been shown (Joreskog & Sorbom, 2007) 

When a work has six or more authors, cite only the surname of the first author fol
lowed by eta!. (not italicized and with a period after a/) and the year for the first and 
sub equent citations. (See sect ion 6 .27 and Example 2 in Chapter 7 for how to cite works 
with more chan six authors in the reference list.) If two references with six or more 
authors shorten ro the same form, cite the surnames of the first authors and of as many 
of the subsequent authors as necessary ro distinguish the two references, followed by a 
comma and eta!. For example, suppose you have entries for the following references: 

Kosslyn, Koenig, Barrett, Cave, Tang, and Gabriel! (1996) 

Kosslyn, Koemg, Gabrieli, Tang, Marsolek, and Daly (1996) 

In text you would cite them, respectively, as 

Kosslyn, Koen1g, Barrett, et al. (1996) and Kosslyn, Koen1g, Gabrieli, et al. (1996) 

I 
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Table 6.1 illustrates the basic citation styles. Exceptions and citation sryles that do not 
work in the tabular format are discussed in text or included as part of the example 
references. 

6. 13 Groups as Authors 

The names of groups that serve as authors (e.g., corporations, associations, govern
ment agencies, and study groups) are usually spelled out each time they appear in a 
text citation. The names of some group authors are spelled out in the first citation and 
abbreviated thereafter. In deciding whether to abbreviate the name of a group author. 
use the general rule that you need to give enough information in the text citation for 
the reader to locate the entry in the reference list without difficulry. If the name is long 
and cumbersome and if the abbreviation is familiar or readily understandable, you 
may abbreviate the name in the second and subsequent citations. If the name is short 
or if the abbreviation would not be readily understandable, write out the name each 
time it occurs (see examples in Table 6.1 ). 

6.14 Authors With the Same Surname 

If a reference list includes publications by two or more primary aurhors with the same 
surname, include the first author's initials in all text citations, even if the year of pub
lication differs. Initials help the reader to avoid confusion within the text and to locate 
the entry in the list of references (sec section 6.25 for the order of appearance in the 
reference list). 

References: 

Light. I. {2006). Deflecting 1mm1grat10n: Networks, markets, and regulation in Los 
Angeles. New York, NY: Russell Sage Foundation. 

Light, M. A., & Light, I. H. {2008) . The geographic expans1on of Mex1can immigra
tion in the United States and its Implications for local law enforcement . Law 
Enforcement Executive Forum Journal, 8, 73-82. 

Text Cites: 

Among studies, we review M.A. Light and Light (2008) and I. Light (2006). 

6.15 Works With No Identified Author or With an Anonymous 
Author 

When a work has no identified author, cite in text the first few words of the reference 
list entry (usually the title) and the year. Use double quotation marks around the nde 
of an article, a chapter, or a web page and italicize the tide of a periodical, a book, a 
brochure, or a report: 

on free care ("Study Finds." 2007) 

the book College Bound Semors (2008) 



In the reference list, an anonymous work is alphabetized by the word Anonymous (see 
section 6.25). 

6.1 6 Two or More Works Within the Same Parentheses 

Order the citations of two or more works within the same parentheses alphabetically 
in the same order in which they appear in the reference list (including citations that 
would otherwise shorten to et al.). 
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Arrange nvo or more works by the same authors (in the same order) by year of 
publication. Place in-press citations last. Give the authors' surnames once; for each 
subsequent work, give only the date. 

Training materrals are available (Department of Veterans Affairs, 2001. 2003) 

Past research (Gogel, 1990, 2006, tn press) 

Identify works by the same author (or by the same two or more authors in the 
same order) with the same publication date by the suffixes a, b, c, and so forth, after 
the year; repeat the year. The suffixes are assigned in the reference list, where these 
kinds of references are ordered alphabetically by tide (of the arricle, chapter, or com
plete work). 

Several studies (Derryberry & Reed, 2005a, 2005b, in press-a; Rothbart, 2003a 
2003b) 

List two or more works by different authors who are cited within the same paren
theses in alphabetical order by the first author's surname. Separate the citations With 
semicolons. 

Several studies (Miller, 1999; Shafranske & Mahoney, 1998) 

Exception: You may separate a major citation from other citations within parentheses 
by inserting a phrase, such as see also, before the first of the remaining citations, which 
should be in alphabetical order: 

(Minor, 2001 ; see also Adams. 1999; Storandt, 2007) 

6 .17 Secondary Sources 

Use secondary sources sparingly, for instance, when the original work is out of print, 
unavailable through usual sources, or not available in English. Give the secondaf} 
source in the reference list; in text, name the original work and give a citation for the 
secondary source. For example, if Allport's work is cited in Nicholson and you did not 
read Allport's work, list the Nicholson reference in the reference list. In the text, use 
the following citation: 

Allport's diary (as cited in Nicholson, 2003). 

6.18 Classical Works 

When a date of publication is inapplicable, such as for some very old works, cite the 
year of the translation you used, preceded by trans., or the year of the version you used, 
followed by version. When you know the original date of publication, include it in the 
citation. 

(Aristotle, trans. 1931) 

James (1890/1983) 

., 

MrsSchantz
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Reference list entries are not required for major classical works, such as ancient 
Greek a nd Roman works or classical religious works; simply identify in rhe first cita
rion m the text the version you used. Pans of classical works (e.g., books, chapters, 
verses, lines, cantos) are numbered systematically across all editions, so use these num
bers mstead of page numbers when referring to specific parts of your source: 

1 Cor. 13:1 !Rev1sed Standard Vers1on) 

(Our'an 5:3-4) 

6. 19 Citing Specific Parts of a Source 

To cite a specific parr of a source, indicate the page, chapter, figure, table, or equation 
at the appropriate point in text. Always give page numbers for quotations (see section 
6.03). Note that page, bur nor chapter, is abbreviated in such text citations: 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2005, p. 1 0) 

!Shimamura, 1989, Chapter 3) 

For guidance on citing electronic sources that do not provide page numbers, see 
sectton 6.05. 

See section 6.18 for citing parts of classical works. 

6.20 Personal Communications 

Personal communications may be private letters, memos, some electronic communica
nons (e.g., e-mail or messages from nonarchived discussion groups or electronic bul
letm boards), personal interviews, telephone conversations, and the like. Because they 
do not provide recoverable data, personal communications are not included in the ref
erence lisr. Cite personal communications in text only. Give the initials as well as the 
surname of the communicator, and provide as exact a date as possible: 

T K. Lutes (personal communication, April 18, 2001) 

(V -G Nguyen, personal communication, September 28, 1998) 

Use your judgment in citing other electronic forms as personal communications; online 
networks currently provide a casual forum for communicating, and what you eire 
should have scholarly relevance. 

Some forms of personal communication are recoverable, and these should be ref
erenced as archival materials. See section 7.10 for templates, descriptions, and exam
ples of archival sources in the reference list. 

6.21 Citations in Parenthetical Material 

In a citation that appears in parenthetical text, use commas, not brackets, to set off 

the dare: 

(see Table 3 of U.S Department of Labor, 2007, for complete data) 
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Reference List 
The reference list at the end of a journal article provides the information necessary to 
identify and retrieve each source. Choose references judiciously and include only the 
sources that you used in the research and preparation of the article. APA journals and 
other journals using APA Style generally require reference lists, not bibliographies.1 

APA requires that the reference list be double-spaced and that entries have a hanging 
indent. Because a reference list includes only references that document the article and 
provide recoverable data, do not include in the list personal communications, such as 
letters, memoranda, and informal electronic communications. Instead, cite personal 
communications only in text (see section 6.20 for format). 

6.22 Construction of an Accurate and Complete Reference List 

Because one purpose of listing references is to enable readers to retrieve and use the 
sources, reference data must be correct and complete. Each entry usually contains the 
following elements: author, year of publication, title, and publishing data-aU the 
information necessary for unique identification and library search. The best way to 
ensure that information is accurate and complete is to check each reference carefully 
against the original publication. Give special attention to spelling of proper names and 
of words in foreign languages, including accents or other special marks, and to com
pleteness of journal titles, years, volume and issue numbers, page numbers, and elec
tronic retrieval data. Authors are responsible for all information in their reference lists. 
Accurately prepared references help establish your credibility as a careful researcher. 

Abbreviations. Acceptable abbreviations in the reference list for parts of books and 
other publications include the following: 

Abbreviation Book or publication part 

ed. edition 
Rev. ed. Revised edition 
2nd ed. second edition 
Ed. (Eds.) Editor (Editors) 
Trans. Translator(s) 
n.d. no date 
p. (pp.) page (pages) 
Vol. Volume (as in Vol. 4) 
Vols. Volumes (as in Vols. 1-4) 
No. Number 
Pt. Part 
Tech. Rep. Technical Report 
Suppl. Supplement 

Arabic numerals. Although some volume numbers of books and journals are given in 
Roman numerals, APA journals use Arabic numerals (e.g., Vol. 3, not Vol. ill) because 
they use less space and are easier to comprehend than Roman numerals. A Roman numer
al that is part of a title should remain Roman (e.g., Attention and Performance XIII). 

I Note that a reference list cites works that specifically support a particular article. In contrast, a bibliography ates 
works for background or for further reading and may include descriptive notes. 
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6.23 Consistency 

Consrstency in reference style is important, especially in light of evolving technologies 
m database indexing, such as automatic indexing by database crawlers. These com
purer programs u e algorithms to capture data from primary articles as well as from 
the article reference list. If reference elements are out of order or incomplete, the algo
rithm may nor recognize them, lowering the likelihood that the reference will be cap
tured for indexing. With dus in mind, follow the general formats for placement of data 
and use the electronic reference guidelines detailed in this chapter to decide which data 
are necessary to a llow readers to access the sources you used. 

6.24 Using the Archival Copy or Version of Record 

When using information and data retrieved online, check to see whether you are citing 
rhe appropriate version of your reference source. In-progress and final versions of the 
same work might coexist on the Internet, which can pre ent challenges in determining 
which version is most current and most authoritative. In most cases, it is best to cite 
rhe archrval version or version of record, which has been peer-reviewed and may pro
\llde additional links to online supplemental material. If the most current version avail
able was an advance release version ar the rime that you originally cired it, recheck the 
source and update its publication status as close as possible to the publication date of 
your work (see section 6.32). 

6.25 Order of References in the Reference List 

The principles for arranging entries in a reference list are described next. You may also 
find it helpful to look at the reference List in Chapter 2 in the sample manuscript and 
ar reference lists in journals that are published in APA Style. 

Alphabetizing names. Arrange entries in alphabetical order by the surname of the first 
author followed by the initials of the author's given name, and use the following rules 
for specia l cases: 

• Alphabetize by the author's surname. This surname/given name formula is com
mon ly used in Western countries but is less commonly used in many Eastern coun
tries. If you are uncertain about the proper format for a name, check with the author 
for rhe preferred form or consult the author's previous publication for the common
ly used form (e.g., Chen Zhe may publish under Zhe Chen in the United States). 

• Alphabetize letter by letter. When alphabetizing surnames, remember that "nothing 
precedes something": Brown, J. R., precedes Browning, A. R., even though i pre
cedes ; in the alphabet. 

Singh, Y., precedes Singh Siddhu. N. 

L6pez. M. E .. precedes L6pez de Molina, G. 

Ibn Abdulaziz. T .. precedes Ibn Nidal. A. K. M. 

Grrard. J -B .. precedes G1rard-Perregaux. A. S 

VIllafuerte, S. A .. precedes Villa-Lobos, J. 
Benjamin, A. S .. precedes ben Yaakov, D. 

I 



• Alphabetize the prefixes M', Me, and Mac literally, not as if they were all spelled 
Mac. Disregard the apostrophe: MacArthur precedes McAllister, and MacNeil pre
cedes M'Carthy. 

• Alphabetize entries with numerals chronologically (e.g., Macomber, J., II, precede5 
Macomber, J., Ill ). 

Order of several works by the same first author. When ordering several works by the 
same first author, give the author's name in the firs t and all subsequent references, and 
use the following rules to arrange the entries: 

• One-author entries by the same author are arranged by year of publication, the ear
liest first: 

Upenieks, V. (2003) . 

Upenieks, V. (2005). 

• One-author entries precede multiple-author entries beginning with the same sur
name (even if the multiple-author work was published earlier): 

Alleyne, R. L. (2001). 

Alleyne, R. L., & Evans, A. J. (1999) . 

• References with the same first author and different second or third authors are 
arranged alphabetically by the surname of the second author or, if the second auchor 
is the same, the surname of the third author, and so on: 

Boockvar, K. S., & Burack, 0 . R. (2007) . 

Boockvar, K. S., Carlson LaCorte, H., Giambanco. V., Friedman, B., & Siu, A. 
(2006). 

Hayward, D., Firsching, A., & Brown, J. (1999). 

Hayward, D., Firsching, A., & Smigel, J. (1999). 

• References with the arne authors in the same order are arranged by year of publi
cation, the earliest first: 

Cabading, J. R., & Wright, K. (2000). 

Cabading, J. R., & Wright, K. (2001) . 

• References by the same author (or by the same two or more authors in the same order) 
with the same publication date are arranged alphabetically by title (excluding A or The). 

Exception: If the references with the same authors published in the same year are iden
tified as articles in a series (e.g., Pare 1 and Pare 2), order the references in the sene 
order, not alphabeticall y by ririe. 

Place lowercase letters-a, b, c, and so forth-immedjately after the year, within 
the parentheses: 

Baheti, J. R. (2001a). Control . . . 

Baheti, J. R. (2001 b). Roles of . . . 
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Order of several works by different first authors with the same surname. Arrange work!. 
by d1fferent a uthors with the same surname alphabencally by f1rst mirial: 

Mathur, A. L., & Wallston, J. (1999). 

Mathur. S. E • & Ahlers. R. J. (1998). 

Note: Include initials with the surname of the first author in text citations (see sec
non 6. 14). 

Order of works with group authors or with no authors. Occasionally, a work will have 
as irs author an agency, association, or institution, or it will have no author at all. 

Alphabet ize group authors, such as associations or government agencies, by the 
fir r significant word of the name. Full official names hould be used (e.g., American 
P!>ychological A sociation, nor APA). A parent body precedes a subdivision (e.g., 
Umversity of Michigan, Department of Psychology). 

If, and only if, the work is signed "Anonymous," begin the entry with the word 
Anonymous spelled out, and alphabetize the entry as If Anonymous were a true name. 

If there is no author, move the title to the author position, and alphabetize the 
entry by the first significant word of the tide. 

Treat legal references like references with no author; that is, alphabetize legal ref
erences by the first significant item in the entry (word or abbreviation). See 
Appendix 7. 1 fo r the forma t of references fo r legal materials and ways to cite them 
m the text. 

6.26 References Included in a Meta-Analysis 

As stated in ection 2.1 0, do nor list studies included in a meta-analysis in a separate 
append1x. Instead, integrate these studies alphabetically w1rhm the References section, 
and identify each by preceding it with an asteri k ( ee Figure 2.3, Sample Mera
.\nalySIS, p. 59). 

Add the following statement before the first reference entry: References marked 
with an astensk mdicate stud1es included m the meta-analysis. The in-text citation'> to 
studies selected for meta-analysis are not preceded by astemks. 

Bandura. A. J. (1977). Social/earning theory. Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice Hall. 

*Bretschneider. J. G .• & McCoy, N. L. (1968). Sexual Interest and behav1or 1n 
healthy 80- to 1 02-year-olds. Archives of Sexual Behavior, 7 4, 343-350. 

Reference Components 
In general, a reference should contain the author name, date of publication, title of 
the work, and publication data. The followmg sections (6.27-6.31) describe these 
components. Dera iled notes on style accompany the descriptiOn of each element, and 
example numbers given in parentheses correspond to examples in Chapter 7 in sec

nons 7.01-7. 11. 
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6.27 Author and Editor Information 

Authors. 
• Invert all authors' names; give surnames and initials for up to and including seven 

authors (e.g., Author, A. A., Author, B. B., & Author, C. C.). When authors number 
eight or more, include the first six authors' names, then insert three ellipsis poims, 
and add the last author's name (see Chapter 7, Example 2). In text, follow the citation 
guidelines in section 6.12. 

• If the reference list includes different authors with the same surname and first initial, 
the authors' full first names may be given in brackets: 

Janet, P. [Paul). (1876). La notion de Ia personnalite [The notion of personality). 
Revue Scientifique, 10, 574-575. 

Janet, P. [Pierre) . (1906). The pathogenesis of some impulsions. Journal of 
Abnormal Psychology, 1, 1-17. 

In text: 
(Paul Janet, 1876) 
(Pierre Janet, 1906) 

• If an author's first name is hyphenated, retain the hyphen and include a period after 
each initial (Lamour, J .-8., for Jean-Baptiste Lamour). 

• Use commas to separate authors, to separate surnames and initials, and to separate 
initials and suffixes (e.g., Jr. and Ill; see Chapter 7, Example 24); with two to seven 
authors, use an ampersand (&) before the last author. 

• Spell out the full name of a group author (e.g., Royal Institute of Technology; Nationa 
Institute of Mental Health; see Chapter 7, Examples 31, 32, 35, 68). In a reference to 
a work with a group author (e.g., study group, government agency, association, cor
poration), a period follows the author element. 

• If authors are listed with the word with, include them in the reference in parenthe
ses: Bulatao, E. (with Winford, C. A.). The text citation, however, refers to the pri
mary author only. 

• In a reference to a work with no author, move the title to the author position, before 
the date of publication (see Chapter 7, Examples 9, 30, 71). A period follows the 
title. 

Editors. 
• In a reference to an edited book, place the editors' names in the author position, and 

enclose the abbreviation Ed. or Eds. in parentheses after the last editor's name. The 
period follows the parenthetical abbreviation (Eds .). 

• In a reference to a chapter in an edited book, invert the chapter authors' names as 
noted above but do not invert book editors' names. 

• The name of the book editor should be preceded by the word ln. Provide initials and 
surnames for all editors (for substantial reference works with a large editorial board, 
naming the lead editor followed by et at. is acceptable). 

Author, A. A. (2008) . Title of chapter. In E. E. Editor (Ed.), Title of book (pp. xx- xx) 
Location: Publisher. 

• For a book with no editor, simply include the word In before the book tide. 
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6.28 Publication Date 

• G1ve 1n parentheses the year the work was published (for unpublished or informally 
published works, give the year the work was produced). 

• For magazines, newslerters, and newspapers, give rhe year and rhe exact date of the 
publication (month or month and day), separated by a comma and enclosed in 
parentheses (see Chapter 7, Examples 7-11 ). If the dare is given as a season, give the 
year and the season, separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

• For papers and posters presented at meetings, give the year and month of rhe meet
ing, separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. 

• Write in press in parentheses for articles that have been accepted for publication but 
that have nor yet been published (see Chapter 7, Example 6). Do not give a date until 
the article has actually been published. (To reference a paper that is still in progress, 
under review, or being revised, see Chapter 7, Example 59.) 

• If no date is available, write n.d. in parentheses. 

• For several volumes in a multivolume work or several letters from the same collec
tion, express rhe date as a range of years from earliest to latest (see Chapter 7, 
Examples 23 and 65). 

• For archival sources, indicate an estimated date that is reasonably certain but nor 
stared on the document by using ca. (circa) and enclose the information in square 
brackets (sec Chapter 7, Example 67). 

• Finish the element with a period after the closing parenthesis. 

6.29 Title 

Article or chapter title. Capitalize only the first word of the title and of the subtitle, if 
any, and any proper nouns; do not italicize the ride or place quotation marks around 
it. Finish the element with a period. 

Mental and nervous d1seases in the Russo-Japanese war· A histoncal analys1s. 

Periodical title: Journals, newsletters, magazines. Give rhe periodical title in full, in 
uppercase and lowercase lerters. Italicize the name of the periodical. 

Social Science Quarterly 

Nonperiodical title: Books and reports. 
• Capitalize only the first word of the tide and of the subtitle, if any, and any proper 

nouns; italicize the title. 

• Enclose additional information given on the publication for irs identification and 
retrieval (e.g., edition, report number, volume number) in parentheses immediately 
after the title. Do not use a period between the title and the parenthetical informa
cion; do not italicize the parenthetical information. 

Development of entry-level tests to select FBI special agents {Publication No. 

FR-PRD-94-06). 

I 
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• If a volume is part of a larger, separately titled series or coUection, treat the series 
and volume titles as a two-part title (see Chapter 7, Example 24). 

• Finish the element with a period. 

Nonroutine information in titles. If nonroutine information is important for identificanon 
and retrieval, provide it in brackets immediately after the title and any parenthencal 
information. Capitalize the first letter of the notation. Brackets indicate a description 
of form, not a title. Here are some of the more common notations that help identlf}· 
works: 

Notation 

[Letter to the editor) 

[Special issue) 

[Special section) 

[Monograph) 

[Abstract) 

[Audio podcast) 

[Data file) 

[Brochure) 

[Motion picture! 

[Lecture notes) 

[CD) 

[Computer software) 

[Video webcast) 

[Supplemental material) 

6.30 Publication Information 

Periodicals: Journals, newsletters, magazines. 
• Give the volume number after the periodical title; italicize it. Do not use Vol. before 

the number. 

• Include the journal issue number (if available) along with the volume number if the 
journal is paginated separately by issue (see Chapter 7, Examples 3, 7, 8). Give the 
issue number in parentheses immediately after the volume number; do not italicize 
it. Give inclusive page numbers on which the cited material appears. 

• Finish the element with a period. 

Social Science Quarterly, 84, 508-525. 

• Periodical publisher names and locations are generally not included in references, in 
accordance with long practice. 

Nonperiodicals: Books and reports 
• Give the location (city and state or, if outside of the United States, city and counrry l 

where the publisher is located as noted on the title page for books; reports; 
brochures; and other separate, nonperiodical publications. 



• If the publisher is a university and the name of the state or province is included in 
the name of the university, do nor repeat the name in the publisher location. 

• The names of U.S. stares and territories are abbreviated in the reference list and in 
the Method section (suppliers' locations); use the official two-letter U.S. Postal 
Service abbreviations. To cite locations outside the United States, spell out the city 
and the country names. However, if you are publishing outside the United Stares or 
for an international readership, check your institution's or publisher's specific style 
guidelines for writing out or abbreviating state, province, territory, and country 
names. 

• Use a colon after the location. 

• Give the name of the publisher in as brief a form as is intelligible. Write out the 
names of associations, corporations, and university presses, but omit superfluous 
rerms, such as Publishers, Co., and Inc., which are nor required to identify the pub
ltsher. Retain the words Books and Press. 

• If two or more publisher locations are given in the book, give the location listed first 
or, tf specified, the location of the publisher's home office. 

• When the author is also the publisher, use Author to indicate the publisher. 

• Finish the element with a period. 

New York, NY: McGraw-Hill. 

Washington. DC: Author. 

Newbury Park, CA: Sage. 

Pretoria, South Africa: Unisa. 

6.31 Electronic Sources and Locator Information 

Since this manual was last updated, electronic journal publishing has gone from being 
the exception to the rule. Publishing in the online envi ronment has greatly increased 
the efficiency of publication processes and has contributed to a more vibrant and timely 
sharing of research results. However, the electronic dissemination of information has 
also led to a number of new publishing models. Unedited articles can now be dissem
mated on the Internet in advance of publication . Links to supplementary material such 
as long data sets and videos can be embedded in electronic articles and made accessi
ble with a simple click. Corrections that were formerly noted in a subsequent journal 
tssue can now be made with no fanfare as a simple update to online files. All of these 
ctrcumstances have called for new ways of tracking digita l information. 

In this new environment, some former models for referencing material no longer 
apply. lt is not always clear how to distinguish the advance online version of an arti
cle from the final published version or how to determine which is the "version of 
record" (see section 6.24). Moreover, readers may be consulting the electronic version 
wtrh supplemental material or the print version of the same article without supplemen
tal material. In the ephemeral world of the web, article links are not always robust. 

In general, we recommend that you include the same elements, in the same order, 
as you would for a reference to a fixed-media source and add as much electronic 
remeval information as needed for others to locate the sources you cited. We discuss 
next some key elements of the electronic retrieval process, beginning with some general 
mformation about uniform resource locators (URLs) and digital object identifiers 
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{DOis) and ending with formatting guidance for citing publication data from electron
ic sources. 

Understanding a URL. The URL is used to map digital information on the Internet. The 
components of a URL are as follows: 

Protocol Host name Path to document 
____l____ I I 
II I II I 
http://www.apa.org/monitor/octOO/workplace.html 

File name of specific 
document 

Protocol indicates what method a web browser (or other type of Internet software) 
should use to exchange data with the file server on which the desired document reside. 
The protocols recognized by most browsers are hypertext transfer protocol (HTIPl, 
hypertext transfer protocol secure {HTIPS), and file transfer protocol (ITP). In a 
URL, rhe protocol is followed by a colon and two forward slashes (e.g., http://). 

Host or domain narne identifies the server on which the files reside. On the web, 
it is often the address for an organization's home page (e.g., http://www.apa.org IS the 
address for APA's home page). Although many domain names start with "www," not 
all do (e.g., http://journals.apa.org is the home page for APA's electronic journals, and 
http://members.apa.org is the entry page to the members-only portion of the APA sire). 
The domain name is not case sensitive; for consistency and ease of reading, always type 
it in lowercase letters. 

The domain name extension {in the preceding example, " .org") can help you deter
mine the appropriateness of the source for your purpose. Different extensions are used 
depending on what entity hosts the site. For example, the extensions ".edu" and ".org" 
are for educational institutions and nonprofit organizations, respectively; ".gov" and 
".mil" are used for government and military sires, respectively; and ".com" and " .biz" 
are used for commercial sires. Domain name extensions may also include a countr) 
code {e.g., ".ca" for Canada or ".nz" for New Zealand). The rest of the address indi
cates the directory path leading to the desired document. 

All content on the Internet is prone to being moved, restructured, or deleted. 
resulting in broken hyperlinks and nonworking URLs in the reference list. In an 
attempt to resolve this problem, scholarly publishers have begun assigning a DOl to 

journal articles and other documents. 

The 001 System. Developed by a group of international publishers, the DOl System 
provides a means of persistent identification for managing information on digital net
works (see http://www.doi.org/). The DOl System is implemented through registration 
agencies such as CrossRef, which provides citation-linking services for the scientific 
publishing sector. According to their mission statement, CrossRef is dedicated "to 
enable easy identification and use of trustworthy electronic content by promoting 
the cooperative development and application of a sustainable infrastructure'"' 
{http://www.crossref.org/). 

CrossRef's participants have developed a system that provides two critical func
tions. First, they assign each article a "unique identifier and underlying routing sys
tem" that functions as a clearinghouse to direct readers to content, regardless of where 



thl' content resides {Kasdorf, 2003, p. 646). Second, they collaborate to use the DOl 
as an underlying linking mechanism "embedded" in the reference lists of electronic 
arrtcles that allows click-through access to each reference. Cro sRef currently ha more 
than 2,600 participating publishers and scholarly societies. 

The 001 as article identifier. A DOl is a unique alphanumeric string assigned by a 
registration agency (the International DOl Foundation) to identify content and provide 
a per 1stent link to irs location on the Internet. 

The publisher assigns a DOl when your article is published and made available 
electronically. All DOl numbers begin with a 10 and contain a prefix and a suffix sep
arated by a slash. The prefix is a unique number of four or more digits assigned to 
organizations; the suffix is assigned by the publisher and was designed to be flexible 
wirh publisher identification standards. We recommend that when DOis are available, 
you include them for both print and electronic sources. 

The DOI is typically located on the first page of the electronic journal article, near 
the copyright notice (see Figure 6.2). The DOl can also be found on the database land
ing page for the article {see Figure 6.3). 

The/inking function of 00/s. The DO Is in the reference list function as links to the 
content you are referencing. The DOl may be hidden under a button labeled Article, 
CrossRef, PubMed, or another full-text vendor name {see Figure 6.4). Readers can 
then chck on the button to view the actual article or to view an abstract and an oppor
tunity to purchase a copy of the item. If the link is nor live or if the DOl is referenced 
in a print publication, the reader can simply enter the DOl into the DOl resolver 
search field provided by the registration agency CrossRef.org and be directed to the 
article or a link to purchase it (see Figure 6.5). Locating the article online with the DOl 
will give you electronic access to any online supplemental archives associated with the 
article (see section 2.13 regarding supplemental materials). 

6.32 Providing Publication Data for Electronic Sources 

• For electronic versions based on a print source (as in PDF), give inclusive page num
bers for the article cited. Use pp. before the page numbers in references to newspa
pers. See Chapter 7, Examples 1-3. 
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• Provide the DOl, if one has been assigned to the content. Publishers who follow best 
pracnces publish the DOl prominently on the first page of an article. Because the 
DOl string can be long, it is safest to copy and paste whenever possible. Provide the 
alphanumeric string for the DOl exactly as published in the article. This is not a style 
tssue bur a retrieval issue. 

• Use this format for the DOl in references: doi·xxxxxxx 

• When a DOl is used, no further retrieva l information is needed to identify or locate 
the conrenr. 
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REFERENCE COMPONENTS 

database, you may need to do a quick web search to locate this URL. Transcribe the 
URL correctly by copying it directly from the address window in your browser and 
pasting it into your working document (make sure the automatic hyphenation fea
ture of your word processor is turned off). 

• Do not insert a hyphen if you need to break a URL across lines; instead, break the 
URL before most punctuation (an exception would be http://). Do not add a period 
after the URL, to prevent the impression that the period is part of the URL. This is 
not a style issue but a retrieval issue. 

• Test URLs in your references at each stage prior to the submission and/or publica
tion of your work. If the document you are citing has moved, update the URL so 
that it points to the correct location. If the content is no longer available, substitute 
another source (i.e., the final version if you originally cited a draft) or drop it from 
the paper altogether. 

• In general, it is not necessary to include database information. Journal coverage in a 
particular database may change over time; also, if using an aggregator such as 
EBSCO, OVID, or ProQuest (each of which contains many discipline-specific d ata
bases, such as PsyciNFO), it may be unclear exactly which database provided the full 
text of an article. 

• Some archival documents (e.g., discontinued journals, monographs, dissertations, or 
papers not formally published) can be found only in electronic databases such as 
ERIC or JSTOR. When the document is not easily located through its primary pub
lishing channels, give the home or entry page URL for the online archive. 

• Do not include retrieval dates unless the source material may change over time 
(e.g., Wikis). 

• As with references to material in print or other fixed media, it is preferable to cite 
the final version (i.e., archival copy or version of record; see section 6.24). 



Reference Examples 

This chapter contains examples of references in APA Style. The examples are 
grouped into the following categories: periodicals; books, reference books, and 
book chapters; technica l and research reports; meetings and symposia; doctoral 

dissertations and master's theses; reviews and peer commentary; audiovisual media; data 
sets, software, measurement instruments, and apparatus; unpublished and informally pub
lished works; archival documents and collections; and retrievable personal communica
tions. In most categories, references to electronic or downloadable versions of each source 
npe are integrated among references to print or other fixed media versions. 

The mo t common kinds of references are illustrated here. Occasionally, however, 
vou may need ro use a reference for a source for which rhis chapter does not provide 
'>pee~fic guidance. In such a case, choose the example that is most like your source and 
toHov. thar format. Additional reference examples may be found on the APA Style 
webstte (www.apastyle.org). When in doubt, provide more information rather than 
b~. Because one purpose of listing references is to enable readers to retrieve and use 
the sources, most entries contain the following elements: author, year of publication, 
mle, and publi hing or retrieva l data-a ll the information necessary for unique identi
fi~anon and library search. 

Following is an index to the reference examples that lists types of work referenced 
and \aria tions o f each reference element. The numbers after each index entry refer to 
the numbered reference examples. Appendix 7.1 at the end of this chapter includes 
ttmplates and example references to legal materials. 

Types and Variations 
Periodicals 

abHract, 16, 17 
ad\·ance online publication, 5 
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194 TYPES AND VARIATIONS 

Congressional Record (see Appendix 7.1, Example 16) 
edited issue of a journal, 12 
editorial, 14 
Federal Register (see Appendix 7.1, Example 18) 
in-press article, preprint archive, 6 
issue of a journal, entire, 12 
journal article, 1-6 

with DOI, 1, 2, 5 
without DOl, 3, 4 

letter to the editor, 15 
magazine article, 7, 8 
manuscript submitted to, 59 
monograph, 13 
newsletter article, 9 
newspaper article, 10, 11 
non-English article, 4 
paginated by issue, 3 
special issue, 12 
special section, 12 
supplement, monograph, 13 
supplemental material, 15 
synopsis (see abstract) 
translated article, 4 

Books, Reference Books, and Book Chapters 
book, entire, 

electronic version of print, 19 
electronic version of republished, 21 
electronic-only, 20 
limited circulation, 22 
print, 18 

chapter in an edited book, 24-26 
edited book, 22, 23, 27 
entry in a reference book, 29, 30 
manuscript submitted ro, 59 
multivolume work, 23 
no author, 30 
non-English book, 28 
reference work, 27-30 
reprinted work, 26 
republished work, 21 
review of, 45 
revised or subsequent edition, 28, 30 
series, 24 
translated chapter in an edited book, 21, 26 



Technical and Research Reports 

authored report, 33 
corporate author, report from, 31, 32 
document deposi t service, report from, 34 
government report, corporate author, 31 
mstirurional a rchive, report from, 34 
issue brief, 35 
nongovernmental organization, authored report, 33 
rask force report, 32 

Meetings and Symposia 

annually published proceedings, 38 
conference paper abstract, retrieved online, 37 
proceedings published, 38, 39 
symposiUm contribution, 36 

Doctoral Dissertations and Master's Theses 

abstract in Dissertation Abstracts International, 43 
docroral dissertation, 

from an institutional database, 41 
from the web, 42 

docroral thesis, from university outside the United States, 44 
master's thesis, from a commercial database, 40 

Reviews and Peer Commentary 

article, peer commentary on, 48 
book, review of, 45 
"ideo, review of, 46 
v1deo game, review of, no author, 47 

Audiovisual Media 

map retrieved online, 53 
music recording, 52 
podcast, 50 
television series, single episode from, 51 
video, 49 

Data Sets, Software, Measurement Instruments, and 
Apparatus 

apparatus, 57 
data set, 54 
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measurement instrument, 55 
software, 56 

Unpublished and Informally Published Works 

informally published or self-archived work, 61 
informally published or self-archived work, from ERIC, 62 
manuscript in progress or submitted for publication, 59 
personal communications (see section 6.20) 
unpublished, 

manuscript with a university cited, 58 
raw data from study, 60 

Archival Documents and Collections 

archival/historical source, author and/or date known or reasonably certain, not 
stared on document, 67 

archival source, corporate author, 68 
historical publication, limited circulation, 72 
interview, recorded and available in an archive, 69 
lectures, from archive or personal collection, 66 
lerters, 

collection of, from an archive, 65 
private collection, from a, 64 
repository, from a, 63 

newspaper article, historical, in an archive or personal collection, 71 
photographs, 73 
transcription of a recorded interview, no recording available, 70 
unpublished papers, 66 

Internet Message Boards, Electronic Mailing Lists, and Other 
Online Communities 

blog post, 76 
message posted on, 

an electronic mailing list, 75 
a newsgroup, online forum, or discus ion group, 74 

video blog post, 77 

Author Variat ions 

associations, 32 
author modified (e.g., as editor), 12, 22, 23, 27, 49-51, 53 
author as publisher, 28, 32, 35 
collaborations (see section 6.27) 
corporate author, 28, 31, 32, 35, 49 
editors, 21-27, 29 

editorial board (see section 6.27), 



in place of author, 12, 22, 23, 27 
lead (see ecrion 6.27), 22, 27 
no edator, 30 
number of (see section 6.27) 
of proceedings, 39 
of specaal issues, 12 
senes, 24 
volume, 23 

gO\ernrnen t agency or institute, 31 
group authors, 28, 31, 32, 35, 49, 53, 54, 68, 72 
hyphenated fir t name (see section 6.27) 
inmal and surname, order of (see section 6.27) 

for the specific work referenced, 1-2 
for the book or collection in which the specific work is found, 21, 25-26 

Jr. in name, 24 
name suffixes Ur., III), 24 (see section 6.27) 
number of authors 

none, 9, 14, 30, 47 
one, 5, 6, 8, 10, 18, 19, 20, 37,40-45,48, 61-66,69,70 
two, 3, 4, 15, 17, 33, 34, 46, 58, 60 
three, four, or five, 7, 13, 16, 38, 39, 59 
eaght or more, 2 

private institute, 35 
"with" authors (see section 6.27) 

Title Variations 

non-Englash title (with translation), 4, 28 
proper noun in title, 12, 13, 15, 16, 32, 33, 54, 62, 66, 67, 70 
ren ed or new edition, 28-30 
>ubnrle (see two-part title) 
ririe wathin a tide, 45, 46, 48 
translated work, 21, 26 
translataon of tide into English, 4, 28 
two-part title, 7, 8, 19, 21-24, 26, 31, 34, 40, 42, 43, 54, 55, 59, 62, 70 
unmled work, 47, 60 
volume nurnber(s) of a book, 23, 24, 39 
volume number appearing with page numbers, 21 

Publication Information Variations 

author as publisher, 28, 31-35 
elecrronac version of print book, 19 
an-press journal arricle, 5, 6 
lerter to the editor, 15 
manuscript in preparation, 59 
manuscript submitted but not yet accepted, 59 
monograph, 13, 22 
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no dare (see section 6.28), 20, 30, 47 
pages discontinuous, 10 
pagination by issue rather than by volume, 3 
publication outside the United Stare (see section 6.30), 28 
publication over period of more than 1 year, 23 
publisher name shortened (see section 6.30), 26 
reprinted or republished work, 21, 26 
undated work (see section 6.28), 20, 30, 4 7 
unpublished work, 58, 60, 66 

Examples by Type 
7.01 Periodicals 

Periodicals include item published on a regular basis such as journal , magazines, 
newspapers, and newslerrers. 

General reference form: 

Author, A. A., Author, B. B . & Author, C. C. (year). Title of artrcle. Title of Penodicaf. 
xx, pp-pp. dor.xx.xxxxxxxxxx 

• Include the digital object identifier (DOl) in the reference if one is assigned (see sec
tion 6.31). 

• If no DOl is assigned to the content a nd you retrieved it online, include the home 
page URL for the journal, newslerrer, or magazine in the reference. Use this format: 
Retrieved from http://www.xxxxxxxx 

• If each issue of a journal begrns on page 1, give the issue nu mber in parentheses 
immediately after the volume number. 

• If you are citing an advance release version of the article, insert Advance onhne pub
lrcatron before the retrieval statement. 

• orne journals offer supplemental material that is availa ble only online. To reference 
this supplemental materral, or any other nonroutine information that is important 
for rdentification and retrieval, include a description of the content in brackets fol
lowing the title: [Letter to the editor). [Map). [Audio podcast). 

1. Journal article with DOl 

Herbst-Damm, K. L., & Kulik, J. A. (2005) . Volunteer support, marital s tatus, and 
the survival times of terminally rll patients. Health Psychology, 24, 225-229. 
dor: 10.1037/0278-6133.24.2 225 

2. Journal article with 001, more than seven authors 

Grlbert, D. G.. McCiernon, J F., Rabrnovich, N. E., Sugar, C., Plath, L C 
Asgaard. G., Botros, N. (2004) Effects of quitting smokrng on EEG activa
tron and attention last for more than 31 days and are more severe wrth stress. 
dependence DRD2 A 1 allele, and depressive traits. Nicotme and Tobacco 
Research. 6, 249-267. dor:10 1080/14622200410001676305 



• Use the following in-text citation: (Gilbert et al.. 2004). 

• When a reference has up to seven authors, spell out all authors' names in the ref
erence list. 

3. Journal article without 001 (when 001 is not available) 

Sill1ck, T. J .. & Schutte. N. S. (2006). Emot1onal tntelligence and self-esteem medi
ate between perceived early parental love and adult happiness. E-Journal of 
Applied Psychology, 2(2), 38-48. Retrieved from http://ojs.lib.swin.edu.au 
/index.php/ejap 

Light. M.A .. & Light. I. H. (2008). The geographic expansion of Mexican immigra
tion in the United States and 1ts 1mp1tcations for local law enforcement Law 
Enforcement Executive Forum Journal, 8(1 ), 73-82. 

• Include the issue number if the journal is paginated by issue. 

• If there is no DOl assigned and the reference was retrieved online, give the URL of 
rhe journal home page. 

• No retrieval dare is needed. 

4. Journal article without 001, title translated into English, print version 

Guimard. P .. & Flonn. A. (2007). Les evaluations des ense1gnants en grande sec
tion de maternelle sont-elles predictives des difficultes de lecture au cours 
preparatoire? [Are teacher ratings in kindergarten predictive of reading difficul
ties in first grade?]. Approche Neuropsychologique des Apprentissages chez 
/'Enfant, 19, 5-17. 

• If the original ver ion of a non-English article is used as the source, cite the original 
ver ion. Give the o riginal ticle and, in brackets, the English translation. 

• If the English translation of a no n-English article is used a the source, c ite the 
English translation. Give the English title without brackets. 

5. Journal article with 001, advance online publication 

Von Ledebur. S. C. (2007). Optimizing knowledge transfer by new employees 1n 
compan1es. Knowledge Management Research & Pract1ce. Advance onltne 
publicatton. doi: 10.1 057/palgrave.kmrp.8500141 

• This journal publishes four print issues per year but also offers individual artic les 
online as soon as they are finalized. T he content is assigned a DOl before it is 
asstgned a volume, issue, o r page numbers. 

• If there is no DOl assigned and you retrieved the article electronically, give the URL 
of the journa l home page. 

• Definitio ns of advance online publication vary among journal publishers. Generally, 
the term refers to peer-reviewed work, but the content may nor be copyedited or for
matted for final production. 

• Update you r references close to the publication date of your work, and refer to final 
versions of your sources, if possible. 
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6. In-press article posted in a preprint archive 

Bnscoe, R. (in press). Egocentric spatial representation in act1on and perceptlO 
Philosophy and Phenomenological Research. Retneved from http://cogpnr; 
.org/5780/1/ECSRAP.F07.pdf 

• The exact URL is used because the article is informally published and not Y• 
indexed on a journal website. Journal publishers that do not offer advance onJir 
publication may allow authors to post a version of their article online ahead of prir 
in an outside repository, also called a preprint archive. 

• Update your references close to the publication date of your work and refer to tb 
final version of a work, if possible. 

7. Magazine article 

Chamberlin, J., Novotney, A. , Packard, E., & Price, M. (2008, May) Enhancin 
worker well-being: Occupational health psychologists convene to share .'le 
research on work, stress, and health. Monitor on Psychology. 39(5). 26-29. 

8. Online magazine article 

Clay, R. (2008, June) . Science vs. Ideology: Psychologists fight back about th. 
misuse of research. Monitor on Psychology. 39(6) . Retrieved fron 
http://www.apa.org/monltor/ 

9. Newsletter article, no author 

Six sites meet for comprehensive anti-gang initiative conference. (200€ 
November/December) . OJJDP News @ a Glance. Retneved fror 
http://www.nqrs.gov/html/ojjdp/news_at_glance/216684/topstory.html 

• The exact URL is helpful here becau e specific newsletter articles are difficulr t• 
locate from the government agency home page. 

• Alphabetize works with no author by the first significant word in the tide (in thi 
case, "Six"). 

• In text, use a short title (or the full title if it is short) enclosed in quotation marks fo 
the parenthetical citation: ("S1x Sites Meet," 2006). 

10. Newspaper article 

Schwartz, J . (1993, September 30). Obesity affects economic, social status. Tho 
Washmgton Post, pp. A 1, A4. 

• Precede page numbers for newspaper articles with p. or pp. 

• If an article appears on discontinuous pages, give all page numbers, and separate tht 
numbers with a comma (e.g., pp. Bl, B3, B5-B7). 

11. Online newspaper article 

Brody, J . E. (2007, December 11 ). Mental reserves keep brains agile. The New Yon 
Times. Retrieved from http://www.nytimes.com 
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• Give the URL of rhe home page when the online version of the article is available by 
search ro avoid nonworking URLs. 

12. Special issue or section in a journal 

Haney, C., & Wiener, R. L. (Eds.). (2004) . Capital punishment in the United States 
[Special issue). Psychology, Public Pol1cy, and Law, 10(4). 

Greenfield, P., & Yan, Z. (Eds.). (2006) . Children. adolescents, and the Internet 
[Special sect1on]. Developmental Psychology, 42, 391-458. doi:1 0.1037/0012 
-1649.42.3.391 

• To eire an entire issue or special section of a journal, give the editors of the issue and 
the ririe of the issue. 

• If the issue has no editors, move the issue title to the author position, before the year 
of publication, and end the title with a period. Alphabetize the reference entry by the 
first significant word in the title. In text, use a shortened tide enclosed in quotation 
marks for the parenthetical citation: ("Cap1tal Punishment." 2004). 

• Provide the page range for special sections. 

• To reference an article within a special issue, simply follow the format shown in 
Examples 1-4. 

n 13. Monograph as part of journal issue 

a, 

1 

Ganster, D. C., Schaubroeck, J .. Sime. W. E .. & Mayes, B. T. (1991 ). The nomo
logical validity of the Type A personality among employed adults [Monograph]. 
Journal of Applied Psychology, 76, 143-168. doi :1 0.1037/0021-9010.76.1.143 

• For a monograph with an issue (or whole) number, include the issue number in 
parenrheses followed by the serial number, for example, 58(1, Serial No. 231 ). 

• For a monograph bound separately as a supplement to a journal, give the issue num
ber and supplement or part number in parentheses after the volume number, for 
example, 80(3, Pt. 2). 

14. Editorial without signature 

Ed1tonal: "What is a disaster" and why does this question matter? [Editorial]. 
(2006). Journal of Contingencies and Cnsts Management, 74, 1-2. 

15. Online-only supplemental material in a periodical 

Marshaii-Pescini, S .. & Whiten, A. (2008). Social learning of nut-cracking behavior 
1n East African sanctuary-living ch1mpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii ) 
[Supplemental material]. Journal of Comparative Psychology, 722, 186-194. 
doi:1 0.1 037/0735-7036.122.2.186.supp 

• The description of supplemental material or other nonroutine information (e.g., a 
lerrer ro rhe editor, podcast, or map} is included in brackets to help the reader iden
nfy and retrieve the material. 

• If no author is indicated, move the tide and bracketed description to the author 
position . 

• In text, use the following parenthetical citation: (Marshaii-Pescmi & Whiten. 2008}. 
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16. Abstract as original source 

Woolf, N. J ., Young, S. L., Fanselow, M . S., & Butcher, L. L. (1991) MAP-2 expres 
s1on in cholinoceptive pyramidal cells of rodent cortex and h1ppocampus 
altered by Pavlovian conditioning [Abstract]. Society for Neuroscienct 
Abstracts, 17, 480. 

Lassen, S. R., Steele, M . M ., & Sailor, W. (2006). The relationship of schooi-WJO. 
positive behavior support to academic achievement in an urban miodl~ 

school. Psychology m the Schools, 43, 701-712. Abstract retrieved frorr 
http://www. interscience. wiley. com 

• Although it is preferable ro cite the full text of an article, abstracts can be used a: 
sources and included in the reference list. 

17. Abstract as secondary source 

Hare, L. R., & O'Neill, K. (2000). Effectiveness and effic1ency in small academiC 
peer groups. Small Group Research, 31, 24-53. Abstract retrieved frorr 
Sociological Abstracts database. (Accession No. 20001 0185) 

• Although it is preferable to cite the full text of an article, abstracts can be used as 
sources and included in the reference list. 

• Database names and abstract identifier (if applicable) may be given for material ot 
limited circulation. 

7 .02 Books, Reference Books, and Book Chapters 

This category includes books and reference books such as encyclopedias, dictionarie , 
and discipline-specific reference books (e.g., Diagnostic and Statistical Mamtal o/ 
Mental Disorders; see example at www.apascyle.org). It also includes books that are 
published in electronic form only, reference works and public domain books availa ble 
online, and out-of-print books that may be available only in online reposirones. 
When DOis are assigned, use them as noted in the examples that follow. 

For an entire book, use the following reference formats: 

Author, A. A. (1967). Title of work. Location: Publisher. 

Author, A. A. (1997) . Title of work. Retrieved from http://www.xxxxxxx 

Author, A. A. (2006). 7itle of work. do1:xxxxx 

Editor, A. A. (Ed.) . (1986). Title of work. Location : Publisher. 

For a chapter in a book or entry in a reference book, use the following formats: 

Author, A. A. , & Author, B. B. (1995). Title of chapter or entry. In A. Editor, B 
Editor, & C. Editor (Eds.), Title of book (pp. xxx-xxx). Locat1on: Publishe r. 

Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (1993). Title of chapter or entry. In A Ed1tor & B 
Editor (Eds.), Title of book (pp. xxx-xxx) . Retrieved f rom http://WWW.XX)(XXXX 

Author, A. A., & Author. B. B. (1995). Title of chapter or entry. In A Ed1tor. 8 . Ed1tor. 
& C. Editor (Eds.). Title of book (pp. xxx-xxx). do1:xxxxxxxx 
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• If there are no page numbers, the chapter or entry tide is sufficient. 

For an entry in a reference work with no byline, use the following formats: 

litle of entry. (1998). In A. Editor (Ed.). Title of reference work (xx ed., Vol xx. pp. 
xxx-xxx). Location: Publisher. 

litle of entry. (1998). In Title of reference work (xx ed .. Vol. xx). Retrieved from 
http://www.xxxxxxxxx 

• When the author and publisher are the same, use the word Author as the name of 
the publisher. 

• Alphabetize books with no author or editor by the first significant word in the title. 
In the text citation, use a few words of the title, or the whole title if it is short, in 
place of an author name. 

• Place information about editions, volume numbers, and page numbers (such as 
revised edition, volume number, or chapter page range) in parentheses following the 
mle, with the period after the parentheses: (Rev. ed .) or (Vol. xx, pp. xxx-xxx). As with 
penodicals, for any nonroutine information that is important for identification and 
retrieval, place a description of content in brackets following the ririe: [Brochure]. 

• For major reference works with a large editorial board, you may list the name of the 
lead editor, fo ll owed by eta/. 

• For books or chapters available only online, the electronic retrieval statement takes 
the place of publisher location and name (see Examples 19-22, 24). 

18. Entire book, print version 

Shotton. M. A. (1989). Computer add1ct1on? A study of computer dependency. 
London, England: Taylor & Franc1s. 

19. Electronic version of print book 

Shotton. M. A (1989). Computer add1ct10n? A study of computer dependency [DX 
Reader version]. Retrieved from http://www.ebookstore.tandf.co.uk 
/html/index.asp 

Sch1raldi, G. R. (2001 ). The post-traumatic stress disorder sourcebook: A guide 
to healing, recovery, and growth [Adobe D1gital Editions version]. do1: 10 

.1 036/0071393722 

20. Electronic-only book 

O'Keefe, E. (n .d.). Egoism & the cnsis m Western values. Retneved from 
http://www.onlineoriginals.com/showitem .asp ?item I D= 135 

21. Electronic version of republished book 

Freud. S (1953). The method of Interpreting dreams: An analysis of a spec1men 
dream. In J. Strachey (Ed. & Trans ), The standard edit1on of the complete 
psychological works of Sigmund Freud (Vol. 4. pp. 96-121). Retneved from 
http://books.google.com/books (Ong1nal work published 1900) 
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• In text, use the following citation: (Freud, 1900/1953). 

22. limited-circulation book or monograph, from electronic database 

Thomas. N. (Ed.). (2002) . Perspectives on the community college: A journey of 
dtscovery [Monograph) . Retneved from http://eric.ed.gov/ 

• Database information may be given for items of limited circulation. 

23. Several volumes in a multivolume work 

Koch, S. (Ed.). (1959-1963) . Psychology: A study of science (Vols. 1-6). New York, 
NY: McGraw-Hill . 

• In text, use the following parenthetical citation: (Koch, 1959-1963). 

24. Electronic version of book chapter in a volume in a series 

Strong, E. K., Jr., & Uhrbrock, R. S. (1923). Bibliography on job analysis. In L. 
Outhwaite (Series Ed .). Personnel Research Series: Vol. 1. Job analysts and 
the curriculum (pp. 140-146). do1 : 10.1037/10762-000 

• If the content has been assigned a DOl, give the DOl in the reference. No URL or 
database name is needed. 

• In regularly published series with subtitles that change regularly, the series title is 
uppercase and the subtitle is lowercase, as in a book title. 

25. Book chapter, print version 

Haybron, D. M. (2008). Ph1losophy and the science of subjective well-being. In M. 
Eid & R J Larsen (Eds.). The sctence of subjective well-being (pp. 17-43) 
New York, NY: GUilford Press. 

26. Book chapter, English translation, reprinted from another source 

Piaget, J . (1988). Extracts from Piaget's theory (G . Gellerier & J . Langer, Trans.) In 
K. Richardson & S. Sheldon (Eds.), Cognitive development to adolescence A 
reader (pp. 3-18). Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum. (Reprinted from Manual of child psy
chology, pp. 703-732, by P. H. Mussen, Ed., 1970, New York, NY: Wiley) 

• If the English translation of a non-English work is used as the source, cite the English 
translation. Give the English title without brackets, followed by the translator's 
name in parentheses. 

• In text, use the following parenthetical citation: (Piaget, 1970/1988). 

27. Reference book 

VandenBos, G. R (Ed .). (2007) . APA dtcttonary of psychology. Wash1ngton. DC 
American Psychological Assoc1at10n. 

-



28. Non-English reference book, title translated into English 

Real Academ1a Espanola. (2001 ). D1ccionano de Ia lengua espanola [D1ct1onary of 
the Spanish language) (22nd ed .). Madnd, Spa1n: Author. 

• If a non-English reference work is used as the source, give the title in the original lan
guage and, in brackets, the English translation. 

29. Entry in an online reference work 

Graham. G. (2005). Behaviorism. In E. N. Zalta (Ed.), The Stanford encyclopedia of 
philosophy (Fall 2007 ed.). Retneved from http://plato.stanford.edu/entnes 
!behaviorism/ 

30. Entry in an online reference work, no author or editor 

Heunst1c. (n.d.) . In Merriam-Webster's on/me d1ct1onary (11th ed.). Retrieved from 
http://www m-w.com/dict1onary/heuristic 

• If the online version refers to a print edition, include the edition number after 
the title. 

7.03 Technical and Research Reports 

Technical and research reports, like journal articles, usually cover original research but 
may or may not be peer reviewed. They are part of a body of literature sometimes 
referred to as gray literature, which "can serve a valuable supplementary role to for
mal publication, including additional resources, derails, research methods and experi
mental techniques" ("Gray literature," 2006). Format references to technical and 
research reports as you would a book. 

Author, A. A. (1998). Title of work (Report No. xxx). Locat1on: Publisher. 

• If the issuing organization assigned a number (e.g., report number, contract number, 
monograph number) to the report, give that number in parentheses immediately 
after the title. 

• If you obtained a report from the U.S. Government Printing Office, list the publish
er location a nd name as Washington, DC: Government Printing Office. 

• For reports retrieved online, identify the publisher as parr of the retrieval statement 
unless the publisher has been identified as the author: Retrieved from Agency name 
website. http://www.xxxxxxx 

31. Corporate author, government report 

U S Department of Health and Human Serv1ces, National Institutes of Health, 
National Heart. Lung, and Blood lnst1tute (2003) Managmg asthma: A gwde 

for schools (NIH Publication No. 02-2650) Retneved from http://www.nhlbi 
.nlh.gov/health/prof/lung/asthma/asth_sch.pdf 

I 
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32. Corporate author, task force report filed online 

American Psychological Assoc1at1on. Task Force on the Sexualization of Girls. 
(2007). Report of the APA Task Force on the Sexualization of G1rls 
Retneved from http://www.apa.org/pi/wpo/sexualizatlon.html 

33. Authored report, from nongovernmental organization 

Kessy, S. S. A., & Urio, F. M . (2006). The contribution of microfinance inst1tut1ons 
to poverty reduction m Tanzania (Research Report No. 06.3) . Retneved 
from Research on Poverty Alleviation website: http://www.repoa.or.tz 
/documents_storage/Publicatlons/Reports/06.3_Kessy_and_Urio.pdf 

34. Report from institutional archive 

McDaniel, J. E., & M1skel, C. G. (2002). The effect of groups and md1v1duals on 
national dec1s1onmakmg. Influence and domination in the readmg policymalc
mg enwonment (CIERA Report 3-025). Retrieved from Un1vers1ty o: 
M ich1gan, Center for Improvement of Early Reading Achievement webs1te 
http://www Clera.org/llbrary/reports(Jnquiry-3/3-Q2513-Q25.pdf 

35. Issue brief 

Employee Benef1t Research Institute. (1992, February). Sources of health insur
ance and characteristics of the uninsured (Issue Brief No. 123). Washington, 
DC: Author. 

• Use this form for issue briefs, working papers, and other corporate documents, wl(h 
rhe appropriate document number for retrieval in parentheses. 

7.04 Meetings and Symposia 

Proceedings of meetings and sympo ia can be published in book or periodical form. To 
eire published proceedings from a book, u e rhe same format as for a book or book 
chapter (see Example 39). To eire proceedings that are published regularly, use the 
same format as for a periodical (see Example 38). For contributions ro symposia or for 
paper or poster presentations that have not been formally published, use rhe following 
templates. 

Symposium: 

Contributor, A. A., Contributor, B. B .. Contributor, C. C .. & Contributor. D. D 
(Year. Month). Title of contribution. In E. E. Chairperson (Chair), 7itle of 
symposium. Symposium conducted at the meeting of Organ1zat1on Name. 
Location. 

Paper presentation or poster se sion: 

Presenter, A. A. (Year. Month) Title of paper or poster. Paper or poster sess1on 
presented at the meeting of Organ1zat10n Name, Locat1on 

• For symposium contributions and paper or po rer presentations char have nor been for
mally published, give rhe monrh and year of rhe symposium or meeting in rhe reference. 



36. Symposium contribution 

Muellbauer, J. (2007, September). Houstng, credit, and consumer expenditure. InS 
C. Ludvigson (Chair), Housing and consumer behav1or. Sympostum conducted 
at the meeting of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, Jackson Hole, WY. 

37. Conference paper abstract retrieved online 

Liu, S. (2005, May). Defending agamst business crises wtth the help of intelltgent 
agent based early warning soluttons. Paper presented at the Seventh 
International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems, Miami, FL. 
Abstract retrieved from http://www.tcets.org/icets2005/abstracts_2005.htm 

38. Proceedings published regularly online 

Herculano-Houzel, S., Collins, C. E .. Wong, P., Kaas, J. H., & Lent. R. (2008). The 
basic nonuniformity of the cerebral cortex. Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences, USA, 105, 12593-12598. doi: 1 0.1 073/pnas.08054171 05 

39. Proceedings published in book form 

Katz, 1., Gabayan, K. & Aghajan, H. (2007). A multi-touch surface using multiple 
cameras. In J. Blanc-Talon, W. Phtltps, D. Popescu, & P Scheunders (Eds ), 
Lecture Notes m Computer Sctence: Vol. 4678 Advanced Concepts for 
Intelligent Vision Systems (pp. 97-1 08). doi: 10.1007 /978-3-540-74607-2_9 

• ~ore that Advanced Cot1cepts for Intelligent Vision Systems is capitalized because it 
IS the name of an annua l conference and is a proper noun. 

7.05 Doctoral Dissertations and Master's Theses 

Doctoral dissertations and rna ter's theses can be retrieved from subscription databas
e , Institutional archives, and personal websites. If the work is retrieved from ProQuest 
D1s ertations and Theses database (whose index and abstracting sources include 
D1ssertation Abstracts hzternational [DAI] and Master's Theses International, both 
publi hed by University Microforms International, and American Doctoral 
Dissertations, published by Association of Research Libraries) or another published 
source, mclude this information in the reference. 

For a doctoral dissertation or master's thesis available from a database service, u e 
the following reference template: 

Author, A. A. (2003). Title of doctoral dissertation or master's thesis (Doctoral dts
sertatton or master's thesis). Retneved from Name of database (Accession or 
Order No.) 

For an unpublished dissertation or thesis, use the following template: 

Author, A. A. (1978) Title of doctoral dissertation or master's thesis (Unpublished 
doctoral dissertatton or master's thests). Name of lnstttutton, LocatiOn. 

• Italicize the title of a doctoral dissertation or master's thesis. 

• Identify the work as a doctoral dissertation or master's thesis in parenthese after the title. 

I 
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• If the paper is available through a database, give the accession or order number m 
parentheses at the end of the reference. 

40. Master's thesis, from a commercial database 

McNiel, D. S. (2006). Meaning through narrative: A personal narrative discussmg 
growing up with an alcoholic mother (Master's thesis). Retneved f rom 
ProOuest Dissertations and Theses database. (UMI No. 1434728) 

41. Doctoral dissertation, from an institutional database 

Adams, R. J. (1973) . Building a foundation for evaluation of instruction m higher 
education and contmuing educat1on (Doctoral d1ssertat1on). Retneved from 
http://www.ohlohnk.edu/etd/ 

42. Doctoral dissertation, from the web 

Bruckman. A (1997) MOOSE Crossmg Construction, commumty, and learning n 
a networked virtual world for k1ds (Doctoral dissertation, Massachusetls 
Institute of Technology) Retneved from http://www-statlc.cc.gatech edu 
/-asb/thesis/ 

43. Doctoral dissertation, abstracted in OAf 

Appelbaum. L. G. (2005). Three studies of human information process1ng. Texture 
amplification, motion representation, and figure-ground segregation 
Dissertation Abstracts International: Section B. Sciences and Engineering, 
65(1 0). 5428. 

44. Doctoral thesis, from a university outside the United States 

Carlbom, P. (2000). Carbody and passengers in rail vehicle dynam1cs (Doctora l the
sis, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden). Retneved from 
http://urn.kb sa/resolve ?urn=urn:nbn:se:kth:diva-3029 

7.06 Reviews and Peer Commentary 

Reviews of books, motion pictures, and other information or entertainment product 
are published in a variety of venues, including periodicals, websires, and blogs. Some 
publications will print author response ro a reviewer's criticism or multiple reviews of 
the same product. 

Reviewer, A. A. (2000) . Title of review [Rev1ew of the book Title of book, by A. A 
Author). Title of complete work, xx, xxx-xxx. 

• If the review is untitled, use the material in brackets as the title; retain the bracket 
to indicate that the material is a description of form and content, not a title. 

• Identify the type of medium being reviewed in brackets (book, motion picture, tele
vision program, ere.). 

• If the reviewed item is a book, include the author names after the title of the book. 
separated by a comma. 

• If the reviewed item is a film, DYD, or other media, include the year of release after 
the title of the work, separated by a comma. 
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45. Review of a book 

Schatz. B. R. (2000, November 17). Learnmg by text or context? !Review of the 
book The social/de of information, by J S Brown & P. DugUJdl. Science, 290, 
1304. doi:1 0.1126/science.290.5495.1304 

46. Review of a video 

Axelman, A. , & Shapiro. J. L. (2007). Does the solution warrant the problem? 
I Review of the DVD Brief therapy with adolescents. produced by the 
American Psychological Association. 2007]. PsycCRITIOUES. 52(51 ). 
doi: 10.1 037/a0009036 

47. Review of a video game, no author 

!Rev1ew of the v1deo game BioShock, produced by 2K Games. 20071. (n.d.). 
Retrieved f rom http://www.whattheyplay com/products/bloshock-for-xbox 
-360/?fm=3&ob= 1 &t=0#166 

48. Peer commentary on an article 

Wolf. K. S. (2005). The future for Deaf individuals IS not that bleak !Peer commen
tary on the paper "Decrease of Deaf potential in a mainstreamed enwon
ment" by K. S. Wolf!. Retrieved from http://www.personalityresearch.org 
/papers/hall.html#wolf 

7.07 Audiovisual Media 
Audiovisual media include motion pictures; audio or television broadcasts (including 
podcasts); and static objects such as maps, artwork, or photos. 

For a motion picture, use the following format: 

Producer, A. A. (Producer). & Director. B. B. (Director). (Year). Title of motion pic
ture !Motion picture!. Country of Origin: Studio. 

For a music recording, use the following format: 

Writer, A. (Copyright year). Title of song !Recorded by B. B. Artist if different from 
w riter). On Title of album !Medium of recording: CD, record. cassette, etc.) 
Location: Label. (Date of recording if different from song copyright date) 

• List the primary contributors in the author position and use parentheses to identify 

their contribution. 

• For an ep isode from a television or radio series, use the same format as for a chap
ter in a book, but list the script w riter and director in the author position and the 
producer in the editor position. 

49. Video 

Amencan Psychological Association (Producer). (2000). Responding therapeuti
cally to patient expressions of sexual attraction IDVDJ. Available from 

http://www. apa .erg/videos/ 

I 
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50. Podcast 

Van Nuys, D. (Producer). (2007, December 19). Shrink rap radto [Audio podcast). 
Retrieved from http.//www.shrinkrapradio.com/ 

51. Single episode from a television series 

Egan. D. (Writer). & Alexander. J . (Director). (2005). Failure to commun1cate 
[Television series episode]. In D. Shore (Executive producer). House. New 
York. NY: Fox Broadcasting. 

52. Music recording 

lang, k.d. (2008). Shadow and the frame. On Watershed !CD]. New York, NY 
Nonesuch Records. 

• In text citations, include side and band or track numbers: "Shadow and the Frame" 
(lang, 2008, track 1 Ol. 

53. Map retrieved online 

Lewis County Geographic Information Services (Cartographer). (2002) 
Population density, 2000 U.S. Census [Demographic map]. Retrieved from 
http://www.co.lewis.wa.us/publicworks/maps/Demographics/census-pop 
-dens_2000.pdf 

7.08 Data Sets, Software, Measurement Instruments, and 
Apparatus 

This category includes raw data and tools that aid persons in performing a task such 
as data analysis or measurement. Reference entries are not necessary for standard soft
ware and programming languages, such as Microsoft Word or Excel, Java, Adobe 
Photoshop, and even SA$ and SPSS. In text, give the proper name of the software, 
along with the version number. Do provide reference entries for specialized software 
or computer programs with limited distribution. 

or 

Rightsholder, A. A. (Year). Tttle of program (Version number) [Descnpt1on of form] . 
Location: Name of Producer. 

Rightsholder, A. A. (Year). Tttle of program [Description of form]. Retrieved from 
http://xxxx 

• Do not italicize the names of software, programs, or languages. 

• Do italicize the title of a data set. 

• If an individual has proprietary rights to the software, name him or her as the 
author; otherwise, treat such references as unauthored works. 

• In parentheses immediately after the title, tdentify the version number, if any. 

• In brackets immediately after the title or version number, identify the source as a 
computer program, language, software, and so forth. Do not use a period between 
the title and the bracketed material. 
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1 Give the location and name of the organization that produced the work, if applica
ble. m the publisher position. If the program can be downloaded or ordered from 
rhe web, give this information in the publisher position. 

1 For an apparatus patent, use the legal reference format {see Appendix 7.1). 

54. Data set 

Pew Hispanic Center. (2004). Changing channels and crisscrossing cultures: A 
survey of Latinos on the news media [Data file and code book). Retrieved 
from http://pewhispanic.org/datasets/ 

55. Measurement instrument 

Friedlander, M. L, Escudero. V .. & Heatherington. L. (2002). E-SOFTA: System for 
observing family therapy alliances [Software and training videos). 
Unpublished instrument. Retrieved from http://www.softa-soatlf.com/ 

56. Software 

Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (Version 2) [Computer software). Englewood. NJ: 

B1ostat. 

51. Apparatus 

Eyelink II [Apparatus and software]. (2004). Mississauga, Ontario, Canada: SR 

Research. 

7.09 Unpublished and Informally Published Works 
Unpublished work includes work that is in progress, has been submitted for publica
non, or has been completed bur not submitted for publication. This category also 
mcludes work that has nor been formally published but is available on a personal or 
msnrurional website, an electronic archive such as ERIC, or a preprint archive. 

Author. A. A. (Year). Title of manuscript. Unpublished manuscript [or "Manuscript 
subm1tted for publication," or "Manuscnpt in preparation") . 

• If the work is available on an electronic archive, give this information at the end. 

I Update your references frequently prior to publication of your work; refer to the 
final published version of sources when possible. 

58. Unpublished manuscript with a university cited 

Blackwell, E .. & Conrod, P. J. (2003). A five-dimensional measure of drinking 
mot1ves. Unpublished manuscript, Department of Psychology, University of 

Bnt1sh Columbia, Vancouver, Canada. 

59. Manuscript in progress or submitted for publication 

Ting, J . Y., Florsheim, P .. & Huang, W. (2008) Mental health help-seeking in eth
mc mmority populations: A theoretical perspective. Manuscnpt submitted for 

publication. 

I 
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• Do nor give the name of the journal or publisher to which the manuscript has been 
submitted. 

• Treat a manuscript accepted for publication but not yet published as an in-press ref
erence (see Example 6). 

• Use the same format for a draft or work in progress, but substicure the words 
Manuscript in preparation for the final sentence. Use the year of the draft you read 
(not in preparation) in the text citation. 

60. Unpublished raw data from study, untitled work 

Bordi, F. , & LeDoux, J . E. (1993). [Auditory response latencies in rat aud1tory cor· 
tex). Unpublished raw data. 

61. Informally published or self-archived work 

Mitchell, S . D. (2000) . The tmport of uncertainty. Retrieved from http:// 
philsci-archlve.pitt.edu/archive/00000162/ 

This work was later published in a journal and would now be referenced as follows: 

Mitchell, S. D. (2007). The import of uncertainty. The Pluralist, 2(1). 58-71 . 

62. Informally published or self-archived work, from ERIC 

Kubota, K. (2007) . "Soaking" model for learning: Analyzing Japanese learnmg/ 
teaching process from a socio-historical perspective. Retrieved from ERIC 
database. (ED498566) 

7. 1 0 Archival Documents and Collections 

Archival sources include letters, unpublished manuscripts, limited-circulation 
brochures and pamphlets, in-house institutional and corporate documents, clippings, 
and other documents, as well as such nontexr materials as photographs and appara
tus, that are in rbe personal possession of an author, form part of an institutional col
lection, or are stored in an archive such as the Archives of the History of American 
Psychology at the University of Akron or the APA Archives. 

Author, A. A. (Year, Month Day). Title of material [Description of material). Name 
of Collection (Call number, Box number, File name or number, etc.). Name of 
Repository, Location . 

• This general format may be modified for collections requiring more or less specific 
information to locate materials, for different types of collections, or for additional 
descriptive information (e.g., a translation of a letter). Authors may choose to list 
correspondence from their own personal collections, but correspondence from 
other private collections should be listed only with the permission of the collector. 

• As with any reference, the purpose is to direct the reader to the source, despite the 
fact that only a single copy of the document may be available and the reader may 
have some difficulty actually seeing a copy. 
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• Include as much information as is needed to help locate the item with reasonable 
ease withi n the repository. Fo r items from collections with detailed finding aids, the 
name of the collection may be sufficient; for items from collections without finding 
a1ds, more information (e.g., call number, box number, file name or number) may be 
necessary to help locate the item. 

• If several letters are cited from the same collection, list the collection as a reference 
and provide specific identifying information (a uthor, recipient, and dare) for each 
letter in the in-text citations. 

• Use square brackets to indicate information that does not appear on the document. 
Use question marks to indicate uncertainty regarding names and dares; use ca. (circa, 
not italicized) to indicate estimated dates (see Example 67). 

• For interviews and oral histories, list the interviewee as the author. Include the inter
newer's name in the description. 

• If a publication of limited circulation is available in libraries, the reference may be 
formatted as usual for published material, without the archival source. 

63. letter from a repository 

Frank. L. K. (1935, February 4) . [letter to Robert M. Ogden). Rockefeller Arch1ve 
Center (GEB series 1.3. Box 371, Folder 3877), Tarrytown, NY 

64. Letter from private collection 

Zacharius. G. P. (1953, August 15). [letter to William Rickel (W. Rickel. Trans.)]. 
Copy in possession of Hendrika Vande Kemp. 

65. Collection of letters from an archive 

Allport, G. W . (1930-1967). Correspondence. Gordon W. Allport Papers (HUG 
4118.1 0) . Harvard Univers1ty Archives. Cambndge. MA. 

In-text citations of specific letters: 

(Allport. G. W .. 1930-1967, Allport to E. G. Boring, March 1, 1939) 

(Allport, G. W ., 1930-1967. E. G. Bonng to Allport, December 26, 1937) 

• >-:ote that Examples 63 and 65 refer to archival materials that can be recovered and 
thus include full reference list details that allow the reader to find them. Private let
ters and correspondence that are not easily retrievable are considered personal com
munications and are cited only in text (see section 6.20). 

66. Unpublished papers, lectures from an archive or personal collection 

Berliner. A. (1959). Notes for a lecture on reminiscences of Wundt and Leipz1g. 
Anna Berliner Memoirs (Box M50). Archives of the History of American 

Psychology, University of Akron. Akron. OH. 
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67. Archival/historical source for which the author and/or date is known or is reason
ably certain but not stated on the document 

(Allport, A.?] . (ca. 1937]. Marion Taylor today-by the biographer Unpublished 
manuscrrpt. Marion Taylor Papers. Schlesinger L1brary, Radcliffe Co ege, 
Cambridge, MA. 

68. Archival source with corporate author 

Subcommittee on Mental Hygiene Personnel in School Programs (1949, 
November 5-6). Meeting of Subcommittee on Mental Hygiene Personnel•r. 
School Programs. David Shakow Papers (M1360). Archives of the History o; 
American Psychology, University of Akron, Akron, OH. 

69. Interview recorded and available in an archive 

Sm1th, M. B. (1989, August 12). Interview by C. A. Kiesler (Tape record ngl 
President's Oral History Project, American Psychological Assoc1at1on APA 
Archives, Washington, DC. 

70. Transcription of a recorded interview, no recording available 

Sparkman, C. F. (1973). An oral history with Dr. Colley F. Sparkman/Interviewee 
Orley B. Caudill. Mississippi Oral History Program (Vol. 289), Umversity of 
Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg. 

71 . Newspaper article, historical, in an archive or personal collection 

Psychoanalysis institute to open. (1948, September 18). [Clipping from an uniden· 
tified Dayton, OH, newspaper) . Copy in possession of author. 

72. Historical publication of limited circulation 

Sc1-Art Publishers. (1935). Sc1-Art Publications (Brochure). Cambridge, MA 
Author. A. A. Roback Papers (HUGFP 104.50, Box 2, Folder "Miscellaneous 
Psychological Materials"). Harvard University Archives, Cambridge, MA. 

73. Photographs 

[Photographs of Robert M. Yerkes). (ca. 1917-1954). Robert Mearns Yerkes 
Papers (Box 137, Folder 2292). Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University 
Library, New Haven, CT. 

7.11 Internet Message Boards, Electronic Mailing Lists, and 
Other Online Communities 

The Internet offers everal options for people around the world tO sponsor and join 
discussions devoted ro particular subjects. These options include blogs, new group , 
online forums and discussion groups, and electronic mailing lists. (The last are often 
referred ro as listservs. However, LISTSERV is a trademarked name for a particular 
software program; electronic mailing list is the appropriate generic term.) 



Author, A A. (Year, Month Day). Title of post [Descnption of form]. Retrieved from 
http://Www.xxxx 

• If the author's full name is available, list the last name ftrst followed by initials. If 
only a creen name is available, use the screen name. 

• Provide the exact date of the posting. 

• Follow the date with the subject line of the message (a lso referred to as the 
"thread"); do not italicize it. Provide a description of the mcs age in brackets after 
the title. 

• Include the information " Retrieved from " followed by the URL where the message 
can be retrieved. Include the name of the list to which the message was posted, if this 
information is not parr of the URL. 

• Provide the address for the archived version of the me sage. 

74. Message posted to a newsgroup, online forum, or discussion group 

Rampersad. T. (2005, June 8). Re: Traditional knowledge and trad1t1onal 
cultural expressions [Online forum comment] . Retrieved from 
http://www.wtpo.int/roller/comments/ipisforumM/eblog/theme_eight_how 
_can_cultural#comments 

75. Message posted to an electronic mailing list 

Smith, S. (2006, January 5). Re: Disputed est1mates of 10 [Electronic mail1ng 
list message]. Retrieved from http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group 
/ForenslcNetwork/message/670 

76. Blog post 

PZ Myers. (2007, January 22). The unfortunate prerequisites and conse
quences of partit1oning your m1nd [Web log post]. Retneved from http:// 
sc1enceblogs. com/pharyngu la/2007 /01 /the_ unfortunate _prerequ is1tes. php 

A blog comment would be referenced as follows: 

MtddleKid. (2007, January 22). Re: The unfortunate prerequisites and conse
quences of partitioning your mind [Web log comment]. Retrieved from http:// 
scienceblogs. com/pharyng u la/2007/0 1 /the_ unfortunate _prerequisites. ph p 

• In the second example a screen name is used for the au thor name. The author has 
adopted a nickname, or screen name, to use when posting comments to this web log. 

n. Video blog post 

Norton, R. (2006, November 4). How to train a cat to operate a light sw1tch [Video 
file]. Retrieved from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJa83KLOXZs 

I 
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Appendix 7.1: References to Legal Materials 
Legal periodicals and APA journals differ in the placement and format of references. 
The main difference is that legal periodicals cite references in foomotes, whereas APA 
journals locate all references, including references to legal materials, in the reference 
list. For most references, use APA format as described in this chapter. Reference to 
lega l materials, however, which include court decisions, statutes, other legislattve 
materials, and variou seconda ry sources, are more useful to the reader if they provtde 
the information in the conventional format of legal citations. Some examples of refer
ences and citations to court cases, statutes, and other legislative materials appear in 
this appendix along with guidelines for their preparation. For more information on 
preparing these and other kinds of legal references, consult the late t edition of The 
Bluebook: A Urziform System of Citation (Bluebook; 18th ed., 2005), which is the 
source for the legal citation style that follows. 

Ensure that your legal reference are accurate and contain all of the information 
necessary co enable a reader to locate the material being referenced. Consult law librar
ians to verify that your legal references {a) contain the information necessary for 
retrieval and (b) reflect the current tarus of the legal authority cited to avoid the pos
sibility of relying on a case that ha been overturned on appeal or on legislatiOn that 
has been significantly amended or repealed. 

A 7.01 General Forms 

A reference form is provided in each of the following sections. For the most part, each 
reference form for statures and other legislation includes {a) a popular or formal nde 
or name of the legislation and (b) rhe citation, either to the published compilation of 
legislative materials where the legi lation is codified (e.g., a specific numbered section 
of a specific volume of the United States Code), including the statutory compilation's 
publication date in parentheses, or the identifying label for the legislation assigned b~ 
the enacting body during the particular legislative se sion (e.g., a specific section of an 
act identified by irs public law number). 

A typical reference form for court decisions includes (a) the ride or name of the 
case {usually one party vs. another); {b) the citation, usually to a volume and page of 
one of the variou sets of books {called reporters, which usually contain deci tons ot 
courts in particular political divisions, or jurisdictions) where published cases can be 
found (e.g., the Federal Reporter, Second Series); and finally, (c) the precise jurisdicnon 
of the court writing the decision (e.g., the New York Court of Appeals), in parenthe
ses, including the dare of the decision. 

For both legislation and court decisions, the citation may be followed by certain 
additional descriptive information that pertains to the content of the legi !arion or 
court decision, the history of the legislation or court decision (e.g., later appeals of 
court decisions or later amendments to legislation), or other sources from which the 
legislation or court citation may be retrieved. Authors are encouraged to consult the 
Bluebook for the proper format for such additional information. Follow the Bluebook 
closely for correct abbrevtation style. Some examples of the more common abbrevta
tions that appear in APA JOurnals are shown here. 

Con g. 

H.R. 

U.S. Congress 

House of Representattves 



S. Senate 

Reg. Regulation 

Res . Resolutton 

F. Federal Reporter 

F.2d Federal Reporter, Second Series 

F. 3d Federal Reporter, Th1rd Series 

F Supp Federal Supplement 

U.S.C. United States Code 

Cong Rec. Congressional Record 

Fed. Reg. Federal Register 

A 7.02 Text Citations of Legal Materials 

Although the reference format for legal materials differ from that of other kinds of 
works cited in APA publications, the text citations are formed in the same way and 
sene the same purpose. As for works with no identified author (see section 6.15), give 
the first few words of the reference list entry and date; that is, give enough informa
non m the text citation to enable the reader to locate the entry in the reference list 
quickly and easily. Examples of text citations and reference entries for specific kinds of 
legal materials are given in the following sections. 

A 7.03 Court Decisions (Bluebook Rule 1 0) 

In text, cite the name of the case (italicized) and the year of the decision. If two or more 
years are given, cite those years as well. Court cases often have several years, each of 
which reflects a specific stage in the case's history. Giving only one date could give the 
rnpression that only a single point in the case's history is being cited or might mislead 

a reader as to the timing of the case. 
Reference form for cases: 

Name v. Name, Volume Source Page (Court Date). 

Abbreviate the published source (if any), court, and date as specified in the Bluebook. 

1. Sample reference list entry to a case 

Lessard v. Schmidt, 349 F. Supp. 1078 (E. D. Wis. 1972). 

Text citation: 

Lessard v. Schmidt ( 1972) 

(Lessard v. Schmidt, 1972) 

Explanation: This decision was rendered by the federal district court for the Eastern 
Dismct of Wisconsin in 1972. It appears in volume 349 of the Federal Supplement and 
starts on page 1078 of that volume. 

I 
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2. Sample reference list entry to an appealed case 

Durflinger v. Artiles. 563 F. Supp. 322 (D. Kan. 1981 ), aff'd, 727 F.2d 888 (1Oth Cr. 
1984). 

Text citation: 

Durflinger v. Arti!es ( 1981 /1984) 

Explanation: This decision was rendered by the federal district court for the District of 
Kansas in 1981. On appeal, the decision was affirmed by the lOth Circuit Court of 
Appeals in 1984. Consult the Bluebook for the proper forms to signal the vanous 
stages in a case's history. 

Unpublished cases: 

3. Sample reference to an unreported decision 

Gilliard v. Oswald, No. 76-2109 (2d Cir. Mar. 16, 1977). 

Explanation: The docket number and the court are provided. The optmon was 
announced on March 16, 1977. To cite to a parricuJar page of a slip opinion (optruon 
that is not published in a case reporter but is separately printed), use the form slip op. 
at [page number). 

Alternative: You may cite unreported cases found on electronic databases, such as 
LEXIS or Westlaw, instead of citing them to slip opinions. Give the name of the data
base, a record number if available, and enough information for the reader to find the 
case. Precede screen page numbers, if assigned, with an asterisk to distinguish them 
from the page number of the slip opinion; paragraph numbers, if assigned, should be 
preceded by a paragraph symbol. 

With record number: 

Dougherty v. Royal Zen1th Corp., No. 88-8666, 1991 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10807, at *2 
(E. D. Pa. July 31, 1991). 

With no record number: 

Gustin v. Mathews, No. 76-7-C5 (D. Kan. Jan. 31, 1977) (LEXIS, Genfed library, 
Dist file). 

Note: If the case is not available as a slip opinion or online, consult the Bluebook for 
other reference formats. 

Court cases at the trial/eve/: 

4. Sample reference to a state trial court opinion 

Casey v. Pennsylvania-American Water Co.. 12 Pa. D. & C.4th 168 (C P 
Washington County 1991 ). 

Explanation: This decision was rendered by the Court of Common Pleas in 
Washington County, Pennsylvania, in 1991. (The Court of Common Pleas is the name 
of most of the trial-level courts in Pennsylvania. In other states, the trial-level courts 



are called superior courts or supreme courts, which can be confu ing because one usu
ally thmks of the supreme court as the highest court in any particular jurisdiction and 
nor as the lowest. Authors shouJd check the Bluebook for a li ring of each jurisdiction's 
pamcuJar court structure.) The decision can be located m Pennsylvania District and 
County Reports, Fourth Series, beginning on page 168 of that volume. 

5. Sample reference to a federal district court opinion 

Davts v. Monsanto Co., 627 F. Supp. 418 (S.D. W. Va. 1986). 

Explanation: The opinion was rendered in the federa l district court for the Southern 
Dtsmcr of West Virginia and was decided in 1986. It appears in volume 627 of the 
Federal Supplement and starts on page 418 of that volume. 

Court cases at the appellate level: 

6. Sample reference to a case appealed to a state supreme court 

Compton v. Commonwealth, 239 Va. 312, 389 S E.2d 460 (1990) 

Explanatzon: This opinion was written by the Virginia Supreme Court in 1990. It can 
be found tn volume 239 of the Virginia R eports, which publishes the state's supreme 
court decisions, starting on page 312. There is a parallel citation to volume 389 of the 
South Eastern Reporter, Second Series, starting on page 460. A reporter prints cases; 
the Sottth Eastern Reporter is a regional reporter containing cases from several stares 
in the southeastern section of the country. 

7. Sample reference to a case appealed to a state court of appeals 

Texas v. Morales, 826 S.W.2d 201 (Tex. Ct. App. 1992) 

Explanation: This opinion was rendered by the Texas Court of Appeals in 1992 and 
can be found in volume 826 of the South Western Reporter, Second Series, starting on 

page 201. 

8. Sample references to cases decided by the U.S. Supreme Court 

8rown v. Board of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954) 

Maryland v. Craig, 110 S. Ct. 3160 (1990) . 

Explanation: Each of these cases was decided by the U.S. Supreme Court. The first 
citation is to the United States Reports. Such a citation is given when the appropriate 
,-olume of the United States Reports is available. The second citation is to the Supreme 
Court Reporter. Use this source when the volume of the Unzted States Reports in which 
the case wiiJ appear has not yet been published. 

A7.04 Statutes (Bluebook Rule 12) 
In text, give the popular or officia l name of the act (if any) and the year of the act. In 
the reference list entry, include the source and section number of the statute, and in 
parentheses, give the publication date of the statutory compilation, which may be dif
ferenr from the year in the name of the act. 

I 
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Reference form for statutes: 

Name of Act. Volume Source § section number (year). 

Abbreviate the source as specified in the Bluebook. A few states use chapter or arncle 
numbers instead of section numbers; use abbreviations or symbols as shown in the 
Bluebook. 

9. Sample reference to a statute 

Mental Health Systems Act, 42 U.S.C. § 9401 (1988). 

Text citation: 

Mental Health Systems Act (1988) 

Mental Health Systems Act of 1988 

10. Sample reference to a statute in a state code 

Mental Care and Treatment Act. 4 Kan . Stat. Ann. §§ 59-2901-2941 (1983 & Supp. 
1992). 

Explanation: This Kansas act can be found in codified version between sections 2901 
and 2941 in Chapter 59 of volume 4 of the 1983 edition of Kansas Statutes Annotated. 
Two amendments to the act and additional references are provided in the 1992 supple
ment for the Kansas Statutes Annotated. If you are discussing a particular provision of 
the law, cite the particular section in which the provision appeared {e.g.,§ 59-2903). 
Ann. stands for Annotated, which refers to the version of the Kansas statutory compi
lation containing summarized cases interpreting particular sections of the statute. 

11. Sample reference to a statute in a federal code 

Americans W ith D1sabilit1es Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C.A. § 12101 et seq. NVest 
1993). 

Explanation: This act can be located beginning at section 12101 of tide 42 o f the 
United States Code Annotated, which is the unofficial version of the United States 
Code (the official statutory compilation of the laws enacted by Congress). Et seq. 1s a 
Latin phrase meaning "and following" and is a shorthand way of showing that the act 
covers not just the initial section cited but also others that follow the initial section. 
The text in parentheses indicates that the United States Code Annotated is published 
by West Publishing and that 1993 is the publication date of the volume in which the 
cited sections can be found. Citing ro U.S.C., U.S.C.A., or U.S.C.S. is the preferred 
method of citing legislation, because codified legislation is usually easier to work w1th 
and retrieve than is a session law, the form of legislation before it is codified. A sess1on 
law citation is constructed as follows: 

Americans With D1sabillt1es Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-336, § 2. 104 Stat 328 
(1991) . 
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£xplanatton: The citation is to the version of the act in its uncodified form. The act 
was the 336th public law enacted by the 101st Congress. Section 2 is the particular 
~non of the act cited (§ 2 happens to correspond to§ 12101 of 42 U.S.C.A., which 
s where § 2 was ultimately codified ). The text of the section cited can also be found 
m the official compilation of uncodified session laws, called United States Statutes at 
L1rge (abbreviated Stat.) at volume 104, p. 328. Volume 104 of the United States 
Statr~tes at Large was published in 1991. 

A7 .05 Legislative Materials (Bluebook Rule 13) 

For testimony and hearings, bills and resolutions, and reports and documents, provide 
m text the title or number (or other descriptive information) and the date. 

Form for testimony at federal hearings and for full hearings: 

Title, xxx Cong. (date). 

12. Sample reference for federal testimony 

RU486: The 1mport ban and its effect on medical research: Hearmgs before the 
Subcommittee on Regulation, Busmess Opportunities, and Energy. of the 
House Committee on Small Busmess, 101 st Cong. 35 (1990) (testimony of 

Ronald Chesemore). 

Text citation: 

RU486: The Import Ban (1990) 

(RU486: The Import Ban, 1990) 

f.xplanatton: This testimony was given before a subcommittee of the U.S. House of 
Representatives during the second session of the IOlst Congress and can be located 
begmning on page 35 of the official pamphlet that documents the hearing. In the ref
erence, always include the entire subject-matter title as it appears on the cover of the 
pamphlet, the bill number (if any), the subcommittee name (if any), and the commit
ree name. If you are citing an entire hearing, certain adjustments to the citation should 
be made, as in Example 13. 

13. Sample reference for a full federal hearing 

Urban America's need for social services to strengthen families: Hearing before 
the Subcommittee on Human Resources of the Committee on Ways and 
Means, House of Representatives, 102d Cong. 1 (1992). 

Text citation: 

Urban Amenca's Need (1992) 

(Urban Amenca's Need, 1992) 
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Explanation: This hearing was held in 1992 in the U.S. House of Representatives dur
ing the 102d Congress. The hearing begins on page 1 of the officia l pamphlet that was 
prepared after the hearing. 

14. Fonn for unenacted federal bills and resolutions 

Title (if relevant). bill or resolution number. xxx Cong. (year). 

The number should be preceded by H.R. (House of Representatives) or S. (Senate), 
depending on the source of the unenacted bill or resolution. 

Reference list entry: 

S. 5936, 1 02d Cong. § 4 (1992). 

Text citation: 

Senate Bill 5936 (1992) 

(S. 5936. 1992) 

15. Sample references to unenacted federal bills 

Equitable Health Care for Severe Mental Illnesses Act of 1993, H.R. 1563. 103d 
Cong. (1993). 

Equitable Health Care for Severe Mental Illnesses Act of 1993, S. 671, 1 03d 
Cong. (1993). 

Explanation: The first example is to a bi iJ created in the U.S. House of Representatives 
during the 103d Congress; it was assigned the bill number 1563. The second example 
is the Senate's version of the same bill. 

16. Fonn for enacted federal bills and resolutions 

xx. Res. xxx. xxx Cong .. Volume Source page (year) (enacted). 

Reference list entry: 

S. Res. 107, 103d Cong., 139 Cong. Rec. 5826 (1993) (enacted). 

Text cita tion: 

Senate Resolution 107 (1993) 

(S. Res. 107, 1993) 

Explanation: This resolution by the Senate is numbered 107 and is reported in volume 
139 of the Congressional Record on page 5826. Note that enacted bills and joint res· 
olutions are laws and hould be cited as statutes. Enacted simple or concurrent re olu· 
rions should follow this format. 

17. Form for federal reports (Rep.) and documents (Doc.) 

XX. Rep. No. XX-XXX (year). 
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As wuh bills, report numbers should be preceded by H.R. or S. as appropriate. The 
report number is composed of the number of the Congress followed by a hyphen and 
the number of rhe report, and ending with the calendar year. 

Reference list entry: 

S Rep. No. 102-114, at 7 (1991). 

Text citation: 

Senate Report No. 102-114 (1991) 

(S. Rep. No. 102-114, 1991) 

Explanation: This report was submitted to the Senate by the Senate Committee on 
Labor and Human Resources concerning the Protection and Advocacy for Mentally Ill 
Individuals Amendments Act of 1991. The reference is to material that starts on page 
- of that document. 

A 7.06 Administrative and Executive Materials (Bluebook Rule 14) 

For rules and regulations, advisory opinions, and executive orders, provide in text the 
ride or number (or other descriptive information) and the dare. 

18. Form for federal regulation 

ntle/Number. Volume Source § XXX (year). 

Reference list entries: 

FDA Prescnptton Drug Advertising Rule. 21 C.F.R. § 202.1 (2006). 

Adoptton and Foster Care Analysis and Reporttng System. 73 Fed. Reg. 82,082 
(proposed Jan. 11 , 2008) (to be codtfied at 45 C FR. pt. 1355). 

Text citations: 

FDA Prescriptton Drug Advertising Rule (2006) 

(Adoptton and Foster Care Analysis and Reporttng System. 2008) 

Explanation: The first rule was codified in 2006 in volume 21 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (the official regulatory code) as section 202.1. The second rule was pro
posed and published in the Federal Register before being officially codified; the paren
thetical information is a cross-reference (indicated in the entry in the Register) to the 
section of the Code of Federal Regulations where the proposed rule will be codified. 

19. Form for executive order 

Exec. Order No. xxxxx. 3 C.F.R. Page (year). 

Reference list entry: 

Exec. Order No. 11,609, 3 C.F.R. 586 (1971-1975). repnnted as amended m 3 
U S.C. 301 app. at 404-07 (1994). 
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Text citation: 

Executive Order No. 11,609 (1994) 

(Executive Order No. 11,609, 1994) 

Explanation: Executive orders are reported in title 3 of the Code of Feder.;/ 
Regulations; this one appears on page 586. Provide a parallel citation ro rhe Unrted 
States Code (U.S.C.) or, if U.S.C. is unavailable, to rhe United States Code Sema 
(U.S.C.S.). 

A7.07 Patents 

ln rexr, give the parent number and the issue date (not application date) of the parenr. 
In the reference list entry, include the inventor(s) to whom the patent is issued and the 
official source from which the patent information can be retrieved. 

Reference list entry: 

Smith, I. M. (1988). U.S. Patent No. 123,445. Washington, DC: U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office. 

Text citation: 

U.S. Patent No. 123,445 (1988) 

(U.S. Patent No. 123.445, 1988) 

Explanation: This parent was issued in 1988. I. M. Smith is the inventor who holds the 
patent right. The patent number is a unique identifying code given to every patent. In 
this reference example, the patent number represents a utility patent because there b 

no letter prefix. If rhis were a nonutility patent, such as a design patent (coded wtth a 
D), the parent number in the reference and citation would be 0123,445. 



The Publication Process 

The author, editor, and publisher share responsibility for the ethical and efficient 
handling of a manuscript. This responsibility begins when the editor receives the 
manuscript and extends through the life of the published article. In this chapter, 

we describe the peer review process, focusing first on how editors evaluate manuscripts. 
!'\ext, we delineate the author's responsibilities in four areas: (a) preparing the manuscript 
for submission, (b) attending to administrative and ethical responsibilities, (c) complying 
wuh publisher policy requirements, and (d) working with the publisher during the pro
ducnon proces . 1 

Editorial Process 
8.01 Peer Review 

cholarly journal articles are original, primary publications. This means that they have 
nor been previously published, that they contribute to the archtve of scientific knowl
edge, and that they have been reviewed by a panel of peers. The peer-reviewed litera
ture in a field is built by individual contributions that together represent the accumu
lcned knowledge of a field. 

To ensure the quality of each contribution-that the work is original, valid, and 
stgntficant-scholars in the subspecialties of a field carefully review submitted man
uscnprs. By submitting a manuscript to a peer-reviewed journal, an author implicitly 
consenr to the circulation and discussion of the manuscript. During the review 
process, rhe manuscript is considered a confidential and privileged document, bur 
publishers differ, so check the journal's instructions to author (see ection 1.14, for 

llu, chapter gt\ o tn\tructtons to author.; of journal arrido. Au tho~". and edttur; of b.x>l.. manuscripts should toll ow 
mmucnons g1ven by the puhhsher's book production department. l·or mfurmanon un dtsserranons and master\ 
rhe-o, set •converrmg rhe Thesis or D1sserranon Into an Amcle" on the APA Sryle website (www.apasryle.org). 
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a discussion of the ethical standards that have been established for manuscript 
reviewers). 

The editor of each journal is responsible for the quality and content of the journal. 
Journal editors look for manuscripts that (a) contribute significantly to the content 
area covered by the journal, (b) communicate with clarity and conciseness, and (c) fol
low style guidelines. Journal editors are often assisted by associate editors, who assume 
responsibility for a specific content area of the journal or for a portion of the manu
scripts submitted to the journal. For some journals, an associate ediror may act as edi
tor at all stages of the consideration of a manuscript (i.e., as an action editor), includ
ing communication with an author regarding acceptance, rejection, or required revi
sion of a manuscript. Consulting and advisory editors and ad hoc reviewers review 
manuscripts and make recommendations to editors or tO associate editOrs concerning 
the disposition of manuscripts. However, the editor has the final editorial authority 
and may make a decision other than that recommended by the reviewers. 

The editor may accept or reject a manuscript outright, that is, before its review by 
an associate editor or by reviewers. More typically, however, the editor sends the man
uscript tO an associate editor or directly to reviewers. 

Reviewers. An action editor usually seeks the assistance of several scholars in the con
tent area of the submitted manuscript in arriving at an edirorial decision. An action 
editor may solicit reviews from particular scholars for any number of reasons, includ
ing technical expertise, familiarity with a particular controversy, and balance of per
spectives. Reviewers provide scholarly input into the editOrial decision, but the deci
sion is the action editor's alone to make. 

Masked review. Journal editors, either routinely or at the author's request, may use 
masked review. In masked review, the identity of the author of a manuscript is con
cealed from reviewers during the review process. Consult the instructions tO authors in 
the journals to which you submit your manuscripts ro determine whether a journal 
routinely uses masked review or offers masked review to authors who request it. 
Authors are responsible for concealing their identities in manuscripts that are to 
receive masked review; for example, they should take extra care to format their man
uscripts so their identities as document creators are not easily revealed. It is APA pol
icy that authors' names will not be revealed to reviewers after the review process is 
complete without the consent of the authors. Further, the APA review process is masked 
in both directions; reviewer identities will not be revealed to authors unless the reviewer 
chooses to do so. 

Timing of peer review. The period of review can vary, depending on both the length and 
complexity of the manuscript and the number of reviewers asked to evaluate it, but the 
review process typically takes approximately two to three months. After that time, the 
author can expect to be notified as to the status of the manuscript. It would be appro
priate for an author to contact the editor if no communication has been received after 
more than three months. 

8.02 Manuscript Acceptance or Rejection 

Reviewers provide the editor with evaluations of a manuscript on the basis of their 
assessment of the scholarly quality of the manuscript, the importance of the novel con-
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tribution that the work might provide, and the appropriateness of the work to the par
ocular journal. The decision to accept a manuscript, to reject it, or to invite a revision 
lS the responsibility of the editor; the editor's decision may differ from the recommen
daoon of any or all of the reviewers. Editors may generally choose one of three 
.'lCD ODS: 

1. Acceptance. Once a manuscript is accepted, it enters into the production phase of 
publication. No further changes may be made by the author to the manuscript other 
t:han those recommended by the copyeditor. The author remains responsible for the 
completion of all associated paperwork (e.g., copyright transfers, disclosures, per
missions). Failure to complete all required paperwork may result in retraction of the 
acceptance of a manuscript. 

2. ReJection. A manuscript is usually rejected because (a) the work is seen as falling 
outside the coverage domain of the journal; (b) it contains such severe flaws of 
design, methodology, analysis, or interpretations that the editor questions the valid
tty of t:he submission; or (c) it is judged as making a limited novel contribution to 
the field. At times, editors reject good manuscripts simply because they lack the 
space to publish all of the high-quality manuscripts that are submitted to the jour
naL A manuscript that has been rejected by a journal may nor be revised and resub
mitted to that same journal. 

If a manuscript is rejected and the author believes a pertinent point was over
looked or misunderstood by the reviewers, the author may appeal the editor's deci
sion by contacting the editor. Those who feel their manuscripts are unfairly rejected 
by APA journals may appeal such decisions to the Chief Editorial Advisor. 

3. Rejection with invitation to revise and resubmit. This category applies to a range of 
manuscripts that are judged to have a high potential for eventual publication in the 
JOurnal but that are nor yet ready for final acceptance. Manuscripts in this catego
ry range from those that the editor has judged to need substantial reworking (includ
ing the possibility that additional empirical data may need to be gathered, that 
entirely new experiments may need to be added, or that analyses need to be modi
fied) to those that need only a small number of specific modifications. Some jour
nals use a category labeled conditional acceptance for this latter level of revision. 
Rejection with invitation to revise and resubmit does not guarantee eventual publi
canon of the paper by that journal. In many cases, this invitation is time bound; it 
does not extend across changes in editors. 

Most manuscripts need to be revised, and some manu cripts need to be revised 
more than once (revision does not guarantee acceptance). Initial revisions of a man
uscript may reveal to the author or to the editor and reviewers deficiencies that were 
not apparent in the o riginal manuscript, and the ed itor may request further revision 
ro correct those deficiencies. During the review process, an editor may ask an author 
ro supply material that supplements the manuscript (e.g., complex statistical tables, 
mstructions to participants). As the manuscript moves through the review process, 
editors are free to solicit reviews from reviewers who were no t among the initial set 
of reviewers. 

If the editor rejects a manuscript or returns it to the author for revision, the 
editor explains why the manuscript is rejected or why the revisions are required. 
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The editor does nor have to provide the reviewers' comments to the author bur 
frequently chooses to do so. Editors do not undertake major editorial revision of 
manuscripts. Authors are expected to attend to editors' derailed recommendarions 
for revision; however, the content and style of the article remain the sole respon
sibility of the author. Slavish compliance wirh all recommendations of all revtew
ers may result in a manuscript that is difficult to comprehend, which is not the 
intent of the review process. When resubmitting a revised manuscript, authors are 
encouraged to enclose a cover letter explaining how they have responded to all the 
reviewers' comments (regardless of whether the authors agreed or disagreed with 
the comments). 

Author Responsibilities 
8.03 Preparing the Manuscript for Submission 

The specific requirements for submitting a manuscript differ among journals. 
Therefore, before submitting a manuscript, refer to the journal's web ire. The journal's 
instructions to authors will tell you {a) the journal's area of coverage, that is, what 
kinds of manuscripts are appropriate for that journal; {b) the current editor's name and 
address; and (c) instructions for manuscript preparation and submission specific to 

that journal, including whether the journal routinely uses masked review. 

Quality of presentation. The physical appearance of a manuscript can enhance or 
detract from it. A well-prepared manuscript encou rages editors and reviewers to view 
your work as professional. In contrast, mechanical flaws sometimes lead reviewer to 
misinterpret content. 

In this section, we describe the mechanical details of producing a manuscript that 
meets requirements for peer review and publication in a cholarly journal. Publtshers 
will produce the typeset version of your article directly from your word-processing file, 
should your manuscript be accepted for publication. The instructions given in this 
chapter lay the groundwork for producing a usable electronic file. 

Assistance in scientific writing in English. Scholars who are not experienced in scien
tific writing in English can be hindered in their publishing efforts by a lack of familiar
ity with idiomatic language usage. These individuals are urged to correct the problem 
by consulting with colleagues who are experienced writers in the English language. 
They may also wish to contact copyediting services that can help authors evaluate and 
correct their manuscripts. We highly recommend use of these services for those who 
consistently face obstacles in getting their work published. 

Format. Formatting your manuscript according to the specifications de cribed in thts 
section enhances clarity and readability and facilitates peer reviews, copyediring, and 
typesetting. 

Typeface. The use of a uniform typeface and font size enhances readability for the 
editor and allows the publisher ro estimate the article length. The preferred typeface 
for APA publications is Time New Roman, with 12-point font size. 

A serif typeface, "with hort light lines projecting from the top or bottom of a main 
srroke of a letter" (Chicago Manual of Style, 2003, p. 837), is preferred for text 
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because it improves readability and reduces eye fatigue . (A sans serif type may be used 
m figures, however, to provide a clean and simple line that enhances the visual presen
tation.) Do not use a compressed typeface or any settings in your word-processing soft
ware that decrease the spacing between letters or words. The default settings are nor
mally acceptable. 

Special characters. Special characters are accented letters and other diacriticals, 
Greek letters, math signs, and symbols. Type all special characters that you can, using 
the special character functions of your word-processing program. 

Line spacing. Double-space between a ll text lines of the manuscript. Double-space 
atrer every line in the title, headings, footnotes, quotations, references, and figure cap
tions. Although you may apply triple- or quadruple-spacing in special circumstances, 
such as immediately before and after a displayed equation, never use single-spacing or 
one-and-a-half spacing except in tables or figures. 

Margins. Leave uniform margins of at least 1 in. (2.54 em) at the top, bottom, left, 
and right of every page. Combined with a uniform typeface and font size, uniform 
margins enhance readability and provide a consistent gauge for estimating article 
length. 

Line length and alignment. The length of each typed line is a maximum of 6!1 in. 
(16.51 em). Do not justify lines; that is, do not use the word-processing feature that 
adjusts spacing between words to make all lines the same length (flush with the mar
gins}. Instead, use the flush-left style, and leave the right margin uneven, or ragged. Do 
not divide words at the end of a line, and do not use the hyphenation function to break 
words at the ends of lines. Let a line run short rather than break a word at the end of 
a ltne. 

Paragraphs and indentation. Indent the first line of every paragraph and the first line 
of every footnote. For consistency, use the tab key, which should be set at five to seven 
spaces, or !1 in. The default etrings in mosr word-processing program are acceptable. 
Type the remaining lines of the manuscript to a uniform left-hand margin. The only 
exceptions to these requirements are (a) the abstract, (b) block quotations, (c) title~ and 
headings, (d) table titles and notes, and (e) figure captions. 

Order of manuscript pages. Arrange the pages of rhe manuscript as follows: 

• ride page 

The title page includes five elements: title, running head, author byline, institution
al affiliation, and author note. Identify the title page with the page number 1. The 
remaining pages should be numbered consecutively, using Arabic numerals (except for 
artwork and figures). 

The running head is an abbreviated title that is printed at the top of the pages of 
a manuscript or published article to identify the article for readers. The running head 
should be a maximum of 50 characters, counting letters, punctuation, and spaces 
between words. It should appear flush left in all uppercase letters at the top of the title 
page and all subsequent pages. 

• abstract (start on eparate page, numbered page 2) 

• text (starr on a separate page, numbered page 3) 

MrsSchantz
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• references (starr on a separate page) 

• tables (start each on a separate page) 

• figures (start each on a separate page; include caption on page with figure) 

• appendices (start each on a eparate page) 

Page numbers and running heads. After the manuscript pages are arranged in the 
correct order, number them consecutively, beginning with the title page. Pages occa
siona lly are separated during the editorial process, so identify each manuscript page 
with the running head along with the page number. (Do nor use your name to idenri
fy each page, because the name will have to be removed if the manuscript receives 
masked review.) 

Use the automatic functions of your word-processing program to generate headers 
and page numbers for your file. (Do nor type these manuscript page headers repeatedly 
in your word-processing file .) 

Spelling check. Most word-processing programs have a function that checks spelling. 
Use it. Although an electronic spelling check cannot take the place of proofreading the 
arttcle, because words spelled correctly may be used incorrectly, it will lessen the 
chance that typographical errors in the manu cript will make their way into print when 
your electronic fi le is used to publish the article. 

Supplemental materials. If you are submitting supplemental materials with your man
uscript (see section 2 .13 ), check the journal's website to determine the preferred for
mat. If you are submitting your manuscript to an APA journal, you will need to 

• submit a separate file for each supplemental document and specify the format, nam
ing your files consistently and including the file format in the naming convention; 

• provide a title for each document, bearing in mind that the file will be viewed sepa
rately from the article and will need to be sufficiently identified to be useful for the 
reader; 

• mclude a context statement for each file that specifies precisely what the document or 
fi le is intended to communicate (readers should be able to ascertain what they will find 
in the file from the statement, whether it contains several sentences o r just a few); and 

• prepare each document so it is complete-that is, tables and figures intended for sup
plemental material should include captions in the document just as if they were 
appearing in the published article. 

Obtain and submit necessary permission to reproduce images (in addition to copy
righted material, keep in mind that images of human subjects require the subjects' per
mission; see http://www.apa.org/journals for more guidance on supplemental material ). 

Cover letter. Check the journal's website for the current editor's name and for specific 
mstructions on submi sion . When submitting a manuscript for consideration, enclo e 
a letter that includes the following element : 

• specific details about the manuscript (title, length, number of tables and figures); 

• a request for masked review, if that is an option for the journal and you choose to 
use it; 

• recommendations for potential reviewers or reviewers to avoid (optional ); 

• information about any previou pre entation of rhe data (e.g., at a scientific meeting); 
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• information about the existence of any closely related manuscripts that have been 
submitted for simultaneous consideration to the arne or to another journal; 

• notice of any interests or activitie that might be seen as influencing the research 
(e.g., financial interests in a rest or procedure, funding by pharmaceutical companies 
for drug research); 

• verification that the treatment of subjects (human or animal) was in accordance with 
established ethical standards; and 

• a copy of the permission granted to reproduce or adapt any copyrighted material 
from another source or a notice that permissions are pending. (The publisher will 
need copies of all granted permissions on receipt of your accepted manuscript.) 

The corresponding author is responsible for ensuring that all authors are in agree
ment with the content of the manuscript and with the order of authorship before sub
mitring an original or revised submission (see section 1.13). The cover letter should 
assure the editor that such agreements have been reached and that rhe corresponding 
author will take responsibility for informing coauthors in a timely manner of editorial 
decisions, reviews received, changes made in respon e to editorial review, and the con
tent of revisions. If the manuscript is accepted, all the authors will need to certify 
authorship. 

Finally, include your telephone number, fax number, e-mail address, and mailing 
address for future correspondence. (See Figure 8.1 for a sample cover letter. ) 

Interim correspondence. While a manuscript is under consideration, be ure to inform the 
editor of any substantive corrections needed, any change in address, and so forth. In all 
correspondence, include the complete manuscript title, the authors' names, and the man
uscript number (which is assigned by the editor when the manuscript is first received). 

8.04 Complying With Ethical, Legal, and Policy Requirements 

In Chapter 1, we noted that authors are responsible for demonstrating that they have 
complied with the ethical standards that govern scholarly publishing. When you sub
mtt a manuscript to a journal editor for consideration, you may be asked ro provide 
proof of compliance with these standards. You are also expected ro comply with legal 
standards of fair use when reprinting or adapting the work of others and to comply 
wtth the publication policies established by the journal publisher. 

Ethical conduct of research and conflicts of interest. When you submit your manuscript, 
}·ou may be asked to verify that you have complied with ethical standards in the con
duct of your research. You may also be asked to disclose potential conflicts of interest 
and to indicate financial agreements or affiliations with any product or services used or 
discussed in your papers as well as any potential bias against another product or ser
vice. The forms used by APA for this purpose are provided in Figures 8.2 and 8.3. 

Pennission to reprint or adapt the work of others. If your paper includes material bor
rowed from another source, you must cite the original source in your paper (for more 
on mcluding your own previously published work in a paper, see section 1.10 on self
plagtarism). It is the author's responsibility to (a) obtain letters of permission from 
copyright holders to reproduce copyrighted material and (b) enclose copies of these let
ters wtth the accepted manuscript. 
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Sample Cover Letter I 

April 2. 2008 

Meredith S. Simpson. PhD 
Editor. Jounwl of Poerry mrd Psychology 
Department of Psychology 
University of Xanadu 
9 Prentice Hall 
Xanadu, NY 10003-1212 

Dear Dr. Simpson: 

I am enclosing a submi ton to the Joumo/ of Poerry a11d Psychology entitled. "Poetry and the 
Cognitive Psycholog) of Metrical Con~tructs." The manuscript ts 40 pages long and include. 4 tables 
and I figure. I wish for the manuo;cnpt to be given a masked review and request that 11 n01 be ..ent 
to my ex-husband [name blocked outj for review. Although be is an expen in the area, I do 001 

believe that he ~ould be able to provide an unbtased revte~ at this time. 

Some of the data from thts paper were prevt~ly pre..ented at the annual meeting of the Poetry and 
Psychology Society in San Diego (May 2006). Th~ •~ one of a series of papers exarrurung cogmuon 
and creati'e writing (see references for a h ung of those published and m press). There i~ M>~T~e 

overlap in the content of the inuoductton section~. which we bave noted in the teJtL We would be 
happy to provide copie;, of the other manu~ripl~ tl there hould be any concern about duplicate or 
fragmented publicauon. My coauthor. and I do not have any interests that might be interpreted a.\ 
innuencing the research, and APA ethical tandards were followed in the conduct of the tudy. 

I have enclosed a copy of the permis~ion granted us for the adaptation we made to the figure; 
permission is pending from the publisher for the poetry that is reproduced. 

I will be serving as the corre;ponding author for thi manuscript. AU of the authors hsted in the 
byline have agreed to the byline order and to \ubmb;ion of the manuscript in thts form. I have 
~umed responsibility for keeping my coauthors informed of our progress through the editorial revtew 
process. the contenl of the review~. and any re\ is tons made. I understand that, if accepted for 
publication. a centfication of author.htp form wtll be required that all coauthors will sign. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Sestina. PhD, As.'iOCiate Prof~ 
Univmity of Melvtlle 
112 Oceanside Drive 
Quequeeg, ME 20031-2221 
218-555-1212 (VOICe) 

218-555-1213 (fax) 
jscstina@ melviUe.edu 

The following are some examples of materials rhat require permission: 

• Figures and tables: Along with directly reprinted figures and tables, this also includ~ 
figures and tables that have been adapted from or are very simiJar to previou ly pub
lished figures and tables. 

• Data: This applies only ro data that are directly reproduced from anorher source: 
data that have been reconfigured or reanalyzed ro produce different numbers do not 
require permission. 
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APA Compliance With Ethical Principles Form 

C£JmFICAT10N OF COMI'UAHCl WTT11 APA lTiiiCAl PRINCIPlES 

n.. MA PubhcotootU ond Communoeot>on• Boord ho• added 10 the ln•INC!ion• 1o Aulllon for each MA journal the following slot. 
_, • Aulhon woH be required 10 1101e on wnt>ng thai they hove eomploecl wolh APA ethiCal 110ndord• in the nootmonr of their >ample, 
""'-n 0< onomol, 0< 10 do>etobe the doloil1 of kootmont • lA copy of the MA Ethical Pnncoplo> may be oboooned 01 http:// 
_, oopo org/~ or by wrotonu the APA Ethia Of!ICO, 750 font Sor.et, NE, Woo.honulon, DC 20002~242) 

for your onformotoon. the APA Elhlcol Proneiple• concernong roMOrch ond publocot>on oro reptinled below Plea .. r..-- !he Proncoplo> 
ond •'9• tile form provodod on the bod of rh11 "- 10 1ndiCOie that you oro on cornploonco 

hom Etllocoll'rincoploll of P>ychologbtJ ond Code of Conduct. (2002). Amorocon Psyc/tologlfJ, 51, I 060-1 073 

1 .01 ln.tltutlonol Approvol 

WMn an)lllullonalappro\<alas rcquuat, J)\\)cholociru provide accurate 
~ about the.ar rt:scatdt ptorpo~b aDd obtain •pproval pr10t to 
~ .. the ~h. They <on<iu<t the ra<atdiiO IICalRianc< "'"h 
Ilk •I'PfO'cd rn<oorch prococo1 

1.02 lniOfiMCI Conaent to -..ch 

t•• Wbta obtaiR.InJ lnformed c:ooxnt a) ~u&red '" Slllndartl 3.10. 
~~ con,.,ot, P•>•holo&~>" onfonm pa!tiCip;IRU abou< (I) <he 
..,._ ol the r<t<ardt. ••p«l<d dunuon. and proccduru; 12) thell nsh< 
10 dcl.:hac to ""'k'PI~ and ao ... lhdra .... &om the rnearch once .,...."*""' ~~o., lqun, 01 the,.,....,...,...._,.._. ol d«hm•a or 
,.-.,. .... 14l.......toi)' ,...,_ 1.-.lho< -> b< up« led 10 
-. .. thcll "'"loa.,.... 10 port1<0pol< _., as pooaiiJal n.U. 
_, .... or,.,.,.. <ff«t>, (S) any P">'JI<''b>< rcscar<h h<n<fiu.16l 
....., o( ..,.lldenual•y; 111 on«nU\« foe'*"''~'"''"'" and 181 "'hom 10 
COlla<< fwqiiCitiO<O> &bou< the .......,.h &nd ~ poruc•panu' n&hb 
111<)' p!O'Id< oppnrtURII) (or the pro>po<UV< paltK:Opat!« 10 L\~ 
_...,... and rtU~>< ..,,,..,.. ($« al'iO Standud> 8.03, lnfocmcd 

c.- few Re<cn~Jna V<IICCS""" ~- •• R-; 8.~. Ot>p<"""l 
Y.ilh lniOI'IIl<d COIIS<fll for Rco<an:ll. and 8U7. Drapoon on R.....-cll I 

tbl P\)._flolu,l\b 4-onduc:t&.na UIICrW-ntKIIfl research U1\tOIV11tJ lhc u:!JC"of 
c~ <thlmmt> danry ,., pwtic•ponu .. <11< OUUCI ut the 
l"e'tr~h f I) the upmrnnual rwure o( the tratr:nmt, (2) the ~t«t that 
•il or ~111 not be l\"lllabte 10 the control &JOOp(l• af appropna1e; (3) the 
mean\ b)- w-.hK:h lb\tann'M:nl to treatment and control grou~ w1ll ht 
male, (4) avaUabl~ tteiUmcnt ahc:m:tU\-ec If tan ind1vidual doc.\ llOI wu~h 

to part.K1pllr 1n the R:.inl\:h or ""'.tohet tu v.nhdnw once • ~tud)' ha.' 
bqun. J&Od (~ ) compt:n"--l•on for or tnontW)' costs of p&niC:Ip:tlln& 
oacNdo."'- of •A'"'f'l'll••· "h<ll>ef n:ombw-.mau from <b< pa!tiCopon< oc a...., flliiY JIO)"' "'II b< ""'Jhc <See tloo Stlndatd 8 02a. lnfocmcd 
c-ooR-h> 

1.03 lnfOfiMCI ConMnt lor Recording Volco!s and Images In 
R-.c:ll 

~)dft.M. .,,,, otu.n 1nformcd con..eM frcwn rnearct. pll'tKipiDb pnor 
10 ~ dotlr >vr<a ,.,_.for ebb aoll«uoa unle-' <II <he 
~b ""'-'"" .. ._t)' ol ftiiUn.h.."t..; otMcnabOD$ .a pubhc ptacn.. and 
IC. a ftOC .-c1pMtd tbM lhc m:ord.Jn& •• tt t'C: &hied UIIIIUIIDC:r thai COUld 
...., f'<"''CI.! KlmllfK..-O<horm.ort2l<h< r<•cardulcs!p •n.:lucJc, 
~ and con.m< (or ""' U>< o( <he ...-.,, ,, ob<aJned wnn• 
ddon<flo& IS« •ho S....unl 8 07, DccqM1011 1n Rc.nrch I 

1.04 Cllent/Potlent. Student. and Subordlnota 
- Pattlclponta 

111 \\'ben pa)chni~•UJ condun ~ •nb chtnlJipatiCntS. 
audcnu.. or !'uhon:hnate\ h parth .. lpiG1!1. P")'holoftsb take ~pl to 
prau:ct th~ prO\()e\;11\IC paruc:apanu f r om aJ\~f'(C cOf'l.sequencc!o of 

declan•na or w•thdrawma from piS11Ctplllon 

(b) When rt\Carth panactpouon '' 1 t:ourse ~u,re:mcot Qf' :~n 
opportunity lOt extra cred1t. the ~pt(tl\e panecipant is g~vc.n lhc 
chotec o( equnable ahmwti\lc acoviiK"-

1.05 Oflpi!Ming With lnfOfiMCI ConMnt lor-

P>~"-' mty do- "'til 10focmcd rom<lll only (1) when: 
~h '4'0Uid not rtouonably be ~~.BUrned 10 cn:a~t di\CJ'tS5 or harm and 
IA\OI\'e"\ (a) the Mudy of normal edU.:alto.\1.1 priC'IIICC$. cumtul4.. Of 

cta_\SI'UOIJl man.,cmt"nl method condUt.'1Cd an educaoonal KthnJ .. tb) 
onl)' MOO)'I"nn)Ur. (1\BtiOnn&.l.lb. n:awnftUtc ob..eniOOru.. or UdU\11 

rneM:b for •h•,h d•-.;iowre olm;pont~n •auld no1 pLio:: patt.K'4*'t.'• 
rN. ol c:nnPal « md luobihl} or c1amo1< the• fuoaa<W ....OO.na. 
....,..,.oblh<t, or lq>UU&I08. ud confod<nualol) ,. ..,.-.cd. or 1<1 <he 
lllldy ol r-.·10r1 ~t.lcd to JOb at orp1nD~JcMt cff«tJ,-a~e» cuod~ICd 10 
orpnu.lll(lll\lf .cuutp few .. ru..:h ~ " DO o\l 10 ~,,..,,,~ 

cmplo)'.b•ltt)' and coofllkntaahty ._ proteacd or (2) •heft' othc:nt.-1~ 
pc:nnllled b) I.Jy. or fcdcnl or IO'\hluhonal rcJUllllom. 

a.oe Olllring lnducementa lor R-.ch Pattlclpltlon 
(al P"')'"~lloti male ~le c:ffW'b tu a'Otd offennJ uc~w .. c 
or·~ finannal or ather 1nducftntnu for ~h ,_.,H:IJNIIktn 

-.hen W&it tnducc.rntol' 1ft likely 10 roerc:e J*UCipB.on.. 
(b) V.'htn on'cnna rrofC"\wna.l Knll.:c_-, .. , an •ndDccmcnt for rc.~h 

partJCipation. I)S)C:hok>at'"' clanfy the ~1urc of the ~ ·~. as ""'c.ll a) 

the m.lfl. obhJatiOO), and hmnauon) (See abo S[jjndaJ'd 6.05. Barter 
With Chcm!i/Pouem"'.) 

(I) ~)..:hi*~t\lt do nol coodU&.:I I MW)' 11\\<oi~IAJ decepbofl un~\ 

the)' ha\t ddmn•nrd durlhe '*of deceptt.,c &cchalquc:s '" Jll,llfw:d h)' 
the 1:tu..iy'\ at&lllfi\:MI ~U\t" tcttn11f.:, educauon.al. or aprhcd 
'flluc and tM cff«II\C nondn:rpcl'tt altc:n\IU~t proc:cduf"e''i art: not 
fwtbk, 

(b) P\)~o.~Oi'l\b do not dc«I\C pt'O'p«li\C parbCip.11lS aboul 

toe.an:h dw l't rarw'ft.lbty c1pcc..1cd to uu...c: ph:)"tcal paut or SC\CR' 
tt80Ct0ftal d ... ,,... 

1<1 P..)'holof•"'• •'~""" M} d<c<pK>D rllol 11 aniOI<p>l ,.....,.. ol <he 
daiJn .ad ~\JI'Id\a.1 uf an t~pc:runcrM 10 PlftA:IfiMI-' IS nrl) • ' ' 
r .... bl<. r«fmoN1 .. ""'cooclu·- o( their pllllo<OpobOil. bu< on lain 
l.t\an a1 LhC' LVftthAM.Je of the d.d:.a collecuon. Md pcmu.1 partle"lp&nl\ w 
~ orn.Jraw 1h<1r cllo .. !See 1110 S<lndatd IIIII Ddwxfinl.) 

a.oe o.brleflng 

fl) f')d•ulc'&t'lt ('fU\ ide 1 ~ Uf"'.WW\lU'IIl)' for Plf1JI.:1r&nh Ul 

otuJn approp"'* tnft'CTR&hon abc'lutlht Mlutr, tHU.tt.._ aod CODCiu"I\Wifl 
of lhc rrwan;h, anJ they take rca.~..bk ••tf" ta C(CTI:Ct an} ITII.IC'Oft«P 
uom lhlt pat1K:Ip;tnL• may ha\c of whteh tM: i)"ycholopsc.~ arc a-. arc 

Thos form can be found on the APA Journals web page (http://wwW.apa.org/journals). 

• Test and scale items, questionnaires, vignettes, and so forth: This applies mainly to 
items that a re from copyrighted and commercially available tests (e.g., the 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, 
and the Sranford- Binet Intelligence Scales). 

• Long quotations: Each copyright holder has a definition of what is considered fa ir 
use. It is your responsibility to determine whether the copyright holder requires per
mission for long quota tions. 
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APA Compliance With Ethical Principles Form (continued) 

lb) lf~foccr ..,_ •.-oJ..ufyd<IJ~ooaor"llhhaidln& 111u 
oafonnotoon. ~ W« ,_,_ _... 10 mlur.-.lhc mk 
o(loatm. 

rei '1\-'bo:n p>)'dlolo(i>ls bocom< a .. ..., lhal mcardo p<OC<dwu haY< 
banned a porucopoDL !hey oal.e ,_,_ \lcpi 10 monomou lhc ....,. 

a.ot Humane cant and Uaa of Anhnala In R-rcll 

(a) 1'\ychologosos ocquor<. care for. ""'· and di<JI')'e of 1111omals in 
compliance with c.urn:nt (ederal. autle. and local l:a~ ond rt&vl3tion\o 
und wuh profts.sional standards. 

(b) 1'\ychologi<os lnUncd In n:Karch meohod< und uptrkntcd In ohc 
care of labonuory anunal~tsuperv~ all procedul'~'' ln\Ohllfl&lnlmal\ and 
we re!pOilSibtc for c.nsunna appmpria&c roruiderahon o( lhtir tumfon. 
he>llh. and human< ""aunmo 

(c) P>)chologisucas""' lhalall Uklo•idual> und<rlh<or IOIIJ)Mowon ,.ho 
are USJn& animals ba .. -e reca\!ed liHINCUOO tn rou.rch mahocb lnd 1n lhc 
care. nwn"'nance. and handlu11 of lh< spcdto. btooa u_...t. 10 lhc .,.,.,.. 
"""""'""'"10 lh<tr 101<. (Stc abo So.andord 203. Dtltphoo of Work 10 
(lohcn.) 

(d) 1'\ycholoPsls mal.<-cfforos 10 ononomou lh< dl_,(0<1 
onfc:ct-.111...._ and poH> of__. JOb)KI>. 

I< I l'lychofoci>ls..., a pro<:tdoft ...t,ocoona ••mala oo po~~n.- or 
.... -.-only .. ilta ............. pro<:tdoft .. -·•laNe-doe ..... 
)'bllfoed b)' .. pro5!lCCIJ•< ~ ... ~ . ... loj1plocd ...... 

tO Pl)"dloloc15b pt<fonn .-&aJ procodurts omdtr _...,..... 
-""""' Md follow ooct.Jqut<10 nood onf~ and ...,....., fOOJa 

dunlo' and aftttiUIF'l' 
IJ) \\Ibm II is -- dial M IUIJin&l'a loft bt lmiii....S. 

~choloao<CS proc«d r:opodly. "'"" U tfTO<I 10 nunuoua poliO and oa 
IOCtCll'lbnc<wolh..,....,.S~. 

8.10 Reporting R..-rcll Aesulta 

(a) P,.ychologoSIS do 001 f-t dloiO (Stc oWo Soanclold ~.Oia. 
A'foidancc of Ftllse or [)ecqxi\'t SlltemencJ,) 

(b) Jr psychologi5lS d1~vcr si&Dificant err'Of\ til the1r pubh-.~ ct.na. 
they take rea.10flable steps to COI1"'Xt such errol'S In 1 L'Or'1\."CitOn, r"Ctt''CCaon. 
emcum. or other o.ppropri:ue pubhcauion mc1n~ 

8.11 Plaglarlam 

Psytholoa•~' do aoc. present poruon~ of anothtr'' ..,on; or d.au a...: lht•r 
OVt-n. even tf me other .,Oft or data~ " cated occa.'ionall)' 

8.12 Publlcellon Credit 

(a) P>yctoolosl>u oak< .._btbty and miCio1. -~ -..np 
tt«h~ only fer .. ork !hey ha\t .. "tually pafonoed or., .. hkh IIley loa\C 
w-..Jiy c:oouobuoed. (Stc alto 5.-..s a l2b. l'lobbald CIOCiol I 

lbl Pnocopol lllllhonlupand olhcr pooblocaoo. tt«hb .... ...-ly ~1\oct 
lhc omto>< >Ci<niJfic or prof....-! """"'bootoono of lhe llldo•oclooal. 
tn\'ol\"cd. rtprdks..~ of their ~llll"c U.tvl Mere pot.~CWC• ol aa 
Ublltut•onal poslltOO. such a ~ ch:ur, doe. nuc Jt.hllf)' 
au1hon.lup c:re<bt M1nor contnbuhoM 10 d'le rneerch w to lhc ~nuna 
for pubhcauons are ad.now&ed&cd ~tl), 'uth as 1n footn0te1 or 
an an in1roductoty swement 

(c) l!x«pt under txccpllonal an:um'Uli.nCC", 1 Jtudcnt '" ht.U'd "' 
princaJ*I ~author oo any multiple-authored an.cte thai II .ub\tanh.tl)' 
bastd on the studenl"s doccontl du:senauon Fa..:uhy 11hl~ d1..:~ 
pubUcatJOn credit with ,s1udenll 13 e.uiy I!'. (c;t.)lhk and lhrouJ.hOUI the 
rtS<III'do and publlcaoion procts• u Of'I"'OWW"" (Stc al"' S..ndatd 
S 12b. Pllbloc:ation Cr<do~) 

8.13 Dupllc8te Publlc8tlon of o.ta 

1'1~""""""" do DO< pubbsh. • oroiJMI dola. de doal ha"' ....,. 
"'"""'"'Y publuloed. Thu dots ..,. pm:luolt rq>ublialwoa - .. -. 
IIIey.,. ~b)' proptr acl.-lcdJ-

8.14 Slwlng -..:11 Data lor Variflcatlon 

(a) Afl<r t...:atdl.....CIJ.,. publ.oloed. Jll)dooloro"' llo OCI "'lhllold 
lhe dolO oa ,.1udo ohti< c:orodu """'aoe bo....t f.--
prolcaJonal' ,.bo ted to "crif)' dx ...,._,vc cWJM ~ 
n:....Cy"" and .. 1oo nllend ., .,. -" de only for ,._ J'Uil'l*• 
pnn>dtd doallh< coafldenuoloty of lhe .,....._c. be ..,-oal a! 
oro... 1tp1 npots """"""""' propntlM) data p..cluolt that rdeo.,. 
Th" dots not preclude: P"lc:loolo&»t> f.- ""l"'""' "'* wch 
oo.Jo•oduab cr - be ....,....oblc: for c:oou WO<..ud "'"' lhc 
pr'O\> ISKM'I of uch mformauon 

(b) P>~chologJsu who r<qU<>I daU from other I"Ydlvl"f"" 10 >mfy 
\he wb'slonuve cl1.1ms tlvou&h n:anal)"ll may u~ ~ d.au on I)' fur chc 
declared purpose.. Rcqueitin& pa)l,hoklfbli: ubla1n pttot VaoTIItt-n 
I,J.R:enltnl for all other use~ of lhc <bta 

P.ychoqo>U who n:voew nwtn.ol wbmoliN fat ~ 
pubhcanon. pane. or research ~ rl''te"" t'e'fJCC1 the t.:uerldrftt.:.l 
uy uf and lh< propnewy nglots on <ooclo onf.........., of ~ .,loo 
'Wbmtncd 11 

~RNAL-----------------------------------------------------------------

TITLE OF~~~·-----------------------------------------------------------
AUTH~S11-------------------

I c<IIJf) m.t I (we) have complial,.uh lhe APA ttlu<-.1 pnno:opln ttJanlon&r<i•:lol<h '""'human f*11C1panl> and/or o:>t< and IIJt of anoonol• •• lh< 
conduct of the rescan:h ~ltd an thJs manu~-npc 

(S ijn.-.cure of correspoodin& :author) (daoe) 
1· 1101 

The journal publisher typically owns the copyright on material published tn it JOUr

nals. Provided that the purpose of the use is scholarly comment, noncommercial 
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Permissions policies differ from publisher to publisher. Consult your publisher 
direcdy to determine the policies that apply. Requests for permission to reproduce 
material should be directed to the publisher's permissions office (see, e.g., http:, 
www.apa.org/aboutlcopyright.html). 

When permissions are required, you must request permission to reproduce the 
material in aiJ formats. Some publishers may also require that you obtain permissiOn 
from the author of the original work. Publishers normally grant permission contingenr 
on the inclusion of a copyright notice on the firs t page of reproduced material and pay
ment of a fee per table, figu re, or page. 

Allow ample t ime (several weeks) to secure permission. At the time of submission, 
identify the copyright holder and request permission to reprint or adapt the material 
in both print and electronic form. Determining who holds the copyright can be a chal
lenge, particularly for older works, because publishers may merge and copyrights may 
change hands. The permissions request should specify the source material (title of 
work, year of publication, page number, etc.) and the narure of the reuse (e.g., reusmg 
m a journal). (See Figure 8.4 for the APA form used to request permission.) 

Permission can be secured via fax, mail, or e-mail. Many publishers have onhne 
ubmission forms for requesting permission that can be accessed from their webs1tes 

(e.g., see httpJ/www.apa.org/journals and click on Copyright and Permission Informanon 
to request permission to reproduce material published by APA). Most publishers w11l 
nor allow your article to enter into production unti l all print and electronic permissions 
are secured for reproduced items and forwarded with your manuscript. 

Once permission is granted, the author needs to include a permissions notice in the 
manuscript, following the wording and fo rmat shown in section 2.12 or the specific 
wording at the copyright holder's request. 

8.05 Publisher Policy Requirements 

Transfer of copyright When a manu cript is accepted for publication, the journal edi
tor sends to the author a legal form regarding copyright and authorship. By transfer
ring copyright, authors permit publishers to (a) more widely distribute the work, b 
control reuse by others, and (c) handle the paperwork involved in copyright registra
tion and administration. The publisher in rurn represents the author's inrerest and 
permits authors to reuse their work in everal ways. 

The corresponding author (a) transfers the copyright on the article to the publisher 
or (b) certifies that the majority of the authors or the primary authors are employees ot 
the U.S. government and that the work was performed as part of their employment and 
is not protected by U.S. copyright law (therefore, it is in the public domain). In the case 
of work performed under U.S. government contract, the publisher may retain the copy
right but grant the U.S. government royalty-free permission to reproduce all or porrions 
of the article and authorize others to do o for U.S. government purpo es. By law, pub
lishers own the copyright on their journal articles for 95 years from the rime of publi
cation. The copyright transfer mcludes both print and electronic rights to the article ro 
allow the publisher to disseminate rhe work as broadly as possible. 

Posting articles on the Internet Certain rights are linked to copyright owner hip. 
including the exclusive right to reproduce and distribute the copyrighted work. 
Journals are committed to publi hing original scholarship and distributing peer-
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Copyright Pemtlssion Request Form 

If you want to reuse APA JOurnal or book material, please use our new Online Perm•ss•on R1ghtshnk~ 
servrce for fast, convement permission approval. For •nstructions, please v•sit 
hrtp://Www.apa .orgtabouVcopynghVprocess .html 

Please make sure the mater~al you want to use IS copynghted by Amencan Psychologocal Association 
IAPAl 

After fllhng out the tnformatoon below, emaol th•s form to perm•ssronsCapa ora 

Add•t•onal contact tnformat•on: 
APA Perm.ssrons Offrce, 750 F•rst Street, NE. Washington, DC 20002-4242 
Phone 1-80().374-2722 ot 202-336-5650 
Fax. 202-336-5633 
www apa orgtabooVcooypght html 

For Use of APA Material 

Date: 

Your contact information: 
Name. 
Organrza11on name: 
Depanment: 
Complete postal address: 
Country 
Offtee phone 
Fal(number. 
Ema•l· 
Your reference code number lrf requored)' 

1. The APA material you want to use: 
Complete citation (Ex URL Trtle. Source. Author. Publrca11on year, Pagmat.on. etc l 

2 . Do you went to use: 
The entrre matenal. uned•ted1 

~ Ponrons of the materoal? 
0 Please grve APA page number(s) _ 
0 A spec•f•c sect1on? Please g1ve APA page number(sl _ 
0 Scale or test matenal? Please g•ve APA page number_ 
0 A photo? Please grve APA page number_ 
0 Appendix matenal? Please g1ve APA page number_ 
0 Other I Please spec1fy 

Th s form can be found on the APA Journals web page (http'/twww.apa.org/journals) 

reviewed articles, in both prim and electronic formats, that erve as the version of 
record. Thus, many publishers have policies delineating the terms under which an arti
cle ma} be posted on the Internet by the author. 

If a paper is unpublished, the author may disrnbute it o n the Internet or post it on 
a website bur should label the paper with the date and a statement that the paper has 
not (yer) been published. 
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What media do vou want to use the APA m•teri•l in7 
0 Pnnt only 
0 Electronic I Please give deta,ls 
0 Both pnnt and electroniC I Please g1ve deta1ls 
0 Other I Please giVe deta11s 

The material will be used in: 
0 Journal 0 Book 
0 D1rectory 0 Newspaper 

0 Newsletter 
0 Other I Please spec1fy: 

Publicat1on name 
Publisher 
Estimated pubhcauon date 
Est1mated pnnt run: 

0 Presentation or Seminar 
T1tle: 
Date 
Number of cop1es needed: 
Is the presenter the author of the APA mater~al? 
Is the presentattOO or sem,nar conMUlng educattOO? 
Is there a fee for attendees? 

0 D1ssertat1on or Thes's 

0 Ema1l d1stnbut100 
Please g1ve deta1ls 

0 L1stserv 

YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 

0 Magazme 

0 Secure Intranet Site 0 PubliC Internet Site 0 Restncted Internet Site 
Please g1ve URL and other deta1ls· 

0 Classroom use (Pnnt) 
Institution name. 
Course name· 
Course start date: 

0 1 semester (6 months) 
0 2 semesters (12 months) 
Instructor's name: 
Number of students enrolled 

0 Onhne CE course 
OrgamzattOO 
Course name 
Course start date 

06months 0 t2months 

0 Classroom use (Eiectromc reserve) 
Institution name: 
Course name: 
Course start date: 

0 Other 1 Please spec1fv: 

0 Other I Please spec•fv 

If your school has a PsycARTICLES or PsycBOOKS liCense. your Site license poliCY grants permsstOO 
to put the content mto password protacttKJ elect rome (not pnnt/ course packs or elactroniC reserve 
for your users Please see thBIICBnse poliCY at www.apa orgl/lbranans/poliCJes/course-packs html for 
more mformattOO, and d1scuss th•s use With your libranan 

0 Other I Please g1ve deta1ls 

5. Any additional information to tell us: 

Example: 

Draft version 1.3, 1/5/99. Th1s paper has not been peer reviewed. Please do not 
copy or cite without author's perm1ssion. 

Upon submitting the paper for publication, you are obligated to inform the eduor 
if the paper has been or is posted on a website. Some editors may consider such a web 
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pr; ring to be prior publication and may not review the paper. Authors of articles pub
lished 10 APA journals may post a copy of their final manu cript (e.g., as a word
prucessmg file) on a personal website or on the author' employer's server after it is 
accepted for publication. The following conditions prevail: 

• The po ted manuscript must carry an APA copyright notice and include a link to the 
APA JOurnal home page (http://www.apa.org/journal ). 

• The posted manuscript must include the following statement: "This manuscript may 
not exactly replicate the final version published in the APA journal. It is nor the copy 
of record." 

• APA does not permit archiving with any other non-APA repositories. 

• APA does not provide electronic copies of the APA published version for this pur-
pose, and authors are not permitted to scan in the APA published version. 

Complying with the National Institutes of Health (NIH) public access policy. The 
·Revtsed Policy on Enhancing Public Access to Archived Publications Resulting from 
~IH-Funded Research," notice number NOT-OD-08-033, took effect April 7, 2008. 

Under this policy, NIH-funded investigators (or their publishers) are required to 
depostt to PubMed Central an electronic version of their final, peer-reviewed and 
accepted manuscript at acceptance to be made publicly available within 12 months of 
publishers' final publication date. 

For detailed guidance about this policy, check with your publisher. If you are publish
mg tn an APA journal, consult the APA Journals website (http://www.apa.org/journals). 

8 .06 Working With the Publisher When the Manuscript Has 
Been Accepted 

After your manuscript has been accepted for publication, your publisher will contact 
you ""ith detailed instructions on working with copyeditor , proofreading the typeset 
manuscript, and monitoring the production proces . 

Preparing the word-processing file for copyediting and typesetting. Most publishers 
request that authors provide the electronic word-processing files containing their 
manuscript, figures, and other materials to the product1on office for copyediting and 
producuon. You may be asked to provide the electronic manuscript files by e-mail 
or through a submission portal. Consult the instructions to authors for the journal 
to which you are submitting your paper for the latest guidance on manuscript file 
preparation. 

Reviewing the proofs. Both journal editors and copyeditors introduce changes in man
uscripts to correct errors of form, to achieve consistency of style, or to clarify expres
Sion. The corresponding author needs to review the edited manuscript carefully, being 
alert for changes in meaning and being attentive to levels of heading and to markup of 
sranstics, equations, and tables. It is important to check the proofs word for word 
agamst the manuscript to catch typographical errors. 

Lim1t change on these proofs to corrections of production errors and to updates 
of reference citations or addresses. This is not the time to rewrite the text. Be sure to 
Lheck the following: 

• Are all queries fully answered? 

• I the hierarchy of headings and subheadings correct? 
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• Are all numbers and symbols in text, tables, and mathematical and statistical copy 
correct? 

• Are tables correct? Are table alignment notes, superscripts, and footnotes correct? 

• Are figures correct? Are captions and numbers correct? Are all labels properly 
spelled? Do symbols in the legends match those in the figure? Are your photographs 
reproduced successfully? 

If coauthors parricipate in the review of the copyedited manuscript, the correspon
ding author is responsible for consolidating necessary changes and forwarding them to 
the publisher. It is important to submit your requested changes to the publisher with
in the established deadline so publication of your article will not be delayed. 

Retaining raw data. The tradition in scientific publishing is to retain data, instructions, 
coding systems, details of procedure, and analyses so that copies may be made a\all
able in response to inquirie from mtere ted readers (see section 1.08). APA, for exam
ple, expects you to retain these matenals for a minimum of five years after your arti
cle has been published. 

Initial observations may rake many forms, including, for example, participant 
responses to individual test or survey items, videotapes of parricipant performance , 
interviewer or observer notes, and physiological recordings. They need to be retamed 
in a form that to the extent possible ensures that the information available to the ang
inal researcher is also available to the researcher seeking to confirm the original find
ings. For example, retaining only an electronic data file containing scale scores derived 
from a questionnaire is insufficient. A scoring or coding system for the logging or 
transformation of data should also be retained. Choose an archiva l form for retaimng 

· data that ensures that no information is lost; do not simply opt for the most expedient 
means of archiving (e.g., using optical scanners to record response sheets may cause 
future problems; Sackett, 2000). 

Correction notices. From time to time, errors occur in published journal amcles. If you 
detect an error in your published article and think that a correction notice is warranred, 
submit a proposed correction nonce to the journal editor. The notice should contam 
the following elements: (a) full journal title and year, volume number, issue number 
(when appropriate), and inclusive page numbers of the article being corrected; (b) com
plete article title and names of all authors, exactly as they appear in the published arti
cle; (c) precise location of the error (e.g., page, column, line); (d) exact quotation of 
the error or, in the case of lengthy errors or an error in a table or figure, an accurate 
paraphrasing of the error; and (e) concise, unambiguous wording of the correction. 
Because it is not the purpose of corrections to place blame for mistakes, correction 
notices do not identify the source of the error. 

8.07 Checklist for Manuscript Submission 

Numbers following entries refer to relevant section numbers in the Pub!tcation Manual 
(this checklist can also be found online at http://www.apa.org/joumals). 



• Checklist for Manuscript Submission 

Format 

..J Have you checked the journal's website for mstructtons to authors regardtng 
spectftc formattrng requirements for submissron (8 03)? 

0 Is the entire manuscript-including quotattons, references, author note, con
tent footnotes, and figure captions-double-spaced (8.03)? Is the manuscript 
neatly prepared (8.03)? 

0 Are the margins at least 1 in. (2.54 em; 8.03)? 
' 

0 Are the title page, abstract, references, appendices, author note, content foot-
notes, tables, and figures on separate pages (with only one table or figure per 
page)? Are the figure captions on the same page as the ftgures? Are manu
script elements ordered in sequence, wtth the text pages between the 
abstract and the references (8.03)? 

!J Are all pages numbered in sequence, starting w ith the title page (8.03)? 

Title Page and Abstract 

C Is the title no more than 12 words (2 .01)? 

0 Does the byline reflect the institution or institutions where the work was con
ducted (2.02)? 

0 Does the title page include the running head, article title, byl ine, and 
author note (8.03)? (Note, however, that some publishers prefer that you 
rnclude author identification information only in the cover letter. Check with 
your publisher and follow the recommended format.) 

C Does the abstract range between 150 and 250 words (2 04)? (Note, however, 
that the abstract word limit changes penodically Check http://www.apa.org/ 
journals for updates to the APA abstract word limtt.) 

Paragraphs and Headings 

0 Is each paragraph longer than a single sentence but not longer than one man
uscript page (3 .08)? 

CJ Do the levels of headings accurately reflect the organization of the paper 

(3.02-3.03)7 

:J Do all headings of the same level appear in the same format (3 .02-3.03)? 

Abbreviations 

C Are unnecessary abbreviations eliminated and necessary ones explained 
(4 22-4.23)7 

C: Are abbrevtatrons in tables and figures explarned in the table notes and frgure 

capt tons or legends (4.23)? 
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Mathematics and Statistics 

Are Greek letters and all but the most common mathematical symbols Identi
fied in the manuscript (4.45-4.49)? 

Are all non-Greek letters that are used as statistical symbols for algebraic vari
ables in italics (4.45)? 

Units of Measurement 

0 Are metric equivalents for all nonmetric units provided (except measurements 
of time. which have no metric equivalents; see 4.39)? 

0 Are all metric and nonmetric units with numeric values (except some meas
urements of time) abbreviated (4.27, 4.40)? 

References 

Are references cited both in text and 1n the reference list (6.11-6.21) '"l 

0 Do the text Citations and reference list entries agree both 1n spelling and in 
date (6.11-6.21 )? 

0 Are journal titles m the reference list spelled out fully (6.29)? 

0 Are the references (both in the parenthetical text citations and in the refer
ence list) ordered alphabetically by the authors' surnames (6.16, 6.25)? 

n Are inclusive page numbers for all articles or chapters in books provided in 
the reference list (7.01, 7.02)? 

0 Are references to stud1es included in your meta-analysis preceded by an 
asterisk (6.26)? 

Notes and Footnotes 

Is the departmental affiliatiOn g1ven for each author in the author note (2 03) '"l 

L Does the author note include both the author's current affiliation 1f 1t 1s differ
ent from the byline aff1hat10n and a current address for correspondence (2.03)7 

0 Does the author note disclose spec1al Circumstances about the article (por
tions presented at a meeting, student paper as basis for the article, report of 
a longitudinal study, relationship that may be perceived as a conflict of mter
est; 2.03)? 

0 In the text, are all footnotes indicated, and are footnote numbers correctly 
located (2. 12)? 

Tables and Figures 

0 Does every table column, includmg the stub column, have a heading (5 13, 
5.19)? 

Have all vertical table rules been om1tted (5.19)? 
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0 Are all tables referred to in text (5.19)? 

r Are the elements in the figures large enough to remain legible after the figure 
has been reduced to the width of a journal column or page (5.22. 5.25)? 

::J Is lettering 1n a figure no smaller than 8 po1nts and no larger than 14 points 
(525);1 

:l Are the figures being submitted in a file format acceptable to the publisher 
(5.30)? 

::J Has the figure been prepared at a resolution sufficient to produce a high
quality image (5.25)? 

Are all figures numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals (5.30)? 

:....J Are all figures and tables mentioned in the text and numbered in the order in 
wh1ch they are ment1oned (5.05)? 

Copyright and Quotations 

L Is wntten perm1ssion to use previously published text. tests or portions of 
tests. tables, or figures enclosed w1th the manuscript (6.1 0)? 

L Are page or paragraph numbers provided 1n text for all quotations (6.03, 
6.05)? 

Submitting the Manuscript 

...J Is the journal editor's contact information current (8.03)? 

:J Is a cover letter included with the manuscript? Does the letter 

0 1nclude the author's postal address. e-mail address. telephone number. 
and fax number for future correspondence? 

[ state that the manuscript is original, not prev1ously published, and not 
under concurrent consideration elsewhere 7 

r mform the journal editor of the existence of any similar published manu
scnpts written by the author (8.03, Figure 8.1)? 

r mention any supplemental material you are submitting for the online ver
sion of your article? 
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Standards (JARS), Meta-Analysis 
Reporting Standards (MARS), and 

Flow of Participants Through Each Stage 
of an Experiment or Quasi-Experiment 



Table 1 

Journal Article Reporting 
Standards (JARS) 

Information Recommended for 
Inclusion in Manuscripts That Report 

New Data Collections 
Regardless of Research Design 

.bl.na/ Article Reporting Standards UARS): Information Recommended For Inclusion in Manuscripts That Report 
~w Dolo Collections Regardless of Research Design 

i1e ~ h~e poge 

~leT>:;o 

=a~ pont characteristics 

5o ob'9 procedures 

Identify variables and theoretical issues under investigation and the relononship between them 
Author note contains acknowledgment of special circumstances: 

Use of data also appearing in previous publications, dissertations, or conference papers 
Sources of funding or other support 
Relationships that may be perceived as conflicts of interest 

Problem under investigation 
Participants or subjects; specifying pertinent characteristics; in animal research, include genus 

and species 
Study method, including: 

Sample size 
Any apparatus used 
Outcome measures 
Dat~othering procedures 
Research design (e.g., experiment, observational study) 

Findings, including effect sizes and confidence intervals and/or statistical s1gnificonce levels 
Conclusions and the implications or applications 

The importance of the problem: 
Theoretical or practical implications 

Review of relevant scholarship: 
Relation to previous work 
If other aspects of this study hove been reported on previously, how the current report differs 

from these earlier reports 
Specific hypotheses and objectives: 

Theories or other means used to derive hypotheses 
Primary and secondary hypotheses, other planned analyses 

How hypotheses and research design relate to one another 

Eligibility and exclusion criteria, including any restrictions based on demogroph1c 
characteristics 

Major demographic characteristics as well as important topic·specific characteristics (e.g., 
achievement level in studies of educational interventions), or in the case of animal 
research, genus and species 

Procedures for selecting porticiponts, including: 
The sampling method if a systematic sampling pion was implemented 
Percentage of sample approached that participated 
Self-selection (either by 1ndividuols or units, such os schools or clinics) 

SeHings and locations where dolo were collected 
Agreements and payments mode to participants 
Institutional review board agreements, ethical standards mel, safety monitoring 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Paper section and topic 

Method (continued) 
Sample size, power, and 

precision 

Measures and covoriotes 

Research design 

Results 
Participant flow 

Recruitment 
Statistics and data 

analysis 

Ancillary analyses 

Discussion 

Description 

Intended sample size 
Actual sample size, if different from intended sample size 
How sample size was determined: 

Power analysis, or methods used to determine precision of parameter estimates 
Explanation of any interim analyses and stopping rules 

Definitions of all primary and secondary measures and covoriotes: 
Include measures collected but not included in this report 

Methods used to collect data 
Methods used to enhance the quality of measurements: 

Training and reliability of data collectors 
Use of multiple observations 

Information on validated or ad hoc instruments created for individual studies, for example, 
psychometric and biometric properties 

Whether conditions were manipulated or naturally observed 
Type of research design; provided in Table 3 ore modules for: 

Randomized experiments (Module All 
Quasi-experiments (Module A2l 

Other designs would hove different reporting needs associated with them 

T otol number of participants 
Flow of participants through each stage of the study 
Dotes defining the periods of recruitment and repeated measurements or follow-up 
Information concerning problems with statistical assumptions and/or data distributions that 

could affect the validity of findings 
Missing data: 

Frequency or percentages of missing dolo 
Empirical evidence and/or theoretical arguments for the causes of data that ore missing, In· 

example, missing completely at random (MCAR). missing at random (MARl, or missing 
not at random (MNARl 

Methods for addressing missing data, if used 
For each primary and secondary outcome and for each subgroup, o summary of: 

Cases deleted from each analysis 
Subgroup or cell sample sizes, cell means, standard deviations, or other estimates of 
~precision, and other descriptive statistics 

Effect sizes and confidence intervals 
For inferential statistics (null hypothesis significance testing), information about: 

The a priori Type I error role adopted 
Direction, magnitude, degrees of freedom, and exact p level, even if no significant effed ·1 

reported 
For multivorioble analytic systems (e.g., multivariate analyses of variance, regression analyse! 

structural equation modeling analyses, and hierarchical linear modeling) also include the 
associated variance-covariance (or correlation) matrix or matrices 

Estimation problems (e.g., failure to converge, bod solution spoces), anomalous data poinls 
Statistical software program, if specialized procedures were used 
Report any other analyses performed, including adjusted analyses, indicating those that wer; 

prespecified and those that were exploratory (though not necessarily in level of deta: c· 
primary analyses) 

Discussion of implications of ancillary analyses for statistical error roles 

Statement of support or nonsupport for all original hypotheses: 
Distinguished by primary and secondary hypotheses 
Post hoc explanations 

Similarities and differences between results and work of others 
Interpretation of the results, taking into account: 

Sources of potential bios and other threats to internal validity 
Imprecision of measures 
The overall number of tests or overlap among tests, and 
Other limitations or weaknesses of the study 

Generolizobility (external validity) of the findings, taking into account: 
The target population 
Other contextual issues 

Discussion of implications for future research, program, or policy 
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ab~2 
L'C!!J e A Reportin9 Standards for Studies With on Experimental Mompulotion or Intervention (in Addition to 
L\.~kJJ Presented m Tobie I) 

lolril:xl 
b :e"lmenlo I 

r-..:~ni pulotions 
Jr r.lefventions 

r_,nil1 of oelivery 
and ooolysis 

t~~Jts 
~Jrti:ipan• Aow 

T-eat:nent fidelrty 
?.aseli."'e doto 
~1::- shes and dolo 

arclys s 
t. .cf..erse e"80 Is 

oro side effects 
:iY.U$$100 

Descnphon 

Details of the interventions or experimental manipulations intended for each study condition, 
including control groups, and how and when manipulations or interventions were actually 
administered, specifically including: 

Content of the interventions or specific experimental manipulations 
Summary or paraphrasing of instructions, unless they ore unusual or compose the experimental 
manipulation, in which case they may be presented verbatim 

Method of intervention or manipulation delivery 
Description of apparatus and materials used and their function in the experiment 

Specialized equipment by model and supplier 
Deliverer: who delivered the manipulations or interventions 

level of professional training 
level of training in specific interventions or manipulations 
Number of deliverers and, in the case of interventions, the M, SD, and range of number of 
individuals/units treated by each 

Setting: where the manipulations or interventions occurred 
Exposure quantity and duration; how many sessrons, eptsodes, or events were intended to be 

delivered, how long they were intended to lost 
Time spon: how long it took to deliver the intervention or manipulation to each unit 
Activities to increase compliance or adherence (e.g., incentives) 
Use of language other than English and the translation method 

Unit of delivery: How participants were grouped during delivery 
Description of the smallest unit that was analyzed (and in the case of experiments, that was 

randomly assigned to conditions) to assess manipulation or intervention effects (e.g _, Individuals, 
work groups, classes) 

If the unit of analysis differed from the unit of delivery, description of the analytical method used to 
account for this (e.g., adjusting the standard error estimates by the design effect or using 
multilevel analysis) 

Total number of groups (if intervention wos administered at the group level) ond the number of 
participants assigned to each group: 

Number of participants who did not complete the experiment or crossed over to other conditions, 
explain why 

Number of participants used in primary analyses 
Flow of participants through each stage of the study (see figure 1) 
Evidence on whether the treatment was delivered as intended 
Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics of each group 
Whether the analysis was by intent..fo.treot, complier overage causal effect, other or multiple ways 

All important adverse events or side effects in each intervention group 

Drscussion of results toking into account the mechanism by which the manipulation or intervention 
was intended to work (causal pathways) or alternative mechanisms 

If on intervention is involved, discussion of the success of and barriers to implementing the 
intervention, fidelity of implementation 

Generolizobility (external validity) of the findings, taking into account: 
The characteristics of the intervention 
How, what outcomes were measured 
length of follow-up 
Incentives 
Compliance rates 

The "clinical or practical significance· of outcomes and the basis for these interpretations 
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Table 3 
Reporting Standards for Studies Using Random and Nonrandom Assignment of Participants to Experimental 
Groups 

Paper section and topic 

Method 
Random assignment method 

Random assignment concealment 
Random assignment implementation 

Masking 

Statistical methods 

Deocription 

Module A 1 : Studies using random assignment 

Procedure used to generate the random assignment sequence, including de•a,! 
of any restriction (e.g., blocking, stratification) 

Whether sequence was concealed until interventions were assigned 
Who generated the assignment sequence 
Who enrolled participants 
Who assigned participants to groups 
Whether participants, those administering the interventions, and those assess•r; 

the outcomes were unaware of condition assignments 
If masking took place, statement regarding how it was accomplished and how 

the success of masking wos evaluated 
Statistical methods used to compare groups on primary outcome(s) 
Statistical methods used for additional analyses, such as subgroup anoly~ :rd 

adjusted analysis 
Statistical methods used For mediation analyses 

Module A2: Studies using nonrandom assignment 

Method 
Assignment method 

Masking 

Statistical methods 

Unit of assignment (the unit being assigned to study conditions, e.g., individuo 
group, community) 

Method used to assign units to study conditions, including details of any 
restriction (e.g., blocking, stratification, minimization) 

Procedures employed to help minimize potential bios due to nonrondomizaticn 
(e.g. , matching, propensity score matching) 

Whether participants, those administering the interventions, and those ossessm; 
the outcomes were unaware of condition assignments 

If masking took place, statement regarding how it was accomplished and hO'• 
the success of masking was evaluated 

Statistical methods used to compare study groups on primary outcome(s). 
including complex methods for correlated data 

Statistical methods used for additional analyses, such as subgroup analyse~ o,) 
adjusted analysis (e.g., methods for modeling pretest differences and 
adjusting for them) 

Statistical methods used for mediation analyses 

From "Reporting Standards for Research in Psychology: Why Do We Need Them? What Might They Be?" by APA Publtcaocr 
and Communications Board Working Group on Journal Article Reporting Standards, 2008, American Psychologtst. 63, rf 
842-845. Copyright 2008 by the American Psychological Association. 



Meta-Analysis Reporting 
Standards {MARS) 

Information Recommended for Inclusion in 
Manuscripts Reporting Meta-Analyses 

Table 4 
~lvs1s Reporting Standards (MARS): Information Recommended for Inclusion in Manuscripts Reporting 
,'t'ebAnafyses 

>.!:!trod 

1.'~ 

i:-d~~ and exclusion 
enteric 

Voderotor and mediator 
ono~s 

~::r-ch sttotegies 

Descriploon 

Make it clear that the report describes o research synthesis and include "meta-analysis, • if 
applicable 

Footnote funding source(s) 

The problem or relotion(s) under investigohon 
Study eligibility criteria 
Type(s) of participants included in primary studies 
Meto-onolvsis methods (indicating whether a fixed or random model was used) 
Main results (including the more important effect sizes and any important moderators of these 

effect sizes) 
Conclusions /including limitations) 
Implications or theory, policy, and/or practice 

Clear statement of the question or relotion(s) under investigation: 
Historical background 
Theoretical, policy, and/or practical issues related to the question or relotion(s) of interest 
Rationale for the selection and coding of potential moderators and mediators of results 
Types of study designs used in the primary research, their strengths and weaknesses 
Types of predictor and outcome measures used, their psychometric characteristics 
Populations to which the question or relation is relevant 
Hypotheses, if any 

Operational characteristics of independent (predictor) and dependent (outcome) vorioble(s) 
Eligible participant populations 
Eligible research design features (e.g., random assignment only, minimal sample size) 
Time period in which studies needed to be conducted 
Geographical and/or cultural restrictions 
Definition of all coding categories used to test moderators or mediators of the relotion(s) of 

interest 
Reference and citation databases searched 
Registries (including prospective registries) searched: 

Keywords used to enter databases and registries 
Search software used and version 

Time period in which studies needed to be conduded, if applicable 
Other efforts to retrieve all available studies: 

listservs queried 
Contacts mode with authors (and how authors were chosen) 
Reference lists of reports examined 

Method of addressing reports in languages other than English 
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Table 4 (continued} 

Paper section ond lopic 

Search strategies 
(continued) 

Coding procedures 

Stotisticol methods 

Results 

Discussion 

Descriptoon 

Process for determining study eligibility: 
Aspects of reports were examined (i.e., title, abstract, and/or full text) 
Number and qualifications of relevance judges 
Indication of agreement 

How disagreements were resolved 
Treatment of unpublished studies 
Number ond qualifications of coders (e.g., level of expertise in the oreo, training) 
Interceder reliability or agreement 
Whether each report wos coded by more than one coder ond if so, how disagreements we•e 

resolved 
Assessment of study quality: 

If o quality scale was employed, o description of criteria ond the procedures for oppliccte~~ 
If study design features were coded, what these were 

How missing dolo were handled 
Effect size metric(s) : 

Effect sizes calculating formulas (e.g., Ms and SDs, use of univariate F to r transform) 
Corrections mode to effect sizes (e.g ., small sample bios, correction for unequal ns) 

Effect size averaging and/or weighting method(s) 
How effect size confidence intervals (or standard errors) were cokuloted 
How effect size credibility intervals were calculated, if used 
How studies with more than one effect size were handled 
Whether fixed and/or random effects models were used and the model choice justification 
How heterogeneity in effect sizes was assessed or estimated 
Ms ond SDs for measurement artifacts, if construct-level relationships were the focus 
Tests ond ony od\·ustments for dolo censoring (e.g., publication bios, selective reporting) 
Tests for stoti stico outliers 
Statistical power of the meta-analysis 
Statistical programs or software packages used to conduct statistical analyses 

Number of citations examined for relevance 
list of citations included in the synthesis 
Number of citations relevant on many but not oil inclusion criteria excluded from the melo

onolysis 
Number of exclusions for eoch exclusion criterion (e.g., effect size could not be calculated• 

with examples 
Tobie giving descriptive information for eoch included study, including effect size ond sorrpf 

size 
Assessment of study quality, if ony 
Tables and/or graphic summaries: 

Overall chorocterislics of the dotabose (e.g., number of studies with different research 
designs) 

Overall effect size estimates, including measures of uncertainty (e.g., confidence ond/or 
credibility intervals) 

Results of moderator and mediator analyses (analyses of subsets of studies): 
Number of studies and total sample sizes for eoch moderator analysis 
Assessment of interrelations among variables used for moderator and mediator analyses 

Assessment of bios including possible dote censoring 

Statement of major findings 
Consideration of alternative explanations for observed results: 

Impact of dolo censoring 
Generolizobility of conclusions: 

Relevant populations 
Treatment variations 
Dependent (outcome) variables 
Research designs 

General limitations (including assessment of the quality of studies included) 
Implications ond interpretation for theory, policy, or practice 
Guidelines for future research 

From " Reporting Standards for Research in Psychology: Why Do We Need Them? What Might They Be?M by APA Publk::l(l()ll> 
and Communications Board Working Group on Journal Article Reporting Standards, 2008, Amenam PsychologiSt, 63. pr 
848-849. Copyright 2008 by the American Psychological Association. 



• ure 1 

Flow of Participants Through 
Each Stage of an Experiment or 

Quasi-Experiment 

:-,.,.. ~f ra~iciponts Through Each Stage of on Experiment or Quosi·Experimenl 

As.stJned 10 ••penmenwJ JI'OUP 
(n• ) 

R<Cr.>ed upenmental mantpulauon 
Cn • ) 

Oi.J no1 1'<\:CI>t expenmenLtl 
marupulauon 

Cn• ) 
G1>e rca>OOS 

1 
t..o.a to foil~ -up 

Cn • ) 

G•"e reasom 

Di"""llnued partJCtpaUOII 
Cn• ) 

0 ... e reasons 

Anllpcd(n • ) 

E•cluded lrom anal~·i (n a 

Gt>Creti(lm 

) 

Assessed for t llglblllty (11 z 1 

Follow.llp 
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Otd not 11'\Cel 11'\f.:lu"-•on 4.: nccr1a 
(n • ) 

Refu\otd to pantetpate 

In • I 
Otber re.son 

(n • I 

"''"JI>Cd (0 compari'>OO aroup 
(n • l 

Rttt•~cd compari\un m.an~pul:auon (if 
any! 

(n • 
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(n • l 
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1 
Lo-t to folk>v.·up 

In • ) 

Ol\er~\Otl1 

Di'iCOOUnued pano<lj\AliOO 
(n • ) 

Gt"e rea-.on" 

Analy1cd (n = ) 

!i.xduded from analt'" (n • ) 

Gt\C rtUllO~ 

.. ~ lhilllowcha.fll onodopl<lloon ol the flowchart offered by the CONSORT Group IAhmon el ol., 2001 , Moher, Schulz, & Altmon, 2001) . Journals publ,.hong 
"'"'~CONSORT Rowchort """'- wooved copyrtght p.-oledion 

• ~teporung Standards for Research m Psychology: Why Do We eed Them? What Might They Be?" by APA Publications 
untcanons Board Working Group on journal Article Repomng Standards, 2008, AmeriCan Psychologtst, 63, p. 846. 

• 2008 by the American Psychologtcal Association. 
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Numbers in bold refer to section numbers. 

A 
Abbreviations, 4.22-4.30, 106-111 

accepted as words, 4.24, 107 
&n APA journals, 4.25, 108 
avoidance of, in article title, 2.01, 23 
begmning a sentence, 4.30, 111 
decis1on whether ro use, 4.22, 107 
explanation of, 4.23, 107 
internal periods in, 4.01, 88 
introducing, 4.09, 93 
Larin, 4.02, 4.26, 88, 108 
in legal citations, A7.01, 216-217 
for measurements, 4.02, 4.40, 88, 115 
for names of group authors, 6.13, 176 
overuse of, 4.22, 106 
plural of, 4.29, 110-111 
reference, 4.02, 6.22, 88, 180 
for routes of administration, 4.02, 4.27, 

88, 110 
scientific, 4.27, 108-110 
of state names, 4.02, 6.30, 88, 187 
for statistical copy, 119-123 (Table 4.5) 
in tables, 5.12, 5.13, 133-134 
underuse of, 4.22, 107 
for United States, 4.02, 88 
used for groups, 72 
u e of period with, 4.02, 88 

:\bruptne!> , avoiding, 3.06, 65 
Ab tracr, 2.04, 8.03, 25-27, 229 

format of, 2.04, 27 

Index 

as original source, 7.01, 202 
as secondary source, 7.01, 202 

Academic course title, 4.16, 102 
Acceptance of manuscript, 8.02, 227-228 
Accepted usage, for numbers expressed in 

words, 4.32, 112 
Accuracy, importance of, in reference list, 6.22, 

180 
Acknowledgments. See also Credit 

in author note, 2.03, 25 
of contribution to study, 1.13, 18 
of participation, 73 
of previously published material, 1.09, 

14-15 
Acronyms, 4.02, 88. See also Abbreviations 
Action editor, 8.01, 226 
Active voice, 2.04, 3.18, 26, 77 
Adaptation, 6.10, 173 
Addition links, as transition device, 3.05, 65 
Ad hoc reviewers, 8.01, 226 
Administrative and executive materials, 

reference form for, A7.06, 223-224 
Advance online publication, 7.01, 198, 199, 

200 
Adverbs, 3.21, 82-83 
Adverse events, reported in Results section, 

2.07, 35 
Adv1sory ediror, 8.01, 226 
A{ncan Amencan, use of term, 3.14, 75 
Age groups, 3.16, 71, 76 
Age ranges, 3.16, 76 

-
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Agreement 
of noun and pronoun, 3.20, 79 
of subject and verb, 3.19, 4. 12, 78-79, 96 

Ahgnmenr 
of manuscript page, 8.03, 229 
for sratisricaVmarhematical copy, 4.46, 

118, 123 
Alphabetical order 

of multiple citanons within same 
parentheses, 6.16, 177-178 

of names in reference list, 6.25, 181-182 
Alphabetization, letter by letter, 6.25, 181- 182 
Alternation, between he and she, 3.12, 74 
Ambiguity, eliminating, 3.09, 68-69 
Amencan Indian, use of term, 3.14, 75 
Ampersand, 6.12, 6.27, 175, 184 
Ancillary analyses, reported in Re ulrs section, 

2.07, 34 
Ammal subjecrs, described in Method secnon, 

2.06, 30 
Anonymous, use of term, 6.15, 6.25, 177, 183 
Anthropomorphism, avo1dance of, 3.09, 68-69 
APA, commitment ro fair treatment, 70-71 
APA Archives, 7.10, 212 
APA Compliance With Ethical Principle Form, 

233-234 (Figure 8.2) 
APA Copyright Permission Request Form, 

237-238 (Figure 8.4) 
APA Disclosure of Interests Form, 235 (Figure 

8.3) 
APA Ethics Code, 11 
APA journals. See also journals 

abbreviations used in, 4.25, I 08 
and editorial style, 87 
expecranon of complete reporting of 

results, 2.07, 33 
and Internet posting, 8.05, 239 
levels of beadings for, 3.03, 62 (Table 3.1) 
metrication policy, 4.39, 114-115 
and reference lists, 180 
and supplemental materials, 8.03, 230 

Appeal, of rejection, 8.02, 227 
Appendices, 2.06, 2.13, 8.03, 29, 38-40, 230 

formatting of, 2.13, 39 
labeling of, 2.13, 39 
in methodological arriclcs, 1.04, I L 
with rabies or figures, 5.05, 127 
titling of, 2.13, 39 

Arabic numerals 
for page numbering, 8.03, 229 
in reference list, 6.22, 180 

Archival copy, in reference li t, 6.24, 6.32, 
181, 192 

Archival function, of journal art1cle , 10 
Archival sources, 6.28, 185 

reference examples, 7.10, 212-214 
Arch1ve of the History of American Psychology, 

University of Akron, 7.10, 212 

Amcle identifier, DOl as, 6.31, 189 
Arncles. See Journal arricles 
Astan, use of term, 3.14, 76 
Asian American, use of term, 3.14, 76 
Assistance, with scientific wnring 10 Engh h, 

8.03, 228 
Associate editor, 8.01, 226 
Asterisk, 5.16, 139 

used to annotate historical author's 
original term, 3.17, 77 

used to identify articles in meta-analy§l~, 
6.26, 183 

As well as, use of term, 3.23, 85 
At risk, use of term, 71 
Audiovisual media, reference examples, 7.07, 

209-210 
Author, as publisher name, 7.02, 203 
Author and editor 10formation, as reference 

component, 6.17, 184 
Author-dare citation system, 6.11-6.21, 

174-179. See also Citations 10 te>.t 
Author note, 2.03, 24-25 

and copyright of unpubh hed manuscnpt, 
1.15, 19-20 

for disclosure of confl1ct or bias, 1.12, 1., 
Author responsibilities 

in publication process, 8.03-8.07, 228-243 
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Subjects, 73 
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Telev1sion or rad1o enes, 7.07, 209, 210 
Temporary compounds, 98-99 
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Vers1on, 6.18, 178 
Version of record, 6.24, 6.31, 6.32, 8.05, 181, 
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We, editorial, 3.09, 69-70 
Web addresses, 4.02, 88 
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Wh1ch/that, use of, 3.20, 79 
Wh1le, instead of altho11gh, and, but, 3.22, 84 
While/since, use of, 3.22, 83-84 
Who, u e of, 3.20, 79 
Who/whom, use of, 3.20, 80 
\Vomen, use of term, 3.16, 76 
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Would, use of, 3.18, 78 
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~ Concise Rules 
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This easy-ro-use pocket guide, compiled 

from rhe Publication Manual of the 

American Psychological Association , 

Sixth Edition, provides complete guidance 

on the rules of style that are critical for clear 

communication. It's not only simple to use, 

it' lightweight and portable making it easy 

to carry in your briefcase or backpack. 

How does Concise Rules of APA Style 

differ from the Publication Manual? The 

Publication Manual remains the best source 

for broad background information about 

scientific publishing. It provides guidance 

on designing research, identifying the 

parts of a scholarly article, understanding 

the process of journal publication, and 

submitting articles for publication. Concise 

Rules, by comparison, targets only those 

rules writers need for choosing the best 

words and format for their articles. It offers 

a comprehensive list of essential writing 

standards in a convenient, easily retrievable 

format. 2010.284 pages. lay-Flat Spiral Binding. 

ISBN 978-1-4338~560-8. 

For more information about this title and 
other APA books, \'isit www.apa.org/books. 
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~ Mastering APA Style 
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Mastering APA Style 
Instructor's Resource Guide 
SIXTH EDITION 

Mastering APA Style 
Student's Workbook 
and Training Guide 
SIXTH EDITION 

Self-paced and sclf-teachmg, Masterinl{ 
APA Style: Student's Workbook and 
Trammg Guide is an excellent wa} to 
learn official APA Style quickly and 
effectively. It con tams mstrucuonal 
exerc1ses rhat reach key a~pecrs of the 
Publication Manual, to accompany the 
Sixth Edition, including reference~ a nd 
citations, grammar, headmgs, seriall;atiOn, 
statistical and mathematical copy, italics 
and capira lizarion, number srylc, and table 
formatting. This workbook IS an cffccuve 
learning module for the classroom o r 
mdependenr srudy. 2010. 248 pages. 
lay-Flat Spiral Binding. ISBN 0..978-4338·0557·8. 

Updated to accompan) rhe S1xrh Fd1tion of rhe 
Publication Manual, this useful book contains 
suggestions on how to best utili1c the Student's 
\Vorkbook and Traimng G111de and offers multiple
choice asses~ments, answer sheers, and correction keys. 
2010. 248 pages. lay-Flat Spiral Binding. ISBN 0·978-4338-0558-5. 

For complete information on rht:sc and other APA books, 
vi~it www.apa.org/books. 



APA Dictionaries 
Three Landmark Reference Books 
That Define the Lexicon of Psychology 

APA 
College 

Dictionary 
PS)~hology 

APA Dictionary of Psychology 
With over 25,000 terms and definitions, rhe APA Dictionary of 
Psychology encompasses all areas of research and application, 
and includes coverage of concepts, processes, and therapies 
acro~s a ll the major subdisciplines of psychology. Ten years in the 
making and edited by a distinguished editorial board of nearly 
100 psychological scholars, researchers, and practitioners, the 
APA Dicti01Jary of Psychology is destined to become the most 
authoritative reference of its kind. 2007. 1,024 pages. Hardcover. 
ISBN 978-1-59147-380-0. 

APA Concise Dictionary of Psychology 
Thas abridged version of the landmark, critically acclaimed APA 
DICtionary of Psychology maintains all the best features of the 
parent dictionary, including 10,000 entries offering clear and 
authoritative definitions-including many revised and updated 
from the parent dactionary. It provides balanced coverage of over 
90 subareas across the field of psychology-including clinical, 
experimental, neuropsychology, cognitive, personality, social, 
developmental, health, research methodology, and many others. 
2008.583 pages. Hardcover. ISBN 978-1-4338-0391-8. 

APA College Dictionary of Psychology 
Condensed from the critically acclaimed APA Dictionary of 
Psychology in a compact, lightweight, paperback format, the 
APA College Dictionary of Psychology answers students' specific 
informational needs-whether they are in advanced placement 
hagh school psychology classes or an introductory Psych 101 
courses and beyond. Students will be able to successfully navigate 
all levels of psychology courses with this authoritative, look-up 
resource for study and reference. 2009.480pagts.Paperbad. 
ISBN 978-1-4338-0433-5. 

For complete information on these and other 
APA books, visit www.apa.org/books. 
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AMERICAN 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATION 

Encyclopedia of Psychology 
Alan E. Kazdin, Editor-in-Chief 
A co-publication of the American Psychological Association and Oxford University Press 

Here in eight superbly organized volumes is the definitive guide to every 
area of psychological theory, research, and practice. The product of a 
unique collaboration between the American Psychological Association and 
Oxford University Press, the Encyclopedia of Psychology is a stare-of-the-art 
synthesis of classic and contemporary knowledge. 

International in scope, the Encyclopedia of Psychology is the first place 
to turn to for authoritative information on every area of the field-and 
for answers to literally thousands of questions about concepts, methods, 
theories, findings, major figure , schools of thought, and emerging areas 
of interest. 

Organized alphabetically, the articles range from 500 to 7,000 words 
in length. Multi-article enrnes cover major topics in depth, and the 400 
biographies constitute a mini-encyclopedia in itself. An extensive system of 
cross-references and blind entries facilitate research from article to article 
and clarify links within the field. An exhaustive index makes topic location 
quick and easy. 2000.8 Volumes. Hardcover. ISBN 978-1-55798-187-5. 

U.S. and Canadian Orders Only. 

The exclusive electronic release of the Encyclopedia of Psychology 
can be found in APA's full-text PsycBOoKS• database, 

which includes more than 1,500 authored entries. 

For complete information for this and other 
APA book titles, visit www.apa.org/books. 



AMERICAN 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATION 

Graduate Study in Psychology 

Updated yearly, Graduate Study in Psychology offers complete practical 
information about over 500 psychology programs in the United States 
and Canada. It provides current facts about programs and degrees offered, 
admission requirements, application information, financial aid, tuition, 
and housing. 

The book contains information about the number of applications received 
by a program, the number of individuals accepted in each program, 
dates for applications and admission, rypes of information required for 
an application (GRE scores, letters of recommendations, documentation 
concerning volunteer or clinical experience), in-state and out-of-state tuition 
costs, availability of internships and scholarships, employment information 
of graduates, orientation and empha is of departments and programs, plus 
other relevant information. 

Graduate Study in Psychology is a reference that is suitable for studeots; 
counselors; libraries; and department offices in psychology, education, and 
other related fields. Updated yearly. Paperback. 

For complete information for this and other 
APA book titles, visit www.apa.org/books. 
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AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL A SSOCIATION 

Internships in Psychology 
The APAGS Workbook for Writing 
Successful Applications and Finding the Right Fit 
SECOND EDITION 
Carol Williams-Nickelson, Mitchell J. Prinstein, 
and W. Gregory Keilin 

Internships m Psychology provides psychology graduate 
students wtrh all the resources needed ro successfully navigate 
rhe mrernshtp appltcarion process. Designed spect6cally for 
doctoral-level psychology rudenrs, this book acts a your 
personal mentor with srep-by-srep instructions to help land an 
tnrernshtp placement that is the best fir. 

The Second Edmon contains a variety of new mformanon: a 
new chapter on finding unfilled inrernshtp posmons through 
the APPIC internship clearinghouse, a discussiOn of the supply 
and demand situation, new data on marching trend , and new 
mformarion on fillmg our the AAPI application and on APA 
accredited programs. 2008. Paperback. 148 pages. 

Getting In 
A Step-by-Step Plan for Gaining Admission 
to Graduate School in Psychology 
SECOND EDITION 

Thts handy, readable book simplifies the process for applicanh 
and mcreac;es thetr chances of being accepted. Useful nmdine , 
nps, and tool break the msks into manageable reps and help 
reader define thetr goals, select programs, and navtgare rhe 
appltcatton process. A monthly rimemble and detatled work heeb 
for selecung the best program marches are included, and a 
resource section provides a list of publications and organizations 
that are u~eful in the vanous phases of applying. 

Reader~ will learn what criteria admissions committees use ro 
evaluate applicants; how to improve their qualificatiom; and 
how to showcase their ralencs in personal essays, letters of 
recommendations, and preselection interviews. The co rs of a 
graduate education and financial aid information pectfic to 
graduate ~rudenrs are also discussed. 2007. Paperback. 230 pages. 

For complete information on these and other 
APA books, visit www.apa.org/books. 



Quick Guide to 
Common References 

Periodicals 
JOurnal art1cle, 198-200 

With DOl, 198-199 
"ithour DOl, I 99 

maga1ine article, 200 
manusuipr submmed to, 2 11 
newspaper article, 200 
~pec1al1., ue, 201 
~upplemenral material, 201 

Books, Reference Books, 
and Book Chapters 

book, ennre, 
elt·crronic 'er 10n of print, 203 
elecrromc \Cr ion of republished, 203 
elcctromc-onl), 203 
hmited circulation, 204 
print, 203 

t.:haprer in an ed1red book, 204 
cdltC~d book, 204 
emry m a reference book, 205 
revised or ~ubscquenr ednion, 205 

Technical and Research Reports 
corporate aurhor, report from, 205-206 
government report, corporate author, 205 
issue brief, 206 
nongovernmental organization, authored 

report, 206 

Meetings and Symposia 
conference paper ab tract, retneved 

onhnc, 207 
proceeding~ pubhshed, 207 
symposium contribution, 207 

Doctoral Dissertations and 
Master's Theses 

abstract m D1ssertatmn Abstracts 
/nternatwnal, 208 

doctoral dissertation, 
from an m~murional database, 208 
from the web, 208 

doctoral thesis, from un1vers1ry outside the 
Umted rare , 208 

master\ the 1 , from a commercial data
base, 208 

Reviews and Peer Commentary 
arride, peer commentary on, 209 
book, review of, 209 
video, rev1cw of, 209 
video game, review of, no author, 209 

Audiovisual Media 
podca'>t, 210 
video, 209 

Data Sets, Software, Measurement 
Instruments, and Apparatus 

.lppararu~. 111 
data er, 21 1 
mea urement instrument, 211 
software, 211 

Unpublished and Informally 
Published Works 

mformally published or self-archived work, 
from ERIC, 112 

personal commumcanons (see section 
6.10) 

unpublished, 
manuc;c.ript w1th a university cited, 11 I 
mw dara from ~tudy, 212 

Archival Documents and 
Collections 

arch1val source, corporate author, 214 
h1~roncal publicanon, limited circula
tion, 214 

letter'>, 
collection of, from an archive, 213 
pn\ate collecnon, from a, 213 
rcpo'>ltory, from a, 21 3 

unpublished papers, 213 

Internet Message Boards, 
Electronic Mailing Lists, and 
Other Online Communities 

blog po\t, 2 15 
mes,age posted on, 

an elec.tromc mailing list, 215 
a ne\\ group, onlme forum, or discus

ion group, 215 
video blog po~r. 2l5 
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